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ABSTRACT 

 

Shakespeare continues to be greatly admired in the Arab World. His works remaining ever 

popular with plays and sonnets frequently published, performed and quoted in daily 

newspapers and magazines. Shakespears works are also great sources of study in many areas, 

including those within translational studies. 

This research explored the Norms of Poetry Translation from English into Arabic through a 

descriptive corpus- based case study of Shakespeare’s Sonnets. 

The essential objective was to implement a socio-cultural approach to the study of poetry 

translations, based on the concept of “norms”. In order to achieve this, the study engaged in a 

detailed discussion of the cognitive concept of norms, a theory developed by Gideon Toury 

(1995), and the concept of the “translator’s voice”. The thesis also explored “translational 

shifts” as a tool used to examine the behaviour of translators. Also, the translators' agency as it 

is linked to the concept of “distinction”, which was first introduced by Pierre Bourdieu (1979). 

Additionally, the works of other pertinent translation theorists were also discussed in order to 

elaborate a methodology for the study of Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

The most significant feature of this study is its cross disciplinary nature. It integrates different 

theories of norms (primarily that of the socio-cultural aspects) which describes the collective 

behaviour of translators, and the translator’s voice. As well as its cross- cultural investigation 

of norms in Shakespeare’s sonnets, within the context of Elizabethan England and the Arabian 

cultures of that period. 

The study also reflected on obstacles encountered during the translation process and the 

consequences of challenging norms. 

The corpus of the study composed of five Arabic translations chosen from research of all 

published books of complete Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets; to include all 
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translations, would fall outside of the remit of this thesis.  In the effort to shed light, the chosen 

five translations and their respective translators lends nearer to a reflection of the full coverage 

of the entirety of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Similarly, the five chosen translators provide pertinent 

scope for comparison, particularly when oscillating in their choices between SC and TC norms. 

Other contrasting features include their methodology, style and creativity.  

The translators discussed are Badr Tawfīq (1988), Esmat Wālī (2008), Kamāl Abu-Deeb 

(2012), ʻAbd al-Wāḥid Luʼluʼah (2013), and Muḥammad Enani (2016). Finally, underpinning 

the reasoning for this selection of translations and translators for analysis, two sets of criteria 

were established: source-oriented and target-oriented. 

The key findings of this study included:  

•  Translators often follow dominant norms unconsciously, due to personal beliefs or in 

consideration of TT acceptance.  

• Norms differed from one culture to another, as well as differing within a single culture across 

different time periods. 

• Norms, as a translational concept, is generally connected to Toury, the foremost developer 

of this concept. However, this study has found that Toury’s conceptualisation does not 

categorically cover the cultural aspects of norms. 

• There are varying levels of difficulties to applying different theories of norms to Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

• The more a translator is attached to the norms of either the SC or the TC, then the more 

distinctive the outcome of the translation is likely to be. 

• When approaching the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, exploring norms 

helps to mediate these sonnets in ways which are relevant to Arab audiences.  

• Creativity is employed by the translators in their attempts to square the expectations of Arab 

norms whilst remaining true to revealing Shakespeare’s expressions and meanings.     
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• On analysis of the introduction of Shakespeare’s work into the Arab world, it has been found 

that Arab readers/audiences were/are tolerant of the Bard’s language and images, even if 

these clash with their usual cultural norms. 

 

The scope of this study has the potential to be diverse, However, in keeping with the aims and 

objective of the thesis, the analysis focused on the translation of metaphors and references that 

have cultural connotations: mainly, religious, mythical, and taboo expressions. One reason for 

this concentrated effort was to shed light on the socio-cultural aspects of translation that take 

shape in the translation process of Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. The potential for greater 

scope has been highlighted so as to inspire further research, for example studies to analyse 

Shakespearean sonnets may yield other aspects of the dominance of norms in translation, for 

example, equivalence, which would further enrich the topic.  

On a final note, it is hoped that this small contribution to the study of norms in poetry translation 

will help balance the perception of Shakespeare as poet, as well as playwright. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

1.1 THE AIMS AND FOCUS OF THE STUDY 

In order to achieve the primary aim of developing a methodology for the study of Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, this thesis draws on the theory of descriptive translation 

studies (DTS). The concept of translation norms is used as part of a theoretical framework for 

identifying and describing different approaches to the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into 

Arabic, with a particular focus on the cultural challenges faced in the translation process.  

Tied to the concept of norms is the concept of translation shifts. Indeed, these two concepts are 

used to justify the translation decisions made by the selected Arabic translators of the sonnets. 

They are also utilised to investigate the tendencies of the Arabic translators to use specific 

translation strategies in their efforts to comply with or challenge dominant translation norms. 

The translator’s voice and its visibility in the translation process are also taken into 

consideration. Furthermore, the concept of distinction receives particular attention in the final 

parts of the thesis, for the purpose of analysing its association with norms and the visibility of 

each translator. 

This study is premised on the following theories: Toury’s (1995) understanding of translation 

norms, Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1995) development of the concept of translation shifts and 

Bourdieu’s (1979) concept of distinction1. This thesis will use these concepts to identify the 

strategies adopted by the translators in rendering source texts into their target language. This 

 
1 Bourdieu’s theory of distinction is not primarily concerned with translation. Therefore, this study will use 
Hanna’s (2016) application of Bourdieu’s strategies of distinction as they are used in the field of translation 
studies.  
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approach is undertaken because of its resemblance in nature, and its close association, with the 

core interests of this investigation and the chosen data.  

Developments in the concepts of translation norms and translation shifts provide the rationale 

on points of comparison between chosen Arabic translations. In addition to discussing 

translation shifts and exploring the normative behaviour of the Arabic translators, the study 

also seeks to identify each translator’s individual voice or, to use Venuti’s (1995) seminal term, 

the translator’s visibility, i.e. the attempts made by the translators to proactively negotiate or 

challenge dominant translation norms.  

This thesis compares and contrasts five different translations of various sonnets by Shakespeare 

from a descriptive point of view, without prescriptively judging the quality of the translations. 

The rationale behind the selection of these sonnets is their clearer indication to the subject the 

researcher is trying to focus on. Chapter Eight will investigate the concept of distinction as 

articulated by Bourdieu (1979).  This thesis also addresses the dearth of research on the norms 

of translating the sonnets into Arabic, which adds further value to the study. Certainly, despite 

the immense interest amongst translation scholars in Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets, research 

on Arabic translation studies has not yet implicitly addressed the translation of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, with the exception of a few sporadic studies that deal with some aspects of translation. 

Research suggests that scholarly analysis leans more towards Shakespeare as a playwright and 

not as a poet and so many translation studies appear to concentrate on the translations of 

Shakespeare’s plays (especially the tragedies) and the influence of socio-cultural factors on the 

translation process of these. It is postulated here that most of the theories that have already 

been utilised to examine Shakespeare’s plays are also applicable for use, in a large extent, to 

his sonnets. One pertinent reason for this is because the poetic nature and style of the sonnets 

are congruent to the plays. This does not, however, imply a complete absence of translation 
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research that focuses on Shakespeare’s sonnets, rather that the investigations which have 

emerged, so far, appear to deal with very specific issues regarding translations of the sonnets, 

but as yet there is no PhD study that exclusively concentrates on the translation of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. 

This thesis will explore norms to varying degrees: firstly, it will discuss the norms of writing 

poetry in both English and in Arabic and, secondly, it will highlight the various translation 

norms that condition and shape different Arabic versions of Shakespeare’s sonnets. 

Furthermore, there will be reflection on the symbolic capital associated with Shakespeare’s 

plays and his sonnets generally in the Arab world, and on the strategies employed by translators 

to negotiate linguistic and cultural norms in their mediation of Shakespeare’s work, that fulfils 

the expectations of the targeted Arab audience. This is of important note because Shakespeare’s 

sonnets were shaped by the norms of poetry writing followed in English Elizabethan culture, 

which are in stark difference to the norms of poetry writing followed in Arab culture either in 

the time when the sonnets were written in their original language or the time they were 

translated into Arabic. These differences will be explored at length in this thesis.   

Essentially investigated are five Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets by different Arab 

translators who published their works at different points in time (in 1988, 2008, 2012, 2013, 

and 2016 respectively). The motivation for this investigation is to examine the notion that 

norms do not only vary between cultures, but they can vary within the same culture across 

different time periods. In this respect, Toury (1995, p. 62) notes, “At times, norms change 

rather quickly; at other times, they are more enduring, and the process may take longer. Either 

way, substantial changes in translational norms too, quite often, occur within one’s life-time.”  

One key objective of this thesis is to examine patterns of translation shifts in the selected 

translations and what these shifts tell us about translation norms. Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) 
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succinctly note that shifts can be examined in order to demonstrate different methods of 

translation.  

 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

This study uses the Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) approach to analyse selected Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. DTS is posited by Gideon Toury and outlined in his 

innovative book Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (1995). In essence, the concept 

of DTS involves the examination of translation as a culturally motivated and influenced 

activity. This branch of translation studies offers an alternative approach to pure translation 

studies, as advocated by Holmes’s Map (Toury, 1995); it establishes an empirical, descriptive 

method of examining translation. Therefore, DTS underpins the core of this thesis and 

influences the overall study methodology. When comparing translations with source texts, it 

becomes evident that both cultural and social factors, including variations in the translation 

behaviours of different translators affect the target texts and, concomitantly, the end product of 

translation. 

Toury (1995) introduced the notion of translation norms in detail, and clarified the different 

types of norms within the context of DTS. Both DTS and translation norms treat translation as 

a social activity with cultural implications. In other words, the concept of translation norms is 

informed by DTS in its focus on the target text/culture. To apply this approach to the selected 

corpus, it is imperative to be able to negotiate the culture associated with the target text(s) and 

the product-oriented result of translation studies. This study specifically pertains to the Arabic 

target text and, as such, does not delve into significant detail about the source text. Therefore, 

it does not judge the quality of the translation in light of the source text. The concept of norms 
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is cognitive and needs utilisable tools to be applied. This is the main reason why translation 

shifts are examined alongside norms, throughout the analysis of the chosen corpus.  

This study follows a target-oriented approach. As Toury (1995, p. 53) asserts, “Strictly, 

translational norms can only be applied at the receiving end, establishing them is not merely 

justified by a target-oriented approach but should be seen as its very epitome.”  

In order to examine translational shifts, Vinay and Darbelnet’s model (first published in French 

in 1958) has been chosen for its comparative qualities. This will be used as a model for analysis 

throughout the thesis. Again, each analytical chapter will examine the shifts, or the methods 

employed by translators to render meaning, according to the expectations of an Arab audience. 

When analysing the concept of distinction, this study will focus on the different voices of the 

five translators, before interpreting Bourdieu’s (1979) understanding of distinction as an 

outcome of the distinctive voice of each translator. One of the key limitations of translation 

norms is that the concept does not allow accountability for the individualistic behaviour of 

translators who challenge translation norms that are dominant during the era they are working 

in. Thus, the concept of distinction is utilised in order to account for this behaviour. 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The fundamental questions that motivate this study are outlined as below in their respective 

order, starting with: Can the concept of translation norms be used as a way of approaching 

and examining the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic? Norms are important 

elements in the examination of translation as a social activity, because a target text needs to be 

accepted in the TC. By understanding certain cultural norms (Arab norms for example), a more 

effective translation outcome and a greater understanding of the translation will be achieved.  
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The concept of norms is not new in linguistic studies, because translation has always been 

classed as a branch of linguistics. However, Gideon Toury (1995) significantly developed the 

theory of norms and he worked to advocate this concept in the field of translation studies.  

This thesis discusses Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets as a social activity governed 

by norms. The study will provide an explanation of different types of norms, followed by an 

examination of their presence in the selected translations. By exploring these norms, a more 

nuanced understanding of meaning in the sonnets will be achieved, and this process will aid in 

finding the connections between what is said and why it is being said (or translated) in a certain 

way. Toury (1995, p. 53) talks about the significance of viewing translation as a kind of cultural 

mediation:  

Translation activities should, rather, be regarded as having cultural significance. 

Consequently, translator-ship amounts first and foremost to being able to play a social role, 

i.e., to fulfil a function allotted by a community - to the activity, its practitioners and/or their 

products - in a way which is deemed as appropriate in its own terms of reference. The 

acquisition of a set of norms for determining the suitability of that kind of behaviour, and for 

manoeuvring between all the factors which may constrain it, is therefore a pre-requisite for 

becoming a translator within a cultural environment. 

This quotation emphasises the importance of considering the cultural aspects of translation, as 

well as demonstrating the importance of norms in translation between cultures, because they 

play a vital role in making a TT acceptable or unacceptable to the recipients of the TT.    

Chapter Two starts with a discussion on norms as a general concept in translation studies. 

Initially, norms will be explored from the perspective of Toury (1995) who (as noted earlier) 

made a significant contribution to the theory of norms in translation studies. Following on from 

this is an examination of the differing elaborations of the concept as inferred by those after 

Toury. The discussion, exploration and examination will facilitate a clear, multifaceted and 
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nuanced understanding of this concept, and one which lends itself to the analysis of the Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

A significant outcome of Toury’s conceptualisation of translational norms is his classification 

of them as initial, preliminary, and operational. Chapter Two develops detailed definitions of 

these categories and discusses them from Toury’s perspective, as a prerequisite to applying 

them to the selected data. This classification is also crucial to facilitate an understanding of the 

different ways in which translation norms create specific patterns according to translation 

choices or translation shifts.  

The second question to be examined is as follows: How have Shakespeare’s sonnets been 

introduced and translated for Arab readers? Translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic or 

into any foreign language is a difficult task that needs to be accomplished competently, for 

many reasons. Translating poetry in itself is a major challenge for any literary translator, 

because of the unique nature of poetry. Chapter Three of this thesis will reflect in depth on this 

theme. Indeed, translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic poses a number of additional 

challenges relating to the socio-cultural and temporal distance that exists between Elizabethan 

England and the contemporary Arab world. Against the backdrop of these challenges, 

acceptable translations of the sonnets cannot be taken at face value, especially when examining 

the norms of a given target culture. Chapters Four and Five of the thesis will discuss 

Shakespeare and his works as they have been disseminated in the Arab world, and the fourth 

chapter examines the Arab audience’s perception of Shakespeare and his culturally iconic 

status. There is also a reflection on the way Shakespeare’s work is negotiated and filtered 

through Arabic translational and cultural norms. Proceeding on from this is a discussion on the 

translation of Shakespeare’s wider body of work, including his plays and longer poems. 

Chapter Five paves the way for analysing Shakespeare’s sonnets. Initiated by an introduction 
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to sonnets as a poetic genre, the analysis then considers Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular, 

and finally, there is a detailed discussion on the selected Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets which constitute the data of the study.  

The third question is: What are the strategies used for translating different problematic issues 

in Shakespeare’s sonnets in light of the norms of translating poetry into Arabic? Chapter Three 

addresses several different issues arising from translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets into 

Arabic. Since the principal concern of this study is the concept of norms, deliberations on 

linguistic issues fall outside of the remit of this thesis. However, it would be remiss to totally 

neglect the topic bearing in mind the linguistic aspects of the sonnets, thus the topic will be 

touched on in Chapter Three, in conjunction with a discussion about different problems posed 

by poetry translation. Linguistic issues appear in many examples cited throughout the chapters 

of this thesis. Examples of a) archaic or obsolete words, and b) words with multiple meanings, 

e.g. puns; and words with mostly ambiguous and connotative meanings, such as those that 

might mislead the reader, are addressed. These predicaments will be fully considered in 

Chapters Six and Seven, as part of the discussion about translating metaphors and cultural 

references, and the methods used by the translators to tackle such predicaments. These aspects 

are important points of discussion because they play a crucial role in conveying intended 

meaning in the target text.  

The fourth question to be explored is: How are figures of speech, especially metaphors found 

in Shakespeare’s sonnets translated in accordance with Arabic translation norms? 

Shakespeare’s sonnets are known for their richness in rhetorical expression and figurative 

language. Chapter Six focuses on the translation of metaphors in Shakespeare’s sonnets. It will 

explore whether these metaphors have been affected by the norms of translating poetry into 

Arabic. 
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Question five is: What are the norms of translating culturally orientated language present in 

Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic? Chapter Seven examines translation issues arising from 

cultural differences between Elizabethan England and the modern Arab world, and how these 

are negotiated when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. Elizabethan culture-

oriented language sometimes uses certain expressions that convey ideas that are now perceived 

as taboo or problematic in both English and in Arab cultures, such as certain biblical and 

mythological allusions. Shakespeare’s sonnets are rich in these expressions, and a number of 

them will be cited as examples in this chapter to illustrate how different translators have dealt 

with them in accordance with Arab norms.  

A further crucial question to be explored in this study is: To what extent have the translators 

complied with or challenged dominant translation norms? Answering this question involves 

addressing gaps in translation research, especially in relation to the concept of translation 

norms, i.e. the extent of agency exercised by translators and their role in negotiating dominant 

norms. Each of the selected translations is different from the others in many respects, and these 

variations echo the distinct voices of the translators, to some extent. Any reader who is 

acquainted with the characteristics of translation and is familiar with the works of these 

translators, most probably will recognise each distinctive translator’s voice in each of the 

translated sonnets.  

Chapters Two and Three explore the basic assumption that norms are cognitive concepts in 

society, and that they can vary in their robustness because norms change from era to era, and 

from place to place. Some norms can be translated using shifts, whilst others are more likely 

not to be challenged. Norms also vary according to socio-cultural contexts, as noted by Toury 

and other scholars. Chapter Eight of the thesis explores translator agency based on an 

adherence to or their departure from norms.  
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The final question this thesis attempts to answer is: How can we explain translation choices 

that go against accepted translation norms? The answer to this question, arrived at from the 

outcomes of the previous chapters, informs the final discussion for Chapter Eight. This thesis 

is descriptive in its analysis and it does not aim to judge the quality of any of the translation 

attempts. Therefore, the results of this study can be used to understand the concept of 

distinction as outlined by Bourdieu (1979) in respect to the usage of the concept in translation 

studies. 

The eighth chapter also considers the idea of the translator as an agent and how each translator 

distinguishes their voice. This investigation analyses the biographies of the translators, and 

pays particular attention to their translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets; it aims to connect the 

characteristics of each translator to Bourdieu’s understanding of the concept of distinction. 

Most importantly, Bourdieu’s concept of deviation as a point of distinction is used to show 

how standing against norms in translation might add to rather than subtract quality to the 

translated outcome.  

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 

1.4.1 CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

This chapter elaborates the design of the study and looks at the motivation behind the research. 

The primary aim of the thesis seeks to demonstrate the explanatory force of the usage of two 

conceptual tools for understanding the decisions made by certain translators of selected sonnets 

by Shakespeare. In this respect, it elaborates on the concept of translation norms and 

distinction. The chapter then moves on to an examination of the objectives and driving 

questions of the thesis.  

The theoretical framework is also outlined in relation to the use of Toury’s concept of norms, 

which, in this thesis, is applied to translational shifts. As previously noted, although Vinay and 
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Darbelnet’s model of shifts is applied as a principal model of analysis, each chapter will also 

draw on other relevant models for translating metaphors and culturally oriented expressions. 

Additionally, the data used for the analysis, the five Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, is detailed here. This first chapter also prepares and familiarises the reader with the 

fundamental concepts of norms and shifts, as well as Bourdieu’s theory of distinction, and how 

these concepts will form part of the overall discussion. 

1.4.2 CHAPTER TWO: REVISITING TRANSLATION NORMS, TRANSLATION 

SHIFTS, AND THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE 

The second chapter illustrates the essential theoretical framework of the study. It begins by 

defining the concept of norms as advocated by Toury (1995). The chapter also explores studies 

of this concept by Hermans (1999), Chesterman (1997), and Nord (1991). The reason for taking 

into consideration the works of other scholars in the field is because Toury’s model does not 

fully cover all socio-cultural aspects of the idea of norms, and the works of other scholars in 

this area, such as Hermans, Chesterman and Nord,  will serve to add to the discussion. Finally, 

the chapter will explain how and why norms are limited and it will focus on translation shifts 

and the tools used by translators when they unconsciously follow governing norms. This study 

used the model suggested by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) in relation to the literary context of 

the study. Finally, in conclusion, the chapter highlights the notion of the translator’s voice, with 

special attention given to the work of Theo Hermans (1996) and Mona Baker (1995). This 

section provides the reader with a basic knowledge of the translator’s voice as an element 

needed for investigating the concept of distinction as it is outlined in Chapter Eight. 

1.4.3 CHAPTER THREE: THE PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES OF TRANSLATING 

POETRY 
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This thesis discusses the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets from a cultural viewpoint. In this 

context, Chapter Three provides a general review of the problems encountered when translating 

poetry into other languages. It will also pave the way for a further discussion about 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in Arabic, and it will explore the problems faced by translators when 

translating English poetry into Arabic in general, and Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular.  

1.4.4 CHAPTER FOUR: SHAKESPEARE IN THE ARAB WORLD 

This study looks at how norms can affect translation attempts, and how each translators' agency 

and his knowledge of Shakespeare can also influence norms. Some of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

are loaded with taboo expressions, which are prohibited in most Arab societies. However, in 

certain cases, these taboos have become acceptable to Arabic audiences, only because they are 

in plays and sonnets by Shakespeare, who holds significant symbolic capital among Arab 

audiences. Indeed, Shakespeare is a writer who is studied widely in Arab schools and is 

admired by Arab audiences. Translation has played a key role in disseminating his plays and 

sonnets among Arab recipients. However, some prohibited content has not been explicitly 

rendered into Arabic by the translators. In light of these problems, Chapter Four will expand 

on how Shakespeare is received among Arab audiences.   

1.4.5 CHAPTER FIVE: THE HISTORY OF SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS IN ARABIC 

In the Arab world and beyond, Shakespeare is popularly known as a playwright rather than a 

poet. Chapter Five explores his work as poetry, and it will attempt to explain why knowledge 

of the sonnets and their translations is fairly limited in the Arab world. After introducing the 

sonnet as a poetic art form, five translations of selected sonnets will be introduced and 

contextualised in order to prepare the reader for an analysis of these sonnets in the chapters 

that follow.   
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1.4.6 CHAPTER SIX: THE TRANSLATION OF METAPHORS IN SHAKESPEARE’S 

SONNETS 

Shakespeare’s sonnets are made up of a consecutive and developing set of metaphorical images 

and, in this context, it is essential for this descriptive study to demonstrate how the different 

Arabic translators have dealt with Shakespeare’s metaphors in accordance with Arabic 

translation norms.  

1.4.7 CHAPTER SEVEN: THE TRANSLATION OF CULTURAL REFERENCES AND 

TABOO ITEMS IN SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS  

This chapter looks at the problematic issues encountered by Arab translators when translating 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, i.e., the translation of cultural, religious and taboo items for an Arab 

audience. Firstly, different theoretical frameworks are examined in order to explore the 

methods used to translate cultural references and taboos respectively. Following this, different 

examples of Arabic translations of the sonnets are analysed to show how translators have dealt 

with these issues according to Arab norms. 

1.4.8 CHAPTER EIGHT: THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE AND NEGOTIATING 

TRANSLATION NORMS 

Whilst the first seven chapters of this thesis primarily discusses norms and the way different 

translators comply with the concept of norms, the eighth chapter offers an alternative view, in 

that it shows how challenging accepted norms can be one way in which a translator foregrounds 

his or her own agency. This chapter also brings together the conclusions reached in each of the 

previous analytical chapters. Additionally, it connects the results to the voices of the translators, 

and it arrives at Bourdieu’s (1979) concept of distinction. The chapter explores Bourdieu’s 

strategies of distinction, particularly the concept of deviation (whether from the SC or the TC), 

and it connects these strategies to the corpus of the study, and, finally, to the translators’ 
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agency. As part of this task, the possible reasons behind each translation attempt made will be 

put forward, and an assessment of each key reason will be made in relation to the idea of 

distinction. It is worth noting that exploring the idea of translator agency is an important aspect 

of this study, because doing so helps fill gaps that become apparent when dealing with the 

concept of translation norms. The audience has a role to play in the translation process, and in 

the choices made by translators. It is important to note that this study will only look at the 

relationship between the translators' agency and the translation choices made that are 

unconsciously governed by norms. In other words, an exploration of the role played by the 

audience falls outside of the scope of this study.2         

1.5 RESEARCH DATA: THE CRITERIA FOR SELECTION 

Shakespeare was not the first writer to introduce the sonnet to Europe or England, but, over 

time, Shakespeare’s sonnets have surpassed the popularity of other sonnets and sonneteers, 

because of their unique linguistic features and deeply expressed thoughts, meanings, and 

feelings. In his series of 154 specifically rhymed sonnets, he explores themes that have been 

widely covered by other poets, but his sonnets continue to be loved, and they provide rich 

and sometimes controversial material for students of literature and philosophy. 

Shakespeare wrote sonnets with a distinct structure. Each consists of fourteen lines. The 

first twelve are divided into three consecutive quatrains (four lines in each quatrain) with a 

rhyme scheme of abab cdcd efef. The final two lines of a Shakespearean sonnet are known 

as a couplet, and have the rhyme scheme of gg. In the quatrains, Shakespeare establishes 

the main theme or problem that is explored in the sonnet. He develops his idea in the first 

fourteen lines before presenting a conclusion to the idea in the last two lines.  

 
2 For more information, please see the conclusion of Chapter 9 of this thesis, which discusses possible future 
research.   
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1.5.1 THE CORPUS OF THE STUDY 

This study aims to explore the norms that govern the process of translating Shakespeare's 

sonnets into Arabic. In order to undertake this task, the researcher traced all published books 

of complete Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. The five translators chosen are listed 

according to the dates of the publication of their work: Badr Tawfīq (his first edition was 

published in 1988, with a second in 2009), Esmat Wālī (2008), Kamāl Abu-Deeb (2012), ʻAbd 

al-Wāḥid Luʼluʼah (2013), and Muḥammad Enani (2016). Chapter Five elaborates on the 

biographies of each of these translators. 

 Translator Place and Date Published Publisher 

1 Badr Tawfīq Egypt, 1988 Akhbar Al-Youm 

2 Esmat Wālī Egypt, 2008 The Egyptian General 

Authority for Books 

3 Kamāl Abu-Deeb Beirut and London, 2012 Dar-Alsaqi 

4 ʻAbd al-Wāḥid Luʼluʼah Abu-Dhabi, 2013 Abu Dhabi Tourism and 

Culture Authority- 

‘Kalima’ Project. 

5 Muḥammad Enani Egypt, 2016 The Egyptian General 

Authority for Books 

Figure 1.1: Target Translations of Shakespeare’s Sonnets used in this Analysis 

1.5.2 GROUPING SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS, AND THE RATIONALE OF DATA 

COLLECTION  

Studying the norms of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets requires investigating many cultural 

and linguistic aspects, because the themes of sonnets are diverse. Therefore, examining all the 
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sonnets in a single thesis is not an efficient way of examining translation norms. Answering 

the questions posed in this thesis required setting the criteria for choosing a selection of sonnets 

for analysis. Lever (1974, p. 169) argues that Shakespeare’s sonnets are not meant to be 

consecutively read, nor were they intended to be published in a formal sequence. Indeed, most 

scholars agree that Shakespeare did not intend to publish his sonnets, and he did not personally 

revise the Quarto that became the first printed and published version of his poems (Enani, 2015, 

p. 11). For these key reasons, two sets of criteria were established for the selection of sonnets 

for analysis, namely, source-oriented criteria, and target-oriented criteria. The former approach 

was used to classify the most popular sonnets thematically and structurally, whilst the latter 

was based on: a) the most widely translated sonnets (frequency); and b) the translated sonnets 

that challenge norms the most. Therefore, sonnets rich in these norms or trigger points were 

the ones selected. 

1.5.2.1 SOURCE ORIENTED CRITERIA 

Although this study does not follow a source-oriented criterion for data selection, some 

consideration to the source text is given in order to cover most of the problematic issues that 

are found in Shakespeare’s sonnets and to add a sense of diversity to the thesis. This approach 

is outlined below and covers the theme or the structure of the sonnets.  

i) Thematic Groupings. The thematic groupings of Shakespeare's sonnets differ according to 

which scholar has compiled the grouping. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, this study follows 

the thematic conclusions made by Lever (1979, p. 173). He explains the rationale for his 

thematic groupings as follows:   

It will prove convenient to give attention first to the Mistress sonnets. After this I shall follow 

the general progression in the main series to the Friend, considering in turn these groups: i) 
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The Invitation to Marry; ii) The Poet in Absence; iii) The Friend's Fault; iv) The Poet and his 

Rivals; v) The Poet's Error, and vi) The Immortalisation. 

In a similar way, the major sub-themes of Shakespeare's sonnets can be used as criteria for 

selection, even though love is the overarching theme of the sonnets. In this context there are 

three specific underlying themes: a) the brevity of life; b) the transience of beauty; and c) the 

trappings of desire (Mabillard, 2009). Therefore, these themes were also considered in the 

selections made, for the sake of diversity, and especially because they are relevant to the 

discussion in Chapter Six which highlights the translation of metaphorical references in the 

sonnets.  

Shakespeare’s sonnets can also be classified in relation to the characters or (personas) 

described therein. In this respect, the sonnets can be grouped as being about: a) the fair youth; 

b) the dark lady; and c) the rival poet. In this context, these sonnets were categorised in the first 

Quarto into three groups as follows:  

a) The first group of twenty-six sonnets are addressed to (or talk about) a young man, referred 

to as the “fair youth”. This group inspired now infamous discussions about “The riddles of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets” mainly because of the loving language with which the poet addresses 

a young man. Many critics read these references as signs of platonic love (i.e. a deep friendship 

between two people of the same gender) and not as sexual love between the poet and the young 

man. However, other critics argue that the expressions made in the sonnets signify a form of 

homosexual love. The study will not contend with this question, but it will explore how these 

riddles have been translated to deal with taboo words and expressions. Chapters Six and Seven 

will analyse translations of metaphors, cultural references and taboo terms taken from the 

sonnets addressed to the beloved young man (and found in other sonnets).   
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b) The second group covers sonnets 127 to 152, which address (or talk about) a “dark lady”. 

In this context, the word “dark” itself, when it refers to a person of colour, throws up issues of 

controversy in our age. Chapter Seven will discuss how the Arab translators deal with this issue 

according to norms.  

c) The third group of sonnets draw on myths from the ancient Greek world that Shakespeare 

probably read about in Latin. These sonnets deal with four people, namely the three persons 

mentioned previously, and the poet himself. The speaker often uses the pronoun I to refer either 

to himself personally or as a disguise for someone else (either a real or imaginary person). 

Chapter Seven will examine selected translations of Greek mythological expressions found in 

this group of sonnets.    

ii) Structural Groupings. The different parts of a sonnet are divided into sub-sections both to 

form its shape and its rhyme scheme, and to express the gradual elaboration of meaning and 

the overall message conveyed in the sonnet. Arabic does not have a poetic form that is the same 

as or is similar to the sonnet, and, therefore, an Arabic translator must not only render the 

elaboration of meaning but also decide whether or not to imitate the structure of a sonnet. This 

part will briefly explain the literary terms attached to the Shakespearean sonnet, since these 

terms will be used extensively in the descriptive chapters that follow.  

Almost all of Shakespeare’s sonnets are similarly composed, except for Sonnets 29, 99, 126, 

and 145. Sonnet 29 is different in that the rhyme scheme in the third quatrain is changed: the f 

rhyme from quatrain three is changed to a repeated b rhyme taken from quatrain one. Sonnet 

99 consists of fifteen lines instead of the usual fourteen. Sonnet 126 consists of six couplets 

instead of four quatrains, which are then followed by two blank lines marked in italic brackets. 

Sonnet 145 is composed using iambic tetrameter rather than the usual iambic pentameter which 

is most frequently used by Shakespeare.  
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The question of whether the chosen translators have decided to imitate the structure of a 

Shakespearean sonnet will be dealt with by looking at Sonnet 29, which has been chosen for 

its unique structural features and its status as the most famous Shakespearean sonnet after 

Sonnet 18, according to Enani (2016, p. 283), who explains as follows: 

A Shakespearean sonnet consists of three consecutive stanzas followed by a couplet. A stanza 

is defined in The Bedford Glossary of Critical and Literary Terms as follows: In poetry, a 

stanza (/stænzə/; from Italian stanza [stantsa], “room”) is a grouped set of lines within a 

poem, usually set off from other stanzas by a blank line or indentation (Murfin and Ray, 

1997, p.455).  

Simply put, a stanza in poetry is analogous to a paragraph in prose, where related thoughts are 

connected together into units. With the exception of Sonnet 126, Shakespeare ends each of his 

sonnets with a couplet. A couplet is defined in the Encyclopaedia Britannica Online Academic 

Edition as, “a pair of end-rhymed lines of verse that are self-contained in grammatical structure 

and meaning.” The structure of a Shakespearean sonnet conveys an aesthetic form and is used 

to articulate the gradual progression of the meaning of the sonnet. A Shakespearean sonnet can 

be broken down thematically into two parts: an octave and a sestet. The first part comprises the 

first two stanzas to form the octave. Most commonly, the octave is followed by a Volta, which 

takes the theme of the sonnet in another direction. The octave introduces the reader to the topic 

of the sonnet by initiating the problem. 

Shakespeare uses these structural divisions to communicate the gradual growth of an idea that 

he draws in each sonnet, from the first line to the last. Usually, this idea is built upon through 

the development of a sequence of metaphors or ideas. Each of these metaphors or ideas is dealt 

with in a quatrain. Understanding the meaning of a metaphor is crucial for understanding the 

main message of the sonnet. For this reason, Chapter Six of this thesis analyses how figures of 
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speech, such as metaphors and similes have been translated into Arabic, differently, by the 

chosen translators, according to norms and using shifts. Finally, the couplet that comes at the 

end of the sonnet usually offers a new take on the idea that has been developed in the previous 

lines, or it serves to summarise the main idea of the sonnet. Based on differences in the structure 

of some of the sonnets, an irregularly structured sonnet has been chosen for the sake of 

diversity, and to highlight points of discussions relating to norms. Although it is possible to 

explore deviations in structure and how these affect the translation process, the chosen sonnet 

is analysed instead to reflect on the use of norms only, as this thesis does not cover an 

exploration of the linguistic aspects of the sonnets.   

1.5.2.2 TARGET ORIENTED CRITERIA 

This study aims to shed light on the extent to which Arab translators have followed the norms 

of the target culture, as well as those of the source culture when translating Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. Therefore, thinking about the audience of the TC informs the focus of the criteria of 

the study in this part, and, in this sense, the study will turn to focus on an analysis of the 

following sonnets:   

i) Shakespearean sonnets which are most likely to be read by an everyday Arab audience.  

Determining what these sonnets are was completed by identifying the most studied or referred 

to Shakespearean sonnets in Arabic schools and universities, those that have been translated 

the most by professional translators, or by those who have translated certain sonnets for 

pleasure on general literary forums and websites. It is useful to clarify here that this study is 

qualitative and not quantitative, and it does not rely on strict diagrams and statistics for data 

analysis, because it seeks to investigate norms and their cognitively unstable nature. 

ii) Shakespeare’s sonnets are rich in norms; they present an array of metaphorical or taboo 

expressions. These metaphors have been covered in many other studies, but one focus of this 
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study is tracking the norms followed in the translation of some of these metaphors into Arabic. 

Therefore, the study selects sonnets that are most related to the subject of norms. 

These two categories will be dealt with in the data analysis chapters of this thesis. As previously 

mentioned, a dearth of research on the translation of the sonnets into Arabic makes it difficult 

to locate related statistical observations. There are no statistical charts or studies that show 

which of Shakespeare’s sonnets are most favoured by Arab readers. However, the researcher 

notes that some sonnets are notably more studied and repeatedly translated and analysed by 

Arab scholars, and, therefore, these were chosen for data analysis. As noted in the following 

chapters, some sonnets are more favoured by Arab audiences and by translators.  

1.6 CONCLUSION 

This introductory chapter has given the reader an overall view about the study. Chapter Two 

will draw on the theoretical framework for the thesis. It will introduce the reader to Toury’s 

(1995) conceptualisation of translation norms, as well as that of other theories that came after 

Toury’s, and the rules that inform the analytical chapters of the thesis. It will introduce Vinay 

and Darbelnet’s (1995) model of translation shifts and other models that are used as tools to 

study norms. It will also look at Venuti’s (1995) theory of translator visibility (or the 

translator’s voice) which will inform the content of Chapter Eight, which deals with the idea 

of distinction in translation. 
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CHAPTER TWO: 

REVISITING TRANSLATION NORMS, TRANSLATION SHIFTS, AND THE 

TRANSLATOR’S VOICE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is driven by the following research question: To what extent can the concept of 

translation norms be used to describe and explain the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

into Arabic? To answer this question, this chapter explores the concept of norms, as well as 

the theoretical and methodological links that norms have with translation shifts. The chapter 

also introduces the idea of the translator’s voice, and it explores how theories on norms can fall 

short in certain aspects when they are applied to analysing translations. A review of relevant 

literature will be undertaken in order to clarify the suitability of this approach for analysing 

and comparing translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. A critical assessment of the 

aforementioned concepts will be presented using relevant examples taken from the selected 

Shakespearean sonnets and their Arabic translations. This chapter will also reflect on different 

theories of translation norms, including theories put forward by Toury (1995, 1987, 2008, and 

2012) and others, in order to explore the linguistic and cultural norms negotiated in the different 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

The concept of translation shifts will be introduced in this chapter as it is applicable to the 

context of the thesis. Exploring the concepts of norms and shifts provides a firm foundation on 

which to examine the data presented in the following chapters of the study. Theories about the 

translator’s voice will be examined on a small scale in this chapter, and then developed in more 

detail later in the thesis in relation to how these theories relate to perceived theoretical 

limitations of the concept of norms. This chapter will prepare the reader for a more in-depth 
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discussion which will be presented in Chapter Eight, which considers theories about distinction 

in relation to the translator’s voice.    

2.2 INVESTIGATING NORMS 

Traditional belief holds that translations are most valued for their accuracy, but this belief has 

been gradually superseded in favour of value being assigned to the appropriateness as well as 

the accuracy of the TT, in addition to its suitability for the recipient culture (taking into account 

language/translation norms and social factors). Publishers usually make choices about 

appropriateness in relation to the social factors that dominate a given society, and they expect 

translators to understand this idea too. In these circumstances the translators' agency, as well 

as their proficiency, becomes apparent, and this is especially the case when considering source 

text (ST) constraints and TT norms throughout the translation process. John Dryden’s metaphor 

of “dancing on ropes with fettered legs” refers to the constraints of source texts and the 

linguistic and cultural norms of translation (Xianbin, 2007). In this context, this chapter 

discusses how the idea of norms has been theorised, analysed, and developed by different 

scholars. Bartsch (1987, p. 12) defines norms as, “The social reality of correctness notions.” 

For Toury (1995, p. 55) norms have been, for a long time, regarded by sociologists and social 

psychologists as follows: 

“The translation of general values or ideas shared by a community – as to what is right and 

wrong, adequate and inadequate – into performance instructions appropriate for and 

applicable to particular situations, specifying what is prescribed and forbidden as well as 

what is tolerated and permitted in a certain behavioural dimension.” 

This quotation explains how norms are unconsciously obeyed if they are common in the 

translator’s values environment. Furthermore, these values form the society which the audience 

belongs to. Accordingly, these norms control behavioural interaction and cannot be ignored in 
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translation. In other words, norms have the power to direct choices and constrain one’s 

freedom. Hermans (1999. p. 174) explains that norms limit, “The individual’s freedom of 

action.” Thus a translator has to adapt to what is considered correct by the recipients of the 

translation process. 

2.2.1 GIDEON TOURY AND THE CONCEPTUALISATION OF NORMS 

The theory of translation norms is repeatedly referred to in connection with the works of Toury, 

but similar ideas have been developed by many scholars working in a variety of different 

disciplines. Toury’s research has connected norms to translation. Before Toury,norms were 

mainly discussed in relation to linguistics. Norms as an idea relating to translation was first 

mentioned by Jiří Levý as part of the generative model (1969). This model describes how a 

translator must choose one option from a set of alternatives to apply at every level of 

translation, with the awareness that his/her choices will affect subsequent decisions made at 

subsequent levels of the translation process. This process of decision-making covers everything 

relating to each level of the translation, starting from the following:  

The selection of text to be translated, via the overall orchestration at macro-level, down to 

individual sentence constructions, word choices, punctuation marks, and even spelling (for 

example, the choice between the American or British spelling of English) (Hermans, 1999, 

p. 73).  

The idea of norms was developed further as part of the poly-system theory of translation by 

Even-Zohar (1978) which considers the art of translation to be part of a large multi-social and 

cultural poly-system (Even-Zohar, 1990). Building on this research, Toury and Hermans made 

substantial contributions to the development of the theory of norms for translation studies.  

The principles of Itamar Even-Zohar’s poly-system and Holmes’s approach to translation 

studies (1978) influenced Toury, who, in turn, envisaged a descriptive and target oriented 
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approach for translation, and developed the idea of translation as a norm governed activity. 

Toury introduces the idea of norms and their dominance in the translation process at length in 

1980 in his innovative book In Search of a Theory of Translation. Furthermore, Toury expands 

and refines this model in his book Descriptive Translation Studies and Beyond (1995), which 

discusses in detail the different aspects of norms and how they act as constraints on the 

translation process. In the current study, the selected Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets will be examined in relation to Toury’s theory of translation as a norm-based activity 

and will focus on tracing the norms that contribute towards a translator’s decision making 

process. 

2.2.1.1 TOURY’S TYPOLOGY OF NORMS  

Toury believes that translation activities have a cultural significance and do not merely involve 

the transfer of meaning from one language to another. Fundamentally, Toury develops a target 

oriented approach to translation in which the main emphasis is placed on the TT and TC. Based 

upon the significance of the target culture in particular, he establishes fundamental (yet 

controversial) claims that are followed throughout his theory. Toury abandons the age-old 

belief that gives precedence to the source text, and, instead, concentrates on the final product 

of the target text as the main object of analysis; this succinctly explains the meaning of a target 

oriented approach.  

Toury (1995, p. 53) states clearly that, “As strictly translational norms can only be applied at 

the receiving end, establishing them is not merely justified by a target oriented approach but 

should be seen as its very epitome.” Additionally, he believes that the target culture itself is the 

factor that decides the function of a translation and its position in that culture. Toury points out 

that the biggest concern of translatorship is the social role it plays in a culture and the function 

it aims to fulfil, and both these roles are governed by the norms that a cultural environment 
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finds both appropriate and acceptable among its members. In other words, these norms are the 

“facts” of a culture (Toury, 1995, pp. 26-29). 

Norms are usually considered in relation to every aspect and step of the process of translation. 

To elaborate, as Toury explains that norms affect the following: i) the product of the outcome 

of the translation process; ii) the role of the translating practitioners; and iii) the activity of 

translation itself (Toury, 1995, pp.56-67). Toury concludes that discerning the norms of a 

culture and picking the most suitable linguistic model for conveying these norms to the target 

culture audience is the key to being a professional translator. Additionally, even the ability to 

manipulate references in order to adapt to a culture’s norms will produce a preferable 

translation. According to Toury (1995, p. 53) “The acquisition of a set of norms for determining 

the suitability of that kind of behaviour, and for manoeuvring between all the factors which 

may constrain it, is, therefore, a prerequisite for becoming a translator within a cultural 

environment.”  

Toury notes that norms encapsulate two main elements which make them difficult to be traced, 

namely, socio-cultural specificity and instability (1995, p. 62). These two elements cover the 

changing nature of norms through place and time. In relation to socio-cultural specificity, 

Toury points that a norm might not necessarily reach all sectors of society at the same level of 

effectiveness, or in some instances not reach some parts at all. Also, “sameness” in the 

application of a norm between cultures might, most probably, be a mere coincidence, or be due 

to continued contact between cultures. In addition, socio-cultural specificity is surpassed by 

instability in the sense that what is classed as a norm in society might change over time and 

lose its normative significance. In reference to the influence of time upon the evaluation of 

norms, Toury (1995, pp. 62-63) suggests that, at any given time, three sets of norms can exist 

in a society, namely, mainstream norms, traces of previous norms, and rudiments of new ones. 
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Toury (1980, p. 65) specifies two major sources for the reconstruction of translation norms, 

namely, textual and extratextual. These can be explained as follows: 

i)  Textual sources are the actual translations of texts, which reveal the effects of norms.  

ii) Extra-textual sources are what Toury calls, “semi-theoretical or critical formulations”, 

whether these are translations in general or certain translations in particular. These 

formulations might be prescriptive theories of translation, a school of theories that a translator 

follows, or any other factor that Toury does or does not mention in his description of this kind 

of source. 

2.2.1.2 TOURY’S CATEGORISATION OF TRANSLATION NORMS 

Although norms have a prescriptive force between and within communities, they are analysed 

as objects of study by descriptive translation studies (DTS) researchers. According to Toury, 

norms are pervasive in the practices of translation, and they act prior to the actual event of 

translation. Toury sets up three main categories of translational norms according to the function 

they play in the translation process, namely, preliminary norms, initial norms, and operational 

norms. He stresses the importance of these norms and their operative presence in every 

category of translation in general, in every stage of the translation process, and at every level 

of the translation product. These norms can be listed as follows: 

i) Preliminary Norms: These norms are identified in the steps prior to translation and relate 

to translation policy and translation directness. Translation policy refers to the choices made 

before the actual task of translation. These choices might relate to the text(s) themselves or to 

the text types (to be translated into a different language or culture), the choices made by 

translators (some of whom are specialists in certain types of translation), and the choices made 

by publishers or publishing houses, etc. Toury (1995, p. 60) summarise all these as factors that 

affect the choices made in relation to the source language, the individual ST, and by individual 
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authors. Directness of translation simply means the language from which the translation is 

directed into another language, for example, whether the text is in its ultimate source language 

or whether it is an existing translation but in a different language altogether (Toury, 1995, p. 

58). Preliminary norms relate to choices made about which ST to use. To connect this point to 

the current study of Shakespeare’s sonnets, it must be noted that all five chosen translators are 

native speakers of the Arabic language, and they have translated Shakespeare’s sonnets into 

their mother tongue from the source Shakespearean English (not from existing translations in 

another language).  

ii) Initial Norms: These norms govern the choices made by the translator in relation to the 

adequacy and acceptability of the overall translation attempt. This means that translators might 

lean more towards either the norm system of the ST culture or to the TT culture, and they might 

consider the following factors: 

a) Staying close to the ST with its inherent norms, in order to achieve adequacy in translation, 

for example, staying faithful to Arab norms when translating Arabic into English for an English 

audience. 

b) Staying close to the norms that dominate the TT culture, for example, staying close to 

English norms when translating Arabic into English for an English audience. 

c) Staying close to the norms preferred by the audience that will receive the translated outcome, 

e.g. staying close to French norms when translating Arabic into English for a French audience 

who are from a non-English culture. According to Masa’deh (2003, pp.113-115), the first pole 

of this norm is adequacy, which entails adherence to norms expressed by, and contained in the 

source text. The second pole is that of acceptability, which entails adherence to norms 

governing the target system. Therefore, initial norms determine whether a translation is to be 

primarily source oriented or target oriented. 
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As Masa’deh explains, when a translation is source oriented, it is more adequate. One of the 

points of discussion in this study is how such orientation is governed in translation using tools 

such as translational shifts, so that the TT is not rejected by the TC audience. Target oriented 

translation also makes a text more acceptable to the TC audience and this can also be done with 

the help of translational shifts. 

In this context, it is possible to connect the two dimensions of the current study, namely 

translation norms and translation shifts. If a translator opts to lean more towards achieving 

adequacy in translation by following the cultural and linguistic norms of the ST (an adequate 

translation), he/she would have to use shifts that are different (most of the time) from shifts 

used to achieve an intended TT orientation (an acceptable translation). Practically, the 

translational shifts used to force either orientation might be the same shifts, but they can be 

used differently, or to a greater or lesser degree of intensity, to reflect the intended orientation. 

For example, domestication and foreignisation are two strategies that can be used when trying 

to achieve equivalence.  

When looking for an equivalent, the translator who follows the norms of the ST will tend to 

domesticate equivalents in the segments he/she is translating. In this case, “Some significant 

traces of the original text are retained” (Oittinen, 2000, p. 42) and the closest possible reflected 

image of the ST will be achieved. According to Venuti (1995, p. 20), domestication is, “an 

ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values, [to] bring the 

author back home”, while foreignisation is all about, “the ethno-deviant pressure on those 

(cultural) values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, sending the 

reader abroad” (Yang, 2010, p. 77). In order to bring the TT close to the new orientation in 

translation, foreignisation can be applied to provide meaning for TT recipients by using 
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comprehensible and acceptable equivalents, even if the translation itself is slightly different 

from the source text. 

The initial norms adopted by each of the translators examined in this current study are 

investigated alongside their general writings/translations.3 These norms help us to discover the 

translator’s unique orientation towards either the source text or the target text culture. For 

example, most of Luʼluʼah’s written works draws on a bygone literary heritage. The main 

feature of his translations is his loyalty to the Arabic language, and this is evident in his lexical 

preferences and religious and cultural choices. Thus, the concept of acceptability is important 

for Luʼluʼah. In contrast, Abu-Deeb shows a preference for choosing accurate equivalent words 

for the literal meanings contained in the ST lexicon.  

iii) Operational Norms: Operational norms control the decision making processes and focus 

on the actual strategies a translator opts to use in the act of translation itself. These norms have 

their effect on the matrix of a text in terms of how linguistic materials are distributed in the TT 

(the mode of distribution), the TT textual make-up, and the verbal formulation of the TT 

(Toury, 1995, pp. 58–59). Brownlie (2003, pp. 125-126) summarise the function of this type 

of norm in the way a translator rearranges the different parts of the ST to reform the TT. This 

appears when a translator makes a decision about the selections and distributions of different 

linguistic materials throughout the TT and then formulates the actual sentences that constitute 

the TT as a whole. 

Toury divides operational norms into two basic categories, namely, matricial norms that govern 

the decisions made at the macro-structure of a text, and textual linguistic norms that govern 

 
3 Chapter Five presents each chosen translator’s biography, and Chapter Eight connects these biographies to the 
translations of the sonnets, with examples of each translator’s work. 
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decisions made at the micro-level of a text. Their governance in the translation procedure 

appears as follows:  

a) Matricial Norms: These norms influence decisions made about the macro-structure of a 

target text. Baker (2009, p. 191) explains that these norms concern the, “completeness of the 

translation” in the TT or, “the distribution of the specific textual material” in the TT. In other 

words, this idea concerns how a translator deals with changes or even plays with the text he/she 

is translating before presenting it to the reader. Norms leave a translator with many options (or 

even constraints) to apply and negotiate in the body of translation. The first option is to translate 

the whole ST into something that resembles the TT. Other options include: translating some 

parts of the ST only; translating the whole of the ST, but only after dividing it into segments 

(units, chapters, stanzas, etc.); deleting some inconvenient or taboo content for the sake of 

acceptance in the TT culture; or even adding what the translator considers to be necessary to 

enhance the recipients’ understanding of the TT, using explanations and footnotes. A translator 

can re-arrange the textual distribution of segments as well. 

b) Textual Linguistic Norms: These norms are applied at a micro-textual level. Munday 

(2001. p. 114) explains how a translator applies these norms when he/she selects TT linguistic 

material to replace specific segments of the ST. Baker (2009) discusses a wide range of 

possibilities that fall within the scope of this type of norm. For example, she looks at the 

application of italics, capitalisation, emphasis on certain letters, and sentence construction 

details. These types of norms are essential to consider when analysing the norms apparent in 

the different translated versions of the chosen Shakespearean sonnets, in order to show how 

translators use translation shifts to render the intended messages of the sonnets. 
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2.2.1.3 TOURY’S DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN RULES, NORMS, AND 

IDIOSYNCRASIES 

In his discussion of norms, Toury (1995, pp. 54-55) distinguishes the difference between rules, 

norms, and idiosyncrasies. He institutes a structure of norms along, “a graded continuum” 

(Toury, 1995, p. 55) along a scale of extreme constraints: namely, rules and idiosyncrasies. 

These constraints vary in strength, whereby rules are stronger and idiosyncrasies are weaker. 

Norms exist and are diffused between these two constraints. Different factors and forces 

(mostly socio-cultural) shape norms and shift their status more towards rules or idiosyncrasies. 

As previously mentioned, “norms” is a cognitive concept and norms can change over time or 

on a temporal axis (Toury, 1995, p. 54). Furthermore, other socio-cultural activities affect 

translation norms, “so that a mere whim can penetrate and reach a normative status, or a norm 

can become so valid that it converts into a rule or the reverse” (Martínez-Sierra, 2015, p. 44). 

As Wexler indicates (1974, p. 4), “The existence of norms is a sine qua non in instances of 

labelling and regulating; without a norm, all derivations are meaningless and become cases of 

free variation.” In other words, norms are important in shaping the unique features of cultures. 

In summary, the stronger norms are, then the more they become rules; the weaker they are then 

the more they take on the characteristics of idiosyncrasies.  

2.2.2 DEVELOPMENTS AFTER TOURY: HERMANS, CHESTERMAN, AND NORD 

This section examines research undertaken in the field which builds upon the work of Toury 

(1995). Exploring this research is essential in order to navigate all the linguistic and cultural 

norms adopted in the Arabic translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Since Toury’s 

conceptualisation of norms does not cover cultural elements sufficiently, the thesis will explore 

other research undertaken after that of Toury, which will inform an adequate examination of 

the cultural aspects in the sonnets.  
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2.2.2.1 THEO HERMANS AND THE SOCIO-CULTURAL CONFIGURATION OF NORMS 

Theo Hermans developed the work of Toury in his research on DTS. Hermans’ (1999) 

contribution to the field comprises his work on the socio-cultural configuration of translation 

norms. He considers translation to be, “a kind of communicative behaviour” (1999. p. 80). 

Toury’s theories do not examine the cultural implications of operational norms, and this is 

something that Hermans attends to in his research, and which is relevant to the current study 

of the translated sonnets by Shakespeare. Hermans (1999) defines norms from two different 

viewpoints, and looks at translation as a social system.  

He both criticises and agrees with many of Toury’s assumptions. In terms of his general view 

of translation norms, Hermans (1999. p. 81) supports Toury’s opinion that norms are mainly 

concerned with “the regularities of behaviour”, and the “implicit system that can explain these 

regularities.” Although Hermans shares Toury’s opinion on this point, he concludes by 

contextualising translational behaviour as a social behaviour. However, he disagrees with 

Toury about the dichotomy of adequacy and acceptability in initial norms. In this respect, 

Hermans does not accept Toury’s conceptualisation of norms as, “a long single axis” (1999, p. 

77).4 In other words, he believes that norms are multi-axial and interact together to form other 

norms.  

Herman criticises Toury’s lack of in-depth exploration of the theoretical side of translational 

norms. To be more precise, Toury conceives norms only from the point of view of a translator 

and looks at them as “constraints” (1999, p. 88), because a translator has to make a choice 

between many possibilities. According to Martínez-Sierra, Hermans criticises Toury’s 

ignorance of norms as, “templates that offer ready-made solutions to certain types of problems” 

 
4 If it is examined using Toury’s principles, this might perhaps explain why Tawfīq’s translation of 
Shakespeare’s sonnets serves both the norms of the SC and the TC in many cases. 
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(2015, p. 39). This stresses the points that a translator has an inventory of available solutions 

he/she is the one who makes the choice and excludes the alternatives.  

Another significant difference between Hermans and Toury concerns the social agents engaged 

in the process of translation, and their relationship with the ST and TT. Hermans (1999, pp. 

80-85) views translation as a social outcome processed under, “existing social power 

structures.” He argues that social structures encapsulate many kinds of economic, political, and 

symbolic power relationships, and translation has to negotiate them all. Therefore, in the 

process of translation, both the translators and other social agents work together in order to 

maintain self or collective interests in the process.  

Hermans (1999) does not specify or detail any precise classification of norms, but instead he 

describes four ways of investigating norms, one of which involves examining them in order to 

analyse the strategies followed by the translator. The reason behind this approach is because 

certain factors such as social, poetic, and cultural, etc. can influence a translator’s decision-

making processes. 

2.2.2.2 ANDREW CHESTERMAN’S APPROACH 

Andrew Chesterman (1993) advocates a combination approach to the study of norms. Unlike 

Toury, Chesterman (1999, pp. 90–97) looks at norms as they relate to: i) the translation product; 

ii) the translator’s’ behaviour; and iii) the role of the reader as crucial elements in the translation 

process. Chesterman (1997, p. 14) uses a style to examine norms according to two main 

standards: i) the individual standards set by, “competent professional translators”, and ii) the 

textual-linguistic standards set by, “a series of translated texts” (Chesterman, 1997, p. 15). 

Chesterman (1997, p. 90–97) develops his discussion of norms by distinguishing between 

professional norms (also called process norms) and expectancy norms (also called product 

norms). Although each type of norm he defines is distinctive, expectancy norms take 
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precedence over professional norms, since the latter are, “subordinate to and determined” by 

the former (Chesterman, 1997, p. 92). These two types of norms do not inevitably function on 

the same level, and their relationship to each other is hierarchical. According to Chesterman 

(1997, p. 90), the classification of norms into these two major types allows for more, “analytical 

possibilities” than Toury’s conception of initial and operational norms. For this reason, the 

study will often refer to Chesterman’s additions in its analytical chapters.  

The primary focus in Chapters Six and Seven is to analyse the problematic areas of translating 

Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. Using Toury’s classification alone would limit the 

discussion. Chesterman (1993) defines the following norms: 

a) Professional (Process) Norms: Professional (or process) norms regulate the translation 

process itself (Chesterman, 1993, p. 68). Also, he sub-categorises this type into three minor 

categories as follows:  

i) Accountability Norms (also called ethical norms). Chesterman’s contribution to the field of 

norms is connected to ethics. His definition of this type of norm articulates this connection 

clearly, since this kind of norm is concerned with a translator’s professional high standards, or 

their scrupulousness and integrity (Chesterman, 1997, p. 68). Integrity controls are set by 

whoever a translator is loyal to, i.e. the TT reader, the ST author, the publisher, etc. or by the 

translator themselves.  

ii) Communication Norms (also called social norms). One of the basic social functions of 

translation is to bridge the gap between the ST and the TT and to deliver the intended message 

of the text to its TT recipients. This type of norm is concerned with how a translator 

accomplishes the mission of expressing meaning successfully. Here, the translator is the, 

“communications expert, both as a mediator of the intentions of others and as a communicator 

in his/her own right” (Chesterman, 1997, p. 69). 
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iii) Relational Norms (also called linguistic norms). This type of norm is purely linguistic and 

requires a translator to understand the relationship between the ST and the TT, and to use 

his/her linguistic competence to produce a translation that covers the intended message of the 

writer, and one which takes in to account the understanding of the TT recipients and the purpose 

of the whole translation (Chesterman, 1997, pp. 69-70). 

b) Expectancy (Product) Norms. This type of norm is concerned with TT readership 

expectations regarding the translated product. Chesterman (1997, p. 64) explains these 

expectations in relation to the TT in terms of its grammatical appropriateness and acceptability 

in the TT culture, its text typology, its preferred form in the linguistic system of the target 

language (TL) (or discourse conventions), and its register and style. Chesterman (2017, p. 188) 

stresses how qualified translators mould the norms of a culture naturally in the translation 

process, “Norms do not affect behaviour directly, because their influence must be filtered 

through the translator’s mind as decisions are made during the translation act. Translators adopt 

attitudes to norms, if they are aware of them: follow them or not, as the case may be.” 

2.2.2.3 CHRISTINA NORD AND THE CONVENTIONALISATION OF NORMS, 

CONVENTIONS, AND RULES 

Christina Nord (1991) has made a significant contribution to the field of norms as they are 

applied in translation studies. She examines regulating principles between norms, conventions, 

and rules, as well as distinguishing different norms and conventions. Nord suggests that norms 

are of a higher rank than conventions, and are motivated by certain factors, unlike conventions 

which only express preferences. For Nord, conventions are situated as norms or rules. This 

occurs when a translator attempts to adhere to the conventions of the TL society by 

demonstrating appropriate linguistic behaviour (by picking an appropriate TL linguistic norm). 
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Another important contribution made by Nord (1991) is her classification of normative 

behaviour into two types: constitutive norms (or constitutive conventions), and regulative 

norms (or regulative conventions). When applying constitutive norms, translators want readers 

to accept their translation. According to Nord (1991, p. 101), this normative behaviour is about, 

“what is or is not accepted as translation”. For example, it considers whether a community 

accepts a TT as an adaptation, as a version, or as a translation of the ST. Applying regulative 

norms occurs when translators focus on taking a specific direction. Indeed, Baker (2009, p. 

191) talks about this type of normative behaviour and how it is concerned with, “translational 

aspects and behaviour at the lower text level.” For example, this type of norm considers what 

type of equivalence can be achieved in the translated text. 

2.2.3 THE LIMITATIONS OF THE CONCEPT OF NORMS 

The first part of this chapter looked at norms and their role in the process of translation. As 

reflected in this study, although governing norms have been traced in the corpus of the thesis, 

they cannot be adequately described without supporting information and further research.  The 

concept of translation norms is a theoretical construct and, as such, additional methodological 

tools are needed to make this construct identifiable. This is where the significance of translation 

shifts comes into the picture. The current study also draws on the theoretical and 

methodological developments made by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) in relation to translation 

shifts.  

2.3 TRANSLATION SHIFTS 

After World War II, significant developments occurred in the field of modern linguistics and 

translation related scholarship. According to Snell-Hornby (1990, p. 80), the discipline of 

translation studies was traditionally thought of as, “a sub-discipline of applied linguistics.” 

Furthermore, the concept of equivalence began to play an important role in translation studies. 
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Generally, pre-World War II discussions about translation were informed by linguistics and 

were mainly source oriented. Indeed, many instances of this source-oriented approach are 

discussed by Kade (1968). In Translation Shifts (2009), Lea Cyrus explains the 

incommensurability of the SL and TL. However, due to the incommensurability of linguistic 

systems, actual translations always involve shifts, which, “result from attempts to deal with 

systemic differences” (Baker et al. 1988, p. 226), so many theories of translation at the time 

also included a systematisation of such translation shifts. The concept of translation shifts is 

broadly investigated by Catford (1965). However, the model that will be used to discuss the 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets will be that as outlined by Vinay and Darbelnet 

(1995); this model is often used to solve recurring problems encountered in translation, using 

translation shifts. This model is described by Ni (2009) as, “mainly proposed for describing 

the changes that occur in a specific ST-TT pair.” Furthermore, according to Meifang and Li 

(2009, p. 371), Vinay and Darbelnet’s model is, “arguably the best known and most 

representative of existing shift models in translation studies.” In relation to the current study, 

this model helps in most cases in the analyses of the strategies selected by the five Arab 

translators of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

In relation to the current study of norms used in translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, 

Vinay and Darbelnet’s model has been chosen because it can be used to trace, to a great extent, 

the possible shifts that Arabic translators use when trying to render the sonnets in to something 

that can be accepted and understood by an Arab audience, in accordance with the norms of the 

culture. 

Translation shifts are described in the Routledge Encyclopaedia of Translation Studies (2009, 

p. 269) as, “changes which occur or may occur in the process of translation.” Many other 

scholars also explore translation shifts in their work, including Catford (1965), Popovič (1970, 
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1976), Holmes (1972, 1978), and Toury (1980a). In Interfaces in Language 2 (2011, p. 203), 

Hornsby discusses how a translator engages with translation shifts in order to achieve their 

goals. To achieve this, translators/interpreters engage in a variety of strategies, which 

compensate for loss and gain, called “translation shifts” in the translation of literature (a term 

coined by Catford, 1965). The most comprehensive account of a translation shift is, perhaps, 

still the classification devised by Vinay and Darbelnet, which comprises seven categories. 

Borrowing, calque and literal translation all involve minor shifts. Modulation (using a 

synonymous equivalent) is the most obviously metonymic, as it includes cause-effect, part-

whole, part-part, reversal of terms and negation of opposite relations. Equivalence (using an 

alternative conceptual image) is metaphoric, while adaptation involves a change of cultural 

setting (Vinay and Darbelnet 1995 [1958]). This summarise the seven shifts examined by 

Vinay and Darbelnet in their model, which are explored in this study.  

2.3.1 VINAY AND DARBELNET’S MODEL OF TRANSLATION SHIFTS 

The French scholars Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet explore many aspects of translation 

in their book Stylistique Comparée du Français et de L’anglais: Méthode de Traduction 

(1958). This book was translated into English almost four decades after its first publication as 

Comparative Stylistics of French and English: A Methodology for Translation (1995). The 

decision made to revisit their theories of translation after many decades illustrates just how 

important their work is regarded by other scholars working in the field of translation studies. 

Vinay and Darbelnet dedicate an entire chapter (Methods of Translation) to discussing seven 

basic translation shifts, and it is these shifts which are used when analysing the selected Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets covered in the current study. 
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2.3.2 VINAY AND DARBELNET’S CLASSIFICATION OF TRANSLATION SHIFTS 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) outline seven methods (shifts) that can be used during the process 

of translation, as follows: 

2.3.2.1 BORROWING 

Borrowing is perhaps the simplest method of translation because the translator does not have 

to look for an equivalent expression in the TL. Instead, the translator transposes the exact word 

in the ST and uses this same word in the TT. However, this method is one of the least accepted 

in poetry translations, because it cannot always convey the meaning of a word completely. 

However, borrowing can be important for creating a specific stylistic effect. Vinay and 

Darbelnet (1995) provide many examples of borrowing in translation, including food and 

beverage names, such as the Spanish words “tequila” and “tortillas”. Vinay and Darbelnet 

(1995, p. 32) explain that this is, “in order to introduce the flavour of the ST culture into a 

translation.” Borrowing is also used when describing a new technical process which does not 

have an existing name in the TT culture. However, Vinay and Darbelnet explain that for 

broadly used or long-standing terms, the term “borrowing” does not apply, because these words 

already have a place in the TL (target lexicon). Examples of these kinds of words are “chic” 

and “menu”, which were borrowed from the French language hundreds of years ago and are 

frequently used in English. Unfortunately, examples of the use of borrowing in the translation 

of the selected Shakespeare’s sonnets are very few. This is because borrowing is a technique 

rarely used in poetry translation.  

2.3.2.2 CALQUE 

This technique is a special type of borrowing method whereby an expression from another 

language is borrowed in order to transfer each element of the word literally. The result of using 

calque can be either: i) lexical, when the translator considers the syntactic structure of the TL 

as in “Adam’s Apple”, “Superman”, or “Skyscraper”; or, ii) structural, when the translator does 
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not consider the syntactic structure of the TL, and, here, the outcome of calque might render 

an awkward expression in the TL.  

Borrowing and calque are not frequently used in the selected Arabic translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, although there are some instances of use. Overall, the chosen translators 

have avoided using any method that might decrease audience pleasure, for example, the use of 

strange and awkward borrowed words and expressions. In contrast, borrowing and calque are 

used frequently in legal and scientific translations, because in this context, rendering meaning 

by using a specific term is acceptable to a great extent. 

2.3.2.3 LITERAL TRANSLATION 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995, pp. 33-34) define literal translation as, “the direct transfer of a SL 

text into a grammatically and idiomatically appropriate TL text in which the translator is 

limited to observing the adherence to the linguistic servitudes of the TL.” Literal translation is 

usually used under certain circumstances only, and it is most useful when used between two 

languages of the same family, such as Italian and French. Unfortunately, the situation is totally 

different when translating between English and Arabic, as seen in the current study of Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, since English and Arabic are not part of the same family. 

In the same way that calque expands the scope of borrowing, literal translation expands calque 

to make it convenient for translation, mainly because it serves to provide comprehension in the 

TL without altering meaning in the SL.  

When examining the selected Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, it became apparent 

that the translators could not avoid a certain level of literal translation, even though it is well 

known that poetry cannot really be translated literally. The selected translations vary in the 

scale of literal translation and free translation used, especially in relation to religious or 
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culturally prohibited expressions. Furthermore, translators of poetry face restraints on the use 

of rhyme, etc., and this makes literal translation almost impossible for such types of texts. 

As mentioned above, although poetry cannot be translated literally, a certain level of literal 

translation cannot be avoided. If literal translation is avoided altogether then a translation 

attempt can turn into a completely new text and bear no resemblance to the ST. However, the 

extent to which the translator stays close to the literal meanings of words and word order varies 

from one translator to another and reflects the preferences of the translator. A comparison 

between three different translations of Sonnet 130 illustrates this point clearly. Tawfīq prefers 

to translate Shakespeare’s words one by one, but, notably, he omits many expressions in his 

translation. Furthermore, he does not always use the most accurate equivalent words. An 

example of this is his translation of the line, “My mistress, when she walks, treads on the 

ground.” He translates this line literally without rendering accurate equivalence for words such 

as “go” and “treads” etc. He misses the exact meaning of words, as seen in the illustration 

shown below. This supports the idea that poetry cannot be translated literally mainly because 

the translators who tend to translate literally use shifts.  

The Source Text I grant I never saw a goddess go;  

My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground.  

   And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare  

   As any she belied with false compare. 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 156). ؛يشمت ةھلإ ادبأ دھاشأ مل يننأ رّقأ 

 ریست ضرلأا ىلع يھف ، يتقوشعم يشمت امدنعف

 اھیھاضی دحأ لا يتبیبح نأ ،ءامسلاب مسقأ يننإف ، كلذ عمو 

I admit that I have never seen a goddess walking; 

When my lover walks, she is on the ground walking 
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But with that, I swear by heaven, nobody can compete with 

her. 

Wālī (2008, p. 146). ةھللآا يشمت فیك رأ مل يّنأ مّلسأ، 

 .يشمت نیح ضرلأا ىلع بّدتف يتقیشع امّأ

 ،الله دھشی ،ةدیرف كلذ عم ، يھو

walk, gods how seen haven’t I admit I 

walks. she as ground the on treads she mistress, my for But 

witnesses. Allah unique, is she all, After 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 344) in 

prose. 

 :لحرت ةھلإ ادبأ رأ مل يننأب مّلسأ

 بارتلا ىلع وطخت يشمت نیح يتقیشعو

 ةردان يتبیبح ربتعأ ،ءامسلا قحو ،يننإف كلذ عمو

leaving, goddess a seen ever haven’t I admit I 

sand. the on steps she walks, mistress my when And 

 overl my consider I heaven, of truth the by I, that with But

rare. 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 440) in 

verse. 

 يضمت وأ يتأت ةھلآ اموی دھشأ مل ينأ فرتعأ

 .ضرلأا حطس ىلع ریست ریست نیح يبلق ةبیبح نّكل

 نامیلأا ىلغأ مسقأ لب دھشأ ، اذھ عم

  ، يتنتاف ، ةولحلا ربتعأ ينأب

leaving, or coming gods witnessed ever haven’t I admit I 

 the on walks she walks, heart my of love the when tBu

earth. the of surface 

oaths, dearest by swear I this, Regardless 

charming. my beautiful, the consider I That 
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Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 288). ریست ةھلإ رأ مل ينأ فرتعأ، 

 .ضرلأا ىلع بّدت يھف يتبیبح يشمت امدنع نكلو

 ةنتفلا نم يتبیبح نأ ىرأ اللهو نكلو  

walking, goddess a seen haven’t I admit I 

ground. the on treads she walks, beloved my when But 

  beloved. my in charm the see I Allah, by swear I But, 

Enānī (2016, p. 232). ءاضفلا يف اكلام وطختً ةِّبر كش نودو تیأر ام لب 

 ءامسلا وحن انضرأ رداغتلا ةبیبحلا مادقأ نكل

 لامجلا لاإ يتبیبحب ىرأ لا يبرب امسق ينّنكل  

 an like stepping muse a seen haven’t indeed I doubt No

space, the in angel 

sky. the into land our leave not do feet beloved’s the But 

 beloved my in see ingnoth I God, my by swearing But,

beauty. except 

 
Table 2.1: Renderings of “I grant I never saw a goddess go ...” (Sonnet 130) 

Sometimes, the translator stands against undertaking a literal translation without reason. An 

example of this is seen in the translations of Sonnet 2, where the image of “forty winters ...” is 

presented as a symbol of getting old. It is noticed that Luʼluʼah (2013) prefers to omit this 

literal translation from the source image and just keeps in the intended message of “getting 

old”.  

Source Text When forty winters shall besiege thy brow 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 18). ءاتش نوعبرأ كتعلط رصاحی امدنع 

When your countenance is besieged by forty winters 
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Wālī (2008, p. 18). نوعبرأ ةیتشأ كھجو رصاحت امدنع 

When your face is besieged by forty winters 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 82) in prose.  كنیبج ءاتش نوعبرأ رصاحی نیح 

When your forehead is besieged by forty winters 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 32). كاّیحم ةخوخیشلا رصاحت امدنع 

When aging besieges your look 

Enani (2016, p. 96).  نیعبرأ ھب ءاتشلا لوصف تناكو نیبجلا كنم رمعلا رصاح اذإ 

winters. forty its with forehead your besieges age When 

 
Table 2.2: Renderings of “When forty winters shall besiege thy brow” (Sonnet 2) 

2.3.2.4 TRANSPOSITION 

According to Vinay and Darbelnet (1995), transposition involves replacing a word class (a 

noun for example) with another word class (such as a verb) without causing any change to the 

message of the ST. Vinay and Darbelnet consider this shift to be either obligatory or optional 

in the translation process. They refer to the translated part in the ST as the “base expression”, 

and its translation in the TT as the “transposed expression”.5 

2.3.2.5 MODULATION 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995, p. 36) describe modulation as, “a variation of the form of the 

message, obtained by a change in the point of view.” The need for modulation becomes 

apparent after using literal translation or transposition, when the outcome is grammatically 

correct, but the meaning is awkward in the TL. In modulation, a translator tries to obtain 

naturalness in the TT as much as possible without losing the accuracy of meaning found in the 

ST. Vinay and Darbelnet give an example of the double negative structure of an English 

 
5 Linguistic aspects, including transposition, are beyond the scope of the study. 
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statement (something that is not acceptable in French) and suggest that the way to solve this 

problem in translation is by using a positive modifier to turn the statement into a simple 

structured affirmative statement. An example of this is seen in the translations of Sonnet 3 

where the expression “uneared womb” meaning untilled womb, is translated differently into 

Arabic using modulation.    

Source Text For where is she so fair who whose uneared womb 

Disdains the tillage of thy husbandry? 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 19). محرّلا ةبیدج لامجلا ةعئارلا ةأرملا ىقبت لھ 

 ؟اھحفلت يتلا كتلوجر ضرأ يردزت نأ نود

Would a beautiful woman remain with an unfruitful 

womb, without disdaining the land of your manhood that 

you cultivate? 

Wālī (2008, p. 19). اركب تلازام يتلا ءانسحلا كلت يھ نیأ 

 ؟كنم جاوزلا ثرح يردزت و

 the scorns and virgin a still who beauty that is Where

 you? marrying from plow 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 84) in prose.  محرلا ءارذع ،ةلیمجلا ةأرملا يھ نیأف، 

 ؟كثرح تارمث ينجت نأ فنأت نأ

 womb, virgin a with woman, beautiful the is where So

plowing? your of fruits the reap to refuses who 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 402) in verse. ةلیمج ءادیغ تناك امھم ىثنأ ةمّث لھ، 

   ؟كنم ھسرغ يمنت نأ ،كثرح ةرذب لمحت نأ فنأتس ، محرلا ءارذع

Is there a female, no matter how beautiful she is, with a 

virgin womb, will refuse you carry the seed of your 

plowing, to grow it from you? 
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Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 34). ركب محر تاذ ءانسح ةّیأف 

 ؟كثرح ينج نم فنأت

 would who womb, virgin a with beauty, that is Who

plow? your taking refuse 

Enani (2016, p .97). ركبلا محرّلا اھیف ىّبأتی ءانسح ایندلا يف دجوت لھ  

 ؟رذبلا يف كدوھجو كثارحم ىلع

Is there in the whole world a beautiful lady with a virgin 

womb who refuses your plow and your seeding efforts? 

 
Table 2.3: Renderings of “For where is she so fair ...” (Sonnet 3) 

2.3.2.6 EQUIVALENCE 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) emphasise the role that equivalence plays, by outlining one single 

problem as it appears in two texts, using completely different structural and stylistic methods. 

What is important here is the method that emerges from the equivalent texts. Furthermore, 

common cultural interests are relevant in Vinay and Darbelnet’s model. However, although 

equivalence is a core idea in translation studies, it can be defined in numerous ways, and each 

definition depends on the point of view of the theorist. According to Vinay and Darbelnet 

(1995, p. 38) equivalence is an inherently cultural notion. One example they cite focuses on 

different verbal expressions that can be used for pain. For example, a French exclamation for 

pain is “Aïe!”, and this can be translated into English as “Ouch!” Both words indicate the same 

level of pain, and the same message is communicated to the reader equally but using two 

different equivalents. 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) also show interest in the relationship between equivalence and 

idioms, and common methods for creating equivalents applied to idioms. Equivalence is the 

most commonly used kind of shift found in the different selected Arabic translations of 
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Shakespeare’s sonnets. Furthermore, since equivalence possesses, in its nature, the ability to 

express the same message in multiple ways, it is in harmony with the nature of translating 

poetry.  

The sonnet, as a poetic art form, cannot be translated literally. Therefore, shifts such as 

equivalence are used in order to convey meaning to the audience and to ensure audience 

comprehension. An example of the use of equivalence can be found in the five different 

translations of the word “dun” found in Sonnet 130. Shakespeare describes his mistress’s 

breasts as being “dun”. According to Al-Mawrid Al-Quareeb (2013), dun means “dark” and 

“dark” has many synonyms in Arabic, such as نكاد    (which is the simplest and first equivalent 

found in dictionaries and the one used by Tawfīq), بھشأ  (which is the equivalent used by Abu-

Deeb), and دماك   (the equivalent used by Luʼluʼah). There are differences in the degree of 

darkness conveyed in each equivalent, but this does not affect an Arab audience’s recognition 

of the word meaning. Wālī has chosen the word  ةیحمق   (a description of a slightly brownish 

skin tone) to translate the word “dun”. His choice is another equivalent that carries a similar 

meaning, just like the ones used by the other translators, but his choice fulfils the demand of 

expressing the meaning that a regular Arab audience could understand in its most 

representative way.  يحمق   is a standard and local word, unlike the other choices, and it is easier 

to comprehend.  

Enani opts to omit the description of the colour of the mistress’s breast, and replaces this 

reference with a general description of her skin tone as not being white. According to the 

Cambridge Dictionary Online, “dun” is a British word/adjective that means, “of a greyish-

brown colour”. If we look up differences between the equivalents used by the four translators, 

it can be seen that each equivalent has a different accurate meaning, but all choices convey the 
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same message. Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) use the word “message” to describe the final 

understandable outcome of the compared examples.  

According to Lisan Al-Arab (2003),  دماك   means a change in colour from a lighter to a darker 

shade.  نكاد  is the description of a dark shade, mostly associated with black. However, بھشأ   

means whiteness with a bit of blackness within it.  In other words, بھشأ   means grey as in the 

definition provided in the Arabic-English Dictionary: Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern 

Written Arabic (1994). In this example, Abu-Deeb (2012) chooses the nearest description to 

the literal meaning of the word “dun”. Generally speaking, Tawfīq usually uses instant 

equivalents in order to cater to the tastes of everyday readers of poetry, unlike Abu-Deeb who 

tends to aim to reach the highest degree of accuracy when choosing a word in order to achieve 

the greatest effect on the poetic outcome (he breaks this norm in his translation of the sonnets 

into verse at the end of his book). Luʼluʼah shares Abu-Deeb’s interest in translating the sonnets 

using highly rhetorical expressions, but with an obvious consideration for the audience of the 

target text and their acceptance of the meaning of the sonnet, even when he picks a slightly 

different equivalent. Many examples of differences in the use of equivalence can be seen in 

Sonnet 130, and these differences reflect the different translator’s voices. It could be argued 

that Tawfīq’s voice is weak whilst Abu-Deeb’s and Luʼluʼah’s voices are strong.6   

 2.3.2.7 ADAPTATION 

This translational shift appears most frequently when there is a need to make a radical change 

in the source text in order to enhance understanding by the audience, and is often used when 

the idea, phrase, word, or element might come across as vague in meaning to the audience. 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995, p. 39) describe this technique as the, “extreme limit of translation”. 

They explain their term as follows, “It is used in those cases when where the type of situation 

 
6 Describing a voice as strong or weak refers to its obviousness in translation; see Chapter Eight for more 
information about the translator’s voice and its connection to the concept of distinction. 
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being referred to by the SL message is unknown in the TL culture.” In this particular case, a 

translator needs to recreate a new situation so that it becomes the equivalent of the unknown 

element in the source text. Indeed, it is not an easy task for translators to rebuild an equivalent 

corresponding situation that melts smoothly into the translated TT. This explains why Vinay 

and Darbelnet describe adaptation as, “a special kind of equivalence”.  

In order to illustrate how adaptation works, Vinay and Darbelnet (1995) cite the example of an 

English father who kisses his daughter on the mouth. This kind of greeting might seem normal 

in the English ST, but it becomes awkward when translating this idea for a French audience. 

Therefore, in order to avoid over translation, Vinay and Darbelnet suggest adapting the 

situation to show a loving father coming home after a long journey and greeting his daughter. 

They explain that if this scene is not adapted, then the outcome might look unpleasant to a 

French audience. Shakespeare’s sonnets contain vague expressions which require the translator 

to use adaption in order to simplify these expressions for the audience. One such example is 

found in Sonnet 1 where the speaker is trying to convince his friend to marry and reproduce. 

 Source Text Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 17). كسفن میمص نم دوقوب امھئوض ةلعش يذغت 

Feeding their light with fuel from the core of yourself 

Wālī (2008, p. 7). كمدو كمحل نم وھ دوقوب كءایض ةلعش وذغتل، 

To feed your flame with fuel that is from your flesh and 

blood 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 80) in prose.  كسفن تیز نم كلیدنق ةلعش يذغت كنإف 

You feed the flame of your lantern from your oil. 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 401) in verse. ةبھلالا كتلعش كتیزب يذغت ترصف 

oil. your with flame burning your you’re feed now You 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 30). يتاذلا كدوقوب كرون بیھل يذغت كّنأف 

fuel own your with light your of flames the feed You 

Enani (2016, p. 95). كتاذب رھصنملا عمشلاب كراونأ يذغتو 

own your in candles melted with lights your Feed 

 
Table 2.4: Renderings of “Feed’st thy light’s flame with self-substantial fuel” (Sonnet 1) 

The back translations reveal that each translator deals differently with this image in translation.7 

As seen above, Abu-Deeb (2012) adapts the Shakespearean image to a more understandable 

one for an Arab audience with, the flaming light of a lantern and how it cannot shine bright 

without oil. Enani (2016) changes this image to describe a candle which is burning inside of 

the addressee to keep the light on. Adaptation does not always work to provide the best 

translation outcome, and this is one of the reasons why many translators prefer to avoid using 

it; instead, they prefer using the method of calque.  

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995, p. 30 and p. 39) explain, “It affects not only the syntactic structure, 

but also the development of ideas and how they are represented within the paragraph.” 

Adaptation is rarely used in Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. On the occasions it 

is used, it is most likely found in translations of the last two sonnets (numbers 153 and 154) 

when describing the Roman myth of Cupid. For English readers, ideas about polytheism and 

different classical gods are not perceived as threatening. However, the situation is not the same 

for the Muslim audience. Most Arabs are not taught about Roman and Greek gods at school or 

in college, and for those who do know about them, Islam encourages its followers not to refer 

 
7 See Chapter Six for further discussion on the translation of metaphors. 
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to any entity as a God except for Allah. However, the degree of adherence to these points varies 

between different Arab countries, and the Arabic translator’s norms. Chapter Seven of this 

thesis will cover the different problems faced by the chosen translators, and the solutions they 

use for translating the mythological references found in Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

The five selected Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets will provide a foundation for 

investigating the norms of translating poetry. In summary, the relationship between previous 

studies about norms and their actual application is based on the classification of norms as 

suggested by Toury, as the primary model used for the contemporary translation of classical 

poetry. Toury’s original model accommodates the chosen study of norms, but it limits the 

horizons of the study, to some extent, because this model does not place enough emphasis on 

the element of socio-cultural background. This chapter has examined the seven shifts identified 

by Vinay and Darbelnet, and will draw on this work as an essential theory when discussing the 

tools translators use for applying norms. 

The previous paragraphs have described how translational shifts are used by translators to 

apply dominant cultural norms in translation. Generally speaking, the concept of norms 

describes the collective behaviour of translators. One of the aims of this study is to examine 

the normative behaviour of each chosen translation, or, to be more precise, the individual 

distinctive voice of each translator, in order to connect to Bourdieu’s concept of distinction 

which will be discussed in Chapter Eight. 
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2.4 THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE 

2.4.1 THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE VERSUS THE TRANSLATOR’S INVISIBILITY: 

VENUTI AND BEYOND 

The notion of the translator’s voice as a concept is usually discussed in relation to narrative 

texts, but it can be also used in the context of translating poetry. In literary works, the idea of 

voice usually refers to the author’s presence as the audience perceives it, through the act of 

narration (Booth, 1961, p. 18). The voice of the author can always be heard, because even 

though, “the author can to some extent, choose his disguises, he can never choose to disappear” 

(Booth, 1961, p. 20). According to Pedan (1987, p. 9), the concept of voice is often defined 

differently by different scholars, although it generally refers to, “the way something is 

communicated.” Pedan (1987, p. 9) suggests that voice might mean “the way a poem is sung, 

or a story is told.” An understanding of the idea of the translator’s voice is usually built upon 

the theory of the author’s voice, because a translator plays a part in its communication. 

However, in translated texts, a translator’s voice is always present in the translated literary 

work, alongside the author’s voice. 

2.4.2 USING THE CONCEPTS OF VOICE AND STYLE TO DESCRIBE A 

TRANSLATOR’S PRESENCE IN A TEXT 

The concepts of voice and style are often used interchangeably by researchers, but they do not 

refer to the same thing. Some researchers confuse these two concepts, and Qun-xing (2016, p. 

182) notes that, “In fact, translator’s voice and translator’s style are often conceptually 

slippery.”  

In translation studies, issues of style are often connected to the voice of the narrator and of the 

author/translator (Munday, 2008, p. 6). Indeed, many scholars have explored the concepts of 

voice and style, such as Baker (2000) and Munday (2008), and, in this context, a simple 
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differentiation can be made in terms of orientation. Style is a traditional concept that is mostly 

source oriented. In other words, it refers to the style of the source text and its reproduction in 

translation. Boase-Beier (2006, p. 66) explains that, “the style of the translation is defined by 

its relation to the source text.” However, Baker (2000) challenges this old definition of style 

which deems a connection to the source text only. Baker adopts a target-oriented perspective 

using a corpus methodology to show that it is possible for different translators to use different 

styles in their literary work. 

2.4.3 THE THEORY OF THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE 

Long before Venuti (1995) made reference to the term “voice”, Western theorists had already 

made significant progress articulating the idea of voice. Indeed, the term was used by Plato in 

The Republic. In this famous work, Plato suggests that epic poets (such as Homer) frequently 

use two modes of communication: one that imitates a character’s voice, and another which 

combines the voice of the poet and that of the narrator (Jiang, 2012). After Venuti’s first 

comments on the idea of voice in translation, increasing attention has been given to this concept 

by scholars of translation studies, including by Theo Hermans (1996) who looked at Venuti’s 

ideas about the presence of the translator in the translated text and took this idea a step further. 

Furthermore, Mona Baker (2000) was a pioneer of the corpus methodology which compares 

the styles of literary translators in terms of their presence in the text. 

Lawrence Venuti is best known for articulating an enhanced understanding of the translator’s 

voice in the field of translation studies. In 1995, Venuti defined this idea as, “the translator’s 

discursive presence in a translated text.” ((Jiang, 2012, p. 366). New theories about the 

translator’s voice sometimes stand against more traditional theories in the field of translation 

studies. Traditional beliefs about what makes a good translation include the idea that a 
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translation must be almost a mirror reflection of the source text, with the least interference, or 

appearance, of the translator’s voice.  

The work of Theo Hermans follows that of Venuti for understanding the theory of the 

translator’s voice. Hermans (1996, p. 2000) inspired a growing interest in the translator’s voice 

and in the theory of self-reference in particular. Hermans suggests that a translator’s voice 

imitates, as a second voice, the translated narrative discourses of the narrator’s voice, but it 

does not coincide with it. Hermans describes this as, “an index of the translator’s discursive 

presence” (1996, p. 27). He also asserts that this second voice varies in its presence in the 

translated text. It might be visible in different degrees, but it might be entirely hidden and 

cannot be discovered unless a comparison between the ST and TT is made to trace the 

translator’s intervention (Ng, 2009, p. 13).  

Hermans (2003) suggests that a translator’s subjective position is always involved in the 

choices he/she makes when rendering the text into another language, in every new reading of 

the text. Also, each translation manifests the translator’s mode of translation, “in relation to 

prevailing practices or concepts of translation” (Hermans, 2003, pp. 4-5.) Hermans refers to 

this idea as “self-reference” in translation. He clarifies that this is usually referred to explicitly 

either in the para-textual elements of the translation (i.e. in the translator’s footnotes or 

endnotes etc) or in the text itself where the translator deliberately creates certain stylistic effects 

or uses bracketed source text words, etc. According to Hermans (2000: pp. 264, 269 and 272) 

there are situations when a translator defies the traditions of translation and tries to impose a 

new concept of translation which is linked to, “particular sets of cognitive and normative 

expectations” (cited in Ng, 2009, p. 14).   

Mona Baker’s (2000, p. 245) investigation of the translator’s voice moves the concept a step 

forward; she talks about the “translator’s style” or “voice” as the “thumbprint” of each 
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individual translator which can be seen across a range of linguistic and non-linguistic features. 

The word “thumbprint” originates from the work of Leech and Short (1981, pp. 11-12) who 

use it to, “refer to an author’s linguistic habits of expression reflected through some small detail 

in his or her writing, which provides clues to his or her identity” (cited in Ng, 2009, p. 14).  

Baker’s (2000) paper was the first published methodology for investigating the style of a 

literary translator. She uses a corpus methodology and compares the styles of two literary 

translators, namely Peter Clark and Peter Bush, and examines the levels of their presence in 

the text. One of the most interesting aspects of Baker’s (2000) study is her investigation of 

style from the perspective of the translator, rather than the original author (pp. 245, 246 and 

262). Baker seeks to explore recurring stylistic patterns and the repeated linguistic choices 

translators unconsciously make. Leech and Short (1981, p. 14) refer to these choices as 

“forensic stylistics”. 

It is worth noting here the significant role that translation conventions play in guiding and 

controlling the translator’s voice. Translation conventions find strength in the features of a 

specific culture and cannot be ignored. An example of this in the Arabic language is prosody. 

However, this current study will not explore this aspect of translation because its focus is on 

norms rather than conventions. 

In conclusion, each translator’s voice is distinctive regardless of its degree of explicitness in 

translation. This explicitness might sometimes be intentionally high due to the translators' 

agency. The presence of a translator’s distinctive voice is often noted by critics more so than 

the author’s voice. This preliminary discussion of the translator’s voice aims to prepare the 

reader for Chapter Eight of this study, in which the theory of distinction will be explored as it 

is relevant to the voices of the chosen translators.   
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2.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined the relevant theoretical frameworks which inform the analytical 

process of the current study. The chapter began by looking at Toury’s (1995) theory of norms, 

and the researcher presented a brief outline of his work as a renowned scholar in his field. This 

discussion covered Toury’s main theoretical principles and described how he categorises 

norms as: preliminary, initial and operational. The idea of norms as it is formulated by other 

translation scholars was also considered, including the ideas of Theo Hermans, who examines 

the socio-cultural configuration of norms. The chapter also looked at the relationship of these 

theories to the target data of the current study, in order to conclude that all concepts of norms 

are cognitive and limited.  

Vinay and Darbelnet’s (1995) model was also described, and their theory of translation shifts 

was explored. Translation shifts are used by translators as tools to apply dominant norms. 

Although Vinay and Darbelnet’s model is not the only one available in the field, it was selected 

by the researcher for its relevance to the corpus of the current study. Chapters Six and Seven 

discuss relevant translation shifts that do not fall within the model proposed by Vinay and 

Darbelnet, even though these other models still share most aspects of it. 

The last part of the chapter discussed the concept of the translator’s voice. It explained the 

concept itself and looked at theories associated with it. This section was important to include 

because of its connection to the concept of distinction which is discussed in Chapter Eight. 

Furthermore, Chapters Six and Seven examine translations of ST segments, including the 

smallest linguistic units and translations of abstract meanings contained in the selected sonnets, 

as well as cultural references and taboos found in the Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. Before moving on to the practical examination of the selected translations, Chapter 

Three outlines the general characteristics of poetry translation. It discusses the difficulties of 
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translating poetry in general, and Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular, exploring how the five 

chosen translators have confronted obstacles, and how they have dealt with abstract norms 

when translating poetry into Arabic.   
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CHAPTER THREE: 

THE PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES OF TRANSLATING POETRY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Following on from the discussion of the concept of translation norms as presented in Chapter 

Two, this chapter examines key issues faced by translators when translating poetry, using 

examples taken from Shakespeare’s sonnets to illustrate these issues. This chapter seeks to 

shed light on the main problems encountered in poetry translation, and the role played by norms 

in addressing these problems. The discussion focuses on how Shakespeare has been introduced 

into Arabic culture; this will be explored in more detail in the chapters that follow. 

By addressing the problems of translating poetry in general, this chapter paves the way for 

answering the following question which is addressed in detail in the subsequent chapter: How 

have Shakespeare’s sonnets been introduced and translated for Arab readers? This current 

study focuses primarily on the role of norms in relation to translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

from Elizabethan English into Arabic, and, therefore, it is important to understand how these 

sonnets were initially introduced and disseminated throughout Arab countries, and how 

meaning has been conveyed. As part of this exploration, the potential untranslatability of poetry 

will be explored, in order to provide a background to the difficulties translators have 

encountered when producing Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Chapter Five will 

move on to the gradual introduction of the sonnet as a poetic art form in English literature, 

before dealing with Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular. 

 
3.2 THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSLATING POETRY 

Translating poetry is a complicated task. The translator must solve numerous problems when 

dealing with a poetic text. A literary translator has to convey the aesthetic and expressive values 
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of the text. The aesthetic function must emphasise the beauty of the expressions used in the 

source text, such as certain words (diction), and figures of speech, such as similes and 

metaphors, etc. The expressive function conveys the writer's emotions and thoughts. The 

translator seeks to reproduce the aesthetic experience the writer sought to communicate to 

his/her audience. In addition to these issues, translating poetry poses other unique challenges, 

because the feeling and beauty of poetry is often informed by the shape of the poem, for 

example, in terms of rhyme, rhythm, and meter. Elements such as these must be recreated when 

translating a poem in order to preserve its ultimate meaning and special expressions. 

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the original language used in poetry and in its translation 

might differ from language used in daily life.   

Generally, diverse factors and issues affect the translation process of poetry, and these 

challenges are twofold, in respect of words/meanings and flow/rhythm. The challenges posed 

can relate to images, similes and metaphors, idioms, punned expressions, phrasal verbs, 

enjambment, and the grammar of the ST and the TT, as well as cultural-specific words. 

Shakespeare's sonnets pose challenges in these areas. His work should be translated in order to 

give the Arab reader the chance to explore Shakespeare's sonnets without missing out on some 

of the crucial meanings that might become lost in the process of translation.  

Translators of poetry face the same obstacles as those faced by all literary translators generally. 

Suryawinata (1982) classifies these problems into categories: linguistic, literary, aesthetic and 

socio-cultural problems; this classification has been used to inform the structure of this chapter. 

3.2.1 LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS 

According to Suryawinata (1982), there are at least two major problems that are encountered 

as linguistic problems when translating poetry: collocation and obscured syntactical structure 

(non-standard). Collocation is described in the Oxford Online Dictionary as “The habitual 
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juxtaposition of a particular word with another word or words with a frequency greater than 

chance.” In other words, collocation relates to the combination of words. Types of collocations 

might include the following:  

a) Syntagmatic or horizontal collocations, as used in the phrase “to run a meeting”, rather 

than “to do a meeting” etc. (Suryawinata, 1982, p. 2). English includes many collocations that 

do not appear in other languages such as Arabic. For example, in Arabic the previous example 

is usually translated as اعامتجا دقعی   , and not as, اعامتجا لورھی    (literally ‘run a meeting’, which is 

awkward in Arabic).8 

b) Pragmatic or vertical collocations. These comprise words that belong to the same semantic 

field, or are semantically opposite. Many of these collocations are similar between languages, 

such as “sea”, “land”, “air” etc. However, a translator is expected to keep in mind the 

differences and similarities between languages because, on occasion, these differences are 

decisive.  

A key problem identified by Suryawinata (1982) is obscure structures. According to Hariyanto 

(2003, p. 3) “Such kinds of structures may be intentionally written in a poem as a part of the 

expressive function of the text. Hence, such structures should be rendered as closely as 

possible.” Rendering these structures from the English language into languages such as Arabic 

is a challenging task. Suryawinata (1982) advises translators to follow Newmark’s (1981, p. 

116) steps of translation, in that, initially a translator must find the underlying or deep structure, 

to do this, a translator needs to identify the logical subject and then the specific verb. 

Everything else then falls into place when these two major elements are identified. As a second 

 
8 Suryawinata gives examples, but the Arabic translations are personal efforts. 
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important step, the translator has to reconstruct the structure of the text in the TL, as closely as 

possible to its ST as a whole, and for the structure of each of its clauses and sentences. 

This current study does not focus on the linguistic aspects of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

as the main focus of study is the socio-cognitive notion of norms. Accordingly, in selecting 

and analysing examples, the focus will be on such translational aspects related to the aesthetic 

and social expectations of the Arab readers, particularly expressions with cultural connotations.  

3.2.2 AESTHETIC PROBLEMS 

Aesthetic values are also referred to as “poetic truth”. Inherently, poetic truth is conveyed by 

the combination of the structure of words, their sounds, and the order of words in a sentence. 

Cognitive sense arises out of this combination. Although aesthetic values do not have 

independent meanings, they correlate with meaning in the text. According to Newmark (1981, 

p. 65), aesthetic values depend on the structure (poetic structure), metaphor and sound. 

Accordingly, if a translator ignores these three factors and does not take care when choosing 

the relevant words and sounds, then the aesthetic effect of the poem he or she is translating will 

be likely lost. In other words, retaining the aesthetic values of the ST in the TT is a major 

problem encountered when translating poetry. 

3.2.2.1 POETIC STRUCTURE 

Poetic structure is one of the first factors a translator must deal with in terms of aesthetic values 

when translating a poem. Regardless of its name, this problem has nothing to do with the 

sentential structure of a language, nor its grammar, although it is still affected by sentential 

structure. It refers to the plan of the whole poem, its shape, and the balance of each line of the 

poem or every individual sentence. Suryawinata (1982) concludes that if a translator maintains 

the original structure of each line (or sentence) of the poem, this leads to the maintenance of 

the structure of the source poem as a whole. 
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For the corpus of the study, the five translators have sought to fulfil this condition as much as 

possible even though they have ignored the shape of the sonnet which is translated into prose, 

except for Enani who translates the sonnets into actual poems. 

3.2.2.2 METAPHORICAL EXPRESSIONS 

Many examples of the translation of metaphors can be cited from the five chosen Arabic 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Sonnet 112 creates a metaphorical image in its opening 

lines, which can be paraphrased as “Your love and pity heal the damage which rumours have 

caused to my reputation”.  

Source Text Your love and pity doth the impression fill, 

Which vulgar scandal stamped upon my brow 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 136). ينباصأ يذلا ثولتلا ناوحمی ناذللا امھ ، كتقفش و كبح 

 ؛ينیبج قوف ةماعلا ةحیضفلا ھتقصلأو

Your love and your pity are the ones that erase the 

pollution that has afflicted me and the public scandal that 

has been stuck on my forehead 

Wālī (2008, p. 128). ينیبج يف دیداخلأاك ةروفحملا ةئیذبلا تایرتفملا نإ 

 ،كفطعو كّبح اھحسم دق

The vile lies which are carved like grooves in my 

forehead have been erased by your love and affection 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 306) in 

prose.  

 رفحلا نلآمی كفطع و كبح نإ

 ،سیسخلا حئاضفلا ملاك ينیبج ىلع ھعبط يذلا

Your love and affection do fill the holes which have been 

dug on my forehead by the words of vile scandals 
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Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 252). بودنلا نلآمت كتفأرو كتبحم 

 ةلذتبم تاعاشإ ينیبج ىلع اھترفح يتلا

Your love and affection do fill the scars which vulgar 

rumors have been digging in my forehead. 

Enani (2016, p. 214). ينیبج قوف فلاسلا حرجلا دیمضت يف كنانحو كمارغ حجن 

 ةّیقوسّلا ةنسللأا ھتّقش ةعمسلا ءوس نم حرج

 the healing in successful were tenderness and love Your

forehead, my in wound old 

made tongues vulgar that reputation bad of wound A 

Table 3.1: Translations of “Your love and pity doth the impression fill ...” (Sonnet 112) 

Regardless of the differences in lexical choices made, the basic translation of the metaphorical 

image has some similarities between the five translators. Tawfīq (1988) adds in the meaning 

of “defilement” or “pollution” but uses a scientific word, which might be surprising for an Arab 

audience in a piece of poetry meant to be romantic. Wālī (2008) has turned the metaphor into 

a simile by comparing defamation to, “grooves that have been dug in my forehead that remain 

until the love and mercy comes to erase them.” Abu-Deeb (2012) uses the word “holes” to 

describe the gap that has been filled by the lover’s kindness. Luʼluʼah (2013) used the word 

“scars” to convey the same meaning. Enani recreates a similar metaphorical image in a poetic 

way to replace the idea of “filling” with “healing”, and this can be retranslated as, “your love 

and mercy were successful in healing the old wound of scandals in my forehead.” 
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3.2.2.3 SOUND 

Sound is one of the most important elements of aesthetics that a translator is expected to 

maintain in the translation of a poem. The idea of sound refers to anything that relates to sound, 

such as rhythm, assonance, onomatopoeia etc. Generally speaking, semantic meaning is the 

most important element that needs to be preserved when translating a poem, arguably more so 

than its aesthetic elements. However, sound can also be an aesthetic factor.  

According to Newmark (1981, p. 67), if a translator encounters a situation in which he/she has 

to sacrifice one of the three factors of structure, metaphor, and sound, the least harm will occur 

if sound is sacrificed. However, sometimes, a poem earns its status because of the aesthetics of 

sound. In this case, a translator is expected to identify where the beauty of a poem lies, and 

create a balance between meaning and sound in ways he/she finds appropriate. Even if a 

translator finds it difficult to preserve the sound of a poem, he/she must still try to maintain this 

element in the TT before deciding to make a translation loss.  

In the corpus of Shakespeare’s sonnets, one example that highlights the difficulty of translating 

a sonnet is Sonnet 135. Shakespeare plays with the word Will (with both a capital and small 

W/w fourteen times in this sonnet. The word Will has multiple meanings, and this makes it 

challenging for a translator to convey meaning without losing the effect performed by puns in 

the poem, and the role that the sound and rhythm of the word Will plays. In this sonnet, Will is 

used as an auxiliary verb, a main verb to indicate a wish or a carnal desire, it can also refer to 

either the male or female organs, and to the speaker himself, or another person (an abbreviation 

of William), and some critics have argued that it is an abbreviation of William Shakespeare’s 

name. Enani is the only translator who has translated the sonnets into poetic form. Therefore, 

his translations are the only ones that consider rhyme and words that end in the same sounds. 
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Translators deal with the word Will differently when translating Sonnet 135. The following 

table shows translations of the first two lines of Sonnet 135.9  

Source Text Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy Will, 

And Will to boot, and Will in overplus 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 161). ةبغرلا كیدل تناك دقل ، اھرطو يضقی يذلا نم ، 

 ؛ ةرفاولا ةوھشلاو ، ةمیزعلا كیدل تناك امك

desire, to used she her, serving is Who 

lust abundant and determination, had you As 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 354) in 

prose. 

  كتوھش / كمَُیلو كل تِنأف ، ھبغرت امم ةأرملا نكی امھم

 .فارسإب  تاوھش /لْوِ كلو ، ضیفلا ىتح تاوھش/لْوِ اضیأ كلو

 are lust your and you want, you woman what matter No

 overflow, the until lusts have also you And desire. your

lavishly. lusts you and 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 298). كتدارإ كیدل تنأف ،اھتبغر اھیدل تناك نم، 

 :ةیفاض ةوھش و ،كلذ قوف مٌزع و

If some lade had her desire, you have your will, 

And a determination above that, and an extra lust  

Enani (2016, p. 238). رعاشلا اذھ .. كبوبحمب تِزف دقلف اھینامأب ىثنأ تزاف نإ 

 رماغلا ریخلاو قفادّلا ءاملا ھبناج ىلإ تِلن دقلو

 your won have you so dreams, her win could woman a If

poet this lover… 

 and water flowing the it, of beside won, you And

wealth flowing 

Table 3.2: Translations of “Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy Will ...” (Sonnet 135) 

The chosen translators all deal with the word Will in different ways, and it is clear that norms 

have played a role in their decision-making process. Tawfīq has chosen to convey the meaning 

of “desire” and “willing”. This sequence of sonnets focuses on the figure of the Dark Lady and 

 
9 Wālī deleted this sonnet and Sonnet 136 completely. Chapter Eight discusses this deletion in relation to norms 
and distinction. 
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they are concerned with the theme of lust and desire, and this might be one reason why this 

translator has decided to convey this particular meaning. However, the other translators have 

omitted any references or poems considered taboo in Islamic culture; Wālī (2008) deleted 

sonnets 135 and 136 completely. The reason for this is the content, which deals with themes of 

sexual longing and desire.  

Abu-Deeb deals with difficult or taboo subjects by choosing an appropriate title for each sonnet 

and then adding footnotes to highlight controversial issues. For Sonnet 135, he allows the 

reader to choose between different possible meanings of the word Will (although this 

sometimes distracts the reader). Again, this technique does not break any poetic norms, since 

the sonnet is translated into prose, and prose gives more freedom to translators. He picks the 

title تاوھشلاو ءامسلأا  ةبعل   (the game of names and lusty desires) and connects this to a footnote 

that says: ةلیحتسم نوكت  نأ  ةحیشوتلا  هذھ  ةمجرت  داكت   (translating this sonnet is almost impossible) due 

to the multiple meanings of the word Will (Abū Dīb, 2012, p.354). Abu-Deebtranslates Will 

literally as ِكمَُیلو  (your William), and adds in < كتوھش > (<your lusty desire>) immediately after 

the literal translation to indicate other possible meanings of the word. Abū Dīb also presents a 

selection of his favourite Shakespeare sonnets translated into poetic form, after the translations 

of the sonnets into prose, but he does not include Sonnet 135 in this selection, for no specific 

reason.10 

Luʼluʼah’s choices are very similar to those made by Tawfīq. Generally, Luʼluʼah adds a 

commentary to each of his translations of the sonnets, which includes an analysis and 

comments on each one. The first line of the comments for Sonnet 135 criticises the “hidden” 

messages and the language Shakespeare uses in the sonnet. These statements reveal the 

translator’s subservience to Arabic cultural norms. Luʼluʼah refers to this sonnet in the 

 
10 In his introduction to this sonnet, Abu-Deeb explains that personal preference drives his motivation for 
translating some poems into prose and some others into poetry form.  
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commentary part of his translation, saying," ةئیذب ةحقو  ةیئانغ  هذھ  " (this is an impudent and dirty 

sonnet). Arabic cultural norms do not tolerate implicit or explicit sexual references, and, 

therefore, Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 500) expresses similar views in the commentary to his book, 

arguing that using too many puns decreases the beauty of poetry saying, “This over use of 

picturing almost takes away the ‘beauty’ of the images. Besides, these metaphors make it 

possible to feel pleasure if we just ignore what they refer to and take only the surface (innocent) 

meaning.” This quote clarifies Luʼluʼah’s tendency to translate metaphors without a strict 

indication of their meanings in the ST, because, he believes, this will affect the readers’ 

pleasure in a negative way.11   

Enani (2016) prefers to use the phrase “your lover poet” out of several other possibilities. In 

other words, he opts to translate Will as an abbreviation of William Shakespeare’s name, and 

nothing else. Enani also adds a commentary after each section of his translation in which he 

also criticises the intensive use of puns and the sexual content of this sonnet. Enani argues that 

Shakespeare is merely showing off his linguistic competence by playing with words and sexual 

references. Also, he suggests that this use of antanaclasis, or the use of the same word with 

different meanings in every given context, is a rhetorical trick. Enani (2016. p. 355) also admits 

that he has translated Will to refer to the poet in order to make it easier for Arabic audiences to 

understand, rather than present a variety of ambiguous meanings. Enani (2016, p. 355) 

comments that, “This name is repeated seven times in the sonnet. I translate it as ‘poet’ for it 

is difficult in Arabic to accommodate the foreign name ‘Will’ (or even William). This was also 

done to avoid the possible ambiguity this might cause.”   

Generally, Shakespeare’s use of intensive rhetorical word play (that includes taboo 

expressions) makes it challenging for Arab translators to convey into Arabic. Furthermore, it 

 
11 See Chapter Six for examples from Luʼluʼah’s translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets. 
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is easy for sounds to get lost in translation, especially in the translation of poetry into prose. 

Also, when translating poetry into poetry, a translator might have to pick less equivalent words 

for the sake of reproducing rhyme and rhythm, as Enani does.         

3.2.3 SOCIO-CULTURAL PROBLEMS 

Socio-cultural translation issues can emerge when a translator tries to clarify the meaning of 

expressions that contain word(s) which relate to four major cultural categories, namely, ideas, 

behaviours, products, and ecology (Suryawinata, 1982, p. 2). “Ideas” can include beliefs, 

values, etc.; “behaviours” can include customs or habits; “products” can include art, music, 

and artefacts; and “ecology” includes flora, fauna, landscapes and weather (Said, 1994, p. 39). 

Shakespeare's sonnets are diversely rich in socio-cultural references especially for an Arab 

reader. A translator has to consider these references and deal wisely with the linguistic 

transmission of words as they relate to culturally accepted (or understood) meanings of these 

words. This is because, “general cultural differences are sometimes greater obstacles to 

successful translation than linguistic differences” (Dickins, Hervey, and Higgins, 2002, p. 29). 

 
When translating culturally bound expressions, a translator might decide to render a literal 

translation (unit for unit). However, this might not work, and so the translator could then decide 

to use translation shifts (as discussed in the previous chapter) to convey the required meaning 

in a culturally appropriate context. This eases the transmission of meaning and the message to 

the TT audience. Cultural transposition can vary in degrees of departure from the literal 

translation, due to a tendency to stick to the norms of the SL culture or changing the text to fit 

into the TL culture. Dickins, Hervey, and Higgins (2002, p. 29) explain that, “The various 

degrees of cultural transposition can be visualized as points along a scale between the extremes 

of exoticism and cultural transplantation.”  
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The seventh chapter of this thesis will explore the translation of problematic cultural references 

and taboo terms (as perceived in the Arab culture) in Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. Many 

examples of English culture-specific idioms and religious references will be explored. Also, 

Chapter Six will discuss examples of taboo words and how they are transferred into Arabic in 

order to comply with Arabic norms. Translation shifts and their use in the translations of the 

sonnets will be further elaborated in this chapter.  

It is not only the translation of taboo terms and culture-specific references that create problems 

for translators. More innocuous elements in Shakespeare’s sonnets, such as those that refer to 

the customs of English daily life during Elizabethan times would not be familiar to an Arab 

audience, and this is also an issue that the chosen translators have had to address. Sonnet 134 

provides a good example here, because it relies on multiple images of Elizabethan English 

commerce to convey meaning. These expressions would have been understood among English 

theatregoers at the time of Shakespeare but would more than likely not be understood by a 

modern Arab audience. Enani (2016, p. 354) explains this, as follows: It is a complicated, 

intricate image that truly manifests the English trade-making mind-set. This clearly affects the 

poet’s images which the audience at the time of Shakespeare, both readers and theatregoers, 

would understand and taste. But this image might not be welcomed by the Arab audience to 

the same degree. 

The following table outlines comparisons between the ways each of the five Arab translators 

dealt with the English cultural concept of “signing off loans”, as alluded to in the last two lines 

of Sonnet 134. 

Source Text Him have I lost; thou hast both him and me: 

He pays the whole, and yet am I not free. 
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Tawfīq (1988, p. 160). انأ و وھ اعم انتذخأ دقف تنأ امأ ،يقیدص تعضأ دقل: 

 .انھََترمُ انأ تلز امف كلذ مغرو ،ءيش لّك عفدی ھنإ

I lost my friend, but you took us together, he and I: 

He pays everything, and yet I am still imprisoned. 

Wālī (2008, p. 150). تزف يبو ھب تنأ امنیب ھتدقف يذلا وھ، 

 .كِنم انأ ررّحتأ ملو ءيش لّك رسخ دقل

us of both won you while him, lost I 

me. own still you and everything, lost He 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 352) in 

prose.  

 ،يننیكلمتو ھنیكلمت تنأو ،ھترسخ انأ

 ً.ارّح تسل انأ كلذ عمو ،لّكلا عفدی وھو

I lost him, and you own him and me, He pays all, yet I am 

not free. 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 296). ؛ينتِكلمو ھتِكلم تنأو ،انأ ھترسخ دق 

 .قیلط ریغ انأ كلذ عمو ،لماكلاب عفدی وھف

 all, pays He me, as well as him own you and him, lost I

free. not am I yet 

Enani (2016, p. 237). ھب تنأ تِرفظ دقو .. يدی نم عاض دق 

 دئاوفلاو نویدّلا ددّسی ھّنإ و

 ھبلاطمب مٌئاق يدقع نّكل

He has been lost from my hands and you won him 

He pays off debt and interest 

But my contract is still demanding me. 

 
134) (Sonnet ...” me and him both hast thou lost; I have “Him of Translations 3.3: Table 
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(Tawfīq 1988 and 2005), Wālī (2008), Abu-Deeb (2013), and Luʼluʼah (2013) translate the two 

lines literally, each using their own way of conveying meaning. One of the reasons for 

undertaking literal translation is due to the difficulty of the image, and literal translation is the 

most efficient way of translating vague meanings. Chapter Seven elaborates more on this 

process.  

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 499) talks about this sonnet in the commentary section of his book, saying 

that it is “burdened” with metaphors from the language of law and finance; otherwise, the 

meaning could have been much clearer. He explains the general meaning to the reader without 

exploring the idiom in depth.  In contrast, Enani (2016, p. 354) provides a more general 

comment on the sonnet as follows, “It is obvious that we are confronting complicated idioms 

taken from British law that have been used metaphorically to make the images much more 

complicated.” Enani translates the sonnets into verse and chooses an equivalent word to “loss” 

instead of “paying” to link with the image of the friend who pays back loans to the Dark Lady 

while ignoring the old loan to Shakespeare.  

3.2.4 THE LIMITS OF TRANSLATABILITY 

As discussed in the previous section, a key problem encountered when translating poetry is the 

untranslatability of the poetic form and the special characteristics of poems. Robinson (2010) 

explores this idea by citing the words of the famous poet Robert Frost, “poetry is what gets left 

out in translation”. Louis Untermeyer (1964, p. 126) expresses similar sentiments in The 

Oxford Dictionary of Modern Quotations, “Poetry is what is lost in translation. It is also what 

is lost in interpretation.” Robinson (2010) notes (as do many other critics) that although this 

aphorism is a generalisation, it is nevertheless a valid and true one.  

For Frost (1995, pp. 664-666), poetry is conveyed using “sentence sounds” and the “sense of 

sounds” which differ from one language to another (especially, it can be argued, in languages 
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as different as Arabic and English). Keeley (1989, p. 54) explains as follows, “What constitutes 

poetry is exactly what is lost when poetry is translated into another language.” Additionally, 

although Frost admits that good translations exist, he claims that translated versions of texts 

are merely imitations that cannot ever resemble their sources. Frost maintained this view over 

a number of years. Robinson (2010) illustrates Frost’s argument with a quotation by Elizabeth 

Bishop, as follows: “It is impossible to translate poetry, or perhaps only one aspect can be 

translated at a time, and each poem needs several translations.” 

3.3 THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSLATING POETRY FROM ENGLISH INTO 

ARABIC 

Although most of the arguments developed so far are similar in different language 

combinations, this section deals only with the difficulties found in translating poetry from 

English into Arabic in terms of the unique characteristics of Arabic poetry in particular, and 

for the corpus of the study that is only exploring Arabic translations. All old Arabic poems are 

rhymed and assonant and would be familiar to English audiences as lyrics. These Arabic lyrics, 

unlike the call, are not intended to be sung (necessarily), but are written to describe a subject 

from the poet’s viewpoint. In this form, a reader or listener will assume that the poet is talking 

about him or herself and not about a real or imaginary character, because of the use of the 

subject pronouns “I” or “we”. These poems are characterised also by their sense of musicality 

and rhythm. When a translator intends to translate a poem into Arabic, he or she must pay 

attention to the fundamental features of Arabic poetry, along with the meaning of the source 

poem, in order to meet an Arab audience’s expectations.  

 
Translating poetry is a challenging task as a translator not only must transfer the meanings of 

words from one language to another, but he or she must also mould these intended meanings 

and images into an equivalent poetic form in the target language. Differences in the shapes (or 
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moulds) of poems between Arabic and English, as discussed above, pose a challenge for 

translators.  In summary, a translator is expected to keep in mind both the characteristics of the 

target language’s poetry and how to recreate the translated poem, with its poetic meanings and 

images, into an equivalent poem in the target language. 

3.4 THE PROBLEMS OF TRANSLATING SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS INTO 

ARABIC: THE WAY ARAB TRANSLATORS SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF “WORD 

PLAY” IN SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS 

One of the outstanding characteristics of Shakespeare’s sonnets is their use of language. As 

mentioned before, Shakespeare often plays with words and images in his sonnets, and this 

sometimes poses problems even for native English speakers. Puns, or the use of a word that 

has two meanings, is one of the biggest obstacles faced when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets 

(as shown in the previous section in the discussion of the use of the word Will). Enani (2016) 

is the only Arab translator to have translated the sonnets into a verse form.  

 
According to Enani (2016. p. 86), the techniques used for translating puns can be divided into 

three categories as follows: a) if the second meaning of the word can easily be understood by 

the reader, then Enani (2016, p. 87) suggests encapsulating the two meanings together using 

one word, or using two, if applicable, into Arabic. This is usual practice when the word has 

more than one single intended meaning, or if it can be explained using another word, even if 

the poet did not intend this; b) if the second meaning is difficult to understand by the average 

reader or listener, unless extra explanation is provided, then Enani suggests just ignoring the 

second intended meaning, especially in drama translation, as the audience will not have time 

to process the pun. In the case of Shakespeare’s sonnets, Enani often just translates the clear 

meaning, but also provides comments where necessary. He might also hint at a second meaning 

by using a synonym of the pun, Enani suggests that Arabic is rich in these equivalents, such 
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as رھسلا   and دھسلا ; both these words mean not being able to sleep at night, but the second adds 

an additional meaning of deprivation; and c) if the second meaning is not agreed upon among 

literary scholars, then Enani suggests choosing an extrapolated meaning, if at least two scholars 

agree on this meaning. Otherwise, he suggests simply ignoring the second meaning if there is 

no agreement about it. 

 
Enani also notes that translating puns might pose obstacles when they relate to a taboo subject, 

especially when puns have a sexual meaning. For dealing with this kind of material, he gives 

the following advice to translators who translate into Arabic: a) if the sexual taboo is generally 

accepted by the general Arab audience, especially by the new generation, then it can be 

included. This kind of taboo might include kisses and hugs etc, Enani (2016, p. 87) includes 

examples taken from classic and modern poetry; and b) omitting any taboo references in 

Shakespeare’s sonnets (and in the plays) that allude to or explicitly reference sexual 

intercourse. Shakespeare’s sonnets are rich in sexual references and innuendo, but others less 

so.  

Examples of these sonnets are Sonnet 135 and Sonnet 136. Enani also uses Sonnet 151 as an 

example here. This sonnet deals with a conflict between the soul and the body, and continues 

a theme begun in Sonnet 146 which concludes by stating that the body wins over the soul in 

this war. Stephen Booth (1977) explains that the main pun here is connected to the word 

‘conscience’, and its repetition is used in the first and second lines, and in the thirteenth line 

(the ending couplet). Examples of how the chosen translators have dealt with this theme are 

shown below.  
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Source Text He is contented thy poor drudge to be, 

To stand in thy affairs, fall by thy side. 

   No want of conscience hold it that I call 

   Her ‘love’, for whose dear love I rise and fall.   

By Tawfīq (1988, p. 177). كلجأ نم حداكلا سئابلا نوكی نأب عنتقم وھ و، 

 .كبناج ىلاً احرطنم ،كنوئش يفً ابصتنم

 ))يتبیبح(( اھوعدأ نیح ةیافكلا ھیف امبً ایعاو تسل ينوربتعت لا   

 .طقسأ و ومسأ يلاغلا اھبح يف يتلا كلت   

And he is convinced that he is a miserable and hardworking 

for you, 

Stand upright in your affairs, lying next to you. 

  Do not consider me not conscious enough when I call her 

my love 

  That, whom in her love, I arise and fall. 

By Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 388) 

in prose. 

 ،نیكسملا كدبع نوكی نأ ھیفكی

 .كبناج ىلا ىوھیو ،كبرآمل بصتنیل

 ))بحلا (( اھیمسا يننأ ریمضلا ىلا اراقتفا هوبسحت لا

  .يوھأ و بصتنا يلاغلا اھبح لجأ نم يتلا كلت

It is enough for him to be your poor slave, to stand to your 

desires, and lay beside you. Do not count it lack of 

conscience for I call her the love that, whom for her precious 

love, I arise and fall. 
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By Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 454) 

in poetry. 

 نیبغرت نیح ئفدلا كبناج ىلا يوھی ،يوتلی حمر لثم و

 .برتقی ھتدرا نإ و ،ىأنی نأ تدرأ نا ىأنی

 ))ةبیبحلا(( اھتیمس نا ریمضلا يواخ ينوبسحت لا

 .ةبوذعلا عبانم ادراو ،میقتسا و ينحنا سیفنلا اھبح لجا نم يتلا كلت

Like a wiggling shaft, it falls by your warm side when you 

wish, 

If you want it to move away, it does 

If you want to come closer, it does. 

Do not count me to have no conscience if I name her beloved, 

That, for the sake of her true love, I bend and become 

straight, and I come to drink from the wellspring of 

sweetness. 

 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 330). نیكسملا كدبع نوكی نأ هدعسی، 

 .كبناج ىلا ىوھیو ،كنوؤش يف بصتنیف

 اھتوعد  نإ ریمضللً ازوع هوبسحت لا   

 .يوھا و بصتنا اھّبح لجأ نم ))ةبیبح((   

Happy to be your poor slave, 

He stands strong in your affairs, and will lie beside you. 

   Do not think it a lack of conscience if I call her 

   Lover, for her love I arise and fall. 
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Wālī (2008, p. 165). يّقشلا نیكسملا كمداخ نوكی نأ ھیفكی ، 

 .كراوجب طقسی و كفص يف فقی

 اھیمّسأ ينلعجی ام وھ يریمض بایغ نأ يلاخت لا

 .طقسأ و ومسأ يلاغلا اھبح يف يتلا كلت ، ))يّبح((

It is enough for him to be your poor hard working servant, 

Standing by your side and falling next to you. 

Do not imagine that the absence of my conscience is what 

makes me call it My love, which for her precious love I arise 

and fall. 

Enani (2016, p. 256). يبلیف عضاوتملا كمداخ حبصی نأ هدعسی لب 

  بحلاب Çایوق فقی ذإ كتابغر

 بنج ىلع كاضر دعب طقسی وأ

 يبح ةأرملا تیمسا نإ ریمض يأ ىلإ رقتفأ لا   

 يبرد يف طقسأ وأ ةماقلا بصتنم ضھنأ ةأرملا بحبف   

But pleased to become your humble servant to fulfill your 

desires 

Stand strong in love 

Or fall after your satisfaction on the side 

I do not lack any conscience if I call a woman my love 

For the love of a woman I stand strong or I fall in my way 

 

Table 3.4: Renderings of “He is contented thy poor drudge to be ...” (Sonnet 151) 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

The main subject of the thesis is Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets and the norms 

which govern these translations. This chapter has explored the bigger picture of translating 

English poetry into Arabic, before moving onto exploring the sonnet as a poetic genre. Such 
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an introduction derives its importance from the scarcity of research that has discussed the 

translation of the sonnets into other languages, especially Arabic. Investigations  around the 

translation of poetry and drama into Arabic could be applied to the translation of the sonnets, 

because they share many characteristics (especially with Shakespeare’s drama).  

 
The chapters that follow move attention to the problems of translating Arabic in particular, and 

it will introduce more examples from each of the five selected translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets into Arabic. This discussion will open the door to discussing the problems of 

translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, and the next chapter introduces how 

Shakespeare is perceived in the Arab world, in order to connect the concept of norms with 

literature and society.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

SHAKESPEARE IN THE ARAB WORLD 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explores how Shakespeare has been received in Arab culture. The chapter will 

explore the Arab fascination with Shakespeare as a literary figure, how his works engage with 

Arab culture, and how his plays and sonnets have been introduced and translated into Arabic, 

to comply with Arabic translation norms. The research question this chapter attempts to answer 

is: How has Shakespeare been introduced to, and translated for Arab readers? This current 

study focuses on the norms of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets from Elizabethan English into 

Arabic, and, therefore, it is important to explore how Shakespeare’s sonnets were initially 

introduced and disseminated in Arab countries. 

The first part of this chapter provides an overview of how the entire corpus of Shakespeare has 

been introduced to Arabs from English culture, and how, over the years, it has remained 

popular, in spite of the de-colonisation of most Arab countries. The Arab world was first 

introduced to Shakespeare in the second half of the nineteenth century (Al-Shetawi, 1999)  This 

chapter will look at how his plays have been presented to Arab audiences in the form of theatre, 

and movies, and how Shakespeare is taught to Arab children. It seeks to show how Shakespeare 

has always stayed relevant, even when political upheaval has taken place in Arab countries. 

The primary focus here will be on Shakespearean drama and its translations, since he is 

popularly known in Arab culture as a playwright. 

This chapter plays close attention to norms and how Shakespeare’s norms have been accepted 

and/or altered to meet the requirements of an Arab audience, and how this has led to cultural 

acceptance. The road to acceptance has involved changing and accepting fundamental norms, 

and translators have, generally, tried to meet an Arab audience’s expectations and cultural 
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norms, when adapting and translating Shakespeare. In this context, emphasis will be placed on 

how he has been received in Egypt since the late 19th century. According to Badawi (1985, p. 

197), “in Egypt, the Arab interest in Shakespeare is on the whole much more developed and 

has had a longer history than anywhere else in the Arab world.”   

4.2 THE STATUS OF SHAKESPEARE IN ARAB CULTURE 

This section will discuss the introduction of Shakespeare's plays in the Arab world in the 

second half of the 19th century. The discussion will consider the British colonisation of Arab 

countries in general, and of Egypt in particular, and how the roots of artistic interest in drama 

took hold in different shapes. This exploration will delineate how Shakespeare’s plays were 

embraced by Arabs, beginning with the Egyptians, regardless of the political issues that were 

apparent at the time. The discussion will then look at how Shakespearean drama was translated 

and adapted for an Arab audience. 

4.2.1 THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND THE ARAB WORLD 

European powers colonised many Arab countries after the demise of the Ottoman Empire and 

maintained their presence right up until the fragmentation of territories after World War II. 

North African Arab countries were colonised by France, and Libya was taken by Italy. Britain 

colonised Egypt, Palestine, the Sudan, Iraq, and Trans-Jordan. These Arab (North African) 

countries were not the only parts of the world that Britain colonised. Many other countries, 

such as Nigeria and India, have been colonised by Britain at some point in history, and 

populations were forced to speak English as a first or second language. However, what is 

noticeable about the colonisation of Arab countries by Britain is that Arabic remained an 

official language, and the main language used for communication, literature and media, among 

the nationals of Arab countries. In other words, English was not imposed in the Arab province 

by the colonisers, in the same way as other languages were in other parts of the Arab world, 
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such as French in Algeria. Even so, in some Arab countries, Arabic began to gradually weaken, 

and younger generations began to excel in the language of the coloniser more so than in their 

original language, and decades later, even after countries had regained sovereignty, Algerians 

and Moroccans continued to speak French extensively (Al-Shetawi, 2013).  

Learning English and translating different foreign texts was first championed in Egypt by 

Muhammad Ali (1769-1849). Ali's primary interest was to nourish his military ambitions, and 

in this endeavour, he initiated a substantial programme to bring foreign education to Egypt by 

translating technical works and sending many students on scholarships to study in Europe. 

Baker (2001, p. 335) explains that, “Initially, most of the students sent to Europe were Turks 

or Christians from the Levant, but Egyptian students later began to join these learning 

missions.” France was the major destination for students, and French was a desirable language 

to learn in the 18th and 19th century. Upon the students’ return, Ali would instruct them to 

translate what he thought would enhance the modernisation of the army and his administration 

(Baker, 2001). Ali set up many new kinds of schools, including professional schools and 

institutions. In 1835, Rifa'a al-Tahtawi (1801–1873) established The School of Translation, 

where Arabic and French students were taught and Turkish and English students were admitted 

later (Àgoston and Masters, 2008, p. 551). Thus, in the mid-nineteenth century, the study of 

translation began to flourish in Egypt.  

As a result of this new interest in the study of translation studies, new translation movements 

grew, and many texts were translated into Arabic, including some literary texts. However, this 

field was not of major interest to the Egyptian State at that time, since “the translation of 

literature did not seem to be of high priority on the state's agenda” (Hanna, 2011, p. 15). This 

was because those in power felt that translation work would not add value to the army or to 

state administration, unlike the texts of applied sciences or law. 
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As already noted, British colonisation did not play a completely negative role in Arab attitudes 

toward English literary culture. In fact, the opposite was true. English cultural interaction with 

Egypt facilitated the exploration of English literary heritage, including the works of 

Shakespeare. Furthermore, it has been documented that modern Arabic drama (and theatre in 

particular) developed in Egypt as a result of cultural contact with Europe after the Napoleonic 

campaign in Egypt in 1798 (Al-Shetawi, 2013). There is no doubt that Egyptians wanted to 

free their country from British colonisation, but they also greatly admired English culture and 

literature. 

4.3 SHAKESPEARE IN THE ARAB WORLD 

4.3.1 THE GROWING INTEREST IN SHAKESPEARE  

The Arab nations greatly admire the works of Shakespeare, to the extent that his name has 

become a symbol for genius, and quotes from his plays and sonnets are frequently used in daily 

newspapers and magazines. Arabs have also added to the many myths that have been created 

around Shakespeare. One popular, humorous Arab anecdote (or theory) put forward by Ahmad 

Faris Al-Shidyāq, the great Arab humourist and author of the nineteenth century, is that 

Shakespeare was really an Arab, and his real name was Shaykh Zubayr (or Shaykh Bīr in 

another version of this myth) (Badawi, 1985, p. 191). Muṭrān further developed this myth in 

the Introduction to his Arabic translation of Othello (1912).  

 
In another article, the Iraqi writer Khulūsī argues that Shakespeare must have descended from 

an Arab origin because of the unmistakeable sympathy he expresses in his writings for Arabs. 

This myth gained some ground when Khulūsī' continued to make this claim beginning in 1955 

in the Baghdad periodical, Ahl Alnaft, and in the Iraqi review al-Ma'rifa in 1962  in which he 

suggests that Shakespeare was either an Arab or had visited the Arabian region, because 

Shakespeare’s corpus shows a particular knowledge of the likes and dislikes of Arab culture. 
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Furthermore, Khulūsī claims that Shakespeare borrowed his description of the tortures of 

purgatory in Hamlet from the Qur'an, as well other plot lines from the Tales of the Arabian 

Nights, in a clear echo of Arabic poetry (Badawi, 1985, p. 192).  

 
Khulūsī also published an article in the Syrian magazine, ةیبرعلا ةغللا  عمجم   (The Arab 

Academy of Damascus) entitled: ةمو ر لأا يبرع  ناك  امنإ  ایزیلكنا  ریبسكش  نكی  مل   (Shakespeare was not 

English, but an Arab descendant). He introduces these views by stating that,  نم مسلط  ریبسكش  "

رصنعلا  نكلو  ،ةنیابتم  ةریثك    رصانع  ھبدأ  يفو  ھیف  تفشتكاو  ،ةضقانتم  ةریثك  ءایشأ  ھیف  تلیق  دقف  ،ةروحسملا  بدلأا  مسلاط 

اھنیب قوفتملا  اھیلع  بلاغلا  وھ  يبرعلا  . This can be translated as follows, “Shakespeare is one of the 

charmed talismans of literature. Many contradictory things have been said about him, and 

various discoveries have been found about him and his literature, but the Arabic element is the 

major and most obvious thing among them” (Khulūsī, 1977, p. 662). 

According to Khulūsī (1977), Shakespeare was not a nobleman or a member of the aristocracy. 

He was born a commoner and commoners are, thus, more likely to have a mixture of foreign 

blood in their veins. Furthermore, he argues that because Shakespeare’s religious background 

was Catholic then he was in the minority in comparison to Protestants in Elizabethan England. 

Khulūsī (1977, pp. 662-663) also argues that Shakespeare’s Catholicism gave him an affinity 

with Spanish Catholic society, in that Shakespeare descended from Arab-Spanish ancestry, 

who then later converted to Christianity due to coercion. Adding weight to his “evidence” he 

claims that Shakespeare’s later fluctuations between different Christian groups - Shakespeare 

was Catholic and then Anglican before becoming a Puritan - suggests that Shakespeare was 

not born into a Christian family but that he converted to Christianity from another religion.  

Khulūsī also draws attention to Shakespeare’s weakness in English grammar and spelling, 

noting that Shakespeare could not even spell his own name in handwritten papers he left 

behind, and used four different signatures. Khulūsī further notes that Shakespeare’s father left 
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sixty-six papers in Stratford which contain records of sixteen differently spelled signatures, 

and he claims that all this strengthens his argument that Shakespeare was not from English 

stock. Khulūsī has written many other articles about Shakespeare and his life and origins, but 

the main theme of his work has been attempts to argue in favour of Shakespeare being of Arab 

descent. However, of course, Khulūsī’s views have not received significant academic support, 

because they are not supported by verifiable evidence. Indeed, if these myths tell us anything 

at all, it is that Shakespeare is admired by Arabs to the extent that he has a firm place in their 

culture.  

4.3.2 SHAKESPEARE IN NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES 

Many intellectuals have engaged in public discourse about Shakespeare, including those who 

have written biographies, and in academic criticism of his work, or by merely mentioning 

Shakespeare in the sub-text of a discussion about more general cultural and social issues. For 

example, ریبس تاوخأ شك  (Shakespeare’s Sisters) is the title of an article by Hadi (2004) published 

in Al-Afaq magazine in Morocco. The significance of this title is the symbolic reference to 

Shakespeare’s status as a writer of high repute. Furthermore, many Arab readers would be 

attracted to reading a book or article that carries Shakespeare’s name (even just in the title) 

because they can understand the message that the title is trying to convey. Hadi’s article (2004) 

discusses the social problems that prevent women from writing, and how many societies across 

the world deny women’s rights and freedom of expression.  

 
Hadi’s article is inspired by Virginia Woolf’s famous extended essay A Room of One’s Own 

(1929). Hadi begins with a question about Judith Shakespeare, the character presented by 

Woolf as the sister of William Shakespeare. Woolf’s device draws attention to all the women 

who have been deprived of education etc and, thus, who lack the same kind of intellectual 

opportunities as their male siblings. Woolf’s depiction of Judith also symbolises the existence 
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of many intellectual woman who might have the literary capacity for writing, but who bear 

cultural and/or social constraints, and, therefore, are forbidden to develop their talents. Hadi’s 

use of Shakespeare’s name in the title of her article reflects the fact that an Arab audience 

would easily recognise Shakespeare’s name and what his name stands for (i.e. literary 

achievement, or genius). Hadi sends the strong message that there are women with the same 

capacity as Shakespeare for intellectuality, but they have never been discovered or allowed to 

express themselves due to entrenched, restrictive views of women in society.  

 
Another article by the Egyptian playwright Rashad Rushdie (1983-1912) called ىلع ءاوضأ  ةایح  

ریبسكش  (Flashing a Light on Shakespeare’s Life) was published in Aswat magazine in England 

in 1962).12 This discusses a biography of Shakespeare’s life. His article is an Arabic summary 

of F.H. Halliday’s book The Life of Shakespeare published in 1961.  

Some Arabic articles compare Shakespeare with other literary figures, while others use his 

name to discuss social or humanitarian subjects that Shakespeare alluded to in his plays. Other 

articles discuss Shakespeare from the point of view of other writers. 

 

Figure 4.1: Pages and front covers from Arabic magazines that discuss the phenomenon of Shakespeare 

in the Arab public domain. 

 

Shakespeare has often been used in public discourse (newspapers) as a catalyst for debating 

social and cultural issues. One emerging issue in the Arab world is feminism. Posters on social 

 
12 Aswat was an Arab magazine published in Britain at the time. 
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media discuss feminism in a way that encourages audiences to read Shakespeare. Indeed, his 

name appears in many related articles, as the following illustration shows: 

 

 

Figure 4.2: “What if Shakespeare was a Female?” by Duna Hijazi published in the Palestinian electronic 

newspaper Arab 48. The article discusses everyday problems and difficulties that girls face nowadays. 

 

 

 Thmanyah’s in published was Alkathiri aaShim by Sister?” a had Shakespeare if “What 4.3: Figure

 of circumstances social and historical the about discussion a comprises article This Twitter. on newspaper

women. 
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Figure 4.4: “Shakespeare is not Hamlet, and he did not hate to travel with his wife” is an article published 

in Al-Arab newspaper by Ahmed Rajab about a newly published book about Shakespeare. 

 
This article was posted as a feminist article about female writers who live under the power of 

their fathers and husbands. 

 

 newspaper Hurra-Al in published article an is laws” immigration nstagai Shakespeare “Was 4.5: Figure

name. Shakespeare’s using readers attracts which Esmat, Riyad by 
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TELEVISION AND CINEMA ARABIC IN SHAKESPEARE 4.3.3 

Over the years, Shakespeare’s plays have provided inspiration for Arab filmmakers. In this 

field, the influence of France’s Lumière Brothers led the way for the establishment of the 

Egyptian cinema in 1907, and the beginnings of movie production was characterised by the 

Egyptianisation of the content of many famous literary works, including the works of 

Shakespeare, and this development mirrored what had been seen in theatrical production. One 

of the most important books published in this field is ةیرصملا امنیسلا  يف  سابتقلإا   (Adaptation in 

Egyptian Cinema) (2002) by Mahmood Qasim that presents a filmography of Egyptian movies 

between 1933 and 2002 that were inspired by foreign artistic output. In this book Shakespeare’s 

works are mentioned many times, including all the different recreations of Romeo and Juliet 

(with modifications) in many Egyptian movies.  

Many Arabic films and TV series have been inspired by Shakespearean literature. This 

inspiration might be realised in terms of plot, persona or characters, or themes. For example, 

the Egyptian television series ةشھد    Dahsha (2014) (the name of a fictional Egyptian town) 

alludes to the story of Shakespeare’s King Lear. The main character in this drama is played by 

Egyptian actor Yahya Al-Fakharani, who had previously played the role of King Lear on stage.  
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Figure 4.7: A still from the television series Dahsha (2014). 

 In Dahsha, the socio-cultural setting of Shakespeare’s King Lear is adapted to create an 

Egyptian Bedouin atmosphere. The plot of this series is around a father who has three daughters 

and (as in Shakespeare’s King Lear) he distributes his fortune among them and suffers the 

consequences.  

It is difficult to estimate just how many Arabic films and television series have been inspired 

by Shakespeare for many reasons, but the number is high. This could be because Shakespeare 

is widely studied in Arabic schools and universities, and many film producers and writers might 

have been inspired by their Shakespearean knowledge to different degrees. Some films are 

straightforward adaptations of his plays, but others just take inspiration from an aspect of a 

Shakespeare play. However, some plays are more popular than others when it comes to 

adaptation, and these are usually the works that are most popular elsewhere globally. Even new 

generations of Saudi filmmakers are looking to Shakespeare for inspiration. For example, the 

Saudi film ةكرب لباقی  ةكرب   (Baraka meets Baraka) (2016) is inspired by scenes taken from Hamlet, 

the plot of which centres on a male actor who must play the role of Ophelia. This is intended 

to mock the tradition of not allowing women to be active in public life. The name of Hamlet 

would be familiar to a Saudi audience as one of the works of Shakespeare, even if the audience 

might not know the plot of the play. According to D’arcy (2016) writing for Screen Daily, the 

film itself is a Saudi parody of Hamlet, and this reveals how Shakespeare still has currency and 

influence in Arabic modern film-making. All this demonstrates how Shakespeare’s work is 
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often used to make modern social or political statements, and reveals the scale of his fame and 

popularity in the Middle East. 

 

Figure 4.8: Still taken from Baraka Meets Baraka (2016) in a scene where the heroine meets her lover 

secretly, according to D’arcy’s (2016) description at Berlin Film Festival. 

 
It was not until the end of the Sahwa Movement (1979-2016) in Saudi Arabia that 

Shakespeare’s King Lear was played there for the first time. Before this movement ends, 

driving cultural norms in Saudi Arabia were against suspicious ideas in most of public art 

works.   

 

Figure 4.9: A Saudi Arabian Version of King Lear. 

Many Arabic movies have been inspired by Shakespeare’s plays. Sometimes, the contents or 

the presentation of the plots are changed in order to meet a modern audience’s expectations. 

However, the main purpose of these films is to entertain the audience rather than educate them 
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about Shakespeare. The following illustrations are taken from Egyptian films inspired by 

Shakespeare’s plays.  

 

Figure 4.10: Ouch, Eve! by Fuṭāin Abdul-Wahhab (1962) is inspired by Shakespeare’s play The Taming 

of the Shrew. 

 

Figure 4.11: Love is Forbidden by Muhammad Karim (1942) is inspired by Shakespeare’s play Romeo 

and Juliet.13 

 

 

Figure 4.13: The Seventh Wife by Ibrahim Omara (1950) is a modification for Shakespeare’s The Taming 

of the Shrew (in this version the husband “tamed” rather than the wife). 

 
13 This film is presented as a comedy and has a happy ending because at the time the film was made Egyptian 
audiences did not enjoy tragic endings. 
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Figure 4.14: Lobster by Enas Al-Daghedi (1996) is a fantasy film inspired by Shakespeare’s The Taming of 

the Shrew. 

 

Figure 4.15: Deadly Suspicion by Ezzel Dine Zulficar (1954) is inspired by Shakespeare’s Othello. 
 

 

Figure 4.19: Ruled by Court by Ahmed Yahya (1981) is an extreme modification of Shakespeare’s King 

Lear. 

4.3.4 SHAKESPEARE IN ARABIC SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 

Kamil Kīlānī (1897-1959) made great strides to enrich the Arabic child’s library by promoting 

the reading of essential English classics. In the 1930s he adapted four of Shakespeare’s plays 

in simplified Arabic for younger readers: The Tempest, The Merchant of Venice, Julius Caesar 

and King Lear. What distinguishes these translations is that they were modified in a culturally 
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convenient context for Arab children. However, it is important to note that Kīlānī’s translations 

were not actually of any published plays of Shakespeare Instead, he used Charles and Mary 

Lamb’s Tales of Shakespeare (1807) as his source. In a volume of abridged prose versions of 

Shakespeare’s plays written for children he adapted this source with Arabic children in mind. 

It is also worth mentioning that his translations were produced for publication, rather than 

performance.  

 

 

Figure 4.20: Front covers of Kamel Kīlānī’s adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays for children. 

As described above, Shakespeare’s plays are usually included in the educational curricula, both 

in high school and in English departments at Arab universities. In Saudi Arabia, for example, 

at least one of Shakespeare’s plays is usually included in all English language modules. At 

university level the students are introduced to many more of Shakespeare’s plays and his 

sonnets with compulsory modules in the English LIT. department, even if he/she has chosen to 
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study a linguistic stream. If a student is enrolled with the English department at the Faculty of 

Arts, Shakespeare’s works are almost always studied as part of any literature module.  

The Egyptian poet and author ‘Amir Behiri (1912-1988) explains that his passion for 

Shakespeare began when he first encountered the plays in his fourth year of high school in 

Egypt. Consequently, he specialised in Shakespearean studies for over forty years, translating 

many plays into Arabic (Al-Adeeb, 1973, p. 5). He wanted to introduce Shakespeare to a new 

generation of Arab readers and theatre goers, as well as to the public magazine reader. Many 

of the articles Behiri wrote were for daily magazines and newspapers, and, in this way, he 

spread knowledge about Shakespeare among the general Arabic population. Behiri’s article يف  

ریبسكش  ةبحص   (In Shakespeare’s Company) was published in the Lebanese magazine Al-Adīb in 

1973. In this article, the writer talks about how he first encountered some of Shakespeare’s 

plays in high school before becoming interested in translating the Shakespearean 

“masterpieces” (as he describes them) after his graduation. Behiri (1973, pp. 5-6) says, 

“Discussing Shakespeare is of great importance and is a continuous process. It does not just 

end with the greatness of the poet himself, or his international fame, but in how his work relates 

to me, in that I feel that his work is now more attached to Arabic, and the Arab world, and 

Arabic poetry. For me, working with Shakespeare’s plays for over forty years has become an 

important part of my life.”  

In his article ریبسكشب فیرعتلا   (Introducing Shakespeare), Behiri (1973) introduces readers to plays 

by Shakespeare that he studied at high school. He provides the reader with a biography of 

Shakespeare, both the man and the playwright. In the book he talks about Shakespeare, his life 

and important events that affected Shakespeare’s life. He also includes contemporary material 

written by others about Shakespeare, such as by Shakespeare’s friends, for example. The book 

introduces readers to Shakespeare’s plays.    
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4.3.5 CELEBRATING SHAKESPEARE’S 300TH ANNIVERSARY IN THE ARAB 

WORLD 

Arab intellectuals have always celebrated Shakespeare in some way on the anniversaries of his 

birth and death (26th April and the 23rd April). Old Arabic journals and magazines show how 

Arab writers and poets participated in celebrations to honour Shakespeare 300 years after his 

death. For example, Yakan (1916, p. 469) describes his participation in a celebration that was 

held at the University of London. As part of this event, a committee was formed with the 

purpose of asking poets from all over the world to compose poetry in praise of Shakespeare. 

Yakan composed a poem that reads as follows: 

 ملاكلل  دعو مویلا ظقیتسا     مانملا تلطأ رعشلا لبلب ای

 ملاسلا ىكذأ كیدھی امھلاك    مامحلا يكاب و يداشلا لبلبلا

 علطت لا كاوثم نم تنأو     عفری لا ربقلا رتس نكل

This can be translated into prose as follows:  

You, the nightingale of poetry, have been sleeping for too long. Please, wake up 

today and speak. Both singing nightingales and mourning doves send their warmest 

wishes to you. But alas, what is in the grave cannot be revealed, and you cannot 

ever awaken from your final resting place.  

This poem affirms that Arab intellectuals have great admiration for Shakespeare. Yakan talks 

about his participation in the event in Al-Hilāl magazine in 1916 (at the time Egypt was under 

British colonisation). Yakan’s verse praises Shakespeare, and the timing of his poem reveals 

that Egyptians did not allow their resistance against English forces to diminish their love of 

Shakespeare as an artist. Yakan alludes to the political circumstances of the day as follows: 

 رخآ ھل ناودع لكو    رظان ىرولا قلاخ الله
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 !رعاش ای رعشلا ماقم اذھ      رھاق ھل راھق لكو

 عجھی لا دھاسلا عجھ نا        عمسی نم رعشلا قوفف !نغ

This can be translated as follows:  

Allah, the creator of everything, knows everything. Every invasion has an end. Every 

oppressor meets someone stronger than him, and this is just poetry that has no relationship 

to any other thing. Oh poet, sing, for there is always some lover who can hear poetry, for 

lovers’ nights are sleepless.  

This kind of celebration shows how Shakespeare’s status in Arab culture has been preserved 

through the years. 

Many countries around the world celebrated the life and works of Shakespeare on the 400th 

anniversary of his death in 2016. Among these countries were Egypt, Tunisia and Oman, who 

held cultural events to revive and promote Shakespeare’s works in a modern setting. In Egypt, 

the Alexandrina Bibliotheca and the British Council celebrated this occasion for a week, on 

Shakespeare’s birthday on the 26th of April, and they called the celebrations دبأ ىلإ  ریبسكش 400: 

نیدبلآا 2016  (Shakespeare 400: Forever and a Day, 2016). This celebration included a series of 

activities and workshops, a three-day academic conference, performances by the Hip Hop 

Shakespeare Company, film screenings, and musical shows by the Kantu Early Music 

Ensemble. The Ministry of Education also marked the occasion with a range of activities, 

including a book by Ali Dawood entitled ىرصملا حرسملا  ىف  ریبسكش  ىؤر     (Shakespeare’s Visions 

in the Egyptian Theatre) which talks about Shakespearean productions in Egyptian theatre 

between 1995 - 2015.  

These anniversary commemorations took place in the era of the Arab spring and Shakespeare’s 

plays have been staged to reflect the current political situation of some Arab countries. For 
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example, a selection of Shakespeare’s plays were performed (in Arabic) during the Cultural 

Olympics/Global Shakespeare Festival in London (2012), in the run-up to the 400th anniversary 

of Shakespeare’s death. The plays were performed in 37 languages, with the Arabic language 

being used for four. In Palestine, Ashtar Theatre Productions and Training presented The 

Tragedy of King Richard II to depict theagonis of Palestinians. In Iraq, the Iraqi Theatre 

Company put on a production of Romeo and Juliet in Baghdad (2012) which borrowed from 

Shakespeare to tell the story of an Iraqi couple living in a country rife with political conflict; 

this modified version blended a romantic epic with traditional Iraqi music and poems. In 

Tunisia, Macbeth: Leila and Ben Ali - A Bloody History (2010) was staged to depict the tyranny 

of certain rulers in Arab countries. Finally, Cymbeline was performed in the Juba Arabic dialect 

of the southern region of Sudan, and was modified to depict local Sudanese social and political 

life.  

The Arab homage to Shakespeare continues to this day in the Arab world and takes different 

shapes. In war and peace, Shakespearean drama has inspired Arabs to show their happiness 

and sorrow. It is interesting to note that Arab refugees who have found themselves in refugee 

shelters, after the crisis of the Arab spring, also like to perform Shakespeare’s dramas on 

temporary stages as the illustrations below show:  

 

Figure 4.21: Syrian children performing Shakespeare’s King Lear at the Za’atari Refugee Camp 

https://www.bbc.com/arabic/multimedia/2014/06/140601_syria_shakes_zaatari_camp 
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Figure 4.22: Shakespeare’s Tent at the Za’atari Refugee Camp 

https://www.almodon.com/culture/2014/2/25/ يرتعزلا - میخم - يف - ریبسكش  

 

Figure 4.23: Shakespeare's Globe actors perform Hamlet at the Calais Refugee Camp 

https://www.theguardian.com/stage/video/2016/feb/03/shakespeares-globe-actors-perform-hamlet-in-

calais-refugee-camp-video 

 
4.3.6 OTHER CELEBRATIONS 
 
In addition to holding official public events, over the years admirers have celebrated 

Shakespeare on the anniversary of his birth and death in their own personal way. One example 

is the Arab critic Ghali Shukri who published an article called ةفلتخملا تامجرتلل  دقن   : ةیبرعلا يف  ریبسكش   

(Shakespeare in Arabic: A Criticism of Different Translations) in the Lebanese magazine 

Hiwar on the 1st of April 1964.  

Khulūsī (1963) also celebrated Shakespeare in his usual way, by attempting to “prove” 

Shakespeare’s Arab roots. He published an article in the Kuwaiti magazine Al-Arabi in 1963 
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under the title of  ھبدأ ھتروص و  يف  ةیبرع  حملام  :ریبسكش    (Shakespeare: Arab Features in his Image 

and Literature). The cover of this article depicts theatre curtains that are pulled back to show a 

scene in an Arabian Bedouin desert. 

 

Figure 4.24: Cover of Khulūsī’s 1963 Article “Shakespeare: Arab Features in his Image and Literature” 

In his article, Khulūsī (1963, p. 58) explains that he has “lost hope” in trying to convince people 

of Shakespeare’s oriental ancestry. He begins his article as follows: نكیل  ... نوكی نم  ریبسكش  نكیل 

لفحم  نم  رثكأ  يف  لوقلا  اذھ  تلق  دقلو   . ھبدأ يفو  ھتیصخش  يف  ادبأ  ھل  مزلام  يبرعل  عباطلا ا ناف  ،يزیلكنإ  ریغ  وأ  ایزیلكنا 

ةفیحص نم  رثكأ  يف  ھتبتكو  . This has been translated by the researcher as follows: 

Let Shakespeare be whoever he might be. Let him be English or not English, 

regardless of everything, the Arab character is always associated to his personality 

and literature. I've talked about this at many events and written about it in more than 

one newspaper. 

Khulūsī divides this article into four categories to elaborate his views of Shakespeare’s Arabian 

roots, as outlined below:  
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a) Shakespeare’s Facial Features  

Khulūsī suggests that Shakespeare’s facial figures reveal his Arabian roots. He also notes that 

Shakespeare wears an earring; Khulūsī associates the custom of wearing earrings in this way 

with Arabian Bedouins and Sufis. Khulūsī also explains that one particular painting made of 

Shakespeare must be accurate, because it was drawn by Shakespeare’s friend Richard Burbage, 

and is drawn in the Davenant or Chandos style. Shakespeare’s illegitimate son kept this picture 

of Shakespeare for the duration of his life.  

 

Figure 4.25: Portrait of Shakespeare 

b) Arabian Elements found in Shakespeare’s Literature 

Khulūsī (1963: p. 60) talks about what he calls ةّیبرعلا دقُعلا   (the Arabic knots) in Shakespeare’s 

plays, and suggests some Arabian influence. Five of Shakespeare’s plays: Othello, The 

Merchant of Venice, Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, and The Tempest are all identified as having 

Arabian ‘knots’ in their plots. For example, it is argued that Othello was most probably inspired 

by ھتقوشعمو نامزلا   رمق  ةیاكح    (The Story of Qamar Al-Zaman and his Lover) taken from the 

popular book of Arabian fairy tales One Thousand and One Nights. According to Khulūsī 

(1963), Othello’s name might be a deviation of the name Abdullah (rather than ‘Utayl لیطع  as 

Muṭrān imagined). 
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Khulūsī also connects the finales of the two stories to each other, to support his view, since 

both Othello and Al-Jawhari (the main character in Qamar Al-Zaman and his Lover) kill their 

wife by strangulation, although with slight plot variations, one kills out of jealousy, and the 

other kills out of distrust. Also, Khulūsī (1963) claims that Shakespeare’s The Merchant of 

Venice shares similarities with the Arabic tale فصاوملا  نیز  و  رجاتلا  رورسم  ةیاكح   (The Story of 

Masroor the Merchant and Zain Al-Mawasif) from One Thousand and One Nights. he even 

perceives Romeo and Juliet to be a mix of the Arabian tales of ىلیل سیق و   (Qais and Laila) and 

ىنبل  سیق و   (Qais and Lubna); he suggests that the idea of innocent or virgin love and dying for 

it is an exclusively Arabian understanding that can only be found in Arabian culture. In the 

play, Romeo’s insane love for Juliet is often alluded to, which resembles that of Qais who loses 

his mind because of his love for Laila. However, this kind of love is seen in many of 

Shakespeare’s plays, including in A Midsummer Night’s Dream. He also argues that 

Shakespeare’s use of puns and other types of word play is similar to that found in Arabic 

literature. Furthermore Khulūsī (1963) also compares The Tempest and The Taming of the 

Shrew to other tales taken from Arabic literature. 

 
c) Islamic Arabian Sufism (Mysticism) in Shakespeare’s Works 

Khulūsī (1963. p. 61) links some of the images described in Shakespeare’s plays to practices 

of Sufism, especially the Sufi principle of asceticism as it appears in The Tragedy of King 

Richard II. Khulūsī claims that themes such as transmigration and the theme of living a decent 

life run throughout the play and suggests that Shakespeare reflects his own personality in the 

characterisation of King Richard II. In the analytical part of this current study, this idea will be 

explored further in relation to Shakespeare’s most religious sonnets. He also highlights 
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Shakespeare’s use of the famous Qur'anic expression of a “camel passing through the eye of a 

needle”.14 This image appears in Richard II as follows: 

 
As thus, ‘Come, little ones,’ and then again, 

‘It is as hard to come as for a camel 

To thread the postern of a small needle’s eye’ 

 
d) Arabic and Islamic Ideas and Images in Shakespeare’s Plays 

Khulūsī (1963. p. 64) notes Shakespeare’s use of Arabic and Islamic phrases, images and 

characters, suggesting that this is no coincidence. He points to Shakespeare’s sympathy with 

the Arab world in his depiction of Othello. Shakespeare, according to Khulusi, draws Othello 

as a symbol of magnanimity and superior manners. Shakespeare does the same with the 

character of the Marrakesh man who proposes to Portia in The Merchant of Venice. In addition, 

Shakespeare uses imagery to allude to Arabic perfumes, flowers, palm trees, and the symbol 

of the phoenix.  

 
Arabian horses are mentioned frequently in Shakespeare’s plays. And, as Khulūsī continues, 

Shakespeare often uses the phrase وبأ   which means “father of” or “owner of”. Khulūsī (1963. 

p. 64) argues that Shakespeare reveals an “Arabic mentality” in Hamlet when Claudius says, 

“Thou still hast been the father of good news” with the plural expression of news as Arab use 

the word رابخأ  in Arabic language, and when Hamlet describes hell in the way Muslims often 

do in order to describe its tortuous emotions. He emphasizes this view saying, “Shakespeare 

describes hell in Hamlet in a very excellent way as if he understands sufficiently the Qur'anic 

verses where he got the inspiration for this terrifying description” (Khulūsī, 1963. p. 64).  

 
14 This Qur'anic expression is found in the verse: طایخلا يف سم  لمجلا  جلی  ىتح  ةنجلا  نولخدی  لاو  ءامسلا  باوبأ  مھل  حتفت  -Al) لا 
Aʻrāf, 40) (The gates of Heaven will not be open to those who rejected Our revelations and arrogantly spurned 
them; even if a thick rope were to pass through the eye of a needle) (Abdel Haleem, 2015: 97).   
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Khulūsī also provides many other examples of how he believes Shakespeare draws inspiration 

from Arabic culture and literature. For example, Khulūsī (1963. p. 64) mentions Shakespeare’s 

quote in Hamlet from the famous Arab poet Abū al-ʿAlāʾ al-Maʿarrī (975-1057):  

 يلع يبأ هانجام اذھ

 دحأ ىلع تینج امو

These lines can be translated as, “This is what my father has harmed me with, and I had no 

harm to anyone.” 

Finally, Khulūsī (1963. p. 64) concludes that Shakespeare mentions Arab countries numerous 

times throughout his corpus, including Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Damascus, Aleppo, Jerusalem, 

Alexandria, Tripoli, and the rivers of the Euphrates and the Nile. Khulūsī suggests that, 

therefore, it is right to celebrate Shakespeare in these Arabian cities and for these cities to pay 

homage to a poet and playwright who has considerable love for the Arab world.   

What is important about Khulūsī’s ideas in the context of this current study is that they 

contribute to the construction of a framework to study the norms of translating Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. Ideas also put forward about the Andalusian roots of Shakespeare’s sonnets are 

discussed in the chapters that follow, and will draw on Khulūsī’s conclusions. These 

observations can also serve to aid the translation of cultural references (if these suggestions are 

in any way true).   

4.4 SHAKESPEARE AND ARABIC LITERATURE 

As stated previously, Arab respect for the works of Shakespeare has reached the point where 

some even try to argue (in jest or otherwise) that Shakespeare has Arabian ancestry.  

Additionally, many Arab scholars have drawn comparisons between Shakespeare’s plays and 

popular masterpieces of Arabic literature. This kind of comparison raises questions about 

which culture takes precedence for Arab translators when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets: 
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do they believe that Arabic literature was influenced by English literature, or vice versa? 

Khulūsī’s studies reveal that attempts made to link Shakespeare to Arabic culture have indeed 

taken place. Another such attempt is made in the article ةیبرعلا يلایللاو  ریبسكش  (‘Shakespeare and 

the Arabian Nights’) by Ayoti (1986, p. 17) which was published in Al-Qahira magazine. In 

this article, Ayoti examines Shakespeare’s play The Taming of the Shrew. Ayoti also published 

another article called دازرھش و  ریبسكش   (‘Shakespeare and Scheherazade’) in 1985 which was 

published in Al-Arabi magazine, in which he talks about the similarities between Shakespeare’s 

plays and the tales of One Thousand and One Nights. Scheherazade is the name of the female 

Arabic speaker of the tales. Furthermore, in his book Shakespeare and Ibn-Alrumi, Shukri 

(1936) compares Shakespeare’s plays with the work of the famous Rumi/Persian mum poet 

Ibn-Alrumi (0836-0869).  

4.4.1. SHAKESPEARE AS “THE BARD” 

In the Arab world, Shakespeare is well-known to both the general public and intellectuals, who 

praise and imitate his work. In the UK and in the Arab world, Shakespeare is often referred to 

as the ‘Bard’ and many Arabic poets have composed literature specifically designed to eulogise 

Shakespeare. Ibrahim Hafiz (1872-1932) dedicated a panegyric poem to Shakespeare entitled 

Dhikra Shakisbir (Shakespeare Remembered), and the same author composed an Arabic poem 

of 37 lines for the Shakespeare Festival held in London in 1916; Hafiz had been invited along 

with other poets from around the globe to write poems to celebrate Shakespeare on the 

tercentenary of his death. Al-Shetawi (2013) explains that Hafiz addresses England at the end 

of his eulogy, by saying, “If you have pride in your great fleet, your pride in this unique poet 

(that is Shakespeare) should be greater.”   

Among the other important Arabic poets who have praised Shakespeare is the Egyptian poet 

and dramatist Ahmed Shawqi (1868-1932), who wrote a 45-line poem simply entitled 
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Shakisbir (Shakespeare). Just like his countryman Ibrahim Hafiz, Shawqi’s poem praises the 

genius of Shakespeare. Shawqi’s poem proclaims that, ‘the Bard’s spirit lives among us in his 

works. Abbas Mahmoud Al-Aqqad (1889-1964) also wrote a poem to praise Shakespeare, 

entitled Ila Shakisbir (To Shakespeare). In another example, Aziz Abaza (1898-1973) was so 

moved by his visit to Shakespeare’s birthplace in Stratford-upon-Avon in 1950 that he 

composed a 43-line poem that eulogised Shakespeare, entitled Fi Bayti Shakisbir (At 

Shakespeare’s House). In this poem Abaza describes Shakespeare as a prophet-poet, and 

claims that his works are as beautiful as some divine inspirations. Abaza compares the three 

rooms of Shakespeare’s house to the Holy Cave of Hira in Mecca, where the Prophet would 

meditate. Additionally, Ahmed Zaki Abo Shadi (1892-1955) contributed to the inauguration of 

the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, writing three poems about Shakespeare.  

Many Arabic literary works have been inspired by Shakespeare’s famous character creations, 

such as Hamlet as Al-Shetawi (2013) describes.For example Fakhri Abo al-Sa’ud uses Othello 

as inspiration for Utayl (Al-Shetawi, 2013). The existence of these poems in Arabic literature, 

written by popular men of letters, reveals the great status Shakespeare holds as the Arab ‘Bard’. 

Many other poets have composed poems about and inspired by Shakespeare. One other poet to 

have done this is Muhammed Abdul-Ghani Hassan, who composed a poem after a visit to 

Stratford-upon-Avon, for publication in Al-Muqtataf magazine in 1939. The following lines 

are taken from this poem: 

 انحل ةعیبطلا رھزم يف بّص         ىّنغو ماقأ رعاش انھ اھ

 ëانف ملاوعلاو نوكلا لأم          ىّنغتو هدوعّ دش امّلك

 ىنعم قدصأ وھو سیساحلأاو       ً اظفل حصفأ وھو سفنلا فصو

These lines can be translated as follows: 
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Here dwelt a poet who sang, and he poured melodies into the vases of nature. Whenever 

he played his guitar and sang, he filled this universe and the world with art. He described 

souls, and was the most fluent in the use of words to describe feelings, and he was sincere 

in his expression of meanings.  

4.4.2 THE GROWING INTEREST IN UNDERSTANDING SHAKESPEARE IN 

ARABIC  

Shakespeare's works have been widely translated into Arabic, and, as previously noted, French 

was the main language from which Egyptians first translated Shakespeare. Indeed, Awad 

(1980, p. 4) claims that, “The Egyptian élite had great love for Shakespeare's plays.” 

Shakespeare in Egypt (1980) by Ramsis Awad is one of many books that discuss the influence 

of Shakespeare in Egypt, and the admiration Egyptians have for Shakespeare’s works. One 

way this admiration is expressed is through the teaching of Shakespeare's plays in schools and 

in higher education institutions. The diagram below shows how Shakespeare ranks as the top 

translated writer from English into Arabic between 1900 and 1940 (Hanna, 2011). Today, 

learning Shakespeare is common in most Arabian countries. Badawi (1985, p.200) explains 

this as follows: Not long after the British occupation of Egypt, the study of English was given 

a large space in the school curriculum, and until about three decades ago pupils had to study 

one Shakespearean play in the original in their final year at school. 
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Figure 4.25: The Most Translated Authors from English to Arabic (1900-1940): In Flows of 

English-Arabic Translation in the Areas of Literature, Literary Culture and Theatre Studies: Two 

Case Studies of the Genesis and Development of the Translation Market in Modern Egypt (Hanna, 

2011: 20). 

 

This emphasises the importance of Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s works.  Shakespearean 

plays were first taught in Egypt in their original English, just as they were taught to pupils in 

English-speaking countries. However, Egyptian students struggled with the difficulties of the 

English language, as well as with the texts themselves. This led to the production of many weak 

translations as part of efforts made to help students succeed in their coursework, but these 

works were not added to the corpus of Arabic translations because they were so poor. Badawi 

(1985, p. 200) notes that many translations were, “devoid of literary merit and contributed very 

little either to Arabic literature or to the Arab understanding of Shakespeare.” Translations of 

Shakespeare’s works have not only been undertaken for educational purposes, but also for their 
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originally intended purpose of theatrical production. As a result, Shakespeare was introduced 

to Arab countries, particularly in Egypt, through translations of his dramatic works.  

Shakespeare’s Othello first appeared in Egyptian theatres in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. Badawi (1985, p. 193) explains that, “the earliest play to be produced in Arabic is, 

interestingly enough, Othello, of which the hero is a Moor: it was performed in Cairo in 

approximately 1884.” Although this date is surprisingly late, we must remember that interest 

in producing drama for the Arab audience gained momentum during the second half of the 

nineteenth century. Even though classical Arabic literature is varied and rich, drama as an art 

form was relatively unknown in the Arab world, except for that which was produced in the 

style of shadow theatre. Interestingly, production companies in the 19th century relied more on 

adaptations and translations of foreign works, than upon Arabic literature. An example of this 

is Al-Bakeel by Mārūn Naqqāsh which was produced in 1847; this production is considered to 

be the earliest recorded production of an Arabic play, and was inspired by Molière’s L'Avare, 

a French comedy.  

Some of Shakespeare's plays were made use of during the early days of theatre production, 

notably Hamlet, Othello and Romeo and Juliet (Badawi, 1985, p. 193), and these plays became 

popular very quickly. Consequently, Shakespeare became known, “as the most important 

Western dramatist to be adapted into Arabic to suit the local nascent Arab theatres” (Al-

Shetawi, 2013, p.12).  

Productions of Shakespeare in Egyptian theatres began in around 1891, after the Iskandar Farah 

Choir sang a version of Romeo and Juliet which had been Egyptianised by Najib Haddad as 

مارغلا  ءادھش    (Martyrs of Love), or Shaqa' Al-Muhibeen (The Misery of Lovers). In 1905, the 

Salama Hijazi Choir performed a version of Hamlet, which was Egyptianised by the Levantine 

immigrant Tanyus Abdu (1869-1926); he adapted the play in a way that sought to attract 
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audiences, and this version was different from the original. These deviations from the original 

Shakespearean text became accepted practice during the infancy of drama production in Egypt, 

mainly due to the need for convenience and because the primary goal was to entertain 

audiences. Arab audiences began to get to know the works of Shakespeare, and to appreciate 

his plays, regardless of any plot changes that were made. Badawi (1985, p. 193) explains as 

follows:  

It is clear then that the first contact of the Arabs with Shakespeare was via the stage. To 

them, Shakespeare was a living dramatic experience, although the experience was in 

many respects different from the original. 

Changes were made to Shakespeare's plot of Hamlet in translation, and lyrics by the great Arab 

poet, Ahmed Shawqi, were integrated into the play and sung by the famous singer Salama, in 

order to make the tragedy a success with Egyptian audiences. Also, these changes were made 

to satisfy the Egyptian audience’s love of musicals and comedies. The following section 

explores the growing interest in translating Shakespeare's dramatic works for an Arab lay 

audience, before introducing the reader to some important Arab translations of Shakespeare’s 

plays made in Egypt during the second half of the nineteenth century and into the early 

twentieth century. This will initiate the move towards exploring translations of the sonnets in 

the chapters that follow.  

4.5 SHAKESPEARE'S DRAMA IN ARABIC TRANSLATION: HISTORY AND KEY 

ISSUES 

Since the first productions of Shakespeare’s plays were staged in Egypt, Shakespeare has 

fascinated Arabic audiences, and many Arab translators throughout history have tried to 

recreate his works. This section outlines the major players who have made efforts to translate 
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Shakespeare's works, in order to show how a complete picture of his works was gradually 

revealed to an Arab audience. 

 
Muṭrān is, arguably, one of the most important Arab translators of Shakespeare's corpus. Hanna 

(2007, p. 28) explains that, “Muṭrān's contribution to the translation of Shakespeare's plays 

marks a significant change in the history of Arabic representations of the Bard and his work.” 

In order to locate Muṭrān in the Arabic hierarchy of translators of Shakespeare, Hanna (2007) 

categorises the first Arab translators of Shakespeare’s works chronologically into two 

generations, as described below.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, the field of drama translation in Egypt was moving in two 

distinct directions. The first of these movements viewed drama as popular entertainment, to be 

performed on stage for the enjoyment of the audience. A translator operating as part of this 

movement would modify the source text to suit the intended audience’s preferences. These 

translators were known as dramaturges (or dramaturgs), who would essentially edit the text to 

make it attractive for a theatrical show. He or she would adapt the material by adding to it, and 

moulding it to local norms, by adding jokes and songs, and re-configuring unhappy endings, 

replacing them with happy ones, to please the audience, and to meet their expectations. This 

type of translator would also position the play in a certain time and place (a spatiotemporal 

location) (Hanna, 2006, p. 28), which would be familiar to the audience.  

The other approach was to treat plays as high-art or as a type of literature. Working within this 

movement, a translator would respectfully strive to transfer the source text into the target 

language, while keeping it as close as possible to the original, and paying high regard to 

linguistic standards (Yunis, 2013). While both approaches have been used to translate 

Shakespeare’s plays into Arabic, the adaptation approach was the first to be seen. The 

following sections will explore these two approaches in more detail.  
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4.5.1 THE FIRST GENERATION: TRANSLATORS OF SHAKESPEARE’S DRAMA 

AND THE OLD NORMS  

The first generation of translators to translate Shakespeare's works into Arabic worked mostly 

as freelance translators. These translators were commonly Syro-Lebanese émigrés who came 

to Egypt in the first three decades of the nineteenth century. They made a significant impact 

introducing classical Egypt to European culture, through translation, and were the builders of 

the era now known in Egypt as al-Nahda (literally, the Revival or Renaissance) (Hanna, 2007). 

Hanna (2007) explains that the socio-cultural formation of Egypt was shaped by the conditions 

of the cultural market during the mid-nineteenth century into the twentieth century. At this 

time, Egyptian society was divided into three major socio-cultural groups as follows:  

 
a) The old intellectual elite, comprising the ءا  ملعلا  (ulama). This group represented the 

religious Islamic sheikhs who were chiefly concerned with disseminating classical Arabic, and 

maintaining traditional heritage and religion. The ulama were usually accompanied by 

followers and/or students of Al-Azhar. However, this group was small in comparison to the 

other two groups, as most Egyptian people at the time were illiterate, and had no access to the 

cultural products of the ulama, and the remaining population were concerned with 

implementing new political changes in Egypt, especially during the reign of Muhammad Ali.   

b) The new intellectual elite. This sector comprised scholars who came back to Egypt after 

being sent to study abroad and who were credited with bringing modern ideas and the ideas of 

foreign cultures to Egypt. This group also consisted of graduates of secular schools formed by 

Muhammad Ali and his successors. Hanna (2007, p. 29) explains as follows: 

The secularisation of education, which was meant, by Muhammad 'Ali, to undermine the 

authority of ulama, led to the emergence of new generations of young Egyptians who were 
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obviously disillusioned by classical culture, and hence needed new forms of culture that 

would respond to their newly formed tastes and aesthetic expectations. 

The emergence of this new elite coincided with the immigration of Christian Levantines to 

Egypt. These immigrants had been educated mostly in French missionary schools and, thus, it 

was easier for them to break away from classical norms and the old aesthetics of the Arabic 

and Islamic literary tradition (Hanna, 2007). They, along with other Egyptians, formed the new 

elite and began to produce new cultural products that matched their ambitions and tastes. The 

establishment of theatres in Egypt was one such cultural product.  

c) The masses. This group was the largest and comprised the majority of Egyptians. At the end 

of the nineteenth century most Egyptians were illiterate and did not receive a decent education. 

Unlike the followers of the ulama and graduates from secular schools, this socio-cultural group 

consisted mostly of artisans, urban workers, and small traders etc., There were two basic 

conditions to meet when producing drama for the consumption of this group: i) that it was 

produced in colloquial Egyptian Arabic (and not in standard or classical Arabic); and ii) it 

incorporated non-verbal expressions that were well-known to the audience, since, ‘language 

was not the only component of folk tales, heroic epics and shadow plays presented in cafes, 

streets and markets; besides singing and narration, elements of physical theatre were also 

involved’ (Hanna, 2007, p. 30). 

To relate this information to the matter of the subject, it is important to note here that the 

immigrant translators had left their own countries and fled to Egypt for economic reasons, and 

it was logical, therefore, that in order to make money, their translations needed to satisfy the 

largest group in the community, or the masses, but with some consideration for the new elites 

in order to achieve maximum economic benefit. This was the situation in which the first drama 

translators in Egypt found themselves in, and it explains why the first translations of 
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Shakespeare in Egypt were modified into colloquial Egyptian Arabic. Also, these plays were 

staged in the theatre and only afterwards were they written down in books. Another point to 

add here is that the first translations of Shakespeare’s works in the 1890s focused almost solely 

on his tragedies rather than his comedies. 

Tanyus Abdu was one of the first translators of Shakespeare’s tragedies. He was known for his 

efforts in translating for the stage and in authoring plays himself. According to Hanna (2007, 

p. 31), “Tanyus ‘Abdu’s translations are illustrative of the practices of early Shakespeare 

translators and the translation norms to which they subscribed.” This thesis is concerned mostly 

with norms, and, in this context, Abdu’s attempts to change the traditional norms of translation, 

are important because his work affected later approaches made to the translation of the sonnets, 

because the techniques used to translate the sonnets followed those used for translating plays, 

in the process of Arabic translation.  

Abdu was a significant contributor towards translating Shakespeare for Egyptian society. 

Hanna (2007, p. 32) gives the example of Abdu’s translation of Hamlet in 1901 for theatrical 

performance, which was produced according to the pressures of the cultural market, aesthetic 

expectations, and general tastes of the theatre-goers of his era. In order to meet mainstream 

expectations, Abdu made three changes to Shakespeare’s original Hamlet as follows: 

a) Changing the sad and bloody ending into a happy one. In Abdu’s version of Hamlet, Hamlet 

does not die at the end of the play; the plot is changed to depict Hamlet taking back his father’s 

throne and becoming King. For Arab audience tastes at the time, experiencing a sad ending 

would have been unusual and unpleasant. Also, the lead role was played by the famous singer 

Shaykh Salama Hijazi (1852-1917), and an audience would not have liked to have seen their 

‘hero’ being killed in the play, because they associated the lead role with the actor playing it. 
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b) Rendering language into rhymed verse so as to sound like song lyrics to be sung by Hijazi. 

In this respect also, the genre of the play was changed from a tragedy into a musical melodrama.   

c) Oscillating the language of the translation between classical and colloquial Arabic. In other 

words, the play was intended for performance to both the illiterate masses of Egyptian society 

and the new elite, and, therefore, it was necessary to consider the concerns of the new elite. 

The result was a hybrid between fusha (classical Arabic) and ‘ammiya (colloquial).  

Performances of many plays in this era catered to market pressures. Translators and performers 

did their best to attract audiences to the theatre for entertainment. By 1900, at least two 

Arabised versions of Romeo and Juliet, by Najib Haddad and Nicolas Rizqallah, had emerged. 

However, in such instances, the translators had to cater for market requirements and the 

audience’s taste, and so these plays were markedly different from the original. To further 

muddy the water, French translations of Shakespeare’s original play were used as STs, rather 

than the original English texts. The modifications that ensued included alterations to 

Introductions to the play. The translated Arabic versions began with a love poem instead of the 

fight scene between the two warring families.  

4.5.2 THE SECOND GENERATION: TRANSLATORS OF SHAKESPEARE’S 

DRAMA AND THE NEW NORMS 

Literary approaches to the translation of Shakespeare’s plays began to take root during the first 

decade of the twentieth century. Hanna (2007, p. 33) explains that at this time, “Drama 

translation in the 1910s saw a tendency by an emerging group of translators to distance 

themselves from the dictates of the market.” In other words, these new translators were not 

translating for a living or bowing to market pressures. Also, since these translations were not 

meant to meet audience expectations as the first goal, translators aimed to be more true to the 

source text. One of the translation pioneers of this era was Judge Muhammad ̒Iffat, who 
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translated The Tempest in 1909 and Macbeth in 1911. These attempts were followed by a 1912 

translation of Othello by Khalīl Muṭrān (1872-1949) and two translations of Julius Caesar, by 

Sami al-Juraidini and Muhammad Hamdim, in the same year. 

 
4.6 SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS AND MODERN ARABIC POETRY 

Since this study is about Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular, this section will shed light on the 

influence of his sonnets on modern Arabic literature and poetry. The sonnet has entered into 

the Arabic poetry canon. This was accomplished by Arab poets such as Khaled Mostafa and 

Mahmoud Darwish who mimic the Western sonnets in a transparent way (Jaradat, 2015, p. 13). 

Also, Hasib Sheikh Jafar adopted the narrative pattern of the Western sonnet but not its poetic 

style. Lavonntte and Ahmad Shawqi also adopted the same modern English style as that of 

Shakespeare, whereas Khaled Ali Mostafa and Mahmoud Darwish adopted the poetic style of 

the English sonnet with its western patterns of structure. Jaradat (2015) also notes that sonnets 

are the closest of the poetic arts that adhere to form, but the content changes according to topic 

and subject matter. Jaradat (2015, p. 15) also explains that Shakespeare’s sonnets are the main 

form of verse to have influenced Arab scholars and poets, and that they have been disseminated 

using Arabic translations in the majority of Arabian countries.  

One modern poet inspired by Shakespeare is the Palestinian poet Khaled Mostafa. Mostafa is 

known for dedicating his poetry to Palestine, his usurped homeland. He has composed a diwan 

that mimics the shape of Shakespeare’s sonnets, called Flirt in Hell. This diwan includes 

approximately ten poems in which he mimics the form of Shakespeare’s sonnets, and each 

sonnet is named differently according to its subject, such as Death Company, Hamra, The 

Borders, The Street in Haifa etc. Mostafa follows the Shakespearean sonnet form with slight 

differences in the rhyme scheme. Shakespeare’s sonnets use the rhyme scheme 

abab\cdcd\efef\jj, but Mostafa does not always follow this pattern. An example of his variation 
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of Shakespeare’s rhyme scheme is in his poem Hamra which follows the rhyme scheme of 

abab\cddc\jj. 

One example of Mostafa’s imitation of Shakespeare’s sonnet style can be seen in his poem 

ةینمی ایؤر   (A Yemeni Dream) and in its back translation by Jaradat (2015, p. 17). The poet 

presents the problem in the first quarter of the poem, before expanding the problem in the 

second quarter. The conflict takes its place in the third quarter and the conclusive tragedy is 

drawn in the last couplet. This development of ideas mimics the thematic structure of the 

Shakespearean sonnet.   

 ةینمی ایؤر

  

 ھكلم ىورأ تُبصن يذلا انأ

 نیسراح بلقلاو يدی اھلوح تفقوأ

 ھكبشلا لابجلا يف يمرأ حبصلا يف

  نیتبحاص عمدلل ينتقأ ءاملا يفو

***   

  ایادھلاب دوُفولا جرُخت .ایادھلاب دوُفولا يتأت

  نوفرعی ءَ اعنص يف سانلاو

  ایارسلاو لیخلاب اھكلم تُ لأم ينأ

 نیقیلا أبنلاب بٍرأم نم اھتئجو

***  

  فیصرلا ىلع ، ةلٍیل تاذ ، تمن فیكف

  ؟راھنلا يف قورسملا يملحُ ب اًقصتلم

 فیغشلا اھباقن يف ریدتست سمشلا

 رْ ابغلا ةنازخ يف حَ ارتسا رمقلاو
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  ھنیدملا حاتجی لیسلا ناك ، قَیفأ نأ لبقو

 ھنیفسلا رھظ ىلع يجانلا وھ هدحو رأفلا

A Yemeni Dream  

It is I who proclaimed Arwa a king, 

Employed my heart and hands as guards for her, 

In the morning, I throw in the mountains my network, 

And in water I channel for my tears as twins. 

Delegations come with gifts, delegations leave with gifts, 

And people in Sana’a know that. 

I filled her kingdom with horses and castles, 

And provided her from Ma’reb with the certain news! 

How could I sleep one day on the sidewalk? 

Glued to my dream stolen in the day? 

The sun turns with its erotic veil, 

And the moon relaxed in the dust closet, 

And, before I woke up, the city was gripped in torrent, 

The mouse alone was alive on board.  
 
 

Unlike Shakespeare’s mysterious lovers, Mostafa mentions the name of Arwa in the first line 

of the sonnet. This name is connected to Yemeni political history, and it alludes to the Yemeni 

Queen Arwa. The poem also alludes to the current conditions of Arab countries regarding the 

crisis of Palestine, and is full of Yemeni symbols. In his sonnets, Shakespeare uses references 

from the Bible and from mythology, and this sonnet contains references from Qur'an which the 

reader can find if he digs deep into the poem. The line, “And provided her from Ma’reb with 
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the certain news” is inspired by the Qur'anic verse in which the raven provides the prophet 

Suleiman with the news from Sheba (an ancient kingdom near Yemen).15    

Another poet who has been inspired by Shakespeare’s sonnets is the Palestinian poet Mahmoud 

Darwish. Darwish was born in occupied Palestine and has experienced the suffering of war 

during the entirety of his life. He writes poetry to highlight the Palestine issue and composed a 

diwan of six political poems (sonnets) called Sareer Al Gharibeh (The Stranger Lady’s Bed). 

Like Shakespeare, Darwish does not mention the name of a lover and does not name any of his 

sonnets. Generally, his sonnets resemble the Shakespearean sonnet in their structure, 

comprising fourteen lines (three quatrains with a concluding couplet). The following example 

for illustration is Darwish’s Sonnet 1 in his diwan:  

  نكیلف ،يل الله ھلاقام رخآ تنك اذإ

  انل ىبوطو . ىنثملا يف "ان" لا نون كلوزن 

  انھ, نیرباعلا ىطخ دعب زوللا روّن دقو

 مامیلاو اطقلا كیلع قّرو ,كِیتفض ىلع

 ***  

 مُلاكلا لاسف ,ءامسلا تنعط لازغلا نرقب

  ؟ ةدیصقلا مسا ام . ةعیبطلا قورع يف ىدن 

 ةدیعبلا ءامسلا نیب , قحلاو قلخلا ةیئانث مامأ

 ماخرلا نئیو , مدل مد نجی نیح , كِ ریرس زرأو 

 *** 

 مُاحزلا اذھ كلِوح سمشلل ةروطسأ جُاتحتس 

  نھباوثأ نریغی لیخنلا تحت رموسو رصم تاھلا 

  يفاقلا رخأ ىلا نھتلاحر نلمكیو, نھمایا ءامساو

 
15 Chapter Seven of the thesis will discuss the translation of Biblical references in Shakespeare’s sonnets. 
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  رعش رعشلا لا : سفنتلل يتدوشنأ جاتحتو

 ھلاقام امآ كِنأب تمُلح .رثنرثنلا لاو

ملاكلا ناكف  مانملا ,  يف  امكتیأر  نیح  يل الله     
 

Jaradat (2015, p. 17) provides a back translation of this sonnet as follows:  

If you are the last thing God revealed to me, let it be the way noon is originated in the na of 

the dual. Blessed be us that the almonds lightened right after transients passed by, here on 

your riverbanks, mushrooms and doves breed. With the horn of the deer you stabbed the sky, 

letting the speech flow with dews in nature veins. What’s the name of the poem? In front of 

the dual creation and righteousness, between the distant sky And your bed, when blood yeans 

to blood and when marble grows. You will need the myth of the sun around the hustle. 

Goddesses of Egypt and Somer change their clothes underneath the palm trees, and the names 

of their days, and continue their trips to the end of the rhyme. My chant needs to breathe: verse 

is no longer a prose, and verse is no longer verse. Dreamed of you - my Lord told me in the 

dream, when the speech began.  

Here, Darwish refers to Palestine as his beloved (this contrasts with the mysterious identity of 

the three lovers in Shakespeare’s sonnets), but his depiction of Palestine is not transparent, and 

he uses a feminine pronoun without making a clear reference. Also, Darwish alludes to 

Egyptian, Iraqi and Arabian legends, symbols and heritage, such as to the two gods of Egypt 

and to Somer. Although this poem is identified as a sonnet, it shows a clear distortion of the 

usual rhyme pattern of a Shakespearean sonnet, “in light of the content and the structure” 

(Jaradat, 2015, p. 17).  

4.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter examined the importance of Shakespeare as a literary figure for Arabs. It explored 

how Shakespeare’s works have inspired Arab intellectuals and the public throughout the 
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generations, to the extent that Shakespeare has had a direct influence on Arabic literature. The 

chapter also discussed the gradual acceptance and understanding of Shakespeare and his work, 

which began with the English colonisation of Egypt, an act which marked a first step towards 

introducing Shakespeare into the Arab world, and it explored how Shakespeare is still revered 

in the current political climate.  

This chapter told the story of how Shakespeare is received in the Arab world from multiple 

perspectives. It began by showing how Shakespeare was introduced through the theatre, and 

how his works were staged with some changes. It explored the growing interest in teaching 

Shakespeare in Arab schools, colleges and universities, and how Shakespeare was used to 

spread knowledge of English language and of drama. Shakespeare entered the canon of Arabian 

cinema and film making, and his work is widely referenced in the media, magazines and in 

newspapers, in order to attract customers. The chapter also looked at how Shakespeare has 

been received in the Arab world over the centuries, and how Arabian intellectuals still celebrate 

his memory on the anniversaries of his birth and death.  

Shakespeare’s influence on Arabic literature has taken centre stage in this chapter. This 

exploration paves the way towards an investigation of the translations of the sonnets into 

Arabic, and how the five translations selected for this study emerged. The next chapter will 

explore how the sonnets of the Bard (Shakespeare) have been translated into Arabic. It will 

also elaborate on the concept of norms to reflect how Shakespeare has been accepted into 

different Arab societies. It can be concluded that Shakespeare’s status among Arabs has 

contributed towards breaking old and creating new norms.  

This chapter discussed Shakespeare’s reception in the Arab world in general, and the next 

chapter will talk about his sonnets specifically, in order to give the reader a holistic idea of the 

sonnets and their translation into Arabic, before proceeding to the analytical chapters. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

THE HISTORY OF SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS IN ARABIC 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter discussed Shakespeare's status in the Arab world, and how Arabs honour 

Shakespeare as the Bard. This chapter will focus on introducing Shakespeare’s sonnets and the 

translators who have translated the sonnets for an Arab audience. The chapter aims to answer 

the following question: How have Shakespeare’s sonnets been introduced and translated for 

Arab readers?  

This chapter is divided into four main sections: the first section looks at the sonnet form in 

general, and considers Shakespeare's sonnets in particular. It begins with a brief introduction 

to the sonnet as a poetic form, and it explores what a sonnet is and how it was introduced to 

England. This section talks about the work of famous sonneteers and it outlines the 

chronological development of the sonnet form, beginning from the thirteenth century to the 

time of Shakespeare. Shakespeare's sonnets are the focus of the concluding part of this section, 

since they make up the corpus of the current study. The discussion about sonnets examines the 

Shakespearean sonnet as a poetic form, exploring its shape and rhyme scheme, the themes of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, and to whom they are addressed.  

The second section of this chapter explores the history of Arabic translations of Shakespeare's 

poetry. It begins by looking at the history of Arabic translations of Shakespeare's longer poems, 

before moving on to a discussion of Arabic translations of Shakespeare's sonnets and the 

popularity of the sonnets among Arab readers. The third section provides biographical and 

bibliographical information for the five chosen Arabic translators of the sonnets, namely: 

Tawfīq (1988), Wālī (2008), Abu-Deeb (2012), Luʼluʼah (2013), and Enani (2016). The work 

of these translators makes up the corpus of the study. Finally, the last section explains the 
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criteria used to select the data and it outlines how the data will be analysed in the chapters that 

follow.   

5.2 SONNETS: THEIR HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT, FORM AND CONTENT 

5.2.1 THE SONNET AS A POETIC FORM 

A sonnet is a short poem that tracks a complete thought. The term itself is derived from the 

Italian word sonetto which means a “little sound” or “song”. An ordinary sonnet comprises 

fourteen lines and is composed using iambic pentameter. However, different types of sonnets 

are often distinguished according to their rhyme scheme. 

Traditionally, the subject matter of a sonnet concerns love. Possibly the most famous sequence 

of sonnets, apart from those written by Shakespeare, were written by the Italian poet Petrarch 

(1304-1374). Petrarch wrote sonnets in honour of his loved one, Laura. Most of Shakespeare's 

sonnets, published three hundred years later, also focus on love as the central theme. However, 

Shakespeare famously plays with the theme of adulation by inventing a speaker who addresses 

some of the sonnets to a man, and inverting the theme of unattainable love to invent a speaker 

who addresses some of the sonnets to his mistress, referred to by critics as “the dark lady”. 

Shakespeare borrows from Petrarch but changes his metaphors in a clever way. For example, 

Petrarch’s blonde paragon Laura becomes the dark lady in Shakespeare’s most famous Sonnet 

130, which begins, “My mistress’s eyes are nothing like the sun.” Furthermore, Shakespeare 

develops the sonnet form by dealing with other topics apart from love, such as mortality, fame 

and wealth. A comparison between Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets reveals an 

acceptance and/or rejection of certain topics and themes dealt with in the sonnets.  

Generally, the sonnet is classed as an important poetic form in the history of English literature. 

Many famous poets who wrote after the era of Shakespeare have written poetry using the sonnet 

form, including Alexander Pope (1688-1744) and John Dryden (1631-1700). However, after 
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Milton (1608-1674), the popularity of the sonnet form decreased, but gained some limited fame 

again with the Romantics, such as Shelley (1792-1822), Wordsworth (1770-1850) and Keats 

(1795-1821).  

5.2.2 THE HISTORY OF THE SONNET FROM THE THIRTEENTH CENTURY   

The sonnet form was first seen in the thirteenth century in Italy. Wilkins (1959, p. 15) explains 

as follows, “It has long been known that the earliest extant sonnets were written in Italy, in the 

first half of the thirteenth century; and it is now agreed that the sonnet was an artistic invention, 

and not a popular growth.” Giacomo da Lentini (1210 - 1260) has been credited with the 

invention of the Italian sonnet. Later, the art of the sonnet was rediscovered by Guittone 

d’Arezzo (1235 - 1294). Many Italian poets such as Guido Cavalcanti (1250 - 1300) and Dante 

Alighieri (1265 - 1321) wrote sonnets, but Petrarch became famous for developing and 

popularising the sonnet form, and he is now known as the most famous sonneteer, with the 

exception of Shakespeare. Petrarch became so admired by poets generally that his sonnets were 

emulated by a string of Renaissance poets, including Shakespeare (Spiller, 1992).  

The Italian sonnet (also known as the Petrarchan sonnet) comprises fourteen lines, and is 

written in two separate halves. The first part is the octave (two quatrains) which has the rhyme 

scheme of abbaabba, and the second is the sestet (two tercets) which has the rhyme scheme 

cdecde or cdcdcd. There are some other slight variant patterns, but this was the main pattern 

used by Petrarch. The Italian sonnet differs from the Shakespearean sonnet in that it does not 

have a closing couplet. Italian sonnets usually comprise ten syllables per line, as do English 

sonnets, but they can also have eleven syllables per line. The Petrarchan sonnet form was used 

by early English sonneteers such as Wyatt, shortly after it was imported into England. 

However, English sonneteers soon began to feel restricted by the Italian sonnet and began to 

modify the form in order to express their own ideas, thoughts and emotions more inventively. 
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For example, the Spenserian sonnet is named after Edmund Spencer (1552/1553 - 1599) who 

wrote sonnets to celebrate his forthcoming marriage. The rhyme scheme of his sonnets is 

ababbcbccdcdee, which is an outgrowth of the stanza pattern Spencer used in his epic poem 

The Faerie Queene. 

The English sonnet, which opened the door to the Shakespearean sonnet, was introduced into 

England in the early sixteenth century by Thomas Wyatt (1503 - 1542). Wyatt's name is 

associated in his field with his contemporary Henry Howard (the Earl of Surrey) who is credited 

for developing and characterising the rhyme scheme of ababcdcdefefgg for English sonnets. 

Both men translated sonnets from the Italian of Petrarch and the French of Ronsard (and 

others). Their sonnets were published in Richard Tottel's Songes and Sonnetts (1557), which 

was the first anthology of English poetry, and also known as Tottel's Miscellany. In addition to 

his translations of foreign sonnets, Wyatt is also credited with integrating Italian sonnets into 

the English vernacular tradition, and he used the Petrarchan form to a great extent in his original 

poetic works. After this inception, many English poets wrote sonnets, that, typically, 

incorporated love as the main theme, including Sir Philip Sidney who composed the sonnet 

sequence Astrophel and Stella, which stands up as one of the most important sonnet sequences 

of the Elizabethan era, in addition to the sonnets of Shakespeare.  

In this period of invention and wit in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, many 

poets used the sonnet form to explore other subjects, apart from love, including religion. John 

Donne (1572 - 1631) composed a series of nineteen sonnets with a religious theme, which are 

now referred to as The Holy Sonnets, Divine Meditations or the Divine Sonnets. John Milton 

(1608 - 1674) also wrote sonnets, but he did not use the sequential style. Milton wrote 

individual sonnets each containing a separate idea, but the themes he explored were mostly 

political or were concerned with public occasions.  
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5.2.3 SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS: KEY ISSUES 

Shakespeare’s sonnets were published in 1609 as a collection of 145 sonnets in quarto format 

under the title of Shake-spears Sonnets: Never Before Imprinted. A Shakespearean sonnet 

consists of three quatrains, each with a four-line stanza, and a final couplet which is composed 

in iambic pentameter, to make up the fourteen-line format. The rhyme scheme of the 

Shakespearean sonnet is ababcdcdefef for the first three quatrains and gg for the couplet. The 

sonnets are numbered and are commonly referred by their number or their first lines. For 

example, sonnet number eighteen is usually known as “Sonnet 18” or “Shall I compare thee to 

a summer’s day?” In the context of this current study, the sonnets are labelled using their 

number after their translation into Arabic. 

5.3 SHAKESPEARE'S POETRY IN ARABIC TRANSLATION: HISTORY AND KEY 

ISSUES 

5.3.1 SHAKESPEARE'S POETRY IN ARABIC TRANSLATION 

Historically, Arab writers have not paid as much attention to Shakespeare’s poems and sonnets 

as they have to his plays. This can be evidenced by roughly comparing the dates Arab 

translators began translating the plays with the dates that the first translations of Shakespeare’s 

poems appeared in Arabic. Al-Shetawi (2013, p.445) suggests plausible reasons for the lack of 

Arab interest in Shakespeare's poems (and in translating them). These reasons can be 

summarised as follows:  

a) Shakespeare was first introduced into the Arab world via theatre, and his plays were 

translated into Arabic for the purpose of light entertainment, and, thus, became popular. 

Therefore, Arab audiences received Shakespeare as a dramatist before discovering anything 

about him as a poet. 
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b) Translating poetry is a difficult task and requires special abilities that might not be readily 

available among translators. Al-Shetawi (2013, p. 445) explains, “Hence most of the 

translations from the plays are in prose, such as translations by Khalīl Muṭrān, who is a 

renowned Arab poet of the classical school.” 

c) The subject matter of some of Shakespeare's poems is not of interest to an Arab audience. 

Furthermore, some of his poems (including the sonnets) contain material that does not fit in 

with Islamic values, such as the content of The Rape of Lucrece and Venus and Adonis, in 

which erotic love is the main theme of the work.    

Shakespeare composed five long poems: The Rape of Lucrece, Venus and Adonis, A Lover’s 

Complaint, The Phoenix and the Turtle, and The Passionate Pilgrim. A Lover’s Complaint and 

The Passionate Pilgrim have not yet been translated into Arabic, but Venus and Adonis has, 

although it has been treated with some caution among Arabic translators, and the poem is still 

being modified in Arabic literature. The poem was first summarised in prose in Shai'r al-Kawn, 

Wiliyam Shakisbir (William Shakespeare, Poet of the Globe) (1944), a book which introduces 

Shakespeare, his drama, his poems, and the sonnets to Arab readers. Al-Aqqad used the same 

poem as inspiration for his own poem Finus Ala Juthat Adunis, which is usually described as 

an Arabicised version of Shakespeare's original narrative poem. Obviously, a reader who 

knows the original text will notice immediately that Al-Aqqad's poem is far from being a 

translation of the original, because it has differences of content as well as form, it comprises 

only thirty-three lines of verse. Therefore, Al-Aqqad's work is more of a response to 

Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis, rather than a straightforward translation. It is possible that 

Shakespeare’s treatment of love and immortality motivated Al-Aqqad to render these themes 

into Arabic verse (Al-Shetawi, 2013, p.446). However, not long after this attempt (also in 

1944), the Lebanese medical doctor Habib Thabit translated some sections of Venus and Adonis 
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into Arabic. Thabit investigated the origins of the myth of Venus and Adonis and concludes 

that it was a Phoenician (Lebanese) myth. Thabit’s version Adunis wa 'Ashtarut is inspired by 

Shakespeare’s poem but is not an exact translation. Thabit talks at length about Shakespeare's 

Venus and Adonis in the Introduction to his work, and he includes a direct translation in prose 

of 260 lines of Shakespeare’s original poem.  

The Rape of Lucrece is generally not popular in Arabic, but parts of it have been translated by 

modern translators such as Safa’ Khallusi and an Arabic summary of the poem was included 

in Shai’r al-Kawn, Wiliyam Shakisbir (William Shakespeare, Poet of the Globe) (1944). More 

recently it was translated by Muhammad Abdulwahab Hamdi and published in 2007. 

 

Figure 5.1: Arabic Interpretations of Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece 

Shakespeare’s poem The Phoenix and the Turtle is classed as the most difficult of his poems 

to interpret (Al-Shetawi, 2013, p.447). Nonetheless, translations have been attempted in 

Arabic. It was first translated by Luʼluʼah in 1976 (whose translations of the some of the 

sonnets are considered in this current study) under the title Alanqa' wa al-Yamamah. This 

translation was also published in Luʼluʼah’s book Al-Bahth ‘Ann Ma’ana: Dirasat Naqdiyah 

(The Search for Meaning: Critical Studies) in 1983. The second translation of this work is 

entitled Al-‘Anqa’ wa al-Qomariyah by Safa’ Khalusi and was published in 1981 in Al-‘Arabi 

(a monthly cultural journal published in Al-Kuwait).   
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5.3.2 SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS IN ARABIC  

Many successful translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets have been made by Arabic translators 

who have created versions of the sonnets for readership by an Arab audience. One pioneering 

attempt was undertaken by Ibrahim Jabra in 1983, but this work comprises the translation of 

only forty of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Sargon Boulus (1944–2007) also translated some of 

Shakespeare's sonnets into Arabic and criticised the former attempt by Jabra, complaining that 

Jabra does not consider Arabic syntactic norms. 

In 1988, a translation of all of Shakespeare’s sonnets was published by the Egyptian poet 

Tawfīq. Following this, Abu-Deeb translated the sonnets in full in 2011. Some critics have 

argued that the 2011 version surpasses the translation made by Tawfīq, mainly because this 

version preserves the essence of Shakespeare’s poetry, rather than just matching syntactic and 

linguistic features. Not long after Abu-Deeb’s translation was published, another version of the 

sonnets appeared in 2013 by Luʼluʼah, which critics admired because this translation considers 

both meaning and form.  

The latest addition to the corpus of Arabic translations of Shakespeare's sonnets is that by the 

translator and critic Muḥammad Enani. Enani (2016) highlights the dearth of attempts made to 

translate Shakespeare’s sonnets by generations of Arab translators, even when the sonnets 

became more popular after a renewed global interest in Shakespeare’s great tragedy Hamlet. 

The modern trend for attempting translations of the sonnets began when Tawfīq published his 

collection of Shakespeare’s sonnets in 1988. Enani (2016) followed in the footsteps of Esmat 

Wālī in 2005, in that his translations closely follow the English originals (Enani, 2016, pp. 15-

16). 
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5.4 FIVE ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (IN FULL) 

This part of the chapter will outline the work of the chosen Arabic translators of Shakespeare's 

sonnets, namely translations by Tawfīq (1988, 2005), by Wālī (2008), by Abu-Deeb (2012), 

by Luʼluʼah (2013), and by Enani (2016), respectively. Investigating the bibliographies of the 

translators can reveal many things about how they engage with norms in their work. For the 

most part, a translator reveals something about the norms they follow in the introduction piece 

to their translation, in commentaries to their work, or in criticisms of other work. Sometimes, 

norms can be discovered while investigating a translator’s background, such as elements 

connected to his or her religion, gender, and/or career. Since norms are cognitive ideas, 

comparing the personal bibliographies of the chosen translators with their translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets can go some way towards revealing what norms they have followed 

when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic.    

5.4.1 TAWFĪQ: THE EVERYDAY TRANSLATOR 

The Egyptian poet Badr Tawfīq published his translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets in Arabic 

in 1988. A second version was published in 2009, and this version is also considered in the 

current study. Tawfīq studied German literature and theatrical sciences at the University of 

Cologne in West Germany and obtained his master's degree in 1976. Later on, he studied 

translation at the Al-Alsun College in Cairo between 1981 and 1982. Tawfīq then worked as a 

translator at رابخلإا ةدیرج   (Al-Akhbar newspaper) in Egypt in 1977, at the Ministry of Information 

in Muscat, Oman, between 1979 and 1980, and at the Bell Canada Company in Riyadh, Saudi 

Arabia between 1982 and 1986. He passed away in 2014.  

Tawfīq’s work reveals that although Egyptians were opposed to British colonisation they still 

paid homage to English literature. Indeed, Tawfīq, who fought to free Egypt from Britain, was 

one of the pioneers of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. After losing the war in 
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1967, Tawfīq gave up his military life. His life changed drastically when he joined the Faculty 

of Arts and travelled to Germany to learn German as a second language, in addition to 

mastering English. Tawfīq became interested in poetry by coincidence when he met the poet 

Ahmed Abdulmuti Hijazi who worked at Rose al-Yūsuf, an Egyptian political weekly 

magazine. This same poet later published Tawfīq’s first poem in Sabah Alkhair magazine.  

Tawfīq began his career as a translator in 1977 for an Egyptian newspaper (Jaridat Al-Akhbar), 

before moving to work in other Arab countries. He enriched Arabic literature with a poetic play 

called ةھللآا ناسنلإا و   (Human Beings and God), and published seven poetry anthologies, among 

them ءارضخلا ةمامیلا   (The Green Dove), and نویعلا دامر   (Ashes of the Eyes). Two of his poetry 

anthologies were critically acclaimed for promoting the use of free verse and the modernisation 

of Arabic poetry. He also published two other anthologies entitled ةئدصلا سارجلأا  عاقیإ   (The 

Rhythm of Rustic Bills) in 1965 and دوقفملا نمزلا  ةمایق     (The End of the Lost Time) in 1968 (Sahafi, 

2008). In addition to his achievements as a poet, Tawfīq translated Shakespeare’s Sonnets in 

full in 1988, the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam in 1989, and Tristram and Isolde (the opera) in 

1991. He has also translated many other German and English literary works into Arabic. 

Tawfīq was influenced by foreign culture (moheet.com, 2014) and this discovery helps to 

understand how he uses norms when translating Shakespeare's sonnets.    

5.4.1.1 TAWFĪQ'S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (1988) 

Tawfīq's Arabic translation of Shakespeare's sonnets was the first published version of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in full (1988). His book was published by Akhbar Al-Youm in Egypt. 

The front cover of the book shows a portrait of a woman with a dove behind her. This might 

be meant to depict the dark lady of Shakespeare’s sonnets, or just a typical beloved Egyptian 

lady, since she has her head covered with a colourful veil of oriental prints. Another opinion is 

that Tawfīq’s book is aimed at the everyday Egyptian reader. The book goes under the title of 

يزیلجنلإا  صنلا  عم  ةلماكلا  ریبسكش  تاتینوس  (Shakespeare's Complete Sonnets with the English Text) 
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and this title is shown at the top of the cover, with the translator’s name at the bottom ةمجرت

قیفوت  ردب  رعاشلا    (Translated by the Poet Badr Tawfīq).  

 

Figure 5.2: Front Cover of Tawfīq’s Translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (1988) 

5.4.1.2 TAWFĪQ'S INTRODUCTION TO HIS TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S 

SONNETS 

In his introduction piece, Tawfīq explains why he undertook the work. He describes his mission 

as a “pleasant torture” and acknowledges the difficulty of translating Elizabethan English into 

Arabic, and the difficulties experienced conveying certain expressions that might not be easily 

understood. Tawfīq focuses on the themes of the sonnets, such as love and hate, envy and 

satisfaction, lust and wisdom, strength and weakness, etc. He also explains that Shakespeare’s 

poems are so rich in humanity that they deserve to be translated into Arabic, but that it has 

taken a long time to reach this stage; he explains that the sonnets were translated into French 

twenty-six times between 1821 and 1970.  

Tawfīq talks about the shape and rhyme scheme of a sonnet, but omits to mention that his 

description only applies to Shakespearean sonnets. He does not give the reader any background 

about the sonnet form before it was developed by Shakespeare, but he mentions that other poets 

(of the Renaissance period) also composed sonnets. In other words, he does not give the reader 
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much information about the historical heritage of the sonnet form or where the sonnet came 

from. He concludes this descriptive paragraph by praising Shakespeare and explaining that if 

the sonnets were the only work of Shakespeare then they would stand up by themselves as 

having significant literary value.  

Tawfīq provides readers with a basic explanation of who the sonnets are addressed to. 

However, he provides an excuse for not talking about the addressees in detail, stating that it 

would take too much time to explore this issue. Unlike the other four translators chosen for this 

study, Tawfīq crams his introduction piece into about three and a half pages. He also dedicates 

half a page to introducing Shakespeare, and a third of a page to introducing himself to the 

reader. 

5.4.1.3 CRITICAL OPINIONS OF TAWFĪQ’S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE’S 

SONNETS 

Enani (2016, p. 17) explores Tawfīq’s introduction piece and the main translation, explaining 

that, just like most other Arabic translations of the sonnets, Tawfīq does not provide 

informative abstracts, additional explanations, or make any attempt to write in poetry form. 

Enani also criticises Tawfīq for not providing adequate information in the introduction piece, 

apart from offering general praise to Shakespeare and his poetic sense. Enani criticises Tawfīq 

for not reflecting Shakespeare’s poetic sense in the translations, and for choosing to render the 

poems in prose style. 

In his critique of Tawfīq's translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets, Enani (2016) explains that 

Tawfīq first made a collection of his translations of the sonnets and presented them in book 

form in 1987 to the Book Organisation in Egypt. The book was rejected by the organisation’s 

adviser Louis Awad, based on mistakes contained in the translations, but was then published 

as Kitab-Alyoum in 1988. Regardless of this initial rejection, Tawfīq’s sonnets were still 
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published, and Enani (2016) acknowledges the role that Tawfīq’s translation of the sonnets has 

played in disseminating the work of Shakespeare in the Arab world. However, Enani claims 

that Tawfīq’s translation does not encourage readers to explore the sonnets further, due to a 

general vagueness in meaning. Enani (2016) suggests that this vagueness could be removed by 

adding in an analytical biographical introduction to the sonnets, just as, he notes, English 

versions usually do. Nevertheless, Enani (2016) excuses Tawfīq’s vague translations because, 

he says, they were translated before the publication of The Riddle of Shakespeare’s Sonnets by 

Hubler in 1966 (a seminal book that helped scholars and readers understand Shakespeare’s 

sonnets in more depth). This book was published after Tawfīq published his translations of the 

sonnets.  

5.4.2 WĀLĪ ’S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (2008) 

Ismat Wālī is an Egyptian academic. Unfortunately, very little biographical information about 

him is known. Wālī includes a few lines about himself in the conclusion to his translation of 

the sonnets. He starts it by saying, “I cannot call myself a translator, I am a teacher”. He began 

his translations as a regular student undertaking class work. He explains that he wanted to 

translate the sonnets for the sake of “sharing” his tastes.  

Wālī studied English literature at the Alexandria University, and gained his bachelor’s degree 

in 1951. He studied there during the period when, “Ṭāhā Ḥusayn was taking charge of the 

Ministry of Education. I graduated just before the time of some political issues which made the 

English teachers leave the country” (Wālī, 2008, p. 172).16 Wālī then travelled on a scholarship 

to Trinity College in Dublin and was influenced by Irish culture. Wālī completed a Master’s 

degree about the Irish playwright John Millington Synge. He then went back to Egypt to teach 

English language at the Alexandria University. Wālī then undertook a PhD about the Anglo-

 
16 See Chapter Four for more details about Egyptian scholarships that were awarded to study English abroad. 
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Irish novelist Joyce Cary. After this, he spent years teaching at the Beirut Arab University; he 

taught prose, the English novel, theatre and Shakespeare’s comedies. He translated different 

poems from English into Arabic whilst he was teaching at the Faculty of Arts. The translation 

of Shakespeare’s sonnets formed part of this work (Wālī, 2008, p. 172).17 

Wālī’s introduction piece does not provide much information about his methods or principles 

of translation. The introduction piece is eight pages long, and in it he talks generally about the 

following: Shakespeare’s sonnets as a genre; the period in which Shakespeare wrote; the 

subsequent publication of Shakespeare’s sonnets; the identity of the addressees; whether or not 

the sonnets might reflect something about Shakespeare’s life; the characters in the sonnets; and 

the socio-historical literary heritage of the sonnets. The translator clearly states that he does 

not wish to explore the complexities of the sonnets in great detail. The only time he mentions 

his own work is when he states the following, “Yes, in order to understand and translate the 

text, I might indeed need to know something about its background, of Shakespeare’s life and 

society. This is only for the sake of understanding and transferring and not for taking one 

specific side or opinion regarding Shakespeare’s private life or the social history of the 

Elizabethan era” (Wālī, 2008, p. 9). 

Wālī briefly addresses recent ideas put forward about Shakespeare’s sexuality, and how the 

issue of homosexuality was regarded in Shakespeare’s day (as previously discussed in Chapter 

Three). However, Wālī does not seek to explore these issues in depth. In his work, he 

paraphrases surface meanings in a clear way, for the sake of audience understanding. 

Therefore, Wālī’s introduction piece cannot be used as a clear guide to identify the norms he 

follows for translation. However, other notes that are included in a brief biography at the end 

his book might be slightly useful. Wālī alludes to his position as a teacher of English, something 

 
17 This information is important in relation to the analytical chapters, because it connects the typology of audience 
to the translator’s governing norms, which influences the idea of voice.   
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that might have informed his preference for paraphrasing meanings in a simple way, rather 

than translating them literally. Indeed, he undertook the translation of some of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets (or one of the sonnets at least) during the tenure of his teaching role at the Faculty of 

Arts, before he translated the sonnets in full for publication. Wālī taught prose (and he 

translated the sonnets into prose), the English novel, as well as drama and Shakespeare’s 

comedies. He also made translations of other poems from English into Arabic, and vice versa.  

 
Wālī’s conservativeness is clear throughout his translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets, whether 

this is seen in his lexical choices, or in his modification of meanings. In this respect, it could 

be concluded that, as an academic teacher, Wālī shows the tendency to follow the norms of the 

TC as much as possible, as if he is targeting youth readers. It is worth mentioning also that 

Wālī follows the strategy of deleting taboo and culturally rejected (or even unknown) items to 

the extent that he omits complete sonnets.   

 

Figure 5.3: Front Cover of Wālī’s Translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (2008) 
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5.4.3 ABU-DEEB 'S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (2012) 

The third selected translation of Shakespeare's sonnets was published by Abu-Deeb in 2012. 

Kamāl Abu-Deeb is a Syrian writer and critic. He has been the Chair of Arabic at the University 

of London since 1991, and is the first non-Briton to fill this position. Among the many other 

positions he has held during his career is Head of the Comparative Literature Department at 

SOAS (1994 to 1996). He obtained his PhD in Arabic Critical Studies and Comparative 

Literature at Oxford University. His PhD thesis on Abdul Qaher al Jurjani's Theory of Poetic 

Imagery gained praise from the Examination Committee, and was published with wide acclaim 

upon on the Committee's recommendation (alowais.com).  Abu-Deeb was awarded a 

professorship at the age of 35. 

Abu-Deeb has written many books and has published three poetry anthologies, the most famous 

being ةیدلایم   2005  - ةیرجھ   352 س  كعلاب سكعلاو  بید  وبأ  لامك  ةبحص  يف  يبنتملا  تاباذع    (Adhabat al-

Mutanabbi fi Suhbat Kamāl Abu-Deeb wa al-'Aks bi al-'Aks) which was published by Dar-

Alsaqi in 1996. Furthermore, his translation into Arabic of قارشتسلاا  (Orientalism) by Edward 

Said was published by the Arab Research Foundation (Beirut, 1981) and is well regarded 

among critics and researchers, although it is somewhat difficult reading for everyday readers. 

He has also translated ةّیلایربملإاو ةفاقّثلا   (Culture and Imperialism) by Edward Said, which was 

published by Dar Al Aadab (Beirut 1997).  
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Figure 5.4: Front Cover of قارشتسلاا  (Orientalism) translated by Abu-Deeb  

As a writer, Abu-Deeb has written many books both in Arabic and in English. Some of these 

include: يبئارغلا  ملاعلاو  يبئاجعلا  بد  لأا  (The Imagination Unbound: Al Adab Al  Aja'ibi and the 

Literature of the Fantastic in the Arabic Tradition), which was published by Dar Al Saqi and 

Orx Books (London, Beirut and Oxford, 2006);  ضورعل ٍيّرذج  لٍیدب  وَحن   ، يّبر علا رعشِّلل  ةَّیعاقیلإا  ةینُبلا  يف 

نراَقمُلا عاقیلإا  ملع  يف  ةمدقمو  لیلخلا   (On the Rhythmic Structure of Arabic Poetry: Towards Finding 

a Viable Alternative to the Prosody of Al Khaleel Ibn Ahmad and an Introduction to 

Comparative Rhythmics) published by Dar Al Ilm Lil Malayeen (Beirut, 1974);  ماظن تایعابر   

،صنلل  ةیلیصفت  ةسارد  عم  يدقن  قیقحت   ،" بكارلا ُةلاجعو  بِراشلا   ،ُ ةبخن   : يناھفصلأا نیدلا   (The Quartets of Nitham 

Al Din Al Asfahani: A Critical Investigation and Detailed Study of the Text), published by Dar 

Al Ilm Lil Malayeen (Beirut, 1982); and ةَّیرعشِّلا يف   (On Poeticity), published by the Arab 

Research Foundation (Beirut, 1986). Abu-Deeb has also co-operated in writing and editing 

many international encyclopaedia, including the Islamic Encyclopaedia, the Iranian 

Encyclopaedia, The Cambridge History of Arab Literature, The Oxford English-Arabic 

Dictionary, The College Encyclopaedia, and The Encyclopaedia of Arabic Literature.   

5.4.3.1 ABU-DEEB AND HIS TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

Abu-Deeb published his translation of Shakespeare's sonnets in 2012 (it was published by Dar-

Alsaqi in Beirut and London). The front cover of the book shows a picture of Shakespeare in 

the centre and his name at the top. He has kept the English equivalent name (sonnets) regardless 
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of his belief that the sonnets were originally inspired by the Arabian Tawshiha. The title reads 

as ةّیزیلجنلإاو ةّیبرعلاب  ةلماكلا  تاتینوسلا    (The Complete Sonnets in Arabic and English) which reveals 

that the sonnets have been translated in full. At the bottom of the cover Abu-Deeb’s name is 

shown, with the description: transformed into Arabic, with fifty-two sonnets translated in 

poetic form by Kamāl Abu-Deeb. 

As part of the blurb on the back cover of his book, Abu-Deeb states that this is the first version 

of the sonnets to be translated into Arabic in poetic form (in full). He does not refer to Tawfīq's 

(or Wālī’s) similar attempts in any part of his book, but he refers to Jabra's attempt to translate 

some of Shakespeare’s sonnets. He also explains that he has not read Jabra's translations, so as 

not to be influenced when translating them himself. 

 

Figure 5.5: Front Cover of Abu-Deeb’s translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets    

5.4.3.2 ABU-DEEB AND THE ORIGINS OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

Abu-Deeb’s introduction piece to his translation is entitled: William Shakespeare and the Art 

of Sonnets, and the Relationship between the Sonnets and the Muwashahat of Andalusia. In 

this piece, Abu-Deeb attempts to present evidence which ‘proves’ the Arabian origins of the 

sonnets, and Luʼluʼah, who will be discussed in the coming paragraphs, shares this view.  
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5.4.4 LUʼLUʼAH’S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (2013) 

The fourth chosen translator of Shakespeare’s sonnets is ʻAbd al-Wāḥid Luʼluʼah. His 

translation of the sonnets carries the title تایئانغلا   (Ghina’yyāt) which is an Arabic equivalent 

of the term “sonnets”, and was published in 2013 at part of the Kalima Project. The Kalima 

Project for translation is dedicated to translating diverse international scientific and literary 

works into Arabic as part of the Abu Dhabi Tourism & Culture Authority based in the United 

Arab Emirates.  

ʻAbd al-Wāḥid Luʼluʼah is a writer, critic and translator. He was born in Mosul, Iraq in 1931. 

He completed his education in Iraq before travelling to the United States of America to get his 

Masters degree from Harvard University in 1957, and then a PhD. in English Literature from 

the University of Western Reserve in 1962. He worked at the University of Baghdad between 

1957 and 1977 before retiring. He then travelled to Jordan to work as a Professor of English 

Literature in the Faculty of Arts at Yarmouk University from 1983, until he moved to work at 

the University of Philadelphia in Amman.   

Luʼluʼah has written more than 45 books, including books of criticism, and books about 

literature and translation. Some of these books are translations from English into Arabic, such 

as ةیملاسلإا ةراضحلا  سلطا   (The Cultural Atlas of Islam) which was written in English by Dr Ismail 

Al-Faruqi and Dr. Lois Lamya al-Faruqi, and published in English by Macmillan, New York 

in 1986 (and published Arabic by Obeikan Publishers, Riyadh in 1998). It is worth mentioning 

here that Luʼluʼah has translated some of Shakespeare’s other works into Arabic, 

including س یلكریب  Pericles, as part of the Series of World Theatre (247) Kuwait, published by 

the Ministry of Information in 1990. 
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Figure 5.6: Cover of Luʼluʼah’s book  ةیملاسلإا ةراضحلا   سلطا   (The Cultural Atlas of Islam) 

Luʼluʼah has also contributed to translating research into English, including Dr Salma Al-

Khadra Al-Jayyousi’s يبرعلا رعشلا  يف  ةثادحلا   (Modernism in Arabic Poetry) which was published 

as part of the Cambridge History of Arabic Literature (Volume 4). In addition, Luʼluʼah has 

had his work translated into English, and he has published many scholarly papers. Luʼluʼah’s 

translation work reveals that he is interested in Islam and Islamic heritage. Furthermore, he 

frequently refers to the work of Jabra, who was Luʼluʼah’s teacher, and who also translated 

many of Shakespeare’s sonnets. This shows that Luʼluʼah was influenced by Jabra and the 

norms applied by Jabra, and this issue will be discussed in more detail in Chapters Six and 

Seven.   

5.4.4.1 LUʼLUʼAH'S INSPIRATION FOR HIS TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S 

SONNETS  

Luʼluʼah begins the introduction piece to his translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets by referring 

to the inspiration he drew from Jabra’s (1983) translation of the sonnets; Luʼluʼah refers to 

Jabra as “his teacher”. This information contributes to our understanding of how Luʼluʼah uses 

norms. Indeed, it is possible (but not absolutely clear) that Luʼluʼah applies similar kinds of 

norms to those used by Jabra. Indeed, Luʼluʼah and Jabra met many times to discuss English 

literature and Jabra's translation of six of Shakespeare’s plays. Luʼluʼah tried to convince Jabra 
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to translate Shakespeare’s sonnets, but when Jabra's translation appeared in 1983, it included 

only forty of Shakespeare's sonnets in a book entitled صنلا عم  اھنم  نوعبرأ  تاتینوسلا :  ری!سكش :  مَیلو    

 . يزیلجنلإا  (William Shakespeare’s Sonnets: Forty Sonnets with the English Text). It is important 

here to note that Jabra translated these sonnets into prose.  

In order to trace how Luʼluʼah uses norms, it is useful to look at Jabra’s background and career, 

and to examine how this might have influenced Luʼluʼah's translation of the sonnets. In this 

respect, it is important to mention Jabra’s religious background and his original habitat. Jabra 

Ibrahim Jabra (1920-1994) has a Palestinian Syriac-Orthodox (Christian) background, but 

Luʼluʼah is Muslim. Jabra was born in Bethlehem during the time of the British Mandate and 

received his education in Jerusalem before completing his studies at Cambridge University. 

After the 1948 Palestinian exodus (commonly referred to as Nakba or The Disaster), Jabra 

moved to live in Iraq (the country where Luʼluʼah is from) and here he met many famous poets 

and men of letters. Jabra was a translator, literary critic, poet and novelist as well as a painter. 

It is interesting to compare Luʼluʼah's conservative preferences (as revealed in his translations) 

with Jabra's Free Painting (1946). 

Luʼluʼah disagreed with Jabra on some key points. One example is when Luʼluʼah tried to 

convince Jabra to translate the rest of the sonnets, but Jabra rejected the idea due to his belief 

that the sonnets needed significant explanation and academic commentary, which, he argued, 

would kill the poetry found in them. Therefore, Jabra made a bet with Luʼluʼah to translate 

Shakespeare's sonnets in full, and Luʼluʼah did so, publishing his attempt in 2013.  
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Figure 5.7: Jabra’s “Free Painting” (1946) 

Luʼluʼah describes Jabra's translation of the sonnets as elegant and precise in their expression 

of meaning, although Jabra sometimes expands explanations to make ideas acceptable in 

Arabic. Luʼluʼah also notes Jabra’s avoidance of literal translation. Luʼluʼah also admires 

Jabra’s use of simple footnotes instead of long rambling explanations (which might mislead 

and distract the reader from the enjoyment of reading the poetry). 

5.4.4.2 LUʼLUʼAH'S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (2013) 

Translating Shakespeare’s sonnets in full, Luʼluʼah places a translation of each sonnet next to 

the original text in English. Luʼluʼah also provides explanations (at the end of his book) of the 

sonnets, based on studies made by specialist English scholars. Therefore, the reader has the 

choice of whether to read the commentary or just the translation only.  

 

Figure 5.8: Front Cover of Luʼluʼah’s Translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets 
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The front cover of Luʼluʼah's Arabic translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets shows Shakespeare’s 

name at the top left of the cover and Luʼluʼah's name at the bottom right, next to the title of the 

book. Two pictures of Shakespeare are used, one which depicts him as a youth, and the other 

from when he was older. The book is entitled تاّیئانغلا  Ghina’yyāt (Sonnets). Luʼluʼah prefers 

to refer to the poems as sonnets, تاّیئانغلا   the term also used by Jabra. He explains his choice of 

sticking to the original wording of the sonnets but choosing an equivalent meaning in Arabic. 

He argues that it is more effective to use Arabic equivalents (or to Arabicise the poems) rather 

than use the foreign vocabulary seen in the ST in translation. 

5.4.4.3 LUʼLUʼAH'S USE OF NORMS BASED ON HIS READING OF THE RIDDLES OF 

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

Luʼluʼah alludes to the possible homosexual content found in Shakespeare’s sonnets, but he 

does not explore any other controversial aspects of the sonnets, such as the speaker’s 

relationship with the dark lady, or the possible love triangle between the speaker, the dark lady 

and the young man/rival poet. Luʼluʼah extrapolates the friendship between the speaker and the 

young man by explaining that Shakespeare was in a close relationship with one of his friends, 

but that this friendship was not necessarily sexual, despite the speaker of the sonnets referring 

to the physical beauty of the young man. This reveals Luʼluʼah’s conservative leanings. Ingram 

and Redpath (1978) explain that using honesty to express feelings was favoured in the 

Elizabethan era. Furthermore, Luʼluʼah’s suggest’s that it is possible that because some people 

were jealous of Shakespeare and his status, they consequently spread gossip about him, perhaps 

even about his sexuality. Luʼluʼah refers to Booth (2000) who concludes that there is nothing 

to prove Shakespeare's homosexuality in the sonnets. Luʼluʼah deals with this controversial 

issue in the following ways:  

a) He refers, in chronological order, to different editions of criticism of the sonnets that refute 

the idea that Shakespeare or the speaker of the sonnets was homosexual. He also examines 
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versions of the sonnets to show that the order in which the sonnets appear might have been 

changed by compilers over time, and that mistakes might have been made with pronouns. For 

example, in 1639, thirty years after the famous published quarto, John Benson published a non-

authorised edition of the sonnets. Benson makes various alterations, including changing the 

order of the sonnets. Also, he changes pronouns to refer to the female rather than the male.  

Luʼluʼah argues that the descriptions Shakespeare uses seem to be more appropriate for 

addressing a woman than a man. Also, the gender of the addressee is not clear in many of the 

sonnets, such as in Sonnet 18 for example. English does not use the same system of vowels 

that appear in the Arabic language, neither does it use special prefixes or suffixes to 

differentiate gender in language. Therefore, it is possible to translate the sonnets into Arabic in 

a gender neutral way, without referring to the gender of the addressee.  

Luʼluʼah also refers to the work of Bernard Lintott (1711) who interprets the sonnets as being 

addressed to a woman. Lintott’s Introduction to the sonnets states that there are, “one hundred 

and fifty-four sonnets, all of them in praise of his mistress” (Schiffer, 2013,58). Luʼluʼah also 

suggests that declaring homosexuality publicly in writing would not have entered into people’s 

minds as an option at the time Shakespeare wrote because, under English law, declaring 

homosexuality publically was not really possible until the late twentieth century (in Lu’lu’ah’s 

opinion).  

b) Luʼluʼah categorises the sonnets according to their themes and addressees as evidence to 

prove that Shakespeare was not homosexual. He suggests that the content of Sonnets 1-17 is 

mainly concerned with encouraging an aristocratic young man to marry and reproduce 

(something that goes against homosexual tendencies). In addition, he notes that all the sonnets 

up to Sonnet 126 are completely devoid of explicit sexual references. This can be contrasted 
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with the highly erotic innuendo contained in the sonnets that follow Sonnets 127 to 152, which 

address the dark lady and the rival poet.  

c) Luʼluʼah talks about the use of language and vocabulary. He concludes that it is difficult to 

pick the exact intended meaning of a word by referring only to dictionaries. In other words, 

translating Shakespeare’s sonnets needs to be accomplished by a translator who has a proper 

knowledge in the language of literature, especially in Shakespeare’s language, because it has 

been changed over time.  

5.4.4.4 LUʼLUʼAH'S OPINION OF THE HISTORY OF THE SONNETS AS AN ARAB-

ORIENTED ARTISTIC FORM 

In his book, Arabic-Andalusian Poetry and the Rise of the European Love-Lyric (2013), 

Luʼluʼah outlines the chronological order of the development of Arabic love poetry. He begins 

by discussing the pre-Islamic poet Umru’-l-Qais, and describes the different stages of the 

development of the early epochs of Islam in Arabia, such as the Umayyad age and the Abbāsid 

age etc. Luʼluʼah explores Andalusian poetry and its development into Muwashshaħ and Zajal, 

which extended into Sicily and Italy, and, thus, he explains how the sonnet form took shape. 

Luʼluʼah (2013. p. 329) comments as follows, “The development extended to Sicily and Italy, 

where the new moulds and themes formed the basis of development in the nascent English 

Lyric poetry in the late twelfth century, leading to Chaucer and making a final jump to 

Shakespeare.” These comments suggest that the sonnet was derived, as a poetic art form, from 

oriental culture, and that this form was developed until it found its place in English literature. 

5.4.5 ENANI'S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS (2016) 

5.4.5.1 BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION 

The last chosen Arabic translation of Shakespeare's sonnets was published in 2016 by 

Muḥammad Enani. Enani is an Egyptian writer, dramatist, critic, fiction writer and translator. 
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He is popularly referred to as نیمجرتملا دیمع   (The Dean of Translators) for his extensive and 

distinguished translations and studies about translation, especially in comparative literature. 

He gained a Bachelor’s Degree with honours in English Language and Literature from Cairo 

University in 1959. Between 1959 and 1960, he worked as a translator and sub-editor at the 

Egyptian Broadcasting Service. Then, between 1961 and 1965 Enani worked as a teaching 

assistant in the Department of English at Cairo University. In 1964 he also started work as a 

sub-editor for the Egyptian monthly Theatre Magazine, a job he continued to do until 1965. 

Later, he travelled to England to complete his post-graduate education. He obtained a Master’s 

degree from the University of London in 1970, and a PhD from the University of Reading in 

1975. He also worked at the BBC Monitoring Service in Berkshire as a foreign language 

monitor. 

After completing his post-graduate education, Enani returned to Egypt to work at Cairo 

University as an English lecturer. He became Assistant Professor of English in 1981 at Cairo 

University, and in 1986 the University granted Enani a full tenure and he held the position of 

Head of the English Department between 1993 and 1999. During this time, Enani wrote his 

autobiography which was published by the Egyptian General Book Authority in three parts 

over a period of five years between 1998 and 2002. The three parts are called: رمعلا تاحاو   (The 

Oases of Life), ةبرغلا تاحاو    (The Oases of a Foreign Land) and رصم تاحاو   (The Oases of Egypt).  

Enani has also found status in the field of translation: He worked at the BBC Monitoring 

Service in Berkshire as a foreign language monitor between 1968 and 1975 while he completed 

his MPhil at London University and his PhD at Reading University. Also, he joined the 

Egyptian writers’ union when he returned to Egypt. The Arabic Language Academy elected 

Enani an expert in 1996, and he worked in the post of Academic Coordinator between 1997 

and 2009 at the Open University’s Cairo Office on the English Translation Programme. In this 
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post he revised all translated books and teaching manuals produced from 1997. He also 

published pieces about translation whilst he was in post.     

Between 1986 and 2003, Enani worked as editor of a literary series called Modern Arabic 

Literature, a collection of Arabic literary works translated into English and published by the 

State Publishing House, GEBO. Enani followed up this series with another called A Thousand 

Books which he translated into Arabic, and which was also published by GEBO. Additionally, 

Enani worked as editor of the Egyptian Theatre magazine from 1986, and he was co-editor of 

Sutur (a monthly Arabic cultural publication) between 1997 and 2007. 

Enani has received numerous international awards for literature and translation. Examples 

include the State Award for Translation in 1982, for translating Milton's Paradise Lost into 

Arabic. In 2000, he received the Outstanding Performance Award in Theatre Writing from the 

Higher Institute of Theatre. He has also received the following awards: The State Prize for 

Excellence in Literature in 2002; the King Abdullah International Award for Translation in 

2011; the ALESCO Prize for Translation into English, Baghdad, 2013; and the Rifa'a Al-

Tahtawi Prize for Translation into Arabic from the National Centre for Translation in 2014 

(elgornal.net). 

Enani has produced more than 130 books in Arabic and English, including works about 

translation, translations of English literature, literary criticism, and comparative literature. 

Also, between 1964 and 2000, many of his Arabic plays (both original plays and 

translations/adaptations in Arabic) have been performed on stage in Cairo and in other 

Egyptian provinces.  

Enani has published numerous books in Arabic, some of which include the following: Modern 

Literary Terms (1996, 1997, 2002, and 2004); Literary Genres (1984, 1992, 2001, 2010); and 

Literary Translation: Theory and Practice (1997 and 2002). Some of his creative works 
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include: بیذاجملا  Al-Magazib (The Idiots), a play presented in 1983 and published in 1985 

and ةزعم ةیاكح   (The Tale of Mi'zah), a narrative poem published in 2004. He has also published 

the following translated work (into Arabic): Dryden on Dramatic Poesy (1963), Alex Healey's 

A Different Kind of Christmas (1989), and K. Armstrong's Biography of Prophet Muhammad 

(1998) which he translated with Fatimah Nasr; and into English: The Qur'an: An Attempt at a 

Modern Reading (by Mostafa Mahmoud) (Cairo, 1985); and Modern Arabic Poetry in 

Egyptian an anthology with an introduction (Cairo, GEBO, 1986 and 2002). He has also edited 

works in English, including Lyrical Ballads 1798 (for which he also wrote an introduction) 

(Cairo, GEBO, 1985); On Translating Arabic: A Cultural Approach (GEBO, 2000), and he is 

now working on, On Translating Shakespeare (GEBO).  Enani discusses Shakespeare in 

numerous writings and as noted above, he is now working on a book about translating 

Shakespeare’s canon. He has also translated eighteen of Shakespeare’s plays as well as 

Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Front Covers of Some of Enani’s Translations of Shakespeare’s Plays in Arabic 
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Figure 5.10: Front Cover of روصعلا لكل  ریبسكش    (Shakespeare for all Times) presented by Enani 

 

5.4.5.2 ENANI'S TRANSLATION OF SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

Enani published his translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets in 2016, and this was the first 

complete verse to verse translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets in Arabic.  

 

Figure 5.11: Front Cover of Enani’s Translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets 

Enani called his book ریبسكش تاتینوس   (Shakespeare’s Sonnets), keeping the English word 

“sonnet” to describe the literary form. Under the title, there is an image of the famous painting 

An Allegory of Passion (E Cosi Desio me Mena) by Hans Holbein the Younger (painted 

between 1532 and 1536) and Italian writing is clearly seen in the picture. This choice of cover 

reflects the breadth of his knowledge and his romantic vision of what he is presenting in the 

book. Shakespeare’s sonnets are mainly about love.  
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The shape of the Shakespearean sonnet is derived from the sonnets of Petrarch (1304 - 1374), 

and the picture alludes to a connection between Petrarch’s Canzoniere and Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. The line quoted refers to the poet’s desire for Laura, his beloved. Critics have 

suggested that this painting and verse shows a man being carried away by love, or by animal 

passion. Therefore, this cover conveys the passion contained in the sonnets. Indeed, a famous 

poem by Wordsworth (1770-1850) describes Shakespeare’s sonnets as the key with which 

Shakespeare unlocked his heart as written in The Oxford Companion to Shakespeare (2015, p. 

559). Enani translates this poem in the introduction piece to his book. 

 

Figure 5.12: Allegory of Passion by Hans Holbein the Younger (attributed) at the J. Paul Getty Museum, 

Los Angeles – c1526-1534, taken from: 

https://indrasmusings.wordpress.com/2016/06/27/hans-holbein-the-younger-allegory-of-passion/ 

Enani’s name is added in on the front cover, with the text, “Translated, Introduction and 

Footnotes by Muḥammad Enani.” This clarification highlights the importance of Enani’s 

introduction piece and his footnotes, which have the purpose of enriching the reader with 

detailed and relevant information about the sonnets.  

Enani’s book looks like an Arabic book rather than a translated book. He begins the book with 

a long introduction piece, he refers to his translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets as Arabic 

sonnets, and he comments on each sonnet separately at the end of the book. Shakespeare’s 
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source sonnets in English do not appear in the main body of the book, with the exception of 

some examples quoted in the introduction piece, which are linked to certain points that are 

being explained. The ST is presented at the end the book and is included to give the reader the 

option of whether they want to read the sonnets in English or not. Unlike other translations of 

the sonnets, Enani’s translations show strict obedience to target culture (TC) norms.  

Enani demonstrates his interest in translating Shakespeare’s sonnets correctly to meet the 

expectations of an Arab audience. He seeks to render his translation artistically so that Arab 

readers and Arab literary critics can gain pleasure from reading the sonnets. Nonetheless, with 

the exception of a few examples that will be dealt with in the analysis chapter of this thesis, 

Enani has followed Arab norms very strictly. This is probably because of his religious 

background (Islam). Enani seeks to follow norms derived from his Islamic religious beliefs and 

his culture, and he peppers his translation with Islamic references and quotes, as subsequent 

chapters will discuss.  

At the very beginning of the book, before the text of the actual translation, Enani includes a 

long introduction in which he talks about the problems of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets 

into Arabic. He talks specifically about taboo expressions found in Shakespeare’s sonnets and 

how to deal with them. Although Enani follows the norms of Arabic literature and his religion 

and culture strictly, he does not delete or omit any sonnet. Instead, he manipulates, or changes 

taboo items found in these sonnets to meet the expectations of his audience in a poetic way. 

Enani begins his Introduction by providing general information about Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

noting that the sonnets have not been translated in full in the Arab world. He refers to attempts 

made by Tawfīq and Wālī, as well as alluding to Abu-Deeb’s work. Following on from this, 

he talks about the translation of poetry in general. He then discusses the definition of a sonnet 

and the characteristics of the Shakespearean sonnet. Enani also discusses problematic areas 
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relating to the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, making reference to their 

ambiguity etc.  

Enani tries to explain how taboo expressions and ideas can be tackled in translation. He even 

entitles one sub-section “Homosexuality”. Enani suggests that it is possible to perceive 

homosexual scenarios in Shakespeare’s plays, but that the texts do not reveal these perceptions 

to be completely accurate. Indeed, Enani suggests that these perceptions or ideas are usually 

insinuated more by stage business during production and by directorial influence, for example, 

actors holding hands and hugging etc., he talks about the uncertain nature of the relationship 

between Antonio and Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice, and the relationship between Duke 

Orsino and Viola in Twelfth Night (Orsino is a male character, but Viola is a female character 

who is disguised as a man, and would have been played by a male actor in Shakespeare’s day).  

Enani quotes from the work of scholars who reject the idea that Shakespeare’s plays explore 

homosexuality. He explains that homosexuality was prohibited in English society in 

Shakespeare’s day and was only accepted by law in English society in 1967. He also suggests 

that many Arab scholars and poets have not translated Shakespeare’s sonnets until recent times 

because Arab norms prohibit homosexuality, and that translators have avoided the sonnets 

because of their potentially taboo content. He provides an example of this view from Joseph 

Massad’s book called Desiring Arabs or Arab and Desire (2007). Massad’s book explains that 

depicting a man who desires another man is universally rejected in the canon of Arab poetry. 

Mas’ad is an American writer who has Arab origins. He takes a position against depicting 

homosexuality in Arabic love poems, but stresses that simply addressing another man in 

endearing terms does not necessarily point to homosexuality. Chapter Eight of this thesis will 

explore the idea of norms based on the conclusions made in the analytical chapters of this thesis 
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(Chapters Six and Seven), and in this respect the way Enani deal with norms will be addressed 

in more depth. 

5.5 CONCLUSION 

This thesis explores Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, and this chapter has provided 

the reader with the basic information about the sonnet form and its origin in literature. It began 

by introducing the sonnet as a literary form which gained popularity in Italy, mainly due to the 

work of Petrarch. It also looked at how the form spread through Europe, and to England, and 

how the Shakespearean sonnet evolved in terms of rhyme scheme, argument and content. 

This chapter also introduced the reader to five Arabic translators of Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

namely those published by Tawfīq (1988), Wālī (2008), Abu-Deeb (2012), Luʼluʼah (2013), 

and Enani (2016). It outlined biographies for the chosen translators and looked at the most 

common features of their work. This was done to facilitate the tracking of norms used in 

translation.  

The following chapters will analyse the problems encountered in translating Shakespeare’s 

sonnets into Arabic, and it will refer to examples taken from translations made by the five 

chosen Arabic translators in order to explore the ways in which each translator has challenged 

or adhered to dominant cultural norms when translating the sonnets into Arabic.  
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CHAPTER SIX: 

THE TRANSLATION OF METAPHORS IN SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous chapters have explored the problematic issues that can arise when translating poems 

from another language into Arabic, and the problems that can arise when translating 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular. This chapter aims to explore the issues experienced by 

translators when translating Shakespeare’s metaphorical language into Arabic. The chapter 

focuses on translations made of chosen metaphors that appear in Shakespeare’s sonnets. This 

is important because Shakespeare uses the device of metaphor extensively to express the 

thoughts and feelings of the speaker of his sonnets. The chapter aims to answer the following 

two questions: How have the metaphors found in Shakespeare’s sonnets been translated in 

accordance with Arabic translation norms? Have norms affected the process of translating 

Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic?  

This chapter preserves its connection to the core ideas of the study in respect of the exploration 

of translation norms and translation shifts. It will discuss how norms have played an important 

role in the decisions made by the chosen translators when translating the metaphors used by 

Shakespeare, and how the translators have used translation shifts. 

Dolan (2002, p. 27) counts the number of economic metaphors Shakespeare uses in his sonnets, 

stating that, “no fewer than 46, or nearly a third, of the 154 poems in the sequence make use of 

economic metaphors, a rate of 29.8 percent.” This is a high percentage. This chapter will also 

explore how different types of metaphors are used in Shakespeare’s sonnets, and how they 

have been rendered in Arabic translation. Most importantly, this chapter seeks to study the 

translations of metaphors in connection with translation norms. This does not mean that every 

translation of a metaphor is driven by norms, but this part of the study aims to shed light on the 
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ways the chosen translators have rendered some of the metaphors found in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets using translation norms. This analysis will explore translator agency and how the 

translators have applied distinction. 

Any investigation of the translation of metaphors in poetry generally is not an easy task, and 

this is especially the case for metaphors used in Shakespeare’s sonnets, due to their complex 

typology and multiple possible meanings. Prandi (2010, p. 304) emphasises that, “there are 

many different kinds of metaphor, with different grammatical, conceptual and semantic 

properties; each of them represents specific problems to the translator” (as cited in Abdel-

Hafiz, 2014, p. 17). 

This chapter begins by defining what a metaphor is before outlining how Shakespeare uses the 

device. Different categories of metaphors will be discussed in relation to Leech’s model (1969). 

Leech’s model offers tools to help categorise Shakespeare’s metaphors. Furthermore, 

Newmark’s model of metaphor translation (1988) will also be discussed, because this model 

provides conceptual tools that can be used to analyse translation shifts (which is one of the key 

objectives of this thesis). Leech’s model (1969) has been chosen because it covers most types 

of metaphor used by Shakespeare in his sonnets. In this respect, examples from Shakespeare’s 

sonnets will be presented throughout the examination. Also, as noted above, the discussion will 

also refer to Newmark’s model (1988), which provides a framework for how translators might 

possibly render metaphors into Arabic in accordance with translation norms. Newmark’s model 

provides extra guidance for explaining more abstract points that Leech’s model does not cover, 

indeed, Newmark’s model can be used to highlight translation shifts that the Arab translators 

have made when undertaking their translations of the sonnets. The choices made by the 

researcher do not mean that only Leech’s and Newmark’s models are adequate for examining 

how the chosen translators have rendered translations of the sonnets but referring to these 
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specific models offers the most relevant support for negotiating the shifts that have been used 

in translation to serve norms. 

6.2 THE MEANING OF METAPHORS 

Although the device of metaphor might be defined slightly differently by different literary 

theorists, ultimately these definitions all refer to the same thing. The Dictionary of Literary 

Terms & Literary Theory (2013, p. 432) defines a metaphor as, “a figure of speech in which 

one thing is described in terms of another. Metaphors are a key basic construct in poetry. A 

comparison is usually implicit; whereas in simile (q.v.) it is explicit.” This definition explicitly 

connects the use of metaphors to poetry, but it is worth noting that although metaphors are 

commonly used in prose, metaphors are used more frequently in poetry. 

The metaphor is a figure of speech that is used extensively in both English and Arabic literature. 

In other words, Arab literary theorists are familiar with the concept of the metaphor, simply 

because metaphors are used extensively in Arabic literature. However, problems that occur 

when translating metaphors can arise for different reasons and, therefore, translation scholars 

have developed models to use when translating metaphors. This study applies the model 

devised by Leech (1969) in a poetic context. Using this model works to highlight the influence 

of Arab norms in what is said and how it is said when examining metaphor translation. In 

addition, Newmark’s model for translating metaphors (1988) is also be referred to, using 

illustrative examples taken from Shakespeare’s sonnets, to show how the five chosen Arab 

translators have rendered metaphors using translational shifts and Arab norms. 

6.3 THE STYLISTIC FEATURES OF SHAKESPEARE’S METAPHORS  

Shakespeare’s metaphorical language has been highly acclaimed by scholars and by wider 

audiences. One of the most admired qualities of Shakespeare’s language is his use of metaphor 

(Omar, 2012, p. 162). However, there is common agreement that Shakespeare uses metaphors 
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to a level which is sometimes classed as “metaphoric excess” (Rhodes, 2004, p. 64). 

Shakespeare’s language is also often described as “densely figurative language” (Rhodes, 

2004, p. 73). Indeed, McDonald (2001, p. 52) explains that, “metaphors are everywhere in 

Shakespeare’s plays”, and the semantic multiplicity of the use of metaphors by Shakespeare 

sometimes causes confusion for readers and critics. Shakespeare’s metaphorical style does not 

lack organic harmony, but “one can scarcely pick up one of Shakespeare’s plays without being 

struck by its pictorial and metaphoric density, consistency and multiplicity” (McDonald, 2001, 

p. 75).  

Another feature of Shakespeare’s metaphorical language is its simplicity, but this is mixed with 

the sophisticated development of simple metaphors. Omar (2012, p. 162) notes that “his 

metaphors go through the phases of plain observation, metaphoric abstraction and symbol 

creation.” To explain this in plain language, Shakespeare’s metaphorical images can, mostly, 

be understood by an audience, because they are drawn from common sources of 

conceptualisation, such as everyday life experiences and the natural world (McDonald, 2001, 

p. 77).  

The subsequent analytical sections will explain that these images do not require significant 

amendment for the sake of clarification in translation, but that translators must overcome 

certain linguistic and other cultural specific problems when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets. 

Shakespeare’s metaphors can be universally understood by a mainstream audience. Spurgeon 

(1935, p. 44) elaborates on this idea by saying, “the great bulk of his metaphors and similes are 

drawn from the simplest everyday things seen and observed.” However, McDonald (2001, p. 

58) suggests that not all of Shakespeare’s images fit into this category, and Shakespeare also 

mastered the “creation of metaphor”. Omar (2012, p. 164) agrees, stating that, “Shakespeare 

also created original images which are painted artistically in a way that captures the attention 
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of our faculty of perception.” This point will take a clearer shape in the data analysis part of 

this thesis, where metaphorical examples taken from the sonnets are discussed in relation to 

translation shifts that utilise the selection of wider images to meet the expectations of the TT 

audience.  

Shakespeare’s artistic talent for using symbols can also be linked to his use of metaphor. Omar 

(2012, p. 163) explains that, “symbols are the most advanced form of metaphoric articulation 

because there are strong metaphors which become deeply embedded in the culture in a way 

they start to correspond to literal facts.” Shakespeare also perfects the art of adding detail to 

metaphors. Indeed, a key feature of Shakespeare’s metaphorical language is its microscopic 

description of the smallest structural details of two domains of a metaphor. Omar (2012, p. 

164) explains this, noting some of Shakespeare’s highly detailed metaphorical structures, 

emphasising that they are, “microscopic descriptions of the smallest conceptual elements of 

the Source Domain and Target Domain. It is also unique for its accurate representation of the 

interaction between the two fields of the metaphor.”  

Shakespeare’s mastery of the metaphor also reveals, “... his interest in and knowledge of other 

crafts, especially of needlework, for the small details of which he seems to have had a 

peculiarly observant eye” (Spurgeon, 1933, p. 279). This pinpoints Shakespeare as an observer 

of detail, and someone with clear sensitivity. This feature also brings Shakespeare closer to the 

human self and the everyday man (and woman), especially when his speaker expresses their 

feelings and sorrows. As Spurgeon (1933, p. 286) describes, “So the central figure gradually 

emerges, not an outline sketch merely, but full of detail, a living, breathing, and intensely 

human being, with marked individuality and tastes.”  

Diversity is another feature of Shakespeare’s metaphorical language. Spurgeon (1935, p. 45) 

describes what he calls “creative metaphors” that expand into multiple types of metaphors of 
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different shapes, and that range from simple personifications to extended metaphors with more 

complicated structures, etc. The last part of this chapter will explore this idea in more detail. 

Omar (2012, p. 167) explains that, in many cases, Shakespeare’s creativity with metaphors is 

so forceful that it has led critics to single him out for a, “freshness, opulence, and boldness of 

imagery” (in Ródenas 2006, p. 93).  

As stated above, Shakespeare’s metaphors are commonly derived from nature and everyday 

human experience, making them easy to comprehend. However, the way that Shakespeare 

develops these images can be complicated, so they become more difficult to understand. Even 

some of his simpler metaphors can be complexly developed, as Omar (2012, p. 166) explains, 

“One of the main features of Shakespeare’s imagery is its complicated nature in form and 

content alike, which sometimes causes his metaphoric language to be described as “peculiar” 

(Hudson 1872, p. 97) and “incongruous” (Hudson, 1872, p. 102).”  

6.4 TYPES OF METAPHORS 

This part of the chapter will discuss types of metaphors according to Leech’s model (1969). 

Each type will be illustrated with an example taken from Shakespeare’s sonnets. The criteria 

of discussion will focus on the way each translator has rendered certain metaphors into Arabic 

according to Arab norms. This section explores five types of metaphors used in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets: a) the concretive metaphor; b) the humanising metaphor; c) the animistic metaphor; 

d) the synaesthetic metaphor; and e) the dehumanising metaphor.  

6.4.1 CONCRETIVE METAPHOR  

According to Leech (1969, p. 158), this type of metaphor, “attributes concreteness or physical 

existence to an abstraction.” An example of this type is found in Sonnet 18 which includes the 

concretive metaphor “summer’s lease”. Here, summer, “is treated as a kind of building that is 

used for a limited period of time” and the lease period of summer is claimed to be “too short” 
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(Abdel-Hafiz, 2014, p. 17). Booth (1977, p. 161) explains that this image means “a very brief 

duration”, and goes onto say that, “the poem develops into a comparison between things of 

lasting duration - things that are unchanging - things of limited duration - things that change.” 

The following table shows how the five chosen Arab translators have dealt with the 

metaphorical expression “And summer's lease hath all too short a date” (Sonnet 18). 

The Source Text And summer's lease hath all too short a date 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 37). ةزیجو ةصرف ىوس فیصلا يف سیلو. 

In summer, there is nothing but a brief chance 

Wālī (2008, p. 34). لجلأا ریصق ھنأ فیصلاب اندھع و. 

is summer lived-short how know all we And 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 114) in 

prose. 

 ،زیجو زیجول عیبرلا لجأ نإ و

time short very a for lives Spring 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 408) in verse. ىءارتی ملحك رّمی فیصلا لجأ زیجو و. 

dream a like ends and time short very a for lives Summer 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 64). ریصق دّج ھلجأ فیصلا دقع و، 

short too is period lease summer’s And 

Enani (2016, p. 113). عیدبلا نسحلاب لوطی سیل فیصلا لصف كاذك و 

 its with long last not does that summertime like Just

beauty glorious 

Table 6.1: Renderings of “And summer’s lease hath all too short a date” (Sonnet 18) 

 

It can be noted that all the translators (except for Luʼluʼah) do not preserve the metaphor of the 

ST. As a solution, they render the line in a way that communicates the sense of ‘a shortness of 
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time’. Abdel-Hafiz (2014, p. 17) compares Tawfīq’s (1988) and Jabra’s (1983) translation of 

this metaphor; Tawfīq reduces the metaphor to its sense and makes the lexical choice of the 

word “chance” instead of “lease” without expressing the metaphorical weight of the verse. 

Both Jabra and Luʼluʼah use the same expression in Arabic, but Jabra preserves the concretive 

metaphor (Abdel-Hafiz, 2014, p. 17). This shows that Luʼluʼah has followed in the footsteps 

of Jabra in trying to preserve the concretive metaphor in his translation, as Table 6.1 shows. 

All the other translators preserve the semantic weight of the metaphor comparatively, since 

they keep the meaning of a “shortening of the season’s time” but they do not preserve the actual 

metaphor used in the ST. Instead, they reduce it to create sense. 

Comparing “summer” to a “lease” is not a common metaphor used in Arabic. Indeed, the 

Arabic audience might not understand this metaphor without further explanation, or they might 

understand it, but without experiencing the aesthetic impact it might have on the ST audience. 

This explains why some of the chosen translators have paraphrased the meaning of this 

metaphor into something along the lines of, “summertime is too short”. This image is not 

common in Arabic, and so Wālī reduces the metaphor to sense by paraphrasing the metaphor 

to simplify it to the reader saying, اندھعو   (we’ve always known how summer is short), in a 

poetic way. 

It is clear from the examples shown in Table 6.1 that Abu-Deeb has replaced the idea of 

“summer” with “spring”, because the summer season in Arab countries is more likely to have 

negative connotations with an Arab audience. Generally, most of the translators have used 

paraphrase, and have reduced the metaphor to its essential sense. Few have sought to maintain 

the actual metaphor, either by translating it literally, or by finding an equivalent metaphor from 

the target language. Chapter Seven of this thesis will extend the analysis of Sonnet 18, with 

more reflection on the cultural connotations of different seasons in the Arab world.  
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Another example of a concretive metaphor is found in Sonnet 116. Shakespeare uses an 

extended concretive metaphor, where the abstraction of “love” is compared to a “star” that 

keeps a sailor on course, preventing his ship from going astray. The following table shows how 

this metaphor has been rendered by the chosen translators. 

The Source Text It is the star to every wandering bark 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 140). ةمئاھلا نفسلا لكل مجنلا ھنا، 

ships wandering the all to star the is It 

Wālī (2008, p. 132). مئاھ بكرم لك يدھی مجن ھنإ، 

boat wandering every guides that star a is It 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 314) in 

prose. 

 ،ھئات قروز لكل ىدھلا مجن ھنا

boat lost every for star guidance the is It 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 435) in 

poetry. 

 رحبأ راحب يأ يف ھئاتلا حلاملا يدھی مجن

 he seas whatever in mariner lost the guides that star A

in sails 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 260). ھئات بكرم لكل ةیادھلا مجن ھنا، 

boat lost every for star guidance the is It 

Enani (2016, p. 218). عئارلا يداھلا مجنلا ھیف دشنت ىریحلا نفسلاو 

 guiding wonderful the it in find ships wandering the And

star 

Table 6.2: Renderings of “It is the star to every wandering bark” (Sonnet 116) 

This example is classed as example of the influence of Arab culture on Shakespeare, because 

he uses the image of using stars to navigate directions.18 This metaphor is well-known in the 

 
18 Chapter Four gives more examples about the possible interaction between Shakespeare and the Arab world. 
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Arab world because, historically, Arab poets have often referred to stars and the names of stars 

in their poetry (especially in love poems). The metaphor of stars guiding ships is popular in 

Arabic language and culture, and this metaphor would be known to the translators and the TT 

audience. The Star of Suhail (Lambda Velorum) is the famous star Arab poets commonly 

allude to when using this metaphor to describe a lover. In this example, Shakespeare uses a 

similar device. Stars are frequently mentioned in the Qur'an as a sign of the greatness of God 

Almighty’s creations and are alluded to as natural signs that can be of benefit to people: 

نَوُدَتھَْی مْھُ  مِجَّْنلاِبوَ  تٍامَلاَعَوَ   (and landmarks and stars to guide people) (Abdel Haleem, 2015, p. 167).  

In this example, the five translators all preserve the image of the ST. Tawfīq is the only one 

who translates it literally, without providing any clarifying additions. In other words, he 

believes the audience would be familiar with this image and its context. The four other 

translators add in the description of “guidance” in the lexical choices they make.  

6.4.2 HUMANISING METAPHORS  

Leech (1969, p. 158) explains that this type of metaphor “attributes characteristics of humanity 

to what is not human.” An example of this type of metaphor can be found in Shakespeare’s 

Sonnet 27 when the speaker describes how he slides into a pattern of over-thinking whenever 

he is trying to go to sleep, and desires to be at his lover’s side. Shakespeare describes his 

thoughts as going on a journey or a pilgrimage to his lover. 

But then begins a journey in my head 

To work my mind, when body’s work’s expired: 

For then my thoughts, from far where I abide, 

Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee ... 

In the last line, Shakespeare describes his thoughts as if they were a group of men and women 

performing a holy journey to a sacred lover. This metaphor is rendered by the translators as 
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follows: 

The Source Text For then my thoughts, from far where I abide, 

Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 46). كیلا اسمحتم لایوط لایحر يونت، 

you toward journey exciting long, a make to Intend 

Wālī (2008, p.  43).  قوش لكب كیلا جّحت نأ، 

earnestness all with you to (hajj) pilgrimage seek To 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 132) in 

prose. 

 ،كیلإ ةفوھل جح ةلحر اھدنع آدبت

you to (hajj) of journey yearning a Start 

 Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 82). كیلا ةیسامح ةلحرب ھجوتتف، 

journey enthusiastic an on you towards heads it So, 

Enani (2016, p. 123). كب ةنمؤم كوحن اھتلحرب ءدبلا مزتعت و 

 in believing you towards journey its start to intends And

you 

 
Table 6.3: Renderings of “Intend a zealous pilgrimage to thee” (Sonnet 27) 

There are cultural difficulties in translating this example, because Muslims generally find it 

unacceptable to perform acts of worship on other human beings, because worship is reserved 

for Allah Almighty (especially sacred acts such as one of the five pillars of Islam, Hajj). This 

principle applies even for descriptions used in poetry.  

The concept of religious pilgrimage is well-known to the Arab audience because of its status 

as a pillar of Islam, to be performed once in a lifetime. Not all the translators have translated 

this line literally, using the Arabic word for “pilgrimage”, which is hajj. The main reason why 

some of the translators have not translated this metaphor literally into جح  might be because of 
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its connections with God. This connection is supported by a Qur'anic verse which makes it the 

duty of all Muslims, who can afford it, to perform pilgrimage for God. The verse reads:  َىَلع َِِّ%وَ 

 ۚ لاًیِبسَ ھِیَْلِإ  عَاطََتسْا  نِمَ  تِیَْبلْا  ُّجحِ  سِاَّنلا   (Pilgrimage to the House is a duty owed to God by people who 

are able to undertake it) (Abdel Haleem, 2015, p. 41).  

Wālī and Abu Deeb are the only translators who have translated “pilgrimage” literally into 

“hajj”. In the context of these translations, this is not considered to be a sacrilegious act 

(although it is not preferable). Tawfīq (1988) paraphrases the word “pilgrimage” without using 

the word “hajj” with all its religious connotations; instead, he just conveys the eagerness of the 

lover-poet to meet his beloved. Commenting on Tawfīq’s translation of this line, Abdel-Hafez 

(2014, p. 18) explains that, “the translator has failed to reproduce the SL image; he has reduced 

the image to its sense.” Wālī renders the meaning of “pilgrimage” in a similar way to that of 

Tawfīq. Enani is happy just to communicate the sense of a “journey”, accentuating the religious 

sense, by inclusion of the expression كب ةنمؤم   (believing in you) without using the religious 

word “hajj”. Abu-Deeb translates “pilgrimage” literally as جح ةلحر   (a journey of hajj). In 

Shakespeare’s day Christian readers would have been far more familiar with the concept of 

religious pilgrimage than secular readers are today.19  

Another example of a humanising metaphor is found in Sonnet 18. In this sonnet, “death” is 

given a human quality when the speaker describes it as “bragging” about taking people, 

including the speaker’s beloved, who is envisaged as wandering in death’s shade, if the beloved 

fails to reproduce.  

 

 
19 Chapter Seven will talk extensively about translating Shakespeare’s religious references, not just in 
connection with how they are translated when they are used as metaphors.  
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The Source Text Nor shall death brag thou wander’st in his shade 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 37). ھللاظ يف كیوطی نأ عیطتسی توملا لاو 

Nor death can fold you in its shadows 

Wālī (2008, p. 34). ھّلظ يفً ارئاس كب توملا رخافی نلو 

shadows its in walking you has it that brag can death Nor 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 114) in 

prose. 

 كاطخ للظی ھنأب حجّبتی نأ توملل حاتی نلو

 steps your shadowing about brag to able be death would Nor 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 408) in 

poetry. 

 ،ریست ھیحانج لظ يف كنأ اموی حجّبتی نل كلذك توملاو

wings. its of shadows the in walking are you that brag death will Nor 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 64). فوطت ھللاظ يف كنلأ توملا لاتخی نلو، 

shadows, its in roaming are you that brag death will Nor 

By Enani (2016, p. 113). ادرّشم ءانفلا لظ يف تّب دق نأب مامحِلا وھزی نلوّ لاك ً

 its of shadows the in expelled become you that brag death will Nor

yard.    

 
Table 6.4: Renderings of “Nor shall death brag thou wander’st in his shade” (Sonnet 18) 

Tawfīq reduces the metaphor in this line to sense by omitting the word “brag”. He is the only 

translator who has omitted this word in his translation, although he partly maintains the 

metaphorical expression of death. Again, Tawfīq reduces the metaphor to its sense, describing 

the action of death as “folding”, rather than “bragging”. The image of the persona of death 

taking the lover away is maintained, although conveyed in a different way. Three translators 

retain the key image of the persona of death as “bragging”, and the image of the lover 

wandering in the shade of death, although they make different lexical choices to do this. Enani 

also retains the image of “bragging” but uses a higher register of Classical Arabic because he 
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is translating the sonnets into verse. Arabic poetic norms encourage the use of humanising 

metaphors, and Arab audiences are familiar with this type of metaphor. An example is seen in 

the popular Arabic song by Abdul-Halim Hafiz, بذعلا كرغثل  نآمظ  رھنلا   (the river is thirsty for he 

misses your sweet mouth).  

6.4.3 ANIMISTIC METAPHORS 

Leech (1969, p. 158) explains that this metaphor, “attributes animate characteristics to the 

inanimate.” In other words, this metaphor attributes living (but not necessarily human) qualities 

to things that are not living. An example of this kind of metaphor is found in Sonnet 19. In this 

sonnet, Shakespeare compares the concept of time to a fierce living creature that has the power 

to deprive lions of their sharp claws and that can force Mother Earth to devour her own 

children. Shakespeare describes “time” as “devouring”. 

Source Text Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion’s paws, 

And make the earth devour her own sweet brood 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 38). دسلآا نئارب ملثی ،سرتفملا نمزلا، 

 ؛نیبیطلا اھءانبأ مھتلت ضرلآا لعجیو

claws, lion’s soften time, Predator 

children good its eat earth makes And 

Wālī (2008, p. 35). دسلأا بلخم ملثتلف ،سرتفملا نمزلا اھیأ 

 ةولحلا اھراغص علتبت ضرلأا لعجتلو

O time you predator, can soften the claw of the lion 

And make the earth swallow its young sweet offspring  
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 116) in prose. شحولا نمزلا 

 ،دسلأا نثارب مھكإ ،سرتفملا نمزلا اھیأ تنأ

 ،اھتبجنأ يتلا ةولحلا تاقولخملا سرتفت ضرلأا لعجاو

lion, the of clutches the soften can Predator, the Time, O You, 

And let the earth devour the sweet creatures which she bore 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 409) in verse. شحولا نمزلا 

 دوسلأا ىوقأ نثارب مّلث تئش نا ،لوغلا نمزلا اھیأ

 دولو مأك اھتبجنأ يتلا تانئاكلا سرتفت ضرلأا لعجاو

O time you ghoul, if you desire you can soften the clutches of 

the stronger lions 

And let the earth devour the creatures that she bore as a mother 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 66). دسلأا بلاخم مّلث ،مھتلملا نمزلا اھیأ، 

 ،اھینب رھز مھتلت ضرلأا لعجاو

O devouring time, you can soften the claws of the lion 

And let the earth devour the flower of its children 

Enani (2016, p. 114). لابئرِّلا رافظأ ةدّح بلسا هرشلا نمزلا بّر ای 

 لاحلا يف اھینیع ةرّق اھینب دردزت نأ ىلإ ضرلأا ىذھ عفداو

O greedy Lord of Time, you can soften the sharpness of the 

mighty claws of the lion 

And push this earth to swallow immediately the apples of its 

eyes 

 
Table 6.5: Renderings of “Devouring Time, blunt thou the lion’s paws” (Sonnet 19) 

In this sonnet, the speaker resumes his attempt to persuade his friend to marry and warns his 

friend about the dangers of letting time pass. Time is referred to seventy-eight times in sonnets 

1-126. In this sonnet, Shakespeare uses an animistic metaphor to liken time to a monster that 
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can take power away from the strongest beasts on earth, and that can eat its own offspring. It 

is possible to link this image to the story of Cronos, King of the Titans from Greek mythology. 

In Greek mythology, Cronos is drawn as a fierce father who devours his children. The myth of 

Cronos tells us that he eats his first five children, but his wife Rhea hides her sixth son, Zeus, 

placing a rock in his place. Cronos then eats the rock, thinking that it is his son. Cronos eats 

his own children, because his father Uranus, ruler of the skies and the heavens, foretells that 

one of Cronos’s children will become King of the Titans by force, usurping his own father. In 

Greek mythology, Uranus is depicted as having no love for his wife Gaea, which means 

“mother earth” (the name from which the word Geography comes from). Uranus decides to 

imprison all his children away from Gaea inside the earth. Shakespeare would have been 

familiar with the stories of Greek mythology, and it is possible that this knowledge inspired his 

creation of the image of time as devouring man, as used in this sonnet.  

The back translations reveal that all five translators preserve the animistic metaphor used in the 

source text. They all depict “time” as a fierce creature that can deprive lions of their sharp 

claws, which help them to prey and eat; and as something that has the power to make life on 

earth vanish. Enani brings the reader closest to the Greek myth by referring to Lord of Time. 

 

Figure 6.1: Saturn [Cronos] Devouring his Son by Francisco Goya (1746-1828) 

http://www.francisco-de-goya.com/saturn-devouring-his-son/ 
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6.4.4 SYNAESTHETIC METAPHOR 

Leech (1969, p. 158) explains that this type of metaphor, “transfers meaning from one domain 

of sensory perception to another.” Shakespeare’s sonnets contain a few examples of this kind 

of metaphor. For example, “To hear with eyes’” is an expression taken from Sonnet 23. Here 

Shakespeare uses a synaesthetic metaphor to transfer the domain of sight to the domain of 

hearing (i.e., using the eye to hear). 

The Source Text To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 42). فھرملا يكذلا بحلا ةملاع نیعلاب عامسلا 

love delicate smart for sign a is eye the with Hearing 

Wālī (2008, p. 39).  ةریصب وذ عئار بح وھ نینیعب عمست نأف 

 an with love gorgeous a is eyes two the with hear To

insight 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p.126) in prose. بلقلا ةنطف فاھرإ نم > میمصلا يف < وھ كینیعب عمست نأف. 

 softening of heart" the "at is eyes own your with hear To

heart the of acumen the 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 74). ةسیفنلا بحلا ةّیزم نینیعلاب عامسلاف.  

love. precious of specialty a is eyes the by Listening 

Enani (2016, p. 118). بلقلا يف ةفیھر ةنطفل يمتنت نیعلا دنع ءاغصلإا ةقاطف 

The listening energy at the eye belongs to a delicate 

acumen in the heart 

 
Table 6.6: Renderings of “To hear with eyes belongs to love’s fine wit” (Sonnet 23) 
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 6.4.5 DEHUMANISING METAPHORS 

This kind of metaphor is described as being used, “to ascribe animal or inanimate properties to 

a human being, [which] frequently have a ring of contempt” (Leech, 1969, p. 158). This kind 

of metaphor is used to ascribe non-human qualities to a human being. An example of this can 

be found in Sonnet 28 in which the speaker tells of how he tries to placate both day and night 

by telling them that his friend is radiant. He compares his friend to a shining heavenly body 

that lights-up the sky in a golden shade that replaces the stars.  

 The Source Text So, flatter I the swart-complexion’d night, 

When sparkling stars twire not thou gild’st the even 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 47). دقعملا سمادلا ھملاظ يف لیللا يرطأ اضیأ اذكھ، 

 ،ةئللأتملا موجنلا اھنع بجتحت امدنع ءامسلل ةنیز عشت كنا لوقأ

It is the same as well when I flatter the night in its 

complicated blind darkness, 

 the when sky the beautify to shine you that say I

hidden are stars twinkling 

Wālī (2008, p. 44). موجنلا ملظت امدنع دوسلآا ھجولا اذ لیللا قلمتأ امك: 

 .بھذلاب ءاسملا يلطت نم تنأ

 are stars the when night faced-black the flatter I As

gold with night the paint You darkened: 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 134) in 

prose. 

 ،ةكلاحلا ةرشبلا اذ لیللا قلمتأ كلذك

 .ءاسملا بھّذت تنا كنإف ،ةعشعشملا موجنلا لألأتت لا نیح

 the When night. skin toned-dark the flatter I how is This

night the gild you twinkling, not are stars sparkling 
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By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 84). نیبجلا محسلأا لیللا قلمتأ اذكو 

 ءاسملا بھّذت كنإف ةعشعشملا موجنلا وبخت امدنع يلوقب

night faced dark the flatter I well I as how is This 

 shining when night the gild you how him tell I When

unlit are stars 

Enani (2016, p. 124). يئاسم بھذلا نولب تیشّو مك" : رمسلأا يلیل قفانأ و! 

 ءارضخلا موجن للاطإ عنمی ملاظ دوسی نیح ىتح

 you’ve “how night: dark my flattering lie I And

gold!” of colour the with night my beautified 

seen be to stars the for dark too is it when Even 

 
Table: 6.7: Renderings of “So flatter I the swart-complexion’d night” (Sonnet 28) 

Generally, all the translators preserve the metaphorical image of the ST regardless of the level 

of similarity in detail. Tawfīq refers to the attributes of gold (shining) instead of using the 

metaphor of gold itself. Wālī retains the idea of adding the effect of gold to the dark sky, but 

also adds in the new metaphorical image of painting.  In this example, both Luʼluʼah and Abu-

Deeb preserve the original image of the ST, as an almost literal translation of the metaphor. 

Enani adds in more detail to the image, rendering it as the “colour of gold” instead of golden, 

but his translation ultimately recreates the same metaphorical effect of the original ST. 

6.5 TRANSLATIONS OF METAPHORS IN ARABIC IN ACCORDANCE WITH 

ARAB NORMS BASED ON NEWMARK’S (1988) MODEL 

Newmark’s model (1988, p. 107) explores procedures for translating metaphors. In the 

following sections each of these procedures are explained with examples taken from the 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. This will connect the points of discussion to the current 

study of Arab norms, and to Vinay and Darbelnet’s theory of translation shifts.  
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6.5.1 REPRODUCING THE SL IMAGE IN THE TL 

This procedure is perhaps the most important in respect of ensuring fidelity in translating 

metaphors. An example of this can be found in Sonnet 18 when Shakespeare describes the sun 

as “the eye of heaven”. 

The Source Text Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 37). ةدیدش ةرارحب انایحأ ءامسلا نیع قرشت، 

hines sky the of eye the does hot too Sometimes 

Wālī (2008, p. 34). ةرم اھترارح دشأب سمشلا نیع ءيضت، 

heat most its with shines sun the of eye the Sometimes 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 114) in 

prose. 

 ،ةبھلا ظاوشب انایحأ عّشت ءامسلا ةقدح و

 burning with shines sky the of pupil the Sometimes

flames 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 408) in 

poetry. 

 ،يوكت ةبھلاً اظاوش نوكلا نیع لسرتً انایحأ

 burning with shines universe the of eye the Sometimes

flames 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 64). دیزملا رّحلا نم لسرت انایحأ سمشلا نیع و، 

heat more sends sun the of eye the Sometimes 

Enani (2016, p. 113). دقوت دق ارح عشت ءامسلا نیع ىرن دقلو 

 with brightening sky the of eye the see might We

heat burning 

 

Table 6.8: Renderings of “Sometimes too hot the eye of heaven shines” (Sonnet 18) 
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Generally, all the translators keep the SL image in translation because it is an image that the 

Arab audience would be able to understand regardless of the exact equivalent used in the 

translation attempt. Referring to the sun as an eye is a common device in Arabic love poems. 

One popular Egyptian song goes as follows: يشام حباص  بلقلا  بیبح  نسحل  يشامحتام :  سمشلا  نیعل  او  لوق

(tell the eye of the sun not to be too hot for the love of my heart is walking out in the early 

morning). This device is commonly used for one-word metaphors. The translation of idioms 

or complex metaphors usually depends on cultural overlap. An example of an extended 

metaphor will be given in the following section.  

6.5.2 REPLACING THE SL IMAGE WITH A STANDARD TL IMAGE 

This procedure is important in order to avoid vague and awkward meanings or unclear images 

for the Arab audience. An example of this can be found in Sonnet 30 when Shakespeare uses 

a concretive metaphor and describes death as a dark place in which friends are hidden.  

The Source Text For precious friends hid in death’s dateless night 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 49). ىدمرسلا ھملاظ يف توملا مھاوط نیذلا ىلاوغلا ءاقدصلأا ىلإ، 

darkness eternal its in folded has death that friends dear the To 

Wālī (2008, p. 46). ةیاھن لاب لیل يف توملا مھبیغ ءازعأ ءاقدصأ ىلع 

night endless an in concealed has death that friends dear Our 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 138) 

in prose.  

 ،يدبلأا ھلیل يف توملا مھأّبخ نیلاغ ءاقدصأ ىلع

night eternal its in hidden has death that friends precious Our 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 410) 

in poetry. 

 ،ھل لجأ لا يذلا توملا لیل يف اوئّبخ نیلاغ ءاقدصأ ىلع -

 

 يّدبلأا توملا لیل ھبھیغ يف مھاوط نیلاغ ءابحأ لجأ نم -

Our precious friends who are hidden in the eternal night of 

death. 

 eternal the whom ones beloved precious of sake the For

darkness. its in folded has death of night 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 88). يضقنی لا لیل يف توملا مھبّیغ ءازعأ باحصأ ىلع 

night endless an in concealed has death whom friends dear Our 

Enani (2016, p. 126). دعوم لاب توملا لیل مھافخأ باحصأ ةزّعأ لیحرل 

 of night the in hidden are who friends dear of farewell the For

date end no until death 

 
Table 6.9: Renderings of “For precious friends hid in death’s dateless night” (Sonnet 30) 

In this image, death is depicted as a dark place in which the speaker’s friends are hidden for 

eternity (Abdel-Hafiz, 2014). All of the translators have changed the image of death as a 

passive element into death as an active element that hides friends in its darkness. Tawfīq uses 

the expression توملا مھاوط   (death has folded), which is a commonly used Arabic expression, to 

convey the meaning of death as a cause that has led the friends to vanish in its darkness, as if 

in a closed box. Abu-Deeb uses a similar image to the one used by Tawfīq to describe death as 

folding the friends in its darkness. He also uses similar vocabulary in both his prose translation 

and in his poetry translation, where he describes death as “hiding” the friends in its endless 

night. Both Wālī and Luʼluʼah use the same description of death as ‘concealing’ the friends in 

its endless night. Enani translates this image in a similar way to the other translators, and 

describes death as hiding the speaker’s friends in its dark night, eternally.   
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6.5.3 TRANSLATING THE SL METAPHOR AS A SIMILE 

A simile is easier to comprehend than a metaphor, as it overtly shows the reader that a 

comparison image is being drawn, using the words as or like. It is difficult to give a general or 

specific reason why a metaphor might be translated as a simile, because ultimately this is down 

to the translator’s own personal choice. Sonnet 28 is an example of where the five Arab 

translators have chosen to translate a metaphorical image differently.   

The Source Text I tell the day, to please him thou art bright 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 47). ةجھبلاب ءاضّو كّنإ ،هدعسأ يك ،راھنلل لوقأ 

joy with shining are you happy, it make to morning, tell I 

Wālī (2008, p. 44). ءامسلا میغلا بجح دقو راھنلل لوقأ 

 ،هرّسأ يك ،عطاسلا كرون يف يبیبح ىھبأ ام

 how clouds: with hidden is sky when morning the tell I

 it make to light, bright your in beloved my is beautiful

happy 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 134) in 

prose. 

 ،قّلأتم كّنا ،ھیضرأ يك راھنلل لوقا

bright are you it: please to morning tell I 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 84). ءاضو كنإ ھیضرلأ راھنلل لوقأ 

bright are you it: please to morning tell I 

By Enani (2016, p. 124). حاضّو ]يبیبح لثم[ كّنإ هربخأف حبصلا ءوض يئارُأو 

 my [like are, you it: telling by ghtli morning to lie I

bright beloved], 

 
Table 6.10: Renderings of “I tell the day, to please him thou art bright” (Sonnet 28) 
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In the image, the speaker envisages himself talking to the day, as if it were a person, and paying 

it a compliment by saying that it is as bright as the poet’s friend. Tawfīq, Abu-Deeb and 

Luʼluʼah delete the original comparison metaphor and keep only the image of the speaker 

flattering the day. Wālī renders the metaphor by adding in more details but keeps the essential 

image as it is. Enani changes the metaphor into a simile by adding in the word “like”.  

6.5.4 TRANSLATING A METAPHOR USING A METAPHOR (OR SIMILE) 

COMBINED WITH SENSE 

This procedure is a mixture of all the other procedures. Generally, translators do not always 

use the same procedures to translate an image. Indeed, the next chapter will focus on the 

translation of taboo images and give examples of cases where the translators have replaced 

taboo expressions with other more acceptable metaphorical images. An example of this case is 

the multiple use of the word Will in Sonnet 135 as follows: 

Whoever hath her wish, thou hast thy Will,  

And Will to boot, and Will in overplus;  

More than enough am I that vex thee still,  

To thy sweet will making addition thus.  

Scholars tend to agree that the word Will is a pun that refers to the sexual organs, willpower, 

and the speaker. However, the Arab translators opt to translate this pun differently. In order to 

do this, they each follow different procedures to reach the target message, without it being 

inappropriate for an Arabic audience. Some of the translators chose not to translate this sonnet 

at all. 
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 Source Text Will thy hast thou wish, her hath Whoever 

overplus in Will and boot to Will And 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 161). ةبغرلا كیدل تناك دقل ،اھرطو يضقی يذلا نم، 

 .ةرفاولا ةوھشلاو ،ةمیزعلا كیدل تناك امك

Who would satisfy her sexual needs, you had the desire 

As you had the determination and the abundant lust 

Wālī (2008). Wālī did not translate this sonnet. 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 354) in 

prose. 

 ،> كتوھش< /كمیلو كل تنأف ،ھبغرت امم ةأرملا نكی امھم

 .فارسإب >تاوھش< /لو كلو ،ضیفلا ىتح >تاوھش< / لو اضیأ كلو

Whatsoever a woman has what she wants, you have your will 

[lust], 

And you also have will [lusts] extremely, as well as you have will 

[lusts] excessively 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 298). كتدارإ كیدل تنأف ، اھتبغر اھیدل تناك نم، 

 : ةیفاض ةوھش و ،كلذ قوف مزع و

volition your have you desire, her had Whomever 

lust overflowing and that, of top on determination a And 

Enani (2016, p. 238). رعاشلا اذھ ...كبوبحمب تزف دقلف اھینامأب ىثنأ تزاف نا 

 رماغلا ریخلاو قفادّلا ءاملا ھبناج ىلا تلن دقلو

If a woman has reached her desires, it should be you. You won your 

beloved… this poet. 

good. overflowing and water flowing the got you’ve besides, And 

 
Table 6.11: Renderings of “Whoever hath her wish, thou hast her Will” (Sonnet 135) 
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The back translations show that Tawfīq and Luʼluʼah translate Will as to mean determination 

or lust. Wālī opts to omit this sonnet completely from his book, most probably due to the 

controversial sexual nature of the content. Abu-Deeb keeps in the word Will as it is, with its 

corresponding pronunciation in Arabic as لو , but he adds in the word  ةوھش   (lust) after each 

Will ( لو ). Enani translates meaning of Will to create the image of flowing water. This shows 

just how much Enani seeks to satisfy Arab norms. Unlike Wālī, Enani keeps the translation of 

this sonnet in his book but translates its component by component in a way fits in with Arab 

norms. All sexual references to Will are replaced to indicate the speaker (poet) himself, or to 

refer to flowing water. However, Enani fails to explain what the flowing water might refer to). 

In Arab culture flowing water is generally a positive symbol that represents wealth and 

blessings. 

6.5.5 THE TRANSLATION OF A METAPHOR WITH THE SAME METAPHOR 

COMBINED WITH SENSE (WITH EXTRA ADDITIONS BY THE TRANSLATOR)   

In Sonnet 131 Shakespeare describes his significant regard for the one he addresses as “the 

fairest and most precious jewel”. In this sense, Shakespeare considers his love to be valuable 

and beautiful. In translation, some of the translators have qualified this meaning by enhancing 

a sense of comparison, and they have added in extra descriptive words to convey meaning.  

 The Source Text Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 157). اعیمج اھلاغأو رھاوجلا لمجأ 

 priceless most the and jewels the of beautiful most The

all them among 

Wālī (2008, p. 147). ةرھوج ىلغأ و لمجأ كنا ادیج نیملعت تنا 
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 and beautiful most the are you that well know You

jewel precious 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 346) in 

prose. 

 اھسفنأ و رھاوجلا لمجأ

all them among rarest the and jewel beautiful most The 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 290). ىلغلأا ةرھوجلاو لمجلأا. 

jewel priceless most and beautiful most The 

Enani (2016, p. 233). ملاعلا يف ةرھوج نمثأ لب ةأرما ىلحأ 

 in jewel precious most the yet and woman, prettiest eTh

world. the 

 
Table 6.12: Renderings of “Thou art the fairest and most precious jewel” (Sonnet 131) 

Generally speaking, in most of his translations, Enani opts to use this device extensively, 

indeed, more so than any of the other translators. This adds both extra poetic style and meaning 

to the verse translation.  

6.5.6 CONVERTING THE METAPHOR TO SENSE 

Newmark (1988) explains that this procedure is needed when the TL image is, “too broad in 

sense or not appropriate to the register.” In other words, this procedure suited to translating 

extended metaphors. Sonnet 33 contains an example of extended metaphor that has been 

reduced to sense when translated into Arabic. Leech (1969, p. 159) describes an extended 

metaphor as, “a metaphor which is developed by a number of different figurative expressions, 

extending perhaps over several lines of poetry.” In Shakespeare’s lines, concepts such as the 

morning and mountains are given human attributes.  
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The Source Text Full many a glorious morning have I seen 

Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye, 

Kissing with golden face the meadows green 

Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 52). اھتیأر ءاھبلا ةلماكلا ةدیدعلا تاحابصلاا نم مك 

 ،ةرسلآا ةرظنلاب لابجلا ممق ىلع اھلامج يفضت

 ،ءارضخلا لوھسلا يبھذلا اھھجوب لبقت

 ؛ةیوامسلا ءایمیكلاب ةبحاشلا لوادجلا يلطت

seen I’ve mornings glorious fully the are Many 

 charming a with mountains of tops the on beauty its Adding

glimpse 

face engold its with meadows green the Kissing 

alchemy heavenly with streams pale Painting 

Wālī (2008, p. 49). ةیھبلا حابصلا سمش تیأر ام رثكأ ام 

 ،اھللاج نیعب لابجلا ممق يرطت

 ءارضخلا يعارملا يبھذلا اھھجوب مثلت

 ؛يوامسلا اھریسكإب ةبحاشلا لوادجلا يلطتو

sun ningmor glorious the seen I’ve times the are Many 

glory its of eyes the with mountains of tops Praising 

face golden its with meadows green the Veiling 

elixir heavenly with streams pale Painting 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 146) in 

prose.  

 ھتیأر دیجم حابص نم مك

 ةیكلم نیعب لابجلا ىرذ دسمی

 ،يبھذلا اھھجوب ءارضخلا جورملا لبقت

 ،ةیھلإ ءایمیخب ةیفاصلا لوادجلا بھّذتو

 of tops the rubbing seen I’ve mornings glorious the are Many

 its with meadows green the kissing eye royal with mountains

 with gold into streams pure the turning and face golden

alchemy divine 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p.  413) in 

poetry. 

 ادیجملا حابصلا تیأر دق ةرم مكو

 ةّیبلأا تاخماشلا ىرّذلا يذھ دسّمی

 ادیدج اضغ نوكلا لعجت ةیكولم نیعب

 ةیدنلا جورملا رضخلا لبقت يبھذلا اھھجو يفو

 نیجللاك ةیفاص لوادجلا اھیف بھذتو

 ةرحاس ةھلآ لثم ،اھئایمیخ ةنتفب

 eye royal its with new and ngyou universe the makes It 

meadows dewy green the kisses it face golden its in And 

silver as pure as streams its Gilding 

gods charming as alchemy, its of beauty the With 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 94). تدھش دق يھب حابص مك 

 ،ةیكلم ةرظنب لابجلا ممق بعادی

 يبھذ ھجوب جورملا رضخ لبقی

 !يوامس رحسب لوادجلا حلاك بھّذی

Many are the beautiful mornings I’ve seen 

Tickling the summits of mountains with royal glimpse, 

Kissing the green meadows with golden face 

magic! heavenly with gold into streams grim the turning And 
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Enani (2016, p. 129). ءلالألا جاھولا حبصلا تدھاش ام رثكأ ام 

 ءاوضلأاب لابج ممق نھادی

 ةیكلملا ةعطاسلا نیعلا نم

 ءارضخ اضایر يبھذلا هاّیحمب لبقیو

 ةّیولعلا رحسّلا تارطقب ةبحاشلا راھنلأا يشّویو

morning pearly glamorous the seen I’ve times the are Many 

lights with mountains of stop the Sheering 

eye shining royal the From 

meadows green the complexion golden its with Kissing 

droplets. magic upper the with river pale the Beautifying 

 
Table 6.13: Renderings of “Full many a glorious morning have I seen” (Sonnet 33) 

The back translations reveal how the metaphors have been reduced to sense in Tawfīq’s 

translation in particular. Tawfīq has reduced the image of the glorious morning, which is 

flattering the mountain peaks, to its sense. Also, human attributes have been substituted, and 

the meaning rendered as a description of how the glorious morning adds to the beauty of the 

mountain peaks. However, Tawfīq does not reduce the next image, of the sun kissing the 

meadows, to sense. Generally, it could be argued that Tawfīq makes personal choices, and is 

not driven by Arab norms. Furthermore, the other Arab translators have preserved the images 

of the ST as they are in the TT, regardless of different choices made to render lexical 

equivalents. For the last lines, only Abu-Deeb and Luʼluʼah preserve the exact image with a 

literal translation of gilding as بھّذی  (gilding), while the other translators change the verb used. 

Tawfīq and Wālī translate gilding as يلطت  (painting), and Enani translates it as يشّوی  (to 

beautify). Ultimately, the overall Shakespearean images are kept, and meet Arab norms. 
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6.5.7 DELETING THE METAPHOR 

Although this procedure is not preferable, it sometimes cannot be avoided, especially if the 

metaphorical images clearly clash with Arab norms. One example of this can be found in 

Sonnet 28 as discussed above. It is worth noting here that Tawfīq has been criticised for using 

this procedure extensively in his translation of the sonnets. The next chapter of the thesis 

discusses the translation of taboo cultural references and images found in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, and provides examples of where deletion is a ‘must’ in the translation process, in the 

context of Arab norms. 

6.6 THE NORMS OF TRANSLATING METAPHORS IN SHAKESPEARE’S 

SONNETS INTO ARABIC 

The analyses of this chapter show that norms play a role in the Arabic versions of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets. Most aspects of Toury’s classification of norms are covered in this 

section. Preliminary norms are a prior step to any translation attempt. The analysis reveals 

some preliminary norms, since the five Arabic versions of Shakespeare’s sonnets were 

rendered by Arab translators, who translated from Shakespearean (Elizabethan) English into 

Arabic. These will take a strong presence in the discussion of the translation of metaphors, 

because each translator has the option of multiple choices (usually), and their preferences 

highlight dominant norms. 

It is Enani’s version of the sonnets which considers TC norms (acceptability) the most, but 

Abu-Deeb seems to apply SC norms (adequacy) more often. As Chapter Eight will discuss, 

this leaning towards the TC or the SC can be influenced by multiple factors, and it can affect a 

translation’s distinctiveness. It is worth mentioning here that Enani’s and Abu-Deeb’s 

translations borrow words from the SC culture, and this seems to be a common feature of their 

translations, but one which is not motivated by religious reasons. However, the choices made 
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by all the translators are influenced by various other factors such as dominant cultural norms, 

personal background, and personal preferences, etc. The other selected translations oscillate on 

a scale between Enani and Abu-Deeb’s orientations (which represent the two extreme poles of 

cultural norms as they are applied by all the translators). Operational norms also take their 

shape in the translation of the metaphors found in Shakespeare’s sonnets, but the translators 

seem to care most about the linguistic aspects of translation, but a discussion of this is beyond 

the scope of this study.     

Toury’s classification of norms does not completely cover the cultural aspects of translation, 

therefore, concepts taken from Hermans’ (1999) and Chesterman’s (1993) theories about 

norms will be applied here as well. Hermans (1999) investigations relate to this study because 

they highlight the socio-cultural configuration of norms; he advocates investigating norms by 

analysing the strategies followed by the translator. His approach supports the belief that certain 

factors such as social, cultural, and poetic, etc. can contribute to a translator’s decision-making 

processes.20  

It can be seen from the translational choices made by each translator that Chesterman’s theories 

of norms take a clear shape.21 For example, Chesterman’s Professional (Process) norms (the 

norms that control the translation process itself) can be distinguished among the translators. 

Accountability Norms (also called ethical norms) relate to the translator’s standards and 

integrity. Communication Norms (also called Social Norms) are of interest in this current study 

because translation bridges the gap between the ST and TT to deliver the intended message of 

the text to its target recipients. As discussed, all the translators have used different methods 

and strategies for translating Shakespeare’s metaphors to deliver the meanings of these 

 
20 Hermans (1999) investigation into norms is discussed more fully in Chapter Eight which explores the 
translators’ driving forces of translation and the distinctiveness of their translations.  
21 See Chapter Two for more information about Chesterman’s classification of norms. 
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metaphors to their Arabic readers. Indeed, Chesterman explains that decisions made during 

translation are the outcome of multiple factors, including social and cultural, the translators' 

agency, translational shifts, and an awareness of the intended target audience. These factors are 

discussed in more detail in Chapter Eight.   

It might be concluded that the more a metaphor is likely to be understood by an Arab audience, 

the more the translator can keep the source image without modifications. Also, the more a 

metaphor is culturally accepted by an Arab audience, then the more a translator can keep it in, 

without disguising its source features, to meet an audience’s expectations.  

Undertaking an analysis of relational norms (also called linguistic norms) is beyond the scope 

of the study, as is undertaking an analysis of expectancy (product) norms, which are concerned 

with TT readership expectations about the translated product; these norms have a linguistic 

aspect because they concern grammatical appropriateness and acceptability in the TT culture, 

and style and register, etc.  

6.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has explored how the translators have rendered the metaphorical imagery found 

in Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic. It began by explaining the metaphor as a figure of speech, 

and Shakespeare’s use of metaphor. Examples were cited from translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets in order to illustrate how Shakespeare’s metaphors have been rendered in light of 

dominant Arabic translation norms. The discussion of the translation of metaphors in this 

chapter was informed by Leech’s (1969) typology of metaphors and Newmark’s (1988) 

procedures of translating metaphors. Using Newmark’s typology of translation shifts, the 

analysis demonstrated the different strategies used by the translators in rendering the 

metaphors. The extent to which the translators’ choices are aligned to norms varies, as the 
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analysis reflected. However, the translators mostly sought to avoid clashes with an Arab 

audience’s norms and expectations. 

In most of his sonnets Shakespeare uses patterns of extended metaphors to create complex 

images in order to create a specific effect. Understanding how metaphors are used is essential 

to studying and understanding Shakespeare’s sonnets, and how the sonnets have been rendered 

into Arabic. The translators all understand that ignoring the metaphorical language of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets will not produce an adequate translated version. Ultimately, 

Shakespeare’s poetry is driven by the power of metaphors. 

It is impossible to simplify the complicated and ambiguous methods each Arabic translator has 

used for his translation of Shakespeare’s metaphorical images into Arabic. In other words, it is 

impossible to conclude exactly why each translator has chosen certain criteria for translation. 

However, evidence shows that norms have influenced some of the choices made by some of 

the translators. For example, it is clear that some translators have been constrained by their 

religious and literary backgrounds in their translation of the sonnets. An element of personal 

conceptualisation has also influenced some of the choices made.   

Generally speaking, the Arabic translators of Shakespeare’s sonnets have maintained the 

metaphors used in Shakespeare’s sonnets, with some differences in the choices made by each 

of the translators. However, although deleting metaphors is not preferable, many of the source 

metaphors have been deleted in the Arabic translations. Both Tawfīq (1988) and Wālī (2008) 

omit metaphorical images extensively in comparison to the other chosen Arabic translators.  

Although this study seeks to shed light on whether or not norms have influenced the choices 

made by the translators, in some cases it is not exactly clear as to why the translators have made 

certain choices. The driving reasons behind translation play their role in the agency of the 

translator. For example, Wālī hints that he is translating to make source texts available for 
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Arabic students; his translations are an attempt to provide a simplified and conservative version 

of Shakespeare’s sonnets in order to meet the Arabic cultural norms of his academic recipients. 

However, Tawfīq was a journalist who was more used to translating for the everyday (but not 

necessarily academic) reader, and, therefore, tracking the roots of English metaphors in detail 

may not have been a priority for him; his translation priorities seem to be clarity and the 

enjoyment of reading. 

The conclusions in this chapter are based on observations from the corpus of the study and of 

each translators' agency. One of the basic conclusions to be drawn from this chapter is that 

translators oscillate in the choices they make. Since none of the translations have been made 

for political or religious purposes, the reason for this oscillation might, perhaps, simply be 

personal artistic preferences. An example of this is Abu-Deeb, who makes clear references to 

the Bible which reveal his Christian background, but his translation also contains Islamic 

words. Enani’s version uses many Qur'anic expressions, but, in many cases, it keeps in 

Shakespeare’s source Christian symbols.   

This chapter has built its analysis on Leech’s (1969) typology of metaphors and Newmark’s 

(1988) procedures of translating metaphors, because these theories are diverse enough to cover 

most of the metaphors found in Shakespeare’s sonnets. These models can also be used to 

progress the investigation of norms. Nevertheless, categorising the examples found in the 

sonnets under Leech’s typology, and classifying them to be translated according to Newmark’s 

model poses some challenges because a translator usually translates a metaphor in a way that 

he or she finds convenient, using intuition (gut instinct), and not using a specific academic 

method. To clarify, sometimes metaphors are translated in an instinctual and non-logical way, 

and one which cannot easily be classified into a specific model.  
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This chapter has looked at how metaphors in Shakespeare’s sonnets have been translated into 

Arabic by the chosen translators. The next chapter looks at how the translators have dealt with 

translating other content according to Arab cultural norms, and, specifically, it explores how 

the chosen Arab translators have treated taboo cultural references found in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

THE TRANSLATION OF CULTURAL REFERENCES AND TABOOS 

IN SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS  

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter explores the different ways the translators have translated cultural references and 

taboos found in Shakespeare’s sonnets, and it aims to show the role that norms play when 

translators make decisions. According to Nida (1964, p. 30), cultural and linguistic differences 

are equally important because, “differences between cultures may cause more severe 

complications for the translator than do differences in language structure.”  

The discussion of cultural references will cover the translation of biblical references, 

mythological references, and social taboos. The previous chapters have explained how and why 

Arab intellectuals and locals welcomed Shakespeare into their literary canon, and this chapter 

looks at how translators have tackled the issue of translating cultural taboos and mythological 

references found in Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

This chapter attempts to answer the following question: What are the norms for translating 

culture-oriented words in Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic? To answer this question, the 

chapter presents an exploration of the typologies of cultural references in translation. Then, to 

narrow the dimensions of the investigation, some sonnets chosen from the corpus have been 

used as examples throughout the analysis. 

7.2 THE MEANING OF CULTURAL REFERENCES IN TRANSLATION 

Although this study uses the term “cultural references” to refer to cultural-specific items, other 

equivalent terms will be used interchangeably. For instance, Newmark (1988) uses the term 

“cultural words”; Baker refers to cultural items as “culture-specific concepts” (1992). The 
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terms “realia” and “culture-bound phenomena’” are favoured by Robinson (1997). Other 

similar terms include “culture-bound elements” (Hagfors, 2003) and “culture-specific items” 

or “cultural concepts” (Davies, 2003). There is no single system that must be followed when 

translating cultural references. Therefore, the chapter will begin by exploring different 

typologies (models) that are used to classify translation procedures or strategies.  

7.3 MODELS OF TRANSLATION STRATEGIES USED TO TRANSLATE 

CULTURAL REFERENCES 

The term “cultural references” is a general expression that works like an umbrella to cover 

diverse issues related to a particular culture. According to Altahri (2013, p. 78), cultural 

references include words, terms, expressions and concepts that are created for a particular 

culture and are only comprehensible to that culture. This means that people outside of that 

culture may understand them, but they cannot experience them in the way that natives do.  

Generally speaking, the conflict arising from translating cultural references is triggered either 

by their nonexistence in the target text (TT) culture, or by the different value of these references 

between the two cultures, regardless of the criteria for this difference, which, according to 

Aixela, could be frequency, usage, or ideology, etc (2004, p. 197). Nevertheless, limiting all 

aspects of a culture to a comprehensive classification is impossible because of the diverse 

cognitive issues that relate to a culture and the elements that constitute it. Accordingly, finding 

a typology of cultural references that classifies borders is virtually impossible. Indeed, Macro 

(2002, p. 207, as cited in Oltra Ripoll, 2005, p. 75) explains that, “such an exhaustive 

classification should compromise all aspects of community life.” However, to put this current 

study on a solid foundation, the following sections outlines the main relevant typologies that 

translation scholars use to translate cultural references. Indeed, many such models have 

emerged, but some are not applicable for translating Shakespeare’s sonnets. In fact, several 
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typologies are more appropriate for use in audio-visual translations. For these reasons, this 

study will cover only selected typologies, namely those of Klingberg (1986), Newmark (1988), 

Aixelà (1996), Davies (2003), and Diaz Cintas (2007), respectively.  

7.3.1 KLINGBERG’S TYPOLOGY (1986) 

Klingberg applied his typology to Swedish-English translations, and it uses a comprehensive 

and detailed approach. Klingberg’s translation philosophy covers most of the cultural aspects 

encountered in Shakespeare’s sonnets, and it supports literal translations which, when applied 

to the translation of the sonnets, enhances the norms of the source text (ST), since literal 

translation keeps the essential features of the source culture. 

Before addressing Klingberg’s categorisation of cultural references and his methodology, it is 

important to clarify the nine methods he uses, “to effect cultural context adaptation” 

(Klingberg, 1986, p. 18). Adaptation is one of the major shifts used for solving cultural issues 

in translation. These nine methods can be outlined as follows: 

a) Adding explanation. This is when the cultural reference is retained, but a brief explanation 

is also added within the text. 

 
b) Rewording. When what is in the ST is expressed without reference to the cultural element. 

 
c) Explanatory translation. The function of the cultural element is explained to the reader.  
 

d) Explanation outside of the text. Cultural references are explained using additional 

commentary, in the preface, or in the footnotes, etc. 

 

e) Substitution with an equivalent from the target language. For example, in Pappa 

Pellerin’s Daughter (1975), a Swedish children’s song is replaced in the English translation by 
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the English popular song Ride a Cockhorse to Banbury Cross, which provides an equivalent 

function for readers in the English culture (Klingberg, 1986, p. 22). 

 
f) Substituting using a near equivalent from the target language culture. Klingberg gives 

an example of a popular Swedish children’s prayer that was replaced in English translation by 

The Lord’s Prayer. The substitution is a prayer, but not specifically a children’s prayer, and is, 

thus, different from the previous method described (Klingberg, 1986, p. 23). 

 
g) Simplification. The meaning is simplified using a more general concept instead of a specific 

one. 

 
h) Deletion. Cultural references are deleted, whether they are single words, sentences or even 

chapters. 

 
i) Localisation. The entire cultural setting of the ST is moved (or localised) to another cultural 

setting closer to that of the TT reader. Over the years, the meaning of localisation in translation 

and its related aspects has changed to become a technical term.  

The above outlined translation methods have been variously used in the five chosen attempts 

to translate Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, in order to solve problems of ambiguity caused 

by cultural differences.   

Klingberg (1986, pp. 17-54) identifies ten categories of cultural reference and discusses 

different strategies for using them. In some cases, he recommends or discourages the use of a 

certain strategy. These categories are as follows: 

a) Literary references. This category covers all references relating to, “events or characters 

in literary works, [including] titles of books, short stories, magazines or newspapers” (Altahri, 

2013, p. 81). Klingberg suggests that some adaptation should be used as a translation strategy 
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for the sake of meeting TT readers’ needs. Although he recommends literal translation, 

Klingberg recognises that adaptation is needed in order to remove ambiguity and 

miscomprehension surrounding references that might be known to ST readers but not to TT 

readers (Klingberg, 1986, p. 19). He suggests that other strategies in addition to adaptation can 

be used. For instance, deletion can be used when it is difficult to explain the meaning of the 

text to the reader or when explanation is unimportant.  

For translating the titles of books and newspapers, Klingberg suggests examining whether a 

publication is internationally familiar. If titles are well-known around the globe, have 

equivalents in the TT, and are established titles in the TT, then they can bear translation. 

However, if titles are unknown then literal translation can create even more ambiguity and be 

misleading. One example of a mistranslated title is Mary Sutcliff’s 1958 novel, Warrior 

Scarlet, which was translated as The Red Warrior, and this is a misinterpretation of the real 

title, which actually refers to a red kilt worn by a character in the novel. 

b) A foreign language in the source text. This category refers to situations where the TT 

audience is thought to be familiar with the source language. Klingberg (1986, p. 29) suggests 

that the translator must first get to know the level of familiarity an audience has with a foreign 

language. Accordingly, a decision can then be made to translate or not to translate the foreign 

text contained in the source material, and/or about the degree of adaptation required.   

c) References to mythology and popular belief. This category covers issues that arise when 

translating the, ‘names, terms used for supernatural beings, concepts, events and customs’ 

(Klingberg, 1986, pp. 30-33). Klingberg suggests strategies for translating myth-related issues 

as follows: a) when translating mythical names and concepts that already have equivalents in 

the target language, then those equivalents should be used. One example is the translation of 

the Swedish name for Father Christmas Jultomten as “Santa Claus” in the English translation 
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of The Night Daddy (1971) by Maria Gripe; b) when mythical terms are invented by the author 

or the terms are known to only a few people in the source language. Klingberg suggests two 

options for translating such references: translate them as closely as possible to their original 

form in the ST or replace them with terms taken from the popular beliefs and mythology of the 

TT culture. One example from Old Nordic mythology keeps the source names of two primeval 

monsters, Katla and Karm, in the English translation of The Brothers Lionheart by Astrid 

Lindgren; c) translating concepts that are familiar in the source culture but not in the target 

culture. An example would be the concept of “a cuckoo heard in the West” expressed as 

västergök, which is known in Swedish popular belief as a bad omen. In such cases, he suggests 

rewording as a strategy, to transfer the source element, “but without the use of the cultural 

element” (Klingberg, 1986, pp. 31-32). 

Shakespeare makes reference to mythological stories mostly in sonnets 145 and 153, where he 

talks about the Greek myth of Cupid. The last part of this chapter will examine how the chosen 

translators deal with mythological references in the five Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets.  

d) Historical, religious and political background. This category includes, “references to the 

historical, religious and political background of the foreign environment” (Altahri, 2013, p. 

84). Shakespeare’s sonnets are rich in religious and biblical references that might create 

obstacles for Arabic translators when transferring meaning for an Arab (mostly Muslim) 

audience.  

Klingberg (1986, p. 33) suggests a method to deal with these types of references, according to 

the aims of the translation. If the translation is to introduce the TT reader to the culture of the 

ST, then cultural references should be retained. Here, Klingberg supports Venuti’s theory of 

foreignisation (1995 and 2008), which aims to bring the target text audience as close as possible 
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to the source culture. If the cultural references cannot be understood by the target audience, 

Klingberg (1986, p. 33) argues that there is, therefore, a “lack of necessary cultural context 

adaptations”. An example of this problem can be found in the Swedish translation of The 

Borrowers (1952) by Mary Norton, where “He was killed many years ago on the North-West 

Frontier” is translated literally. In this case, using a close as possible strategy would not have 

been useful for Swedish children to understand exactly which frontier was being referenced. 

To clarify, Klingberg advises adding in an explanation to solve the problem of cultural 

ambiguity, e.g adding in the information, “on the North-West Frontier of India” (Altahri, 2013, 

p. 84).  

For translating religious references, no single translation strategy is suggested. Klingberg 

(1986, p. 35) prefers deletion as the best method to solve any challenges posed by religious 

references, but he also argues that adaptation might be needed in some cases. For political 

references, he advises translators to provide additional information to the TT reader about the 

political background of the ST, as opposed to deleting the reference or substituting it with a 

more familiar reference. 

e) Buildings, home furnishings and food. Klingberg (1986, p. 36) suggests that when cultural 

adaptation is needed, adding in more explanation where possible is preferred. Here, the 

translator is given the freedom to add in words whenever there is a need to describe food and 

drink references. Klingberg (1986, p. 38) gives an example taken from The Night Daddy, 

whereby the Swedish “knäckebröd med mesost” is translated into “crispbread with whey 

cheese”. In other words, he suggests describing the food or drink, and, in this example, he 

argues that just using the word “cheese” is not a good idea because, in this case, the dish is 

Swedish. Instead, adding in extra words of description helps to explain the term.  
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f) Customs, practices, play and games. Play, games and all related cultural practices are 

included in this category. As with the previous category, Klingberg (1986: 38) recommends 

adding in an explanation where needed. He also suggests using rewording and explanatory 

translation, whether within or outside the text, when dealing with such references. Klingberg 

is against deleting or replacing the cultural reference with an equivalent from the target 

cultures. 

g) Flora and fauna. This category includes the names of animals, plants and everything 

connected with nature and cultivation. In most cases, Klingberg (1986, pp. 41-43) encourages 

retaining these references rather than replacing them with references that might be more 

familiar to the target audience. Indeed, keeping the references as they are contributing (is it 

correct grammatically) to an understanding of the foreign environment. There are other 

strategies covered in this category but discussing them here in detail will not enhance the 

current study, since Shakespeare’s sonnets do not contain any of these references.  

h) Personal names, titles, names of domestic animals and objects. Klingberg proposes 

translating personal names using the following rules: a) maintaining personal names if they 

belong to everyday language and do not have any special meaning (1968, p. 43); b) adapting 

personal names that belong to everyday language and that have a meaning known to the author 

(but one which is not necessarily obvious to the target culture audience). Klingberg advises 

that, “... some cultural adaptation has to be undertaken in such cases” (1986, p. 45); c) 

translating personal names that do not belong to everyday language and that have meanings 

that are important for understanding. 

When translating the names of domestic animals and objects, Klingberg (1986, p.49) advises 

treating these names like personal names. If the names bear descriptive meanings, then these 
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meanings should be preserved by translating or explaining them, as in the example of a horse 

called “Prince”, which can be translated into “Prins” in Swedish. 

i) Geographical names. According to Klingberg (1968, p. 50) there are different ways to 

translate geographical names. The translator may keep the name as it is, transliterate the name 

if it contains diacritic marks, or delete the diacritic marks. 

j) Weights and measures. Klingberg (1986, p. 54) concludes that incorrect translations of 

weights and measures are acceptable if they are approximate. Generally, he encourages using 

measure equivalents from the target culture, if they exist.  

7.3.2 NEWMARK’S TYPOLOGY (1988) 

Newmark (1988, pp. 95-103) offers strategies to translate cultural references that fall into five 

categories, as follows: a) Ecology: to cover flora and fauna; b) Material culture: to cover 

artefacts concerning housing, food, communications and clothes; c) Social culture: to cover 

work and leisure; d) Organisations, customs and ideas: to cover all social, religious, legal, 

political and artistic aspects; and e) Gestures and habits: to cover how people of different 

cultures behave differently in certain situations, such as shaking hands when greeting each 

other (Newmark, 1988, p. 102). It is worth mentioning that this method of classification is an 

adaptation of Nida’s concept of translation shifts, which is covered in Chapter Two of this 

thesis. 

Newmark (1988, p. 103) suggests twelve different procedures that can be used to translate 

cultural references: a) using cultural equivalents; b) using recognised translations; c) 

paraphrasing, gloss, and notes, etc.; d) using transference; e) using neutralisation (i.e. using 

functional and descriptive equivalents); f) using literal translations; g) labelling; h) 

componential analysis: i) using naturalisation; j) deletion; k) using couplets; and l) using 

classifiers.  
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Figure 7.1: Newmark’s Typology of Cultural References (1988) 

Here it is necessary to explain slight differences in and additions to some of the procedures. 

The examples in relation to the current study concern the translation of religious references 

contained in Shakespeare’s sonnets for an Arabic audience. Islam is the main religion in Arab 

countries, and so it is an Arabic translator’s job to consider the role of Islam in respect of 

common beliefs and taboos. Therefore, the two concepts this current study will examine are as 

follows:  

a) Transference. The cultural reference here is transferred into the TT in its original form from 

the source language, as in the word jihad. Harvey (2000, p. 5) calls this procedure 

transcription/transliteration.  

 
b) Naturalisation. There are two steps to this procedure: firstly, adapting the source language 

reference to the normal pronunciation of the target language; secondly, adapting it to its normal 

morphology, as in the Arabic word kharij, which can be naturalised into English as kharijites 

(dissent). 

 
c) Cultural equivalents. The cultural item is translated using an equivalent from the target 

culture that maintains the same connotations of the source item, as in “heaven” and “hell”. It 
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is important to note that Newmark criticises this strategy, stating that it might not be accurate 

(Newmark, 1988, p. 83). 

 
d) Functional equivalents. The cultural reference is replaced with a culture-neutral word 

(ibid). This procedure might involve a generalisation of the source language word. An example 

of this is the Arabic word alhudoud, which literally means “limits” or “boundaries”. However, 

Elewa (2014, p. 29) notes the following:  

 
It usually refers to the Islamically-established penalties or punishment for committing 

specific crimes or felonies: intoxication, theft, highway robbery, adultery/fornication, 

false accusation of adultery/fornication, and apostasy. Punishment for other crimes or 

felonies is called ta’zeer. This religious distinction between both terms may be discarded 

to give its functional equivalent in English, i.e., ‘penalties’. 

 
e) Descriptive equivalents. This refers to the paraphrasing of the cultural item. For example, 

the Arabic (Islamic) word alkhul’ does not have an equivalent in English, and, thus, it needs to 

be explained with a phrase. It can be paraphrased in many ways, such as, “divorce initiated by 

the wife”, “redemptive divorce”, or “release from payment by the wife”, “abdicative divorce” 

or “divorce by redemption” (Elewa, 2014, p. 29). 

 
f) Synonyms. This procedure is used when the term from the source culture does not have a 

precise equivalent in the target language, so a translator uses a close equivalent. For example, 

the Arabic (Islamic) word alwdou’ refers to the, “the washing of one’s limbs and face with 

water before prayers.” The English word “ablution” refers to any type of ritual washing such 

as baptism or foot-washing, but in Islam it refers to a specific type of ritual purification, yet, it 

is possible to use the word as a near synonym to give a close equivalent’ (Elewa, 2014, p. 29). 
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g) Through-translation. The terms “calque” or “loan-translation” are other terms used for this 

procedure. It refers to the literal translation of a phrase or compound from another language. 

For example, the English word “worldview” is taken from the German Weltanschauung and 

“blue-blood’” from the Spanish sangre azul (Elewa, 2014, p. 29). 

 
h) Modulation. As discussed in Chapter Two, this term is used by Vinay and Darbelnet (1995, 

p. 36) to refer to a variation of the message using a change in point-of-view. This happens when 

the translator reproduces the message of the source text in conformity with the current norms 

of the target language. Vinay and Darbelnet describe eleven types of modulation as follows: 

abstract for concrete; geographical change; negated contrary; means for result; cause for effect; 

and a part for the whole, etc. The Arabic word kafir means “non-Muslims” and this is an 

example of negated contrary. Kafir is translated as “non-Muslim” and is not translated using 

synonyms, because lexical synonyms like “unbeliever” for example, are used with some 

apprehension by the target audience, due to possible negative connotations (Elewa, 2014, p. 

29). 

 
i) Recognised translation. This procedure is “a generally-recognised or officially sanctioned 

translation of any important term” (Elewa, 2014, p. 29). 

 
j) Compensation. This procedure is said to be achieved when, “loss of meaning, sound-effect, 

metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a sentence is compensated for in another part or in 

a contiguous sentence” (Newmark 1988, p. 90). It is used to compensate for a loss of meaning 

in the TT. Translating the Arabic word hajj as “the pilgrimage to Makkah” is an example, 

which illustrates such compensation.  

 
k) Componential analysis. In this procedure, the translator splits up the lexical unit of the 

cultural reference into its sense components. 
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l) Paraphrase. The meaning of a cultural-specific term here is explained in more detail than 

with a descriptive equivalent. However, when using this procedure, the translator is advised to 

be careful not to, “break one of Paul Grice’s (1975) conversational maxims, the Maxim of 

Quantity: Don’t say too much or too little” (Elewa, 2014, p. 30). 

 
m) Notes, additions, and glossaries. This technique simplifies the understanding of the text, 

since a translator adds extra information (this point is important in the translation of religious 

references in Shakespeare’s sonnets), especially when there is no equivalent for such an 

expression in the target culture.  

7.3.3 AIXELÀ’S TYPOLOGY (1996) 

Aixelà outlines detailed procedures to translate cultural references or “culture-specific items” 

(CSIs), as he calls them. Aixelà describes these items as follows (1996, p. 58): 

[T]hose textually actualised items whose function and connotations in a source text 

involve a translation problem in their transference to a target text, whenever this problem 

is a product of the non-existence of the referred item or of its different inter-textual status 

in the cultural system of the readers of the target text. 

In this quote, Aixelà highlights the challenges of translating cultural items, and he notes their 

function in the text. In doing this, he distinguishes two major types of cultural items: proper 

nouns and common expressions.  

Shakespeare’s sonnets include mythological names, such as Dian’s Maids in Sonnet 153 

(which comes under the translation category of mythology). Aixelà’s second category of 

common expressions is relevant here and is referenced throughout this analysis. Common 

expressions include the, “world of objects, institutions, habits and opinions restricted to each 

culture” (Dukmak, 2012, p.67).  
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To solve the problems of ambiguity that might arise when translating items from the common 

expressions category, Aixelà (1996, pp. 60-64) distinguishes eleven procedures to be used to 

manipulate cultural references in translation. He builds on these procedures with a clear view 

of each and arranges them on a scale based on the degree of intercultural manipulation. This 

scale is divided into two categories: conservation and substitution, and is illustrated in Figure 

7.2 below. In relation to the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets, Aixelà’s typology might be 

the best model to use, since it has several things in common with Toury’s (1995) model. In 

Toury’s model (discussed in Chapter Two of this thesis), if the translation is closer to the ST, 

then it is classed as source-text-oriented; and if the translation is closer to the TT, it is classed 

as target-text-oriented. The same idea is represented in Aixelà’s model, but a different 

terminology is used. Indeed, conservation keeps the translation closer to the ST and substitution 

closer to the TT.  

 

Figure 7.2: Procedures of CSI manipulation according to Aixelà (1996). 

 

7.3.3.1 PROCEDURES OF CONSERVATION 

These can be outlined as follows: 
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i) Repetition. This procedure seeks to keep the cultural reference as close as possible to that 

found in the ST.  

ii) Orthographic adaptation. This refers to the transcription and transliteration of the cultural 

reference when the target language uses a different alphabet to the source language. 

iii) Linguistic (non-cultural) translation. This refers to when the cultural reference is given 

a denotatively close translation to its original, but can still be recognised as belonging to the 

source culture. 

iv) Extra-Textual gloss.  This procedure refers to the use of any of the previous strategies, but 

with the addition of explanations outside of the text, such as adding in footnotes, glossaries or 

endnotes. 

v) Intra-textual gloss. This procedure is similar to extra-textual gloss, except that the added 

explanation is included within the text itself. 

7.3.3.2 PROCEDURES OF SUBSTITUTION  

These can be explained as follows: 

i) Synonymy. This is when a synonym replaces the cultural reference. This procedure might 

be used to avoid repetition. 

 
ii) Limited universalisation. This is when the cultural reference is replaced with another from 

the source culture, making the reference closer to the target reader’s understanding but, 

therefore, less specific. 

iii) Absolute universalisation. This is when a culturally neutral reference replaces the cultural 

reference. This procedure deletes any foreign connotations for the reader.  
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iv) Naturalisation. The cultural reference is replaced by a reference from the target culture. It 

is important to note here that, except for children’s literature, Aixelà finds that this technique 

is not often used in literary translation. 

 
v) Deletion. The cultural reference is deleted for ideological or stylistic reasons, or because the 

cultural reference is not relevant for the effort of comprehension required by the readers, or 

that it is too obscure and the translator does not want to use procedures such as gloss, etc.  

 
vi) Autonomous Creation. The non-existent reference in the ST is added to the target text. 

Aixelà notes that this technique is used only rarely (ibid). 

7.3.3.3 OTHER POTENTIAL PROCEDURES 

In addition to the previously mentioned procedures, Aixelà (1996, p.64) discusses other 

techniques that have not been added to the model. In this respect, three techniques are 

commonly used, especially in genres such as children’s literature. These procedures are: 

compensation, dislocation and attenuation. Among these procedures, attenuation is the most 

useful strategy to examine in respect of the study of the norms of Arabic translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, because it can be used to replace an ideologically too strong or 

unacceptable references with a more acceptable and/or softer one in the TT.  

7.3.4 DAVIES’ TAXONOMY (2003) 

Davies expands Aixelà’s previous model and enhances her approach of the treatment of 

cultural references in translation. In doing this, Davies introduces two procedures called: the 

micro-level perspective and the macro-level perspective. By introducing these terms, cultural 

references are not dealt with separately, but in accordance with their joint contribution to the 

constitution and development of the text as a whole.  
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In relation to the micro-level, Davies (2003, p. 71) emphasises seven strategies of, “addition, 

omission, preservation, globalisation, localisation, transformation, and creation.” However, 

Davies does not suggest that one procedure is preferable over another, or that references can 

be classified according to intercultural manipulation, like Aixelà does. For Davies, the need to 

use a procedure depends on the type of ST, its audience, and the relationship between the source 

language and the target language. Each of these procedures shares many characteristics with 

the ones discussed in the previous model, which is why they will not be discussed here.   

7.3.5 THE TAXONOMY OF DIAZ-CINTAS (2007)  

In common with previously discussed models, Diaz-Cintas (2007, pp. 200-207) classifies 

procedures to deal with cultural references. These procedures are calque (literal translation), 

loan, substitution, explication, lexical recreation, omission, compensation, and transposition. 

Again, each of these procedures shares many characteristics with the others discussed in 

relation to the previous models, which is why they will not be discussed here.  

7.4 ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF RELIGIOUS AND BIBLICAL REFERENCES IN 

SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

In the context of English to Arabic translation, it is important to understand that many religious 

concepts are shared between Muslims and Christians. For example, both religions engage with 

the concepts of resurrection after death and the day of judgement. Therefore, very few 

references in Shakespeare's sonnets would be unknown to Muslim readers. This section will 

explore how religious references are inserted into the Arabic translations of Shakespeare's 

sonnets, to meet Arabic norms.  

7.5 DIFFERENCES IN THE LEXICAL ASPECTS OF RELIGIOUS TRANSLATION 

BETWEEN ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY 
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Religious translation involves dealing with specialised lexical units that are frequently found 

in religious phrases and texts. General examples might include: “Islam”; “statement of faith”; 

“paradise”; “belief”; “hell”; and “death”, as well as attributes of God such as “Allah” and “the 

Almighty”. Furthermore, the names of religious figures such as “Adam” or the “Prophet 

Mohammed” are also used extensively in religious language. A brief classification of the 

lexical aspects of religious references found in both Islam and Christianity are introduced here. 

This is because Christian references are included in Shakespeare’s sonnets, and these 

references are, to some extent, not challenging to understand for a Muslim audience.  

7.5.1 CHRISTIAN LEXICAL UNITS 

Christian lexical units can be categorised into seven categories (Crystal, 1964, pp. 154–155), 

as follows:  

a) Vocabulary that requires an explicit historical clarification, and is usually present with 

emotional overtones, dependent on how extensive the user’s belief and knowledge is. For 

example, the phrase “the passion” refers in Christianity to the sufferings of Jesus in the period 

following the Last Supper and including the Crucifixion (Elewa, 2014, p. 26). However, 

depending on one’s knowledge of Christianity this phrase could lead to misunderstanding 

because of possible potential double meanings with secular phrases.   

b) Vocabulary that requires an explicit historical clarification but has no definable emotional 

overtones. This vocabulary can also occur in non-religious contexts, according to the subject 

matter, for example, in history. Words such as “a talent” which is a variable unit of weight and 

money used in ancient Rome and in the Middle East (Elewa, 2014, p. 26), and “synagogue” 

are examples of such cases. 

c) Vocabulary that describes, “personal qualities and activities with no explicit correlation with 

the past, but which need to be interpreted in the light of Christ’s own usage” (Crystal, 1964, p. 
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154). This category can include the terms “purity”, “contrition” “prayer”, and “pity” etc, and 

words such as “praise”, “glorify”, and “adore” etc., also come into this category, as well as 

morphologically foreign words, such as “Amen” and “Hallelujah”. 

d) Vocabulary that refers to commonly used, but specifically religious concepts that are 

different from those mentioned in the previous categories, which might also have a Catholic 

definition, and where any historical basis is normally subordinate to their doctrinal definition. 

As mentioned before, fullness of meaning depends on the intensity of the user’s convictions, 

and examples of these terms might include: “heaven”, “hell”, “the sacraments”, “the saints”, 

“purgatory” (this example in particular is used in Abu-Deeb 's Introduction to his translation 

of Shakespeare's sonnets), “damnation”, “salvation”, and “the trinity”, etc. 

e) Religious technical terms, such as “collect”, which is a brief formal prayer that is used in 

various Western liturgies before the epistle, and varies according to a specific day (Elewa, 

2014, p. 27), and terms such as “sermon” “cardinal” and “cruet” which is a small vessel used 

for holy water, etc. 

f) Theological terms that include any of the examples mentioned in the above points, but that 

usually have a precise definition. Examples could include terms such as “consubstantial” and 

“transubstantiation”. 

g) Vocabulary that usually appears in liturgical language, but that can be used in other styles 

or registers, for example, terms such as “admonish” and “deign”. In addition, formulae such 

as: to “forgive sins”, or to “have mercy on us”, or to “exact vengeance” fall into this remit. 

Crystal (1964, p. 155) explains that, “In such cases one needs to assess possible inter-

relationships between registers which could influence acceptability.”  

7.5.2 ISLAMIC LEXICAL UNITS 
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Islamic lexical units are described by Elewa (2014, p. 27), but some of these terms might be 

unfamiliar to a lay translator, for the specific reason that they are used only in an Islamic 

context. For example, the word aldhihar is used in a solely Islamic context to refer to a case in 

which a husband prohibits himself from exercising marital sexual rights. Some Islamic terms 

might be familiar to the lay translator, since they might be familiar in a general or non-Islamic 

context, but they might be used in an Islamic context in the source text, for example, the words 

alfat-h, (liberation), and alwala, (allegiance to Muslims) (Elewa, 2014, p. 27). Some Islamic 

terms might be familiar to the translator, because they are used in non-religious contexts, but 

might also be used in a way that seems to be Islamic in the ST, for example, almukatabah, 

(liberation by virtue of an agreement with a slave) and alhajib, (exclusion of some relatives 

from inheritance) (Elewa, 2014, p. 27). 

7.5.3 THE DIFFERENCES IN RELIGIOUS BACKGROUNDS AMONG 

TRANSLATORS 

Four of the selected translations were completed by Muslims, whereas Abu-Deeb (2012) is 

Christian. This point is interesting in terms of the investigation of norms, since differences of 

religious backgrounds may affect the following: 

 
a) How the translator is driven by religious norms when translating.  

b) How the translator deals with Islamic or non-Islamic religious norms in comparison to the 

Elizabethan Christian norms traced in the source text. 

c) The tendency of Muslim translators to render a translation according to Islamic norms. 

This study is descriptive and non-judgemental and does not contend that Abu-Deeb's 

translation is better or more accurate due to his shared religious background with Shakespeare. 

However, it is apparent that some of the lexical choices made have been influenced by 

differences in the religious backgrounds of the translators. From the outset, Abu-Deeb (2012, 
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p. 13) describes translating Shakespeare's sonnets and the ensuing difficulty of this task as like 

“stepping into” رھطملا   (purgatory), “heavy with sin and knowing that there is no chance to 

arrive in Eden”. Such a comparison is Christian in origin. However, Muslims are familiar with 

the meaning of “purgatory”, and are aware it has an equivalent, فارعلأا . Such comments can be 

found throughout Abu-Deeb’s translation of the sonnets. Many other examples can be found 

in the other translations that might have either Qur'anic or Biblical connotations, or that allude 

to Islamic or Christian stories. 

7.5.4 THE NORMS OF TRANSLATING SONNETS WITH A BIBLICAL 

INSPIRATION  

Many writers have identified references to the Bible in Shakespeare’s sonnets. However, “there 

has not generally been an exploration of their religious or spiritual meanings, except to identify 

verses that are suggestive of Biblical passages” (Zinman, 2009, p. 14). It was against the law 

for writers in Shakespeare’s time to make direct references to religion, and “it was therefore 

necessary for such themes to be occluded within the text and beneath a literal reading” 

(Zinman, 2009, p. 14). This makes translating the sonnets difficult in relation to the choice of 

lexical items, or when attempting to clarify meanings to the target text audience.  

7.6 THE WORD “GOD” IN THE ARABIC TRANSLATIONS OF SHAKESPEARE’S 

SONNETS 

The word “God” indicating God Almighty, is mentioned only once in Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

in Sonnet 58. Another use of the word “god” is found in Sonnets 153 and 154 but this refers to 

Cupid, the Greek God of Love. Translating from English into Arabic requires discernment. It 

is important to ask the question of whether to translate الله (Allah) into “God” or to transliterate 

it into “Allah” as Western culture understands the concept (Parrinder, 1965). The illustration 

below shows the translations of the first line of Sonnet 58 by the five translators: 
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The Source Text That God forbid, that made me first your slave 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 77). ادبع ةیادبلا ذنم كل ينلعج يذلا الله وعدأ ً

beginning the from you for slave a made who Allah pray I 

Wālī (2008, p. 74). ةیادبلا نم كدبع ينلعج يذلا الله رّدق لا 

beginning the from slave your me made who forbids, Allah 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 196). كلً ادبعً اءدب ينلعج يذلا ُّبرلا كلذ مرّحیل، 

 beginning the from slave your me made who god the May

it forbid 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 144). كدبع رملأا لوّأ ينلعج يذلاو ،كروّص نم رّدق لا 

 had who one the is He it; forbid you created has who May

beginning the in slave oury me made 

Enani (2016, p. 155). كلً ادبعً لاصأ يناوّس نم – بحلا بّر رّدق لا – 

slave your as me created has who – it forbid love of god May 

 
Table 7.1 Renderings of “That God forbid, that made me first your slave” (Sonnet 58). 

Although the word “Allah” is commonly used among Muslims, it is not confined to Islam or 

the Qur'an. It is also found in Arabic translations of the Christian Gospels as well as in the 

Torah of Judaism. El Shiekh and Saleh (2011, p. 144) explain that, “In the Book of Genesis we 

are told ضرلأاو تاومسلا  قلخ الله  ءدبلا  يف   [In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth], 

and in John’s Gospel we are told دنع الله ناك  ةملكلاو  ةملكلا  ناك  ءدبلا  يف   [n the beginning was the Word, 

and the Word was with God].” This similarity begs the question of why the common word 

“God” is translated so differently. For example, “God” can be translated as الله , which is the 

usual first choice of Muslim translators (as in Tawfīq’s and Wālī’s translations), while بر   is 
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preferred by the Christian Arabic translator Abu-Deeb. The answer might be found in the last 

attempt by Enani, in which he refers to بحلا بر   (the God of Love) to indicate a common idea 

of the word. This indicates that the choices made, therefore, are simply down to personal 

preference. More evidence of this kind of translation variation can be seen when we analyse 

Sonnet 146, discussed below.  

7.7 TRANSLATING RELIGIOUS REFERENCES 

Sonnet 146 is the most “religious” of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Several articles have analysed its 

Christian sensibilities (Booth, 2000, p. 501). A common feature of Shakespeare’s sonnets is 

their lack of obvious biblical associations. The analysis tables below concentrate on the 

following phrases: “buy terms divine” and “fading mansion”. It shows how these phrases were 

translated for an Arab audience. However, before analysing the above noted expressions, it is 

necessary to discuss the way the translators have dealt with the missing word at the beginning 

of the second line of Sonnet 146.  

The Source Text By these rebel powers that thee array 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 172).  

 ،كسبلتت يتلا ةمرطضملا ىوقلا هذھب ةعودخملا اھتیأ

Oh, deceived by these forces that are clinging you 

Wālī (2008, p. 160). ؛ةیصاع ىوق نم كنكسی ام نیذغت نم ای 

O you who feed the disobedient forces that 

inhabited you 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 378) in prose. >نیلبرستت اھب يتلا ةدرّمتملا ىوقلا هذھ > ةسیبح ای، 

O trapped by these rebellious forces, which you are 

manacled by 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 449) in poetry. درّمتت نكلو كوسكت ىوق ضعب ةریسأ و 

And captive for some forces that cover you, but 

they are rebellious 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 320). اھنیّذغت ،ةدرّمتملا ىوقلا هذھب ةرطّؤم ای، 

O framed by these rebel forces, feeding them 

Enani (2016, p. 251). ةرھاظلا ساوحلا ينعأ ( تدرّمت يتلا ىوقلا نیّذغت نم ای ( 

You are who feeds he forces that rebelled (I mean 

the visible senses) 

 
Table 7.2: Renderings of “by these rebel powers that thee array” (Sonnet 146) 

In this sonnet, Abu-Deeb invokes Biblical allusions. He includes a footnote describing how, 

according to researchers, it is the only Christian sonnet (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 378). This comes 

from a purely Christian point of view. Abu-Deeb adds in a second footnote about the missing 

word at the beginning of the line, offering a suitable suggestion to determine the meaning in 

context. He adds that other translators have added in the word “spoiled” as in “spoiled by these 

rebel powers that thee array” but Abu Deeb uses the word “imprisoned”. Abu-Deeb is the only 

translator who has, both in his poetic and prose versions, made reference to “captivity”, which 

might be derived from the Christian doctrine of salvation. Analyses of the terms “fading 

mansion” and “buy terms divine” are outlined below: 

The Source Text Dost thou upon thy fading mansion spend? 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 172). ؟براغلا لزنملا اذھ ىلع ھنیقفنت 

You spend it on this going house? 

Wālī (2008, p. 160). ؟مّدھتی رٍصق يف ةریصق ىنكس ىلع 

On a short living in a palace collapses? 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 378). ؟يعادتملا كلكیھ ىلع 

On your dilapidated structure? 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 320). ؟كلاھتملا كحرص ىلع نیقدغت 

Spend generously on your decrepit edifice? 

Enani (2016, p. 251). ؟نیشیعت ھیف يذلا مّدھملا رصقلا ىلع 

On the ruined palace where you live? 

 
Table 7.3: Renderings of “Dost thou upon thy fading mansion spend?” (Sonnet 146) 

Zinman (2009, p. 456) explains that, “Shakespeare calls the body the soul’s ‘fading mansion’ 

unlike the heavenly mansion referred to in the Bible ‘In my father’s house are many mansions’ 

(John, 14:2).” This Bible verse has also been translated into Arabic as: ٌَةرَیِثك لُزِاَنمَ  يِبَأ  تِیَْب  يِف    

using a different lexicon than the one chosen by Abu-Deeb, but with the same meaning as that 

chosen by the other translators. This expression reflects on how the physical life is always 

fading, unlike the immortality the Bible promises in Psalm 23:6, “Truly, goodness and gracious 

love will pursue me all the days of my life, and I will remain in the LORD’s Temple forever” 

(“Temple” is replaced with “House” in the other versions). In this way the chosen translators 

convey the image of mortality and human weakness in their translations. 

The Source Text Buy terms divine in selling hours of dross 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 172). ؛ةلئازلا تاعاسلا  نع  يلختلاب  ،ةدلاخلا  دوھعلا  يبسكا    

Win the eternal times, by giving up the fleeting hours 

Wālī (2008, p. 160). ثبعلا يف اھنیضقت تاعاسب ءامسلا دولخ يعاتبا. 

Buy the the immortality of the heavens by the hours that you 

spend in futility 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 378). ةلئازلا ةعتملاو ةھافتلا تاعاس نم نیعیبت امب ،الله توكلم يرتشاو. 

 and vanity of hours the selling by God, of Kingdom the Buy

pleasure. fleeting 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 320). كمایأ دبز عیبب توكلملا لاجآ يرتشاو، 

Buy the deadlines of Heaven by selling the scum of your days.  

Enani (2016, p. 251). كّبر دنع تاحلاصلا تایقابلا لیبس يف تاعاسلا ةلاثح يعیب 

 of sake the for dross of hours the Sell 

 
Table 7.4: Renderings of “Buy terms divine in selling hours of dross” (Sonnet 146) 

Abu-Deeb’s lexical choice of the word  in this sonnet supports the previously discussed الله 

analysis of Sonnet 58. This is another example of how differences in religious backgrounds 

might affect a translator’s choice of religious references.  

Since “norms” is a cognitive concept, norms cannot be followed completely, as in the case of 

Luʼluʼah’s translation. Tawfīq uses a religiously neutral reference, including the 

expression ةدلاخلا دوھعلا  , while Abu-Deeb makes a Christian reference using the expression توكلم

 This expression is an equivalent of “Kingdom of Heaven” as seen in .(Kingdom of God) الله 

the Gospel of Matthew, and is one of the major elements of the teachings of the Christ in the 

New Testament.  

Luʼluʼah chooses a similar expression to that used by Abu-Deeb, but with a slight difference. 

It is worth mentioning here that Luʼluʼah had read Abu-Deeb’s translation of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets before he attempted his own version. This suggests that such lexical choices are not 

merely based on influence, but on personal preference, for what the translator finds most 

suitable for meaning.  
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Enani chooses a direct quote from the Qur'an in his translation,  ًاباوََث كَِّبرَ  َدنْعِ  رٌیْخَ  تُاحَلِاَّصلا  تُاَیِقاَبلْاوَ 

ًلامََأ  رٌیْخَوَ   (Al-Kahf, 46) (But lasting good works have a better reward with your Lord and gives 

better ground for hope) (Abdel Haleem, 2015, p. 186). He also uses  َِدنع رٌیْخَ  تُاحَلِاَّصلا  تُاَیِقاَبلْاوَ 

اëدرََّم  رٌیْخَوَ  اًباوََث  كَِّبرَ   (Maryam, 76) (And good deeds of lasting merit are best and more rewarding 

in your Lord’s sight) (Abdel Haleem, 2015, p. 195); the expression تاحلاصلا تایقابلا   means “all 

kinds of the good deeds”. Enani quotes this expression from the Qur'an to represent his intended 

meaning. In his introduction piece, Enani hints that he wants his version to look as if the sonnets 

had been written for an Arab audience, and he follows norms that direct him towards this 

purpose. This example shows how quoting sacred texts in translation often represents societal 

norms. Another example can be found in Sonnet 42. 

The Source Text And both for my sake lay on me this cross 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 61). میللأا باذعلا اذھ ينلامّحت يلجأ نم امتنأ و. 

torment painful this me endured me for you And 

By Wālī (2008, p. 58). بیلصلا اذھ لمحأ انأ امھلجأ نمو! 

cross! this carry I them for And 

By Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 164) in 

prose. 

 .بیلصلا اذھ ينلمّحی يلجأ نم امھلاكو

cross this carry me force me for Both 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 112). ءبعلا اذھ يّلع ناعضی يلجأ نم امھلاكو. 

me. on burden this put me for Both 

Enani (2016, p. 138). نلآا ھلمحأً ابیلص راص يتاذل نینثلإا ىدل بحلا نّإ يأ 

 a become has myself for two the of love the is, That

now carry I cross 

Table 7.5: Renderings of “And both for my sake lay on me this cross” (Sonnet 42) 
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The phrase suggests that the speaker is, “Christ-like in his innocence, in his suffering, and in 

the patience with which he loves his persecutors” (Booth, 2000, p. 202). Both Abu-Deeb and 

Enani prefer to keep the word “cross” with its denotative meaning as بیلصلا , while Tawfīq and 

Luʼluʼah translate this word with its connotative meaning of pain and a heavy burden from the 

historical story of Christ’s sacrifice. 

The Source Text Sweet beauty hath no name, no holy bower, 

But is profaned, if not lives in disgrace. 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 153). سدّقم ماقم لاو ،مسا بذعلا لامجلل دعی مل، 

 ھیلا طبھ يذلا ناجھتسلاا نعً لاضف ً،لامھم حبصأ لب

Pure beauty does not have a name or a holy status 

anymore. It became neglected, aside from  the 

inexpedience it dropped to.  

Wālī (2008, p. 143). ؛ةسادق لاو مٌسا نتافلا لامجلل دعی مل 

anymore holiness or name no has Beauty 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 339) in 

prose.  

 ةسدّقم ةبعك وأ ،مسا ولحلا لامجلل دعی مل

 .راعلا يف شیعی نكی مل نإ ،اسّندم راص لب

 It Ka’bah. holy nor anymore, name no has beauty Sweet

 shame. in living even not if profaned, ecameb 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 437) in 

poetry. 

 ھعیدبلا ھتایآو لامجلا بذعل مسا قبی ملوً انسح نسحلا دعی ملو

 .ھیف يزخلا غلو ،اسند ادغ لب ،ھتسادقل ةبعك لاو

anymore beautiful not is Beauty 

 its and autybe pure the for left name no is There

remarks. marvelous 

holiness its for Ka’bah a even Nor 
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it. in living shame with profaned, became It  

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 282). سدّقم دبعم ةلیمخ لاو ،مسا نم قحلا لامجلل دعی مل، 

 .راعلا ھب قحلی مل نإ ، سّندت لب

anymore name no has beauty Real 

temple sacred a of tree a orN 

defiled becoming now is It 

asamed even not If 

 

Enani (2016, p. 229). راھطلأا لئامخ نعً افزاع      ھمسا عاض دق قیقرّلا لامجلاو 

 راعلا ذاذر نم مویلا ملسی        مل نإ عبطلاو تافصلا يّویند

  name, its lost has beauty delicate The 

pure of qualities the to eluctantR 

 temperament and qualities Mundane 

shame of spray the from today free not fI 

 
Table 7.6 Renderings of “Sweet beauty hath no name, no holy bower” (Sonnet 127) 

This example taken from Sonnet 127 supports the idea that the translators’ different religious 

backgrounds might not necessarily affect their lexical choices. Among the translations of this 

sonnet, Abu-Deeb is the only translator who has chosen the Islamic expression ةسّدقم ةبعك   (Holy 

Ka’bah), which is where all Muslims perform prayer by the holy Makkah, in order to express 

the meaning of “holy bower”.  

7.7.1 CONCLUSION: TRANSLATING RELIGIOUS (BIBLICAL) REFERENCES 

It can be concluded that translations of Biblical references found in Shakespeare’s sonnets by 

the chosen translators are not governed by religious favour. Rather, each translator has opted 

to keep in the religious sentiment or to remove it. None of the translators has tried to impose 
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his religion on the translation of the sonnet, but each translator’s religious knowledge and 

understanding of the meanings of the sonnets has shaped their translations. Abu-Deeb and 

Enani’s translations use more religious references, whether Christian or Islamic, than either 

Luʼluʼah’s or Tawfīq’s translations. 

7.8 THE CULTURAL CONCEPT OF SEASONS IN TRANSLATIONS OF 

SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS  

The following examples can be cited when exploring the cultural concept of seasons in the 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. 

The Source Text Shall I compare thee to a summer's day? 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 37). ؟فیصلا مایأ نم مویب كنراقأ لھ 

summer? of days the of one to you compare I Shall 

Wālī (2008, p.  34). ؟فیص مویب كھبشأ لھ 

day? summer’s a to uyo compare I Shall 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 114) in 

prose. 

 ؟يفیص مویب كھّبشأ لھ

day? summer’s a to you compare I Shall 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 408) in 

poetry. 

 ؟انلآا كھّبشأ فیصلا مایأ نم مویبأ

days? summer’s the of one to you compare now I Shall 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 64). ؟فیص مویب كتھّبش ول اذام 

day? summer’s a to you compared I if What 

Enani (2016, p. 113). ؟افیص يب رّم موی يّأ ھبشت كارتأ 

summer? in through been I’ve day any like look you Do 

 
Table 7.7: Renderings of “Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?” (Sonnet 18) 
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Sonnet 18 is perhaps one of the most translated Shakespearean sonnets of all time in any 

language. Many Arab countries teach this sonnet in English literature modules, as did Egyptian 

schools throughout the first half of the twentieth century. However, up until recently critics did 

not pay much attention to the idea of a male addressee (Enani, 2016, p.276). Furthermore, in 

Arab literary circles contradicting opinions have emerged regarding the translation of the word 

“summer” for Arab audiences. According to two theories that support the acceptability of 

translation school, some translators opt to translate “summer’s day” as a “spring day” for Arab 

audiences, since in springtime in Arab countries is mild and beautiful, unlike the summers. 

Shakespeare uses this metaphor to show how beautiful his beloved is. However, due to negative 

connotations of summer in Arab countries, translating the word “summer” literally could create 

a negative image in the minds of Arab readers.  

In the translations, all the five translators have kept the word “summer” )فیص(   in their 

translation. However, TT norms of replacing “summer” with “spring” might be preferable for 

Arab audiences so that they can comprehend Shakespeare’s meaning more easily, but none of 

the translators followed this principle. Enani has classed this change as a misunderstanding of 

cultural adaptation. In this case, should the translator reflect the poet’s conception of the four 

seasons or another culture’s idea of the seasons? In Shakespeare’s sonnet summer symbolises 

fertility, reproduction, and love, with the image of long days and bright sun. The difference 

between summer and spring in Arab countries and in England relates to temperature (Enani, 

2016, p.37). Enani criticises Luʼluʼah’s argument “summer” must be translated as “spring” for 

Arab audiences, but Luʼluʼah himself translated “summer” as “summer” as shown above. 

7.9 TRANSLATING GREEK MYTHOLOGY IN SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS 

The following examples explore the translation of Greek mythology in Shakespeare’s sonnets. 
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The Source Text Be thou the tenth Muse, ten times more in worth 

Than those old nine which rhymers invocate 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 57). ةرادج رثكأ تارم رشع نكتلو ،ةرشاعلا ماھللاا سورع تنأ نكتلف 

 ؛ءارعشلا نھمھلتسی يئلالا ىمادقلا عستلا ماھللاا سئارع نم

 times ten be and inspiration, of bride tenth the Be

 are poets whom muses nine old the than worthier

by inspired 

Wālī (2008, p. 54). نفلا تایحوم رشاع نكتلف 

 ،میدق نم ءارعشلا اھیحوتسی يتلا عستلا لاثمأ ةرشع نم مظعأ كردق و

 than higher is status oury and inspirers,-art tenth the Be

 long from consider poets that inspirers nine the of ten

ago time 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 156) in 

prose. (Abu Deeb did not translate 

this line in to poetry). 

 تارم رشعب سفنأو ،ةرشاعلا ماھللاا سورع تنأ نكتل

 ،نومظانلا نّھمھلتسی يتاوللا تامیدقلا عستلا نم

 more times ten inspiration, of bride tenth the Be

 inspired are composers whom ones old the than precious

 by.  

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 104). اردق رثكأ لاثمأ ةرشع ،نونفلا تاّبر رشاع تنأ نكتلف ً

  ،ءارعشلا نّھملتسی يئلالا تامیدقلا عستلا كئلوأ نم

 than higher times ten arts, of mistresses tenth the Be 

by. inspired are poets whom nine old those 

Enani (2016, p. 134). ارشع تارّم ىلعأ ... يل ةرشاع رعش ةّبر حبصتلف 

 ءارعشلا ماھلا ردصمو سملأا تانب عستلا كلت نم

higher times ten poetry, of mistresses tenth own my Be 

poets. inspire who yesterday of muses those Than 

Table 7.8: Renderings of “Be thou the tenth Muse, ten times more in worth” (Sonnet 38) 
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In this example the speaker calls the addressee his “muse” as he does in many sonnets, but this 

example was chosen because of its reference to the myth of the Nine Muses, which Shakespeare 

uses again in other sonnets. The translators have opted for literal translations of the Greek myth 

of the Nine Muses. This myth refers to nine Greek goddesses, and is outlined in the Oxford 

Dictionary of Mythology (1997) as follows:  

a) Any of a number of sister goddesses, originally given as Aoede (song), Melete 

(meditation), and Mneme (memory), but later and more commonly as the nine daughters of 

Zeus and Mnemosyne who presided over various arts: Calliope (epic poetry), Clio (history), 

Erato (lyric poetry), Euterpe (music), Melpomene (tragedy), Polyhymnia (religious music), 

Terpsichore (dance), Thalia (comedy), and Urania (astronomy); identified by the Romans 

with the Camenae; and b) Any goddess presiding over a particular art.  

“Muse” is translated in Arab dictionaries as, “a poet’s inspiring goddess or woman” as in the 

Almaany Dictionary. In other words, in Arabic there is no significant cultural identification 

that connects “nine” to “muse”. In Arabic, this has been translated as ؛رعشلا سورع  ؛ماھلإ  ؛ةھلاا, 

رعاش ؛ىحولا  ردصم  , the equivalent choice of the translators (almaany.com). In the translations of 

the sonnets, both Luʼluʼah and Enani provide a brief explanation of the meaning of the “nine 

muses” in the commentary part of their books, after their translation of the sonnets. 

 

Figure 7.3: The Nine Muses  

Taken from www.greekboston.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/Nine_Muses_-

_Samuel_Griswold_Goodrich_1832.jpg 

Another example of a different myth used by Shakespeare is as follows: 
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The Source Text What potions have I drunk of siren tears 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 143). ءاوغلاا عومد نم اھتبرش يتلا تاعرجللای 

seduction of tears omfr drank I potions What 

Wālī (2008, p. 135). ھتعرج دق تارحاسلا مد نم مس يأ 

swallowed I blood witches’ from poison What 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 323) in 

prose. 

 ؟ةیوغملا عومدلا نم تبرش رحس تاعرج ةّیأ

 tears? seductive from drank I magic of potions What 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 266). تایروحلا عومد نم تبرش دق ءارغإ تاعرج ةّیأ 

tears sirens’ from drank I seductions of potions What 

Enani (2016, p. 221). اھب تعرّجت ھیتلا رحبب تاّیروحلا تاربع نم سوؤك يّأ 

 I wandering of sea the in tears sirens’ from glasses What

drank 

 
Table 7.9: Renderings of “What potions have I drunk of siren tears” (Sonnet 119) 

 

Booth (2000, p. 400) explains the meaning of “potions of siren tears” as follows, “Potions”  as 

medical drafts and “Siren” as alluring, deceiving, and dangerous siren-like. (Sirens are 

mythological creatures, part bird, part woman, who lure sailors to destruction by the irresistibly 

enticing sweetness of their singing.   

The following illustration is an artist’s impression of the sirens, which clearly shows that 

Shakespeare’s image was not meant in a complementary sense. Both Tawfīq and Abu-Deeb  

opt to omit the mythical reference in their translations. Instead, they replace its literal meaning 

with another expression that gives the intended message of “disguising tears of lust” in 

accordance with the context of the sonnet. To translate the word “siren” as تایروحلا  without any 
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additional explanation regarding the dangerous qualities of these creatures might mislead the 

Arab audience about the message of this sonnet. Usually, for Arabs, the word تایروحلا  is 

connected with a beautiful and innocent creature, while Shakespeare has chosen this image to 

focus on harmful features. Luʼluʼah translates “sirens” as تایروحلا   without any additional 

clarification. Additionally, he uses the phrase ءارغإ  and not ءاوغإ  (although this is an equivalent 

of the word ءاوغإ ). The common use of this word indicates a degree of lustiness. In other words, 

this choice does not convey the intended message which aims at describe the sirens negatively. 

On the other hand, Enani translates sirens as  تایروحلا   but adds in the phrase  ھیتلا رحبب    (in the 

sea of deviation), which means temptation in a negative sense. 

 

Figure 7.4: Artist’s Impression of the Mythological Sirens 

 Taken from colleenhouck.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/pic-1-sirens.jpg 

 
Another myth translated is outlined as follows: 

The Source Text That heavy Saturn laugh'd and leap'd with him 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 122). ؛زفقیو ھعم كحضی لیقثلا لحز تاب ىتح 

him with jumps and laughs Zuhal heavy the Even 

Wālī (2008, p. 114). ھعم صقرف داجلا لحز كحضأ امم. 

him with dances it so laugh, Zuhal serious the made It 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 276) in 

prose. 

 ھعم بّثوت و كحاضت لاحز نّأ ةجردل

him with jumps and laughs Zuhal even that degree the To 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 224). ھعم زفاقتیو كحاضتی بیئكلا لحز داع ىتح. 

him with jumping and again laughing is Zuhal Until 

Enani (2016, p. 198). كحضی سونروتاس زوجعلا بیئكلاب ذإف 

laughed Saturnos dreary old the So, 

 
Table 7.10: Renderings of “That heavy Saturn laugh'd and leap'd with him” (Sonnet 98) 

Booth (2000, p. 318) explains that, “heavy Saturn = the gloomy God of dearth and winter. In 

astrology the planet Saturn was the tutelary deity of the melancholy humour, and governed 

those of a gloomy, sour and heavy temperament. He was also associated with old age. The 

point of the line is that even Saturn feels the power of spring.” 

Enani is the only translator who has kept Saturn’s name in the Arabic translation, but he has 

translated “heavy” as  بیئك   (gloomy) which expresses the intended meaning of the metaphor. 

What is interesting in this example is the different way that Enani deals with the mythical 

reference, he usually provides immediate clarification for Arab audience of the meaning of 

foreign words, and he mostly domesticates them. This gives a clear view that even if a translator 

is attached to the norms of a culture (in this case, Arab culture), it does not necessarily imply 

that he must change everything he is confronted by in translation to make it meet audience 

expectations. On the other hand, this might be considered supportive of the norms of the TC, 

since it keeps the choice open for an Arab audience to perceive the figurative image 

Shakespeare has originally drawn in the ST. The three other translators have translated the 

word Saturn to refer to the planet Saturn, and not to the Roman myth of the god Saturn.  لحز   

Is the Arabic name for the planet Saturn.  
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 The Source Text As Philomel in summer's front doth sing 

Tawfīq (1988, p.126). فیصّلا علطم يف يّنغی نیح بیلدنعلاك 

 of beginning the in sings it when nightingale a Like

summer 

Wālī (2008, p.118). ودشی فیصلا لوأ يف بیلدنعلا ناك امدنع، 

 of beginning the in singing was nightingale the When

summer 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p.285) in prose.  فیصّلا لّھی امدنع لیمولیف درّغت امك، 

comes summer when sang Philomel As 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p.232). فیصلا لوّأ يف لبلبلا ودشی املثم، 

 of beginning the in sings it when nightingale a Like

summer 

Enani (2016, p.203). لیوطلا فیصّلا لوّأب ودشی ذإ لیمولیف بیلدنعلاك 

 beginning the in sings it as nightingale the Philomel As

summer long the of 

 
Table 7.11: Renderings of “As Philomel in summer's front doth sing” (Sonnet 102) 

In this example, taken from Sonnet 102, Booth (2000, p. 330) adds an important note saying, 

“Philomel the nightingale here used simply as a poetic name for the species, with no active 

reference to the myth of Philomela.” Philomel is another name for the mythical Philomela, the 

youngest daughter of the King of Athens, whose tongue was cut out and later transformed into 

a nightingale. Philomela is frequently mentioned in literature and musicals in the Western 

literary canon.  
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Tawfīq takes into account the everyday reader who usually looks for the intended meaning 

only. Accordingly, he omits the name of Philomel and replaces it with بیلدنعلا  (a nightingale). 

Luʼluʼah does the same by replacing Philomel with لبلبلا , which is another word for nightingale. 

However, Luʼluʼah bridges the cultural gap by describing the mythical story in the commentary 

part of his book. Abu-Deeb  and Enani opt to leave the name of Philomel as it is in their 

translations. As usual, Enani adds in the descriptive word لیمولیف  بیلدنعلا   (Philomel the 

nightingale) to make reference to the source text, and to clarify its meaning to Arab audience. 

In Sonnet 153 the translators must deal with a taboo expression, as well as mythical references. 

The Source Text Cupid laid by his brand and fell asleep 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 181). قیمع تابس يف حار و هراوج ىلا ةیمارغلا ھتلعش دیبوك نكر: 

 a into went and him beside brand elov his put Cupid

sleep deep 

Wālī (2008, p. 167). ؛ھمون يف قرغتساو ابناج ھتوذج دیبویك عضو 

deeply slept and aside brand his put Cupid 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 392) in 

prose.  

 .مونلل ملستساو ھلعشم بناج ىلإ دیبویك ىقلتسإ

sleep to surrendered and ndbra his beside laid Cupid 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 455) in 

poetry. 

 لایلق مونلل ملستساو ھلعشم اموی ھبناج ىلا بحلا ھلا دیبویك ىقلأ

 and day one aside brand his threw love of god the Cupid

sleep to little a surrendered 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 334). مونلل دلخأ وً ابناج ھلعشم )) دیبویك (( عضو. 

sleep to went and aside brand his put Cupid 

Enani (2016, p. 258). مانو ىقلتساف بّحلا بّر نویع ساعنلا بلغ 
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Drowsiness defeated the god of love’s eyes so he laid 

down and slept 

 
Table 7.12: Renderings of “Cupid laid by his brand and fell asleep” (Sonnet 153) 

Enani usually tends to keep in mythical references in a literal way, followed by a brief 

explanation or a hint about their origins. In this case, he opts to keep in the reference, as he 

does in previous sonnets, but he includes reference to ‘ بحلا بر  ’ (the love god). The other 

translators prefer to keep Cupid's name as it is in the source text. The next example is taken 

from Sonnet 153. 

 The Source Text A maid of Dian’s this advantage found 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 181). ةیتاوملا اھتصرف عضولا اذھ يف اناید سئارع ىدحإ تأرو 

 her situation this in seen has brides Diana’s of one And

 chance favorable 

Wālī (2008, p. 167). ةّیزم نم ھتوذجل ام اناید ایابص نم ةیبص تفرع و 

 his advantages what knew maidens Diana’s of one And

 has brand 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 392) in 

prose.  

 ،ةحناس ةصرفلا اناید تافیصو نم ةدحاو تدجوو

available chance the found maids Diana’s of one And 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 455) in 

poetry. 

 ،ةصرفلا زھتنت اناید تاّیروح نم ةدحاو تتأو

 of advantage get to came nymphs Diana’s of one And

chance this 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 334). اناید (( ىراذع ىدحإ ةحناس ةصرفلا تدجوف ((، 

available chance this found virgins Diana’s of one And 
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Enani (2016, p. 258). ةحئاج رانلا نیأر دق ىراذعلا اناّید تاّیروحب اذإف 

pervading fire the saw Diana of nymphs the So 

 
Table 7.13: Renderings of “A maid of Dian’s this advantage found” (Sonnet 153) 

According to Qamus Al-Maany (almaany.com), in Arabic, the word “maiden” refers to a 

female servant. Generally speaking, all of the translations made are intelligible to the Arab 

reader, although not all of them convey an exact meaning of the word “maid” that Shakespeare 

intended, as in allusion to the story of Cupid. A maid of Dian’s can mean: (1) one of the virgin 

huntresses who served Diana, the virgin goddess of the hunt; or (2) hot desire and will power, 

which are terms that refer to sex or lust. The next example is taken from the same Sonnet 154. 

The Source Text And so the General of hot desire 

Was sleeping by a virgin hand disarmed 

Tawfīq (1988. p. 182). ةنخاسلا تابغرلا ریمأ ناك اذكھ 

 .ھحلاس نم ءارذعلا دیلا ھتدرج امدنع مونلا يف اقرغتسم

 ،ةرواجملا ةدرابلا رابلآا دحأ يف ةلعشلا كلت تأفطأو

Thus was the Prince of Hot Desires 

Sleeping when the Virgin's hand stripped him of his 

weapon. 

That flame was extinguished in a nearby cold well 

Wālī (2008, p. 168). اھدیب ءارذعلا تدرّج ،معن 

 .ھحلاس نم ةمومحملا ةبغرلا دئاق

 ةبیرق ةدراب رئب يف ةوذجلا ءارذعلا تأفطأ

 the of Commander hand her stripped Virgin the Yes,

weapon. his of desire hectic 

well cold nearby a in stump the extinguished Virgin The 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 394) in 

prose. 

 ،ةدّقوتملا ةوھشلا   ) (ُّبر ادغ اذكھو

 ،ھمون يف طّغی وھو

 ،ءارذع دی ھحلاس تعزتنا ،لزعأ

  ،ةدراب ةبیرق رئب يف لعشملا تأفطأ

night, at asleep deep desire flaming of Lord the Thus 

hand, virgin the by disarmed Unarmed, 

well cold bynear a in torch the extinguished She 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 336). ةمراعلا ةوھشلا میعز ناك ذإو 

 .ھحلاس نم ةفیفع دی ھتدرجً امئان

 ،ةبیرق ةدراب رئب يف لعشملا كلذ تسمغ و

 hand chaste a asleep, was lust of leader the While

weapon. his stripped 

well cold nearby a into torch that dipped And 

Enani (2016, p. 258). تارئاحلا سوفنلا قاوشلأً اكلْمَ ھمون يف تدرّج 

 ءاضم يذ ھیدی يف حلاس نم

 رانلا ةلعش دیعب ریغ دراب رئب ءام يف تآفطأ

 was he while him, from weapon strong his stripped She

asleep; 

souls. longing the of king The 

 water cold nearby a in pstum fire the extinguished And

well 

 
Figure 7.14: Renderings of “And so the General of hot desire ...” (Sonnet 154) 
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Figure 7.7: Diana and Cupid 

Taken from www.commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Batoni_Diana_and_Cupid.jpg 

 

 

 
7.10 TRANSLATING TABOOS FOUND IN SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS 

Shakespeare’s sonnets are laced with sexual suggestion that is considered taboo in Arab 

culture. Discussion undertaken in previous chapters concluded that a good translation is 

probably one that does not only observe loyalty to the author’s vision, but can also achieve 

public acceptability (Miremadi, 2003). Toury (1978) explains how clashes between the 

traditions and norms of two contrasting cultures can become embroiled in the process of 

translation. Therefore, in relation to dealing with taboos, a translator must sometimes find ways 

of rendering meaning in a way that meets audience expectations. 

This part of the chapter begins by defining the concept of taboo, and will give examples of 

what might be considered taboo in different cultures. Following this, translation shifts are 

examined in order to show how the chosen translators have solved problems posed by taboo 

content found in Shakespeare’s sonnets. 
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7.10.1 THE MEANING OF TABOO 

The word “taboo” is similarly defined in different dictionaries, with only slight differences 

found in its description. It is described in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s English-Chinese 

Dictionary (sixth edition) (2004) as, “a cultural or religious custom that does not allow people 

to do, use or talk about a particular topic as people find it offensive or embarrassing; taboo 

words are words that many people consider offensive or shocking, for example because they 

refer to sex, the body or people’s race.” Also, in the Routledge Dictionary of Language and 

Linguistics (2000), taboo is defined as, “a term that is avoided for religious, political or sexual 

reasons and is usually replaced by a euphemism, e.g rest room or bathroom for toilet” (Gao, 

2010, p. 2310). 

7.10.2 TABOOS OF ALL VARIETIES  

When discussing the concept of ‘taboo’ Gao (2013, p. 2310) explains as follows, “Tabooed 

subjects can vary widely: sex, death, illness, excretion, bodily functions, religious matters, and 

the supernatural. But quite often they extend to other aspects of social life.” Gao categorises 

the varieties of taboo into, “bodily excretions, death and disease, sex, four-letter words, swear 

words, privacy, and discriminatory language that includes: 1) sexist language and 2) racist 

language.” These are described in more detail below: 

a) Bodily Excretions. Gao (2013, p. 1311) explains as follows, “Except tears, all the words 

concerning bodily excretions are believed taboo.” Thus, euphemisms are used to replace 

expressions such as “urinate”, which is only usually used in a formal, hospital or official 

setting. In everyday life this word more likely to be described using a euphemism, such as, “to 

answer call of nature”.  

b) Death and Disease.  The fear of death causes people not to talk about it. An example of this 

is when we say, “If anything should happen to me” which really means “when I die”. People 
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tend to avoid talking about death or serious diseases that might cause death or affect natural 

life, using precise or descriptive words. Instead, euphemisms are applied, such as “passed 

away” instead of “died”. “Cancer” might be referred to in a roundabout way as the “Big C” or 

being “terminally ill”. The same can be said for various mental disorders, i.e. “he is not all 

there” etc.  

c) Sex. Although making reference to sex is not as taboo in some parts of the world as it was 

in previous centuries, it is still taboo in some situations and in some places to describe sexual 

intercourse directly, especially in Arab-speaking countries. Gao (2014, p. 2311) explains as 

follows, “In the United States, the sexual revolution of the 1960s began to make great changes, 

and English-speaking countries tend to be freer and more tolerant on this in recent years.” This 

cultural change has also reached China, “Thus to ‘make love’ to ‘have sex with’ etc, which are 

slightly ‘dressed-up’ terms, are not all uncommon in writing now” (Gao, 2014, p. 2311). 

d) Four-letter words. In spite of the 1960s sexual and social revolution, people are still 

intolerant of certain curse words and sexual curse words, which as described as “four-letter 

words”. These words are considered improper in general conversation (especially where 

children are present) and in some written forms. However, the word “fuck” was added to the 

Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English in 1963 by Eric Partridge; although he uses 

an asterisk for the vowel “u”. This received a storm of complaints from schools, libraries, and 

the police. Therefore, this book is not found in open shelves of public libraries even today. 

Another example was the ban of the unabridged edition of D. H. Lawrence's literary work Lady 

Chatterley’s Lover in 1959, because it contained several instances of the word. Indeed, at the 

time the book was subject to obscenity charges and a court case ensued (Gao, 2014, p. 2311).  

e) Swear Words. Some of these words can be classed under the category of four letter words 

as explained above, and many English words are classed as swear or curse words. A number 
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of them are legitimate words that, historically, might have been used in a formal or legal setting, 

but, over time, have been appropriated as insults, and some are found in everyday use. The 

main connotations of swear words relate to sex (as in the F word), supernatural powers, and 

excretion. Gao (2014, p. 2312) explains that, “Half of them relate to words referring to body 

parts and functions that societies considered taboo, such as merd, ball, and other four-letter 

words. Another half deals with the names of gods, devils, etc.”   

f) Privacy. People from English speaking countries place a high value on privacy, and, 

therefore, breaking privacy or confidentiality is considered taboo and even unlawful.  

g) Discriminatory Language.  There has been a growing awareness throughout the 21st 

Century about sensitive words that might be construed as sexist or racist language. Sexist 

language is classed as language that denigrates women. An example of this idea is found in use 

of the terms “master” and “mistress”.  Hudson (2000, p. 102) explains, “A class pair is master 

and mistress, where the male meaning is ‘good’, and the female meaning is ‘bad’; specifically, 

a mistress is a partner for extramarital sex.” Gao (2014, p. 2312) explains that some terms 

reflect greater tolerance towards men in the sexual liberties. The word “mistress” is one of the 

examples discussed in the following analyses of Shakespeare's sonnets. Deng (1989: 100, as 

cited in Gao, 2014, p. 2312) defines racist language as, “that which shows a bias against certain 

racial or ethnic groups; it is the language that degrades or belittles them.” An example of this 

in the English language can be connotations of different colours: the colour white holds positive 

connotations, while black holds negative ones, whether this is actual colour black colour or 

black people.  
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7.10.3 TABOO IN TRANSLATION 

If the taboo expression in the SL is not considered a taboo in the TL, then the translator will 

usually translate it directly as it is. On the other hand, if the expression is taboo in both cultures 

or in the TL only, then the translator must seek out the most appropriate strategy to follow to 

deal with the taboo item. In such cases, Davoodi (2009) explains that the following strategies 

have been suggested by researchers to solve the problem of finding a taboo in translation:  

a) Substitution. With this technique, the translator substitutes the taboo term with another 

acceptable term for the TT audience. An example of this is seen in the translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, when the word “black” is translated as ُةرمس  (brown) to describe the 

black skin tones of the dark lady. In the imagery of the sonnets, the dark-skinned lady is also 

described in terms of her bad (black) behaviour, and in modern eyes, this connotation has 

discriminatory overtones, in relation to the word دوسأ  (black).  

b) Taboo for taboo’s sake. Although this technique might cause embarrassment to the TT 

audience, the translator may find it useful to keep the effect of the taboo by replacing it with 

another taboo from the TT culture. Examples of this can be found in the translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in relation to the love triangle between the speaker, the dark lady and 

another male addressee, especially in Sonnet 42.  

c) Censorship. This technique allows the translator to omit the taboo, or to censor it. This is 

usually not an acceptable procedure, because it can distort meaning if the taboo is a key term 

in the ST. Tawfīq was criticised by Enani for using this technique in his translation of the 

sonnets.  

d) Applying euphemisms.  Euphemism in translation can be used to replace taboo content in 

the ST with an agreeable inoffensive expression from the TT culture. Linfoot-Ham, (2005, p. 

228) explains that, “The need of euphemism is both social and emotional as it allows discussion 
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of ‘touchy’ or taboo subjects without upsetting other people.” Euphemism aims to protect the 

audience from possible offence.  

7.10.4 SOLVING THE PROBLEM OF TABOOS IN THE ARABIC TRANSLATIONS 

OF SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS 

Although Gao’s (2013) categorisation of taboos is useful, when looking at texts written in 

English, the same norms do not apply in their entirety to Arab speaking countries or to Arab 

culture. For example, the mention of death is not considered a taboo for an Arab audience. 

However, the most common taboos in Shakespeare’s sonnets for Arabic readers would be 

sexual references, and (as discovered in research undertaken in recent years), the speaker’s 

address to another man. 

7.10.5 THE QUESTION OF HOMOEROTICISM IN TRANSLATING 

SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS 

In recent years, Sonnet 20 has been singled out by critics and researchers because it appears to 

address a male. In the sonnet the speaker uses vulgar expressions to express his feelings. For 

an Arab audience, this idea would be problematic. Indeed, both the vulgar terms and the idea 

of homoeroticism are both considered taboo in Arab culture. It has been argued that the sonnets 

comprising the first sequence address a fair youth, but they are written using mostly gender-

neutral language. However, Sonnet 20 poses problems because it clearly addresses a man. The 

sonnet refers to masculine genitals and compares the addressee to a woman, but without any 

of the negative qualities that accompany being female. 

The first expression for discussion is the statement, “Hast thou, the master-mistress of my 

passion” which raises problems for audiences not only because it uses the previously discussed 

loaded words “master” and “mistress”, but because it addresses a male recipient.   
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The Source Text Hast thou, the master-mistress of my passion 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 39). ؛ھتقوشعم ایو بلقلا كلام ای 

O the owner of the heart and its love 

Wālī (2008, p. 36). ىاوھ ةدّیس و دّیس ای، 

love my of Mistress and Master 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 119) in 

prose.  

 .تنأ ةبوبشملا يرعاشمل تلایلخلا دّیس

feelings flaming my for istressesm of master the are You 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 69). يمارغ تادّیس دَّیس ای ،كیدل ام وھ، 

 mistresses love my of master you got, have you what is It 

Enani (2016, p.  115). ّلخِ ای تنأف  بوبشملا يقشع رادم تدغ يتلا ةلیلخلا كّنأك يِ

 the became who lover the as friend, my are, you For

 love flaming my of orbit 

 
Table 7.15: Renderings of “Hast thou, the master-mistress of my passion” (Sonnet 20) 

Regardless of the controversial identity of the address, all the Arabic translations of this line 

address the male beloved, mainly because all the surrounding lines support his masculine 

identity. However, their translations do not convey any deeper meaning than that which has a 

surface meaning of the word “passion”. In Shakespeare’s Beloved: The Solution to the Riddle 

of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (2003), Schmid suggests the word “passion” here does not describe 

the kind of passion that exists between two lovers. Also, none of the translators have translated 

the word “passion” as to mean anything deeper than “strong feelings”. Schmid (2003, p.28) 

says, “this is not Shakespeare’s beloved’, but just what he says, ‘the master-mistress of my 

passion’ - passion from ‘pati’, ‘passus’ or “’to suffer’.”  
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Enani references The Riddle of Shakespeare’s Sonnets in the Introduction to his translation of 

the sonnets, and, therefore, it is possible that he has the most up-to-date understanding of 

arguments surrounding the riddle. Nevertheless, he does not rely solely upon modern critics’ 

opinions of this sonnet, and he makes a translation that combines different views. In Enani’s 

translation of Sonnet 20, he uses the word “master” as a noun. For example, when a lover calls 

his beloved “O mistress mine”, and not as an adjective that describes what a servant is to his 

master. Describing a beloved woman using masculine adjectives in Arabic love poetry is a 

common literary device. Indeed, one of the most popular songs composed by an Arab poet, 

Prince Abdullah Al-Faysal, and performed by Abdulhalim Hafiz in 1973 is called يبلق ًاكلام  ای    

(O, the master of my heart) and this uses masculine words to address a woman. This kind of 

address does not imply any actual sexual dimension to the relationship, but it does imply 

romantic passion and admiration, and the power a woman has over a man in a romantic 

situation. Another expression for discussion in this category is the word “hue”, used in Sonnet 

20. 

The Source Text A man in hue all hues in his controlling, 

Which steals men’s eyes and women’s souls amazeth 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 39). اھلك لاصخلا كل تناد كعابط يف تنأ لجر، 

 .ءاسنلا حاورأ ریثت ،لاجرلا نیعأ بلخت

Man you in your character condemned you all the 

qualities, 

The eyes of men, evoking the lives of women 
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Wālī (2008, p. 36). لاكشلأا عیمج صمّقت ىلع رداق ، كلكش يف لٌجر تنأ، 

 .ءاسنلا حاورأ هُدَشتو لاجرلا نویع بلست نأ ىلع رداق

You are a man in your form, able to reincarnate all forms, 

Capable of robbing the eyes of men and driving the lives 

of women 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 119) in 

prose.  

 ،عاصنی ھل اّیحم لّكو ،تنأ اّیحملا يّھب لجر

 .ءاسنلا حاورأ لھذیو ،لاجرّلا قادحأ بُلسی

A man with a beautiful nature, and every living creature 

that obeys him, 

Take away men's anguish, and astound women's souls 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 69). ةئیھ لّك اكّلمتم ،ھتئیھ يف لٌجر، 

 ،ءاسنلا حاورأ رّیحیو لاجرلا نویع يوھتسی

A man in his form, possessing every shape, 

Takes away the eyes of men and leaves the spirits of 

women in dilemma 

By Enani (2016, p. 115). رْوَُّصلا لمجم ُّمضُی ھّنكل ..لجرّلا ةروص يف 

 ركّذلا يف نوُیُعلا بُُلسیو ىثنلأا يف داؤفلا بلخیل ھّنإف

In the image of the man, but it combines all the images 

It is to charm the heart of the female and takes away the 

eyes of the male 

 
Table 7.16: Renderings of “A man in hue all hues in his controlling” (Sonnet 20) 

Tawfīq’s translation of these lines was criticised for the complete deletion of taboo references. 

In other words, Tawfīq omitted to mention the physical qualities of the beloved, and changed 

the meaning to refer to the beloved’s lovely manners or nature. Whether Tawfīq was rightly 

criticised for changing these lines is open to question, but he is the only translator who has 
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completely obeyed the demands of Arab norms in this case. This example suggests that 

sometimes, even if the translator is very concerned with the norms of the TT, he does not have 

to change the meaning of in the ST, especially if the overall meaning is generally acceptable 

to the lay audience. 

7.10.6. SOLVING TABOOS RELATING TO THE DARK LADY SONNETS 127, 130, 

153, AND 154. 

In Sonnet 127, Shakespeare explains that his beloved is not considered to be beautiful because 

she has dark skin, and it is the cosmetics she wears that give her skin a fair tone. Shakespeare 

speaks about the dark skin of his lover, a characteristic he also refers to in other sonnets. He 

describes her as having black eyes and black hair, which make her look as if she is in mourning, 

but, he explains, this mourning suits her sadness, which makes everyone who sees her think 

she is a beauty (Alamuldin, 2002, p. 192). By today’s standards, this sonnet contains 

discriminatory and racist language, since it equates black skin with being considered ugly by 

many, as well as with dubious sexual inclinations. The speaker also attaches the image of the 

‘dark lady’ to mourning and death; here death is not a particularly extreme taboo, as it is in 

other cultures.  

Dark skin was not considered to be attractive in the Elizabethan era. Indeed, as the speaker 

describes, darker-skinned ladies tended to use cosmetics to look whiter, and the speaker 

describes the woman disguising her natural pigmentation in the fourth line of the sonnet, and 

the speaker uses the word “bastard” to describe the outcome. Also, he compares the blackness 

of her eyes to a ‘raven’ a bird that is often associated with bad omens in many cultures, 

including in English and Arab cultures. In the Arabic translations, the word for “black” that is 

used to describe the woman’s skin colour translated differently. The words ةرمس  or رامس  are 
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substituted many times for داوس   although they are not exact equivalents for the meaning of 

“blackness”.  

The Source Text In the old age black was not counted fair 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 153). اعیدبً انول دّعی دوسلأا نكی مل ،ةمیدقلا روصعلا يف ً

 exquisite an considered not was black times, ancient In

color 

Wālī (2008, p. 143). مویلا داوس يف نسحلا اوری مل میدقلا نمزلا يف، 

 darkness the in beauty see not did they times, ancient In

today 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 339) in 

prose.  

 ،لایمج بسحی داوسلا نكی مل ةرباغلا روصعلا يف

beautiful as counted not was blackness times, ancient In 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 437) in 

poetry. 

  ،لایمج داوسلا نظیل دحأ نكی مل تضم روصع يف

 was blackness thought have would one no ago, ages In

beautiful 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 282). انسح بسحی داوسلا ناك ام نامزلا فلاس يف، 

 

ybeaut a counted not was blackness past, the In 

Enani (2016, p. 229). يلاخلا نامزلا يف نسحلا لمحت     انیدل هوجولا ةرمس نكت مل 

ago. time long beauty this bear not did faces tanned Our 

 
Table 7.17: Renderings of “In the old age black was not counted fair” (Sonnet 127) 

The word “black” can be translated as دوسأ  in classical Arabic. However, in Arabic dialect, ةرمس  

refers to “a black skin tone” or “a brown skin tone”. Abu-Deeb adds a title to each of the 

sonnets, and titles Sonnet 127 دوسلأا لامجلا   (Black Beauty), and Sonnet 132 دوسأ نسحلا  نّإف   (Since 
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Beauty is Black). Enani explains that this sonnet is the first to talk about ةضماغلا ءارمسلا   (the 

Mysterious Brunette). Enani (2016, p. 350) explains that in Elizabethan England, the term 

“fair” could refer to beauty in general, or having blonde hair, or having a light skin tone (fair 

skin). This sonnet has been criticised for having racist overtones, because although the speaker 

explains that a black skin tone has become a sign of beauty, he does this in a mocking way. 

The speaker goes on to describe the colour black as being “slandered with bastard shame”. This 

stigmatises the skin tone of the dark lady, and compares it to something shameful.   

 The Source Text And beauty slandered with a bastard shame 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 153). انزلا ءانبأك يزخلاب لامجلا ةعمس تھاش و، 

 the as shameful as was beauty of reputation the And

adultery of sons 

Wālī (2008, p. 43). بسّنلا فیز هرّیغی لاامج ناك امو. 

ancestry false by changed beauty a not is It 

  

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 339) in 

prose.  

 :ةقدنزلا راعب مصوی راص لامجلاو

 of shame  the by stigmatized become has Beauty

infidelity 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 437) in 

poetry. 

 ،لاصخلا يّقنوً ارھاط دعی مل ،افئاز ادغ لامجلا نّأ ریغ

 with clear longer no is it false, become has beauty But

litiesqua pure 

Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 282). ؛ةّیعرش ریغ ةوّنب راع ھناش لٌامجو 

 illegitimate of shame the by beauty stigmatized A

children 
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Enani (2016, p. 229). لاغنلأاك غابصلأا ءاھب نم    ً اراع لمحی لامجلا راص و لب 

Beauty is ashamed by the colours of paints like 

illegitimate children 

 
Table 7.18: Renderings of “And beauty slandered with a bastard shame” (Sonnet 127) 

Although Tawfīq has been criticised for his tendency to delete taboos, in this example he is the 

only translator to have kept in the correct meaning of the word انزلا ءانبأ   (son by adultery). Abu-

Deeb tries to keep to an authentic meaning, and chooses the word ةقدنز  , which keeps the 

intended meaning of “infidelity” but he uses a less vulgar term than “son by adultery”. 

However, he suggests impurity in an indirect way. Both Luʼluʼah and Enani solve this 

problematic issue by choosing less vulgar equivalents, in a similar way to Abu-Deeb  has done, 

in translation. 

The Source Text Thou blind fool love, what dost thou to mine eyes, 

That they behold, and see not what they see? 

They know what beauty is, see where it lies, 

Yet what the best is take the worst to be. 

If eyes corrupt by over-partial looks 

Be anchored in the bay where all men ride 
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Tawfīq (1988, p. 163). يّنیعب ھتلعف يذلا ام ،قمحلأا ىمعلأا بحلا اھیأ 

 ،ضرغملا رظنلا ةموادم نم نیتبرخ اتحبصأ امھنأ ولف

 ،ھیف سانلا لك بكری يذلا جیلخلا ىسرم يف نیتتباث

 ،بحی نمب ھسفنل رثأتسم ھنأ يبلق دقتعی اذامل

 ؟هرسأب ملاعلل ماع ناكم ھنا فرعی وھو

eyes my to done you have what love, blind idiot O 

view, intentional continuous of ruins become they If 

Fixed in the bay of Marina, which has all people riding 

in it,  

 to respecting-self is it that believe heart my does Why

 love, 

 whole the for place public a is it that knows he When

world? 

Wālī (2008, p. 151). ؛َّينیعب تلعف اذام ،ىمعلأا ھلبلأا بحلا اھیأ 

 ،نویعلا يشعت ةاباحملا تارظن نإ

 ؛ًاعیمج لاجرلا هؤطی جیلخ يف وسرتف

 هدحو جیلخ وھ جیلخلا كاذ نأ يبلق نظی ملو

 ،عساولا ملاعلاك عاشم ھنأ ملعی وھو

O silly blind love, what have you done with my eyes 

The looks of favouritism, 

And they shall be in one man and all men 

My heart did not think that the Gulf was a bay alone, 

He knows that it is popular with the wider world 
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Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 360) in 

prose. 

 يّنیعب ھلعفت يذلا ام ،ىمعلأا قمحلأا اھیأ ،بحلا اھّیأ تنأ

 ىوھلا ةرظنب نادسفت نانیعلا تناك اذإ

  ،لاجرّلا لّك ھیف بكری يذلا جیلخلا يف ناوسرت و

 ضرأ اھفلأی يتلا ةصاخلا ةروكاحلا نأ ركّفی نأ يبلق ىلع يغبنی اذامل

 ؟رشبلا لّكل عٌاشم

You, O blind fool, what do you do with my eyes? 

If the eyes spoil the look of fancy of Tarswan in the Gulf 

where all men ride. Why should my heart think that 

chakra is special when it is common to all humans? 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 442) in 

poetry. 

 اّیلع ساق و ،ىمعأ و تنأ قمحأ ،بحلا اھیأ

 لویملاو ىوھلا نیعب نارصبت ذإ ناغوزت ناتلقملا تناك نئل

 ةانأ نودب ناوسرت مھعمجأ سانلا ىطتما ثیحو

 ضایر و ىرولا لّكل عاشم ضرأ يھ ھتقیدح نأ لّبقتی نأ بلقلا ىلع اذاملو

 ؟ةحابم

Oh love, you are an idiot and blind, and cruel 

Even though the two strongholds are arrogant as they see 

the eye of desire and its tendencies 

And when all the people went to Tursoan without anguish 

Why should the heart accept that its garden is a common 

land for all the urinary and all that is permissible? 
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Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 302).  يّنیعب تلعف يذلا ام ،ىمعأ قمحأ ای ،بّحلا مھلم ای، 

 عولولا ةدیدش حملام اھب تدوأ دق نویعلا تناك اذإ

 ،لاجرلا عیمج وسری ثیح ىلا بھذاف

 ةلوزعم ةعقب كلت يداؤف بسحی اذاملو

 ؟عسولأا ملاعلل ةحوتفم ةحاس اھنأ فرعی

Oh my love, blind fool, what did you do with my eyes, 

If the eyes have been given the features of extreme 

weariness 

Go to where all men are anchored, 

Why do my enemies look on that isolated spot? 

And know that it is open to the wider world? 

Enani (2016, p. 240). رصبلا فوفكم ایأ بّحلا بّرای 

 يرظن انأ يّنیعب تیشغأ لھ

 زّیحتملا رظنلاب تدسف دق نیعلأا نكت نإ

 زّیمت يّأ لاب ضرلأا لاجر لّك ىسرم يف وسرت ذإ

 ھنیمی كلم وأً اّذف ھبسحی ناكمب يبلق قّلعتی اذاملو

 ھنوداتریً اعیمج ساّنلا نأ يبلق فرعی عٌاشم وھو

Oh, blind Lord of love  

Did you blindfold my eyes? 

If the eyes have been corrupted by the biased gaze, they 

are anchored in the berth of all the men of the earth 

without any distinction, 

And why is my heart related to a place that thinks it is 

right? 

When it is a public place that my heart knows all people 

are coming to. 

 Table 7.19: Renderings of the first six lines of Sonnet 137 
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Here, the taboo image plays on the word “ride” as a word for sexual intercourse. According to 

researchers, the word “ride” is among the most vulgar words that Shakespeare uses in relation 

to the “dark lady”. Shakespeare also uses this word in Othello 2.1. 76 - 80 in a similar way. 

The metaphor uses the image of a boat being anchored in a harbour where lots of men’s boats 

ride through. Booth (2000, p. 473) explains that this metaphor suggests the act of sexual 

intercourse. In the Arabic translations the ST image is melted down into the context of the rest 

of the sonnet, and the source image is mostly retained in all the translations. In respect of the 

word “fool”, Booth (2000, p. 473) notes that, “the word fool may have had the specifically 

bawdy sense penis.” However, knowing this does not add to the weight of the overall image 

and none of the translators has translated this as to mean anything but a literal translation of 

“idiot”. Tawfīq does not add any extra commentary to this translation of the sonnet, neither 

does Abu-Deeb. Luʼluʼah talks about the sexual metaphors of the riding in the harbour and 

notes this image is also used in Othello. Enani provides the reader with a simple explanation 

of the sonnet in the commentary part of his book, but omits a translation of the word “fool”. 

He explains that the speaker blames himself for loving an “ugly lady” who does not know the 

meaning of loyalty, because she entertains the advances of many men. However, Enani only 

hints that entertaining these advances refers to actual sexual relations.   

These lines have been translated differently without affecting the overall message of the sonnet. 

Tawfīq and Abu-Deeb have envisaged Shakespeare’s “blind fool love” in a more literal sense, 

whilst Luʼluʼah and Enani characterise “blind fool love” as Cupid, because Cupid is usually 

depicted as blindfolded.  
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7.11 THE TRANSLATION OF CULTURAL (RELIGIOUS AND MYTHICAL) 

REFERENCES AND TABOOS, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH NORMS 

As previous chapters have concluded, norms play a dominant role in every translation process. 

The translators' agency, whether intentional or not, is used to ensure their translations are 

culturally accepted.22 The examples discussed in this chapter show that all five translators have 

applied multiple strategies to translate the culture specific expressions found in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets so that their product is suitable, acceptable, and comprehensible to an Arab audience. 

Tracking Toury’s initial norms and matricial norms helps to give the discussion a clearer shape. 

The cognitive nature of “norms” means that tracking the personal preferences and lexical 

choice helps us to understand a translators' agency. Based on the analysis, translators fluctuate 

and oscillate in their use of initial norms. Even if a translator shows a clear tendency to follow 

the norms of a specific culture, whether that of the ST or the TT, the analysis shows that there 

is always oscillation. Although Islam is the most widespread religion in the countries where 

the translators originate from, it cannot be concluded that the translations generally tend to 

favour Islamic preferences, because, as the analysis of examples in this chapter show, 

translators fluctuate in their adherence to a specific culture.  

 

 

 

 

 
22 The application of Toury’s, Chesterman’s, and Hermans’ ideas about norms do not stretch to cover all the 
components of this chapter; but they can be used to add shape to the arguments presented, because the chapter is 
mainly interested in cultural references. 
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7.12 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has examined the different methods followed by the five translators to negotiate 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in relation to Arabic norms. This approach cannot be used to classify all 

of the cultural references found in translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, and none of the five 

translators can be classified as being either purely SC-oriented or purely TC-oriented. While it 

is true that Enani prefers to domesticate references in most cases (as opposed to Abu-Deeb, 

who prefers to foreignise them), Enani does not always translate references to suit the norms 

of the TC. Indeed, each translator oscillates between being SC and TC orientated to varying 

degrees. 

Another consideration taken into account when analysing the translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets was the appearance of discrepancies between the methods of translation discussed in 

the translators’ introduction pieces, and the actual methods used for translation as presented in 

the texts.23 For example, in the Introduction to his work, Abu-Deeb promises the reader that he 

will be loyal to Shakespeare’s work, but when we compare Abu-Deeb’s translations to the 

author’s original poems, we find that he only fulfils his promise to some extent, and does not 

completely accomplish it this goal. This is also apparent in Abu-Deeb’s translation of Edward 

Said’s Orientalism. 

Religion itself was not found to have a particularly strong effect on the translators’ use of 

lexical patterns or their translation choices. However, the analysis did find that translators with 

a strong attachment to their culture’s norms (many of which are derived from Islam) were more 

likely to follow their target audience’s religious expectations. Enani, who demonstrates the 

 
23 This phenomenon can be observed in all of the translations, except for Tawfīq’s, which does not talk about 
methods in its Introduction. 
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strongest attachment to TC norms, tends to use Islamic references, such as Qur'anic verses, and 

is more ‘conservative’ in his approach than the other translators. At the other end of the 

spectrum, Abu-Deeb displays knowledge of Christianity. However, his knowledge of 

Christianity does not completely inform his choices, and he translates some words and phrases 

into equivalents that have particular significance in Islam (e.g he translates “holy bower” as 

‘ ةبعك ’ [Kaaba]). Luʼluʼah also alludes to the Christian biblical inspiration found in some of the 

sonnets, but only in the commentary section of his text.  

When translating mythical references, Enani demonstrates his attachment to TC norms by 

providing his readers with an extra explanation of the significance of certain mythical 

references in Elizabethan culture, as well explaining what these myths mean in Arabic. In 

contrast, Abu-Deeb chooses to keep in the original mythical reference, but does not provide 

any extra commentary. Tawfīq and Luʼluʼah vary between omitting and including mythical 

references, but where they are included, Luʼluʼah provides explanations for these references in 

his commentary.  

Tawfīq has been criticised by some scholars and translators, including Enani, for omitting 

taboo subjects from the translation of the sonnets. However, the analysis shows that, in some 

instances, Tawfīq simply chooses less effective words when translating taboo references for 

the TC, rather than omitting taboo references entirely. Abu-Deeb and Luʼluʼah treat taboo 

references similarly, seeking to minimise the effect of the taboo on their Arab readers, without 

omitting the reference completely. It is important to mention that Luʼluʼah delineates the taboo 

reference in the commentary portion of his text. Enani uses the most conservative approach 

towards the translation of taboo subjects. He keeps in some references but does not allude to 

them in the commentary to his translation; this places the burden of determining meaning on 
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the reader. Furthermore, Enani omits descriptions of what he considers to be the most taboo 

subjects, particularly sexual references, from his textual commentary entirely.  

It is possible then, to conclude that many interrelated factors affect the choices a translator 

makes, in respect of whether he or she is SC or TC oriented. A translator’s individual 

translation priorities are the driving factors behind his or her decision-making processes. For 

example, Enani prioritises the effect of rhyme in his translations of poetry. The translator’s 

voice also plays a role in the decisions a translator makes, and the next chapter will discuss this 

phenomenon. While some translators strive towards invisibility as much as possible, others, 

like Abu-Deeb, combine their own voices together with Shakespeare’s voice. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT:  

THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE AND NEGOTIATING TRANSLATION NORMS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Previous chapters have explored how Arabic translators have translated Shakespeare’s sonnets 

in line with Arabic translation norms. This chapter explores the individual voices of the five 

Arabic translators to find out whether they have challenged, questioned or adapted these norms. 

In this respect Qun-xing (2016, p. 184) explains as follows:   

[The] translator’s voice can never disappear; instead, it is always traceable in a 

translation. [The] translator’s voice can be traced in a micro-dimensional way by 

analysing concrete narratological techniques and the individuality of language use 

through comparing the source texts with the target texts, or through comparing different 

translations of the same source text. 

A comparison of the use of language by the five chosen translators will be undertaken, together 

with an examination of the additional relevant characteristics of each translation. This allows 

us to identify each translator’s voice and how they show distinctiveness or uniqueness. 

Bourdieu’s sociological concept of distinction will be used in order to trace the distinctive 

voice of each translator. In this endeavour, the chapter seeks to answer the following set of 

questions: 

How do Arab translators negotiate the norms of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets, using their 

own distinctive voices, which might be at odds with TC or SC norms? Moreover, how can we 

account for the translator’s voice using the sociological concept of “distinction” as developed 

by Bourdieu?  

This chapter concludes by summarising the basic characteristics of each translator’s voice. 

Points of distinction in each translation will also be clarified in order to present a conclusion 
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about the influence of norms in translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic and their 

connection to distinction. 

8.2 THE TRANSLATOR’S VOICE: STRATEGIES OF DISTINCTION 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the author’s voice is mediated through the translator’s voice. 

Translations also echo the translator’s voice, which can encompass their ideological positions, 

ideas about translation, linguistic/aesthetic sensibility, and an understanding of who their 

expected audience is. Accordingly, each of the different Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets reveals a specific translator’s voice. 

It is common for translators who translate the same work to compare their translations with 

those of other translators, in order to distinguish their own work. Hanna (2016, p. 154) explains 

that retranslations of Shakespeare’s tragedies in Egypt were, “completed to achieve distinction 

in the field of drama translation by suggesting that their translations fulfilled functions that 

were not purportedly fulfilled by earlier translations.” In the introductions to their works, the 

chosen translators examined in the current study make comparisons with, and pass comments 

on their own work and other translations of the sonnets. They do this in order to try to highlight 

how previous versions lack certain elements or particular qualities, and how their own 

translation stands out when compared with others. The French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu 

(1930-2002) talks about this kind of behaviour among cultural agents, and these theories are 

developed in relation to translation by Hanna (2016, p. 139) who calls the choices made by 

each translator “strategies of distinction.”  

Hanna (2016, p. 139) expands on Bourdieu’s theory to suggest that, “the value of any cultural 

product is determined in relation to other products within the same field of cultural production.” 

In the current study, the five different Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets can be 

classed as cultural products that belong to the same field. Bourdieu (1991) notes the role of 
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deviation in trying to achieve distinction or originality from other cultural products in the same 

field. In other words, something that is familiar or commonplace in the field holds back any 

steps towards distinction. This is important, because in light of Bourdieu’s theories, a 

translation that demonstrates distinctiveness has the potential to add value to the translation of 

a work that already has been undertaken by other translators, hence deviation from norms can 

set apart translations of a particular work. Bourdieu (1991, p. 60, cited in Hanna 2016, p. 139) 

explains this as follows:  

The work performed in the literary field produces the appearances [sic] of an original 

language by restoring to a set of derivations whose common principle is that of deviation 

from the most frequent, i.e. ‘common’, ordinary’, ‘vulgar’, usages. Value always arises 

from deviation, deliberate or not, with respect to the most widespread usage, 

‘commonplaces’, ‘ordinary sentiment’, ‘trivial’ phrases, ‘vulgar’ expressions, ‘facile’ 

style. 

Phrases taken from this quote, such as “ordinary sentiment” or “commonplace”, are perhaps 

more applicable to certain translations of the sonnets more than others. When we apply 

Bourdieu’s understanding of distinction to the five Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, the concept of the translator’s voice is seen in a different light. However, describing 

the translator’s voice and its position in terms of high or low levels of distinction might mean 

that we begin to judge some translations as more distinctive than others, and this goes against 

the descriptive nature of the current study. Therefore, the following paragraphs will focus on 

the strategies of distinction that each translator (as a cultural agent) uses in order to encourage 

a reading audience to read his translation.   

There is no doubt that the concept of variation is constrained. Hanna (2016) explains that 

Bourdieu understood that various approaches taken to achieve distinction are very much related 
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to the language and cultural beliefs of the producers. Indeed, norms, though often unconscious, 

can challenge aspirations of deviation. For instance, some of the chosen translators did not feel 

they could translate some of the vulgar expressions or images used by Shakespeare, because 

Arabic publishers and audiences would have rejected these translations for cultural and 

religious reasons. Bourdieu (1991, p. 64) balances behaviours to gain distinction with what he 

calls, “the strategies of assimilation and dissimilation.” This idea encompasses the producer’s 

decision to adhere to conventions and to the norms of a culture. Hanna (2016, p. 139) explains 

this principle in more detail, stating that: 

The attempt by new procedures to gain “distinction” from existing procedures has to be 

balanced by a minimum compliance with the conventions that make up the structure of 

the field: this minimum compliance is the fee that new procedures pay in order to gain 

and maintain membership in the field.  

Tawfīq’s (1988) translation could therefore be described as indistinctive, as it is conventional 

to a large extent, in light of Bourdieu’s understanding of “normality”. Wālī’s (2008) translation, 

although it is “normal” as Bourdieu would have described it, transmits meaning from one 

language to another without remarkable style, but provides the reader with further explanation 

of the descriptive expressions Shakespeare uses, and the choices made by the translator, which, 

according to Bourdieu, adds to the distinctive value of the work. Wālī provides meanings to 

words in Arabic, using lexical choices in MSA that are accessible to modern day readers who 

do not need a dictionary to check their meaning. Tawfīq’s use of Arabic equivalents, on the 

other hand, is simplistic and not complex, which enables the everyday reader to understand and 

comprehend his translation, while Wālī’s academic competence and subtlety in explaining 

meaning is apparent in his translation. Both translators try to deviate from the traditional 

practice of classical poetry writing, especially where archaic vocabulary is used. Practically, 

this deviation adds to the distinction of their translation versions of the sonnets.  
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Abu-Deeb’s (2012) voice is heard through his translation. The key characteristic of Abu-

Deeb’s work (both his translations and his literary criticism) is its distinctiveness, as Bourdieu 

understood the term. In addition, Abu-Deeb’s translation reveals his competence in 

understanding the source culture, and this provides distinction because it allows an Arab 

audience to taste English Elizabethan culture. Indeed, Abu-Deeb treats meaning differently in 

comparison with the other translators. Abu-Deeb’s distinctiveness appears in almost every 

sonnet he translates, and he has cultivated a very distinct voice. Abu-Deeb and his distinctive 

voice in translation will be further expanded upon later in this chapter.   

Luʼluʼah’s (2013) translation is precise in its consideration of the ST culture and its expressions 

and, therefore, this takes the translation to a higher level of distinction than does Wālī’s version. 

Luʼluʼah gives his reader both an adequate and acceptable version of Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

and keeps in traces of the SC. Just in case these traces are not clear in the text itself, he provides 

referenced clarifications in his commentary section. Enani (2016) produced full translations of 

all the sonnets with a significant consideration of the TC audience, unlike Wālī who deleted 

what he felt were the most taboo sonnets, as previous examples given in Chapter Seven show. 

Enani’s combination of the ST lexicon with clear meanings, and his use of well-rhymed poetry, 

all adds to the distinctiveness of his version of the sonnets. However, this analysis is general 

and cannot be applied to every translated sonnet across the five attempts. The following 

subsections explore strategies of distinction that can be identified from the 

translations/translators studied in this thesis. 
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8.2.1 BREAKING NORMS: DEVIATION  

Norms have a close relationship to distinction. Although breaking norms is not generally 

considered to be favourable, breaking them does give the author/translator a distinctive voice. 

This study of five Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets supports the conclusion that 

deviation is a key strategy of distinction. The analysis shows that deviation most likely takes 

the form of additions or changes to the ST, and rarely takes the form of deletion. However, 

although similar studies might highlight the role of deletion as it adds to distinctiveness, this 

study finds that deletion leads to a lack of distinctiveness, because it removes the problematic 

areas that a translator might seek to solve distinctively. It could also be inferred that distinction 

is what the audience actually seeks among the different translated versions of the same ST. 

Furthermore, it is important to highlight that a translator might not consciously seek distinction 

and might try to avoid deviation as much as possible, for multiple reasons, including an 

awareness of his/her audience, acknowledgment of the ST, and/or the purpose of translation, 

such reasons might control the translator’s attitude towards deviation. Thus, based on the 

analyses undertaken in this study, deviation can be traced from two basic sources: a) deviation 

from the ST, and b) deviation from TT norms and TT audience expectations. 

8.2.1.1 DEVIATION FROM THE SOURCE TEXT 

In the corpus of this study, deviation occurs when a translator changes or adds to Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, in either shape or meaning. This deviation might disguise the authenticity of the 

sonnets, and can infer a different image of the Elizabethan era, of the poet’s voice, or even the 

overall meaning of each sonnet. However, the choices made might sometimes meet an 

audience’s preferences and, therefore, add value, and, hence, distinctiveness to the translation.  

Furthermore, the more a translator is attached to TC norms, the more he/she might deviate from 

the ST, and when this happens, the features of the SC become less obvious in translation. 

Therefore, the more a translator’s voice is honoured, the more distinctive the translation is, and 
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this distinction in voice also appears when a translator is clearly attached to the norms of either 

the SC, as in the case of Abu-Deeb, in most instances, or of the TC, as in the case of Enani, 

again in most instances.    

Each of the five translators have diverted from the ST but to differing degrees. As can be 

explained by Bourdieu’s theory, the audience’s tastes might be a key motivator in creating 

distinction. The typology of the audience and their common tastes, that are usually made up of 

culture, faith, language, and ethnic background give purpose and meaning to each translated 

version of the sonnets, and these elements can play a crucial role in the degree of deviation 

achieved. However, a full analysis of audience tastes is beyond the scope of this thesis, because 

it is not meant to be a reception study. The focus here is mainly on the agency of translators, 

in complying with, and challenging, translation norms.  

Tawfīq’s version comes closest to attaining the surface meanings of the ST, because he 

undertakes, on the whole, a literal translation of the sonnets. The paradoxical element here is 

that literal translation might work to disguise the meaning of poetry rather than represent it.24 

Tawfīq’s version targets everyday readers, who are concerned with reading Shakespeare’s 

works without going deeper into meaning, so it repeatedly omits taboo and awkward 

expressions to meet TC expectations. Wālī’s version, although it is a literal translation in many 

ways, is also keen to communicate the connotations of figures of speech, and metaphorical 

language, etc. with additional explaining words. Wālī is an Academic Professor of English, 

and the reason behind Wālī’s interest in clarifying meaning could be an awareness of his 

assumed targeted audience, who are most likely to be students of English Literature. 

As previous chapters have shown, each of the five translators have, whether intentionally or 

not, challenged rules. Abu-Deeb clearly breaks rules deliberately, as illustrated in his 

 
24 Chapter Three explains more about poetry translation. 
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Introduction and the other paratextual tools he uses. Key features of his translations 

demonstrate deviation from the ST. Firstly, Abu-Deeb includes a long introduction to his 

translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets, in which he explains to the reader the principles he uses 

for translation, and breaking norms is one of them. Abu-Deeb highlights his deviation many 

times throughout his Introduction. He begins by explicitly telling readers that he has broken 

the Arabic literary norm of not translating poetry (although many translators previously 

translated verse from/into Arabic). Abu-Deeb says, “And I recalled Al-Jahiz’s old saying 1200 

years ago that poetry is not to be translated, but, a moment where I insisted on revealing the 

beauty of sonnets encouraged me to translate them in this preferable way” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, 

p. 14). Al-Jahiz tells Arab translators not to translate poetry into verse because this decreases 

the poetic value of the poetry. It is interesting to note here that Abu-Deeb is proud of breaking 

this norm. Abu-Deeb quotes Al-Jahiz in his Introduction, explaining that his work goes against 

what is usually expected.   

Breaking norms works towards making Abu-Deeb’s work distinctive, and Abu-Deeb describes 

himself as a non-believer in following norms saying, “but as happens in every type of poetry 

when being practised by a writer that does not believe in norms, whatever they are - poetic or 

political or ethical - the poem that I’m writing has composed itself in the end” (Abu-Deeb, 

2012, p. 15). This breaking of norms does not only apply to his translation of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, but also to other translations he makes, including his translation of Edward Said’s 

Orientalism, where he once again offers a distinctive voice.25 

In his analysis of Arabic literary culture, Abu Deeb suggests that sticking to norms has become 

a stigma and explains that it is not always a good thing. In describing his trend of breaking 

norms, he praises Shakespeare for breaking norms himself. Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 21) explains, 

 
25 See Chapter Four for a fuller discussion of Abu-Deeb’s works. 
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“Shakespeare has been always breaking the theoretical requirements of prosody”. Abu-Deeb 

also comments on English literary culture, stating that it “has a wider freedom and acceptance 

for breaking the prosodic law than Arabic culture, and poetry as well” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 

21). Abu-Deeb goes further, and insists that Shakespeare is not the only English poet who 

breaks norms because, “the extreme hold of norms is a stigma and not a virtue and it builds, in 

the eye of English culture, a feeling of dullness and boredom” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 21). He 

repeatedly admits that he seeks to break these rules, saying, “It was once said that humans were 

not created for norms, but norms were created for humans. I praise this saying and feel pleased 

with it, and I am not ever willing to go astray from it” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 55).26  

Abu-Deeb gives titles to each sonnet he translates, in addition to referring to each by number. 

He notes that he hopes Shakespeare will forgive him for this, saying, “I hope the real owner of 

the sonnets will forgive me for giving them titles - if souls can forgive” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 

58). In addition, he highlights the final couplet in every sonnet (the last two lines of the sonnet) 

for emphasis, and this breaks the metrical norm pattern of the sonnet, since it changes the 

original shape of the sonnet. Abu-Deeb also makes extra line additions to some of the sonnets, 

and describes this as, “a guilt he is not sorry for” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 58). Usually, translators 

do not alter the basic features of the texts they translate. These features function as boundaries 

that guide a translator, and as borders that translators do not usually cross. However, for Abu-

Deeb, breaking norms is a norm. Therefore, the agency/visibility of the translator is more 

obvious in the case of his translation, and this adds to its distinction. 

Abu-Deeb’s translation is not the only version that shows the characteristics of deviation. For 

example, Enani’s translation is, as previous chapters have reflected, an Arabised, or sometimes 

even an Islamised version of Shakespeare’s sonnets, owing to his consideration of an Arab 

 
26 This example also reflects Abu-Deeb’s Christianity because it is inspired by a famous saying of Christ in Mark 
2.27: Then he said to them, "The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath.” 
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audience and their tastes. Indeed, in Sonnet 122, Enani translates eternity as  نیدلا موی    

(judgement day), which is a common expression in line with an Arab audience’s typical 

expectations and taste. 

The Source Text Beyond all date even to eternity 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 146). ؛ دولخلا نمز ىتح ، ةنمزلأا عیمج زواجتت و 

And exceed all times, until the time of eternity 

Wālī (2008, p. 138). ؛ نامزلا دعب ام ىلا ادلاخ 

time beyond forever to Immortal 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 328) in 

prose. 

 نیدبلآا دبأ ىتحو ،خیراوتلا لّك دعب ام

Beyond all dates, and until forever and ever 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 272). ةیدبلأا ىلا نامزلأا لك نم دعبأ و، 

And beyond all times to eternity 

By Enani (2016, p. 224). نیّدلا موی ىتح ھیف ةرطّسم لّظتو 

And stay written there until the judgement day 

 

Table 8.1: Renderings of “Beyond all date even to eternity” (Sonnet 122) 

As the aforementioned translations highlight, only Enani’s lexical choice deviates into a more 

Arabised expression:  نیدلا موی   which can be translated as “judgment day”. Such deviation adds 

to the artistry of the poetry and meets an Arab audience’s tastes. 
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8.2.1.2 DEVIATION FROM THE TT 

The deviation from the TT includes any deviation from aspects of TC norms and Arabic-

speaking audience expectations. In this study of Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

deviation occurs when a translator goes against the Arabic norms of translation. Generally, all 

of the five translators break the common Arabic literary norm devised over 1,200 years ago by 

Al-Jahiz 27  and other Arabic literary scholars, of not translating poetry (although many 

examples of world literature have been translated into Arabic poetry, therefore, breaking this 

norm.28) Enani takes this deviation a step further by translating Shakespeare’s sonnets into 

verse, and not into prose as most translators had done before him. 

Luʼluʼah shows strong loyalty to Arabic culture, but, nevertheless, challenges old Arabic 

norms. One of these norms is the idea that poetry cannot be translated. Commenting on Jabra’s 

opinion, Luʼluʼah explains that he has the desire to write in verse form in order to challenge 

this old norm, since he does not like or agree with it. On the other hand, Luʼluʼah’s comments 

about Jabra’s work reveals loyalty to Arabic norms. He praises Jabra for paying attention to 

the aesthetics of the target text, his consistency of understanding, and his avoidance of literal 

translation. Luʼluʼah also adds in footnotes to clarify meaning and considers the target reader 

in every detail. 

 

 

 

 
27 Al-Jahiz’s norm of not translating poetry is mentioned in the introductory sections of Luʼluʼah’s, Abu-Deeb’s, 
and Enani’s translation versions.  
28 As previously mentioned, some norms are stronger than others, whilst it is accepted by some audiences that 
others can be broken.  
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8.2.2 ADHERING TO THE NORMS OF THE SC OR THE TC  

It can be concluded from previous discussions that a translator’s voice, norms and distinction 

are connected. In some cases, the more visible a translator’s voice is, the more norms s/he is 

likely to break. According to Bourdieu’s understanding of distinction and its connection to the 

receivers’ tastes, when translators challenge accepted norms, they want to make sure they 

maintain a minimum of TC norms in order to guarantee that their work will be accepted by 

their audience. One piece of evidence that proves this theory is the translators’ concern for their 

audience and the repetition of words that reflect this concern in the translator’s introductions. 

For example, Enani inserts the statement, “what the reader would seek” in the last paragraph 

of the Introduction to his translation. This, perhaps, conveys a message to his readers about 

putting their expectations first. Also, Luʼluʼah gives his readers the choice of simply gaining 

enjoyment reading Shakespeare’s sonnets in Arabic or seeking further explanations and 

meaning in the commentary section at the end of his book.   

Some translators more obviously adhere to the norms of either the SC or the TC, but this 

adherence can add to distinction. In applying this theory to the case studies, it can be seen that 

Enani (2016) and Abu-Deeb (2012) exercise many strategies of distinction, and they are the 

two translators who seem to engage the most with the norms of either the SC or the TC, in most 

cases. Looking at this from an alternate perspective, this shows that following norms does not 

necessarily mean that distinctiveness is not achieved. It could be argued that in the majority of 

instances, Enani’s translation considers the norms of the TC the most. 

Another point to add here is that the extent of literal translation undertaken cannot always be 

used to judge a translation effort. It also does not always follow that a translator leans towards 

the SC norms simply because he/she keeps it main features. Sometimes, literal translations are 

used by a translator to escape from the obstacles of translating difficult or taboo cultural 
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references. Tawfīq’s translation attempt is an example of one that is literal, but still falls in the 

middle of the scale in relation to complying with SC or TC norms. However, literal translation 

can affect distinction negatively when it disguises the translator’s voice. 

Showing loyalty to Arab literary heritage is shared by two of the translators (Tawfīq and Wālī). 

Unfortunately, Wālī did not include a long introduction or annotated commentaries with his 

translations, in order to support this analysis fully, but his translations reflect an interest in Arab 

cultural norms as previous chapters have shown. Abu-Deeb also shows pride in what, he 

argues, is the Arabian origins of the sonnet. He explains that the Arabic world has spawned 

many pioneers of literature, but that he has still been influenced by English literary culture. 

Abu-Deeb reflects his loyalty to Arabic culture in the idioms he includes in his Introduction to 

his version of the sonnets. For example, he is pleased that he is able to undertake the translation 

of Shakespeare’s sonnets, and uses the idiom يردص جلثی   “freezes my chest” (it makes me 

extremely happy and satisfied as if my chest is icy-chilled). Abu-Deeb compares Arabian 

sonnets with Giacomo Da Lentini’s sonnets; Lentini is, historically, credited with the invention 

of the sonnet form.29 Abu-Deeb also claims that Shakespeare’s sonnets have Arabian roots.   

Generally speaking, Luʼluʼah shows a tendency to lean toward the norms of the target culture 

(Arabic) when translating Shakespeare’s sonnets. This is revealed not only in his translation of 

the sonnets, but in his other written works, and in the Introduction and Commentary to his 

translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Luʼluʼah authored a book in 2010 called: Arabic-

Andalusian Poetry and the Rise of the European Love-Lyric, which, as its title reflects, strongly 

supports the theories that contend for the Arabian roots of European love lyrics in general and 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in particular. Luʼluʼah’s translation is distinctive because he addresses 

the surface meanings of the sonnets (what a reader would understand without referring to extra 

 
29 See Chapter Five for more information about the historical development of the sonnet. 
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sources) and the deeper meanings of the sonnets. He gives the reader the choice of whether to 

read the sonnets from a surface meaning perspective only, or to read a further explanation that 

explores their deeper meanings, for example, he explains Biblical references and/or mythical 

stories in the commentary part of his version.   

As discussed in Chapters Five and Six, Enani demonstrates the largest attachment to the norms 

of the target culture (Arabic). Enani reveals his loyalty to Arabic language and culture in all 

aspects of his work, in the Introduction, in the translations themselves, and in his concluding 

Commentary. To a great extent, Enani’s translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets contributes to the 

poetic heritage of the Arabic language, for it is the only version that is composed completely 

in poetry. To summarise, Enani looks to recreate a complete Arabic version of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, providing access to sonnets that an Arab audience might find uninteresting or even 

silly. Most of all, Enani cares about translating the music of poetry; he knows that Arab 

audiences are used to hearing the musicality of poetry and feels that this needs to be combined 

with a strong translation of meaning that does not result in an emptiness of meaning. In his 

Introduction, Enani explores some of the principles he has used in translating Shakespeare’s 

sonnets. He clarifies that, sometimes, he has not followed original Shakespearean rhymes or 

syllable length for the sake of Arabic prosody. In other words, he sometimes breaks operational 

norms (metrical norms in particular) for convenience. However, many times, Enani explains 

that he has tried to imitate Shakespeare’s sonnets in their meaning and shape, but admits that 

this was a difficult task, and he was not able to do this entirely. 
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8.2.3 ACCESS TO THE SOURCE TEXT CULTURE  

Throughout the history of translating Shakespeare’s drama into Arabic, each successive 

translator has claimed that their translation is better or more advanced than any others. For 

example, Mutrān does this, as discussed in Chapter Four. Also, some translators claim 

distinction because they have translated from the original source language, and not from a 

translated version of the original work (e.g. Mutrān, who translated Shakespeare from French). 

In other words, direct access to the source language/culture has always been used as a strategy 

by translators to highlight the distinctiveness of their voice and the translation product, 

compared to other works. The same can also be said in the analysis of the different translations 

of Shakespeare’s sonnets.  

Chapter Six examined the ways the chosen Arabic translators handled certain references made 

by Shakespeare in his sonnets that are considered taboo in Arabic culture. In translating 

religious references in particular, Abu-Deeb’s version showed distinction because he had direct 

access to the source religion. Although Abu-Deeb does not refer to this quality precisely in his 

introduction piece or in his footnotes, he is the only Christian translator among the others. Abu-

Deeb’s translation demonstrates a strong understanding of Christian religious culture and this 

is echoed in the translation choices he makes. This does not imply that the other translations 

lack clarity or accuracy, but Abu-Deeb’s lexical religious choices clearly reflect his knowledge 

and understanding of the Bible in particular, and of Christianity in general. One example of 

this is his translation of the term “gracious light” as seen in Sonnet 33.  

The Source Text Lo! In the orient when the gracious light 

Tawfīq (1988, p. 23). ةنتافلا سمشلا ءوض نوكی نیح قرشلا ىلا رظنا 

sun stunning of light the when orient the at Look 
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Wālī (2008, p. 23). قرشملا يف ةیكلملا سمشلا رظنا 

orient the in sun majestic the at Look 

Abu-Deeb (2012, p. 92) in 

prose. 

 كرابملا رونلا عفری نیح ،قّدح

raised being is light blessed the when Stare, 

By Luʼluʼah (2013, p. 42). قرشملا يف لیلجلا رونلا امنیح ،رظنا 

orient the in is light great the when Look, 

By Enani (2016, p. 101). ءامعنلا راونأ ةّبر ھیف تعفر اذإ يقرشلا قفلأا تیآرآ 

 of Goddess the when orient the of horizon the seen you Have

raised being is blessings 

 
Table 8.2: Renderings of “Lo! In the orient when the gracious light” (Sonnet 33) 

According to Zinman (2009, p. 15) this phrase taken from: “For as the lightning cometh out of 

the East, and shineth even unto the West; so shall also the coming of the Son of man be” 

(Matthew, 24: 27). He discusses the Biblical theme around the word “gracious light” saying 

that, “When the eye is reverently directed heavenward, the soul may receive “the gracious 

light” of the Spirit and experience the rebirth or resurrection promised by the Son of God. The 

words in line 1 of the Sonnet, “orient when the gracious light,” is read as the light of the Spirit 

described as coming from the East” (Zinman, 2009, p. 15). 

The different back translations show that Abu-Deeb and Luʼluʼah are the only translators who 

add a religious touch to their translations. Abu-Deeb uses the word كرابم  , which means 

“blessed” to describe the light, and this has clear religious connotations, because the concept 

of blessings generally comes from God or a divine source. 

Luʼluʼah refers to Greek mythology and to oriental countries that worship the Sun in his 

translations. Also, he uses the word  لیلج   which means a “great thing”; he does not refer to 
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“blessings” in the way Abu-Deeb does. It is interesting that Luʼluʼah undertook a close reading 

of Abu-Deeb’s version, and might have been influenced in his own choices by what Abu-Deeb 

had done or not done.   

Another example is the word “glorious” seen in Sonnet 33.30 This sonnet alludes to the biblical 

story of the Transfiguration of Jesus, and Waugaman (2012-13, p. 77) states, “Pondering these 

allusions deepens the pathos and irony of the sonnet. It glories the Youth on the surface, while 

its biblical echoes sharpen the poet’s abject disillusionment in him.” Waugaman (2012-13, p. 

77) supports his view by referring to a Biblical passage from Matthew 17:2 about the 

Transfiguration of Jesus and concludes by saying that the passage is, “widely viewed by 

Christians as describing a moment when Christ’s divinity is made visible. As the Genevan 

gloss puts it, ‘Christ shewed them his glorie, that they might not think that he suffered [his 

subsequent crucifixion] through infirmitie, but that he offered up himself willingly to dye’.”   

Again, Abu-Deeb is the only translator who adds a religious sense to the line by choosing the 

word  دیجم   which means “exalted and praiseworthy”. Furthermore, some of Abu-Deeb’s 

comments in his Introduction and in his footnotes give clear hints of his knowledge of 

Christianity. For example, he comments on Sonnet 146 with a footnote saying that this sonnet 

is, “the only ‘Christian’ sonnet. It means that it is the only one from the whole collection that 

comes from a Christian vision of man. It praises the status of soul and disgraces the body” 

(Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 378).31  

 

 

 
30 See Chapter Six for a further discussion of Sonnet 33. 
31 See Chapter Seven for a fuller discussion of Sonnet 146.  
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8.2.4 ACCESS TO THE TARGET AUDIENCE 

One strategy that the translators have adopted to highlight their translatorial voice and the 

distinctiveness of their translation is to claim access to their target audience. The translations 

made by Tawfīq (1988, 2005) and Wālī (2008) are simplified in their use of rhetorical images 

and poetic language, and they make heavy use of surface level meaning and literal translation, 

so as to meet an everyday Arabic reader’s expectations and understanding. As examples from 

previous chapters have shown, these translations tend to paraphrase figurative language rather 

than finding equivalents in Arabic. On the other hand, they sometimes sacrifice rhetorical 

elements to make the TT more accessible. These translations tend to delete unacceptable 

images, compared with other translations. However, because of this, these versions lack some 

points of distinction according to Bourdieu’s understanding of it, in comparison to the other 

translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. This assessment does not seek to conclude that this 

simple use of language means that these translations are any less worthy, effective, or enjoyable 

to read as translations, it only seeks to explain that the approach that a translator uses to make 

his translation can affect its level of distinction in Bourdieusean terms. 

In the introduction piece to his version of the sonnets, Enani suggests that using rhymed 

translation makes the text more comprehensible for Arab readers. In other words, he believes 

that translating poetry as poetry contributes to the acceptability of the text. This reveals how 

he favours the general norms of the target (Arabian) literary culture, but overturns the idea that 

poetry cannot be translated. Enani also explains how he dislikes literal translations of poetry 

(even if translated into poetry form). Enani cares about Arabic prosody when translating poetry, 

such as the norms of rhythm and of rhyme, etc. In respect of his interest in following the norms 

of the TC culture, this is also revealed in the way he deals with taboo subjects. He believes that 

an Arab audience has the right to access all sonnets but with the required adjustments. Overall, 

Enani is against deleting taboo sonnets and he criticises translators like Tawfīq for this practice. 
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Using verses from the Qur'an can enhance the acceptability of a text for an Arab audience, and 

even for non-Muslim recipients, using divine references can enrich a literary work for some 

readers. For Arabs, the language of Qur'an is commonly believed to be the standard (ideal) 

form of Arabic, and quoting from it is thought to lift up the level of a literary work in the eyes 

of Muslim readers. This theory is also applicable to Abu-Deeb’s referencing of Biblical stories. 

Wālī uses an interesting statement to describe Shakespeare, and one which reflects how much 

Wālī is influenced by the Qur'an, or at least his knowledge of it. Although it is not desirable in 

Islam to use a Qur'anic verse taken from Al-Furqaan, 7 that is associated with the Prophet 

Muhammad to describe other people, Wālī uses the Qur'anic verse shown below to describe 

Shakespeare: 

 "ارًیذَِنُ ھَعمَ نَوكَُیَف كٌَلمَ ھِیَْلِإ لَزِنُأ لاَوَْل ۙ◌ قِاوَسَْلأْا يِف يشِمَْیوَ مَاَعَّطلا لُكُْأَی لِوسَُّرلا اَذھَٰ لِامَ اوُلاَقوَ"

This can be translated as follows: What sort of messenger is this? He eats food and walks about 

in the marketplaces! Why has no angel been sent down to help him with his warnings (Abdel 

Haleem, 2015, p. 227). Here, Wālī intends to show that it is a great responsibility to take on 

the job of translating works as important as those of Shakespeare, but that, ultimately, 

Shakespeare is a human being who can be reached in translation. In the context of norms, this 

means that Wālī is influenced by TC norms. Furthermore, Enani uses a direct Qur'anic 

quotation in his translation of Sonnet 146.32  

The demographic of the audience is also relevant. Generally, the translators' agency tends to 

cover a wider range of audience than the previous translation would have reached. It could be 

concluded that one of Tawfīq’s achievements is to introduce Shakespeare’s poetic language to 

a non-elite audience. As Chapter Four discussed, Shakespeare’s works were introduced to local 

Egyptian people in a comedic form. To be more precise, theatres tended to stage Shakespeare’s 

 
32 See Chapter Seven for a fuller discussion of Sonnet 146. 
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tragedies as comedies in order to attract an audience and meet the expectations of that audience. 

Translations of Shakespeare’s plays in their original form would have targeted the elites, while 

comedies targeted everyday visitors to the theatre. Tawfīq’s translation of the sonnets is 

pioneering because it puts Shakespeare’s sonnets into the hands of the everyday reader in a 

language he or she would understand.  

8.2.5 THE TRANSLATORS’ COMMENTS ON OTHER TRANSLATIONS AND 

TRANSLATORS 

In relation to the opinions of translators about the work of other translators, Hanna (2016, p. 

139) explains that, “conscious of this fact, new producers attempt to achieve ‘distinction’ for 

their products, i.e. they attempt to attach to their products qualities that are considered lacking 

in existing products.” This statement could explain why some translators attempt to talk 

negatively about other translations of the same work, not talk at all about other works, claim 

they have not read the work of other translators, or talk positively about their own works to 

show how other works lack certain positive qualities.  

Tawfīq (1988) does not comment on any other translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. By the 

time Tawfīq began his translation of the sonnets, Jabra had already translated most of them, 

but Tawfīq might not have, in fact, read Jabra’s attempt, and so made no points of comparison 

between his own attempt and Jabra’s. However, the four other translators of the sonnets all 

comment on their predecessors’ attempts, in a way that tries to point to the strengths of their 

own versions.  

Wālī’s translation (2008) comes after Tawfīq’s, but Wālī makes no comments about Tawfīq’s 

translation. It is also important to note here that Enani revised Wālī’s translation of the sonnets. 

Furthermore Abu-Deeb (2012) does not mention Tawfīq’s translation in his introduction piece. 

Luʼluʼah (2013) talks about Abu-Deeb’s translation, and criticises him on some points. Enani 
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(2016) also talks about other previous translated versions of the sonnets, and criticises Tawfīq 

for his “mistakes”. Also, Luʼluʼah talks about a previous translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

by Abu-Deeb that was published in a free monthly book offered by Dubai Cultural Magazine 

(2010) under the title: William Shakespeare: Sonnets, translated into Arabic by Kamāl Abū 

Dīb. Luʼluʼah explains that Abu-Deeb includes a manifold introduction about Shakespeare and 

the sonnets, referring to the possible Arabian roots of the sonnets, and this introduction piece 

is followed by the translation of 52 sonnets in prose, and some translated in verse. Luʼluʼah 

criticises Abu-Deeb’s introduction piece for containing inaccurate information, and he 

criticises the tone used by Abu-Deeb for narrating this information.   

Luʼluʼah does not show concern for tracking Abu-Deeb’s mistakes, but, rather, he is more 

concerned with commenting on Abu-Deeb’s translation of the sonnets; he blames Abu-Deeb 

for prioritising readers rather than Shakespeare’s text. In other words, Luʼluʼah claims that 

Abu-Deeb’s translation should be more authentic, and should lean more towards highlighting 

the source text rather than the translator’s mastery of the talent of translation. This note might 

work to enrich Luʼluʼah’s translation, because it draws attention to Abu-Deeb’s mistakes. 

Luʼluʼah also criticises Abu-Deeb’s choice of calling the sonnets “Tawasheh” and claiming 

their connection to Islamic rhymes (Luʼluʼah, 2013, pp. 21-22). Luʼluʼah gives examples of 

what he sees as “mistakes” in Abu-Deeb’s translation; these examples fill the last eight pages 

of Luʼluʼah’s introduction piece. Luʼluʼah also addresses Abu-Deeb using a sarcastic tone. For 

instance, he talks about the way Abu-Deeb refers to “sweeping the stones” in his translation of 

Sonnet 55, as سنكت مل  يتلا  ةراجحلا    (non-swept stones); he says, “... would he wash them with soap 

and hot water, for example ...” (Luʼluʼah, 2013, p. 24). At the end of Luʼluʼah’s criticism of 

Abu-Deeb’s translation, he concludes with the comment that, perhaps, one should not try to 

translate poetry! In contrast, Enani embraces the idea that an Arabic audience might take 

pleasure in reading well-rhymed verse translated into Arabic poetry.  
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Luʼluʼah wonders if the Arabic reader cares for Abu-Deeb’s verse, “the core question is: does 

an Arabic reader need rhymed poetry translated from a foreign language? What an Arabic 

reader desires is to see what others have devised in pictures, metaphors and ironies in the 

subjects of their poetry. Therefore, they are to be transferred to him in a clear understood prose, 

[...] this is if the translator did not want to show off his muscles in rhyming or in expressing 

themselves” (Luʼluʼah, 2013, p. 29).  

8.2.6 THE TRANSLATORS’ REFLECTIONS ON THEIR OWN TRANSLATIONS  

It is not essential for a translator to mention the mistakes of a former translator to gain 

distinction. By making positive statements about their own work, they might also cast a 

negative light on previous translations. In this respect, Abu-Deeb does not compare his work 

to that of any other translators. Rather, he compares his work to the original Shakespearean 

sonnets. What is interesting in the first page of his introduction piece is that he mentions Jabra’s 

translation of some of Shakespeare’s sonnets, but stresses that he has not read Jabra’s version 

because he did not want to be charmed: “... reading Jabra’s version before I translate the sonnets 

will captivate me with an indelible constraint, and it might force me to give up what I have 

been planning to do. And for I have urgent reasons - which I will not say them now - to dare to 

translate Shakespeare’s sonnets, I will so do it without exposing myself to Jabra’s effect that 

might be destroying if I allowed its charm to cast its magic on me” (Abu-Deeb, 2012, p. 13). It 

might be inferred from this point that Abu-Deeb is trying to draw attention to his own linguistic 

competence and understanding of Shakespeare’s language and culture. 
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8.2.7 ACCESS TO PREVIOUS TRANSLATIONS OF THE SAME WORK 

Although being a pioneer is distinctive, it does not always mean that distinction is gained by 

pioneering behaviour. Some studies that examine retranslation claim that the very first 

translation of a work usually has a direct influence on successive translations. Koskinen and 

Paloposki (2015) explore the influence of a first translation on ensuing translations of the same 

work. Their study concludes that there is a direct influence of one translation on another. To 

relate Koskinen and Paloposki (2015) to the current study of retranslations of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets, it can be noted Enani’s (2016) version gains distinction because of the existence of 

previous retranslations of Shakespeare’s sonnets by other translators. On the other hand, 

Tawfīq’s (1988) work misses this benefit because of his lack of access to previous translations. 

The same principle could be applied to all the discussed translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

that emerged after 1988. 

8.2.8 TRANSLATION AS A PROFESSION 

This refers to the work of professional translators and those who have a good knowledge of 

English literature in general, and Shakespeare’s language in particular, and who undertake 

translations of Shakespeare’s works, although their main profession is something other than a 

translator. This study does not seek to judge a translation (or a translator), but it explores the 

translator’s background and their competence in translation. This point mainly targets Tawfīq, 

because his biography reveals that he translated as a freelance translator, while his main 

profession was in the military and not translation. Asfoor (2009, p. 221) comments on Tawfīq 

as follows: 

His basic training was in the military, but it seems that his love of knowledge and learning 

languages led him later to study English language at Ain-Shams University and German 

language at the University of Cologne. He translated a number of books from English and 

German. If we were to judge Tawfīq based on this brief biography, we would conclude that 
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his training is not the kind which the scholar in English or German literature needs, but it is 

more of a hobby.  

Asfoor (2009, p. 222) also notes some mistakes in Tawfīq’s introduction piece to his translation 

of the sonnets, such as describing Shakespeare’s long poems Venus and Adonis and The Rape 

of Lucrece as epic poems when they are not. He alludes to Tawfīq’s, “mistakes which an expert 

in Shakespeare’s language secrets does not commit. Those who make mistakes in translation, 

unlike other professions, do not survive the blame because the basic assumption is that 

translators are qualified for this job to the maximum.”  

Asfoor (2009, p. 222) notes that he will not discuss Tawfīq’s mistakes in translating Sonnets 

135 and 136, because these sonnets cause problems because of their taboo content. However, 

he explains that, in Sonnet 3, Tawfīq translates the line, “Now is the time that face should form 

another” in a way that gives the indication that Shakespeare is asking his companion to “change 

his look” rather than asking him to get married and reproduce. In this respect, Tawfiq’s version 

might lack some gravitas when it is compared to the work of the professors of literature such 

as Abu-Deeb and Enani.33 However, Tawfiq’s translation is distinctive for other reasons that 

are explained in this current chapter.     

8.3 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has sought to bridge gaps in the concept of “norms”. Norms describe the collective 

behaviour of translators or, in other words, the expected behaviour of translators. In real terms, 

no translation can ever comply with norms completely, because “norms” is a cognitive concept 

that changes according to time and place. This chapter connected the concept of distinction to 

norms whilst describing the individual behaviour of the translators as agents. 

 
33 Enani also notes that Tawfīq’s work contains mistakes.   
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The element of deviation stands clear in this current chapter among the different elements that 

Bourdieu connects to distinction, and those which are used to highlight norms. Although norms 

are usually connected to the idea of following what a certain group would encourage all its 

members to follow, this chapter talks about how breaking norms can be achieved positively, to 

reach distinction. In other words, if a translator stands against norms and tries not to disguise 

his voice with the voice of the ST narrator, then the more his translation might gain an 

audience’s acceptance, because the two elements match what an audience seeks from a 

translation (especially translations of classical works of literature that an audience might 

already know vaguely or in detail).  

It is important to note that the researcher has screened Bourdieu’s views through Hanna’s 

(2016) perspective, since Bourdieu did not elaborate his understanding of distinction with 

translation studies as his main focus. Hanna discusses what can be referred to as, “strategies of 

distinction”, and this chapter applies these points to the corpus of the current study with more 

elaboration. Also, this study is descriptive in its nature and not evaluative, and it does not seek 

to judge whose translation is more distinctive than the other. Howver, it aims to show the 

distinctive characteristics of each translation.     
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CHAPTER NINE: 

CONCLUSION 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Shakespeare is a towering literary personality, arguable known the world over. The Arab World 

holds him with much the same high esteem thus in addition to popularly enjoying his works, 

they are performed, published and quoted often in daily newspapers. The Bard’s works are also 

pertinent sources of study, in varying forms and in a multitude of areas. As is the case for this 

research, including the translation study and the many areas within this field.  

 

As this research has demonstrated translation is so much more than a process of interlinguistic 

exchange, of rendering meaning of texts from one language to another. There are many nuances 

to consider and many obstacles to overcome. As popular as he is, Shakespeare provides many 

great challenges for the translator who attempt to translate his works. One could argue that 

translating Shakespeare to modern day English is a challenge unto itself and this point would 

illustrate the difficulties encountered with the task of translating his works to Arabic. 

Nonetheless, as this study has demonstrated there are translators who relish such opportunities. 

 

The essential objective of this research was to implement a socio-cultural approach to the study 

of poetry translation, based on the concept of “norms”. In order to achieve this, the study 

engaged in a detailed discussion of the cognitive concept of norms, a theory developed by 

Gideon Toury (1995), and the concept of the “Translation’s voice”. The thesis also explored 

“translational shifts” as a tool used to examine the behaviour of translators. Also, the 

translators’ agency as it is linked to the concept of “distinction," which was first introduced by 

Pierre Bourdieu (1979). Additionally, the works of other pertinent translation theorists were 
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also discussed in order to elaborate a methodology for the study of Arabic translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets. 

 

The most significant feature of this study is its cross disciplinary nature. It integrates different 

theories of norms (primarily that of the socio-cultural aspects) which describes the collective 

behaviour of translators, and the individual, the translator’s voice. Another key feature is the 

cross-cultural investigation of norms in Shakespeare’s sonnets, within the context of 

Elizabethan era of the UK and Arabian cultures of that same time period. 

 

The study also reflected on the obstacles that were encountered during the translation process 

and the resultant consequences of challenging norms. 

 

The corpus of the study composed of five Arabic translations that were chosen from research 

of all published books of complete Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets; to include all 

translations, would fall outside of the remit of this thesis.  In the effort to shed light, the chosen 

five translations and their respective translators lends nearer to a reflection of the full coverage 

of the entirety of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Similarly, the five chosen translators provide pertinent 

scope for comparison in terms of methodology, style and creativity. The translators discussed 

in this thesis are Badr Tawfīq (1988), Esmat Wālī (2008), Kamāl Abu-Deeb (2012), ʻAbd al-

Wāḥid Luʼluʼah (2013), and Muḥammad Enani (2016). Finally, two sets of criteria were 

established: source-orientated and taget-oritenated to underpin the reasoning for the selection 

of the translators and translations for the purpose of analysis. 
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9.2 REVISITING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Based on the overriding aim of the thesis, the current study set out to answer the key question: 

Can the concept of translation norms be used for exploring the translation of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets into Arabic? The theory of “norms” is a cognitive concept that cannot be measured nor 

described in any concrete way. Furthermore, translators do not always intentionally follow 

norms, and this trend is reflected in their translations. In other words, translators often follow 

dominant norms unconsciously, due to personal beliefs or in consideration of TT acceptance. 

Therefore, the appearance of norms-governed choices varies in different translations according 

to their translators.    

 

This study demonstrate that norms can differ from one person to the next, according to his or 

her ideas about culture, religion and behaviour and personal biases. Furthermore, Norms differ 

from one culture to another, and they differ within a single culture across different points in 

time. For example, culturally speaking, Saudi Arabia has become a different place from what 

it was thirty years ago, just after the so-called Sahwa (The Awakening Movement) which lasted 

from 1979 to 2016. During the Sahwa era certain attitudes and behaviours were deemed taboo, 

in comparison to how the same attitudes were thought of in previous times.  

 

This phenomenon explains why films and theatrical shows (including those that were inspired 

by Shakespeare, as detailed in Chapter Four) started to emerge more frequently in Saudi Arabia 

by the end of the era. Also, as the study reflects, all the five translators hail from different 

countries in the Arab world, but, nevertheless, they vary in their preferences for dominant 

norms, even when these norms are shared. This also applies to translations from within the 

same Arabian country. 
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Three of the translators, namely, Tawfīq (1988), Wālī (2008), and Enani (2016) are from Egypt, 

and although it could be concluded, to some extent, that Wālī and Enani lean more towards the 

norms of TC, Wali does not follow the same shifts as those followed by Enani in order to reflect 

dominant norms. Enani edited Wāl’īs translation of Shakespeare’s Sonnets in 2008. However, 

Enani’s version of 2016 does not imitate Wāl’īs in the methods he follows to reflect norms, 

such as his lexical choices, etc., [except when he uses certain strategies to transmit the meaning 

into Arabic) This point adds weight to the idea of norms changing over time. Tawfīq, on the 

other hand, shows a less attachment to TC norms than Wālī and Enani. In other words, he does 

not seem to use shifts extensively, or any other strategies to bring the text closer to TC 

acceptance. Tawfīq tends to delete culturally unacceptable expressions to meet his target 

audience’s expectations. He generally keeps in the images of the ST with literal translations of 

their surface meaning. The other two translations add to this point of discussion. For example, 

Abu-Deeb’s translation demonstrates how the religious background of a Christian translator 

can make a difference to the norms used in a translation of text for an Arab audience, his 

translations sway towards SC norms in comparison to the work of the other translators. 

Furthermore, Luʼluʼah’s translation shows how a translator can be affected by his tutor’s 

(Jabra’s) dominant norms. 

 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets were examined in order to explore the different 

ways the chosen translators negotiated dominant norms, mainly using translational shifts. Since 

norms in translation are more about the collective behaviour of translators, the study focused 

its attention on discussing the individual behaviours of the translators and observing how each 

translation was distinctive. The outcomes of this study will add to the academic discussion on 

Shakespeare’s works in Arabic, and how this discussion can be developed in future research. 
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When approaching the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic, exploring norms can 

help us to mediate these sonnets in a way that is relevant to an Arab audience. It also initiates 

an interest in considering Shakespeare’s sonnets as pertinent case studies when discussing 

translational and literary phenomena. 

 

The first chapter of the thesis posed the two-fold question: How is the concept of “translation 

norms” theorised in translation studies? Norms, as a translational concept, is generally 

connected to Toury, who is seen as the major developer of this concept in the field. However, 

Toury’s conceptualisation does not really cover the cultural side of norms and, accordingly, 

the contributions of other theorists were considered in order to connect the cultural analysis of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets to norms, using different translation theories. 

 

One of the findings of this thesis is that it is difficult to apply different theories of norms to 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets. This difficulty arises for many reasons, including 

the inconsistent nature of the theory of norms itself, and the fact that the Arabic language has 

diverse equivalents, idioms, and expressions , etc., which cannot be connected, with certainty 

to norms. Also, the sonnets themselves are short poems and contain all the obstacles which are 

usually found when translating poetry. Furthermore, the sonnets contain a considerable amount 

of content (religious and mythological) which are contrary to Arabic cultural beliefs. The 

translators have attempted to square meeting the expectations of Arab norms with  their 

enthusiasm in remaining true to  Shakespeare’s expressions and meanings.  

 

In addition to providing an introduction to the theory of norms, the thesis looked at a corpus of 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets made by different translators from different 

literary backgrounds. This discussion focused foremost on Arab cultural norms and the 
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publication of the sonnets for an Arab market. A key trend identified from basic observations 

made in the study was that all of the translation versions are concerned with TC acceptance, 

even if the translators ’choices seem, in many cases, to be directed towards SC norms. In other 

words, the translators seem to favour towards swimming with the tide rather than against it, 

even if some translational preferences appear to show a superficial intention to challenge Arab 

norms; all the translations look more towards acceptance rather than risk audience rejection.  

 

Generally speaking, certain translation theories and practices are not necessarily applicable, 

but nor are they deliberately avoided by translators. After all, most translators translate based 

on their competence in translation and not necessarily from their knowledge of translational 

theories. Even when a translator is considering SC or TC norms, there is no absolute need to 

use certain theories for particular translations. However, some general observations can be 

connected to the theory of norms when describing some of the practices of the chosen 

translators. For example, Abu-Deeb’s translation seems to consider the norms of SC, in most 

cases, because it keeps in the source images and meanings of the sonnets. However, this 

observation does not apply to all of Abu Deeb’s translations of the sonnets, but his translation 

is still acceptable for an Arab audience. Indeed, orientation towards the SC or the TC varies 

between all the translators. Enani’s translation seems to be governed by the norms of the target 

culture since it reflects Enani’s obvious consideration of Arab cultural norms and Arab 

audience expectations, even if this has led him to make modifications to the original ST.   

 

Chapter Three posed: What are the strategies used for translating different problematic issues 

found in Shakespeare’s sonnets in light of the norms of translating poetry into Arabic? This 

initiated up a discussion on the problematic issues that emerge generally when translating 

poetry into other languages, and especially from English into Arabic. The strategies needed to 
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be applied in order to overcome such obstacles were further discussed in the analytical chapters 

which compared examples taken from Shakespeare’s sonnets in their Arabic translations, and 

the strategies used by the chosen translators. To answer this question, translation shifts were 

examined in the different Arabic versions of the sonnets. Norms are cognitive concepts and 

translators use shifts as tools to comply with an unconscious obedience to norms. This chapter 

also clarified the reasons why most of the chosen translators chose to translate the sonnets into 

prose (and not into verse). Tawfīq (1988), Wālī (2008), Abu-Deeb (2012), and Luʼluʼah (2013) 

all translated Shakespeare’s sonnets into prose. Enani (2016) was the only translator from the 

selected corpus who translated the sonnets into verse. Chapter Three also discussed the most 

problematic issues relating to the translations of the sonnets (especially in relation to norms) in 

order to elaborate the discussion. Chapter Six explored the translation of metaphors, and 

Chapter Seven dealt with the translation of cultural references and taboos. 

 

The next question this thesis attempted to answer: How have Shakespeare’s sonnets been 

introduced and translated for Arab readers? Chapters Four and Five focused on introducing 

Shakespeare and his works as they are received in the Arab world, whilst Chapter Five detailed 

Shakespeare’s sonnets as a genre and then profiled Arabic versions of the sonnets. These 

chapters added to the significance of the study because they started a discussion of norms, and 

introduced the reader to an Arab audience’s expectations, especially in relation to 

Shakespeare’s works. Furthermore, discussing the Arabs  ’understanding and acceptance of 

Shakespeare helped to expand on the discussion of the translation of Shakespeare’s sonnets 

into Arabic, and the different norms exercised in rendering them. Shakespeare was introduced 

to the Arab world during the time when Britain colonised Egypt and Sudan, but, nevertheless, 

Egyptian people welcomed Shakespeare’s plays with great interest and they published his 

works, translated and in English, and they performed his works on stage. Based on the analysis 
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of the introduction of Shakespeare’s work into the Arab world, it seems that Arab 

readers/audiences were/are tolerant of the Bard’s language and images, even if these clashed 

with their usual cultural norms. One of the main findings of this chapter is the influence of 

Shakespeare’s canonical status on norms. Arab audiences have always accepted Shakespeare 

with great homage and admiration to the extent that they do not reject his different cultural 

views. The translators have not used translation to disguise, but to clearly show some of the 

source ideas and beliefs. The chapters that followed traced the accuracy of this assumption, by 

investigating different methods used by different translators to translate (usually) culturally 

rejected ideas found in Shakespeare’s sonnets rather than omitting them. 

 

Following on, the question: How are the figures of speech, especially the metaphors used in 

Shakespeare’s sonnets, translated in accordance with Arabic translation norms? led the 

discussion in Chapter Six which dealt with the translation of Shakespeare’s metaphors. The 

importance of discussing the norms of translating metaphors is based on the fact that each 

Shakespearean sonnet is made up of a series of consecutive metaphors. This chapter also 

addressed figures of speech that have metaphorical elements (such as personification and 

similes). It concluded that the metaphorical expressions found in Shakespeare’s sonnets have 

been, mostly, rendered into Arabic with various modifications, depending on the translators' 

agency, and the historical era in which the Arabic translation was published. In other words, 

Shakespeare’s metaphorical expressions have not acted as obstacles to translating the sonnets 

into Arabic. However, confronting norms sometimes forced the translator to amend or even 

delete a sonnet (although this is may is not a preferable choice) in order to comply with TC 

norms. Such cases appear repeatedly in the translations of metaphors found in the sonnets, as 

chapter six revealed.  
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With the question: What are the norms of translating culturally oriented words apparent in 

Shakespeare’s sonnets into Arabic? Chapter Three highlighted the cultural issues that have 

served as major obstacles to translating Shakespeare’s sonnets, and how the translators tackled 

the technical task of ensuring that an audience could read and comprehended the material. 

Chapter Seven explored how culturally unacceptable phrases are dealt with in the translation 

of the sonnets. These cultural problems were classified as religious, cultural, and taboo 

expressions. It could not be concluded that there is one dominant norm that drives the 

translation of such references into Arabic. However, it was concluded that the power of such 

references could be decreased by using shifts, or by omitting them completely.  

 

Another observation to be noted here is the unexpected ways that the translators chose to 

translate cultural references. In other words, they oscillated in their translational preferences; 

especially the preferences that are related to norms. It was observed that the Muslim translators 

seem to lean more towards the norms of TC, but some examples show similarities in lexical 

equivalence between all the translators, whether Muslim or Christian. It is possible to see in 

many examples how equivalence serves Islamic and Christian religious norms, more than the 

preferences that the translators picked. This shows that religious norms are most likely to be 

unconsciously followed, and not deliberately forced. To conclude, one of the insights of 

Chapter Seven was to demonstrate how the translators stand against the common behaviour of 

connecting norms to religion. As can be understood from reading Chapter Seven, norms are 

not essentially driven by religion. Nevertheless, norms might be anti-religious, and they might 

reflect a translator’s tendency to reproduce a TT that does not represent any religion. However, 

sometimes, a translation might follow the norms of a specific religion. None of the five 

translations of the sonnets deliberately tries to communicate the specific norms of the SC or 
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the TC religions. However, the religious background of each translator has, perhaps, added its 

particular bias to the translation, but it was not found to be a key reason behind the translational 

preferences made. 

 

When addressing the question: To what extent have translators complied with or challenged 

dominant translation norms? All five chosen translators, to different degrees, have challenged 

the norms of the SC, although the translators have considered the requirements of their 

publishers, and kept in the flavour of the ST in their translations. Nevertheless, norms of the 

TC are dominant in the translation outcomes, even in the work of those translators who lean 

more towards the norms of SC, so as not to ignore the norms of the ST culture. However, not 

considering TC norms would have probably meant that their translations would have resulted 

in non-acceptance by an Arab audience, and, thus, a TC publishing failure. In other words, as 

examples taken from the corpus showed that some norms overlapped between cultures, but 

other norms could not be accommodated between cultures.  

 

In order to answer: How can we explain translation choices that go against accepted 

translation norms? The researcher explained this phenomenon by connecting the translators 

who challenged the authority of norms with each translator’s distinctive voice, which then led 

on to a discussion of the meaning of distinction in relation to the analysis of each translation 

of the sonnets, based on the analytical and descriptive chapters of the thesis. The first seven 

chapters of the thesis discussed the collective behaviour of the translators according to norms. 

Chapter Eight on the other and, shed light on the individual behaviour of the translators based 

on the analysis of Chapters Six and Seven. This chapter tried to prove a connection between 

norms and Bourdieu’s (1979) theory of distinction. It discussed this from the perspective that 
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distinction initially relies on audience and producer tastes, and norms take their importance 

from their role in initiating an audience’s taste and acceptance.  

 

This study found that the more a translator is attached to the norms of either the SC or the TC, 

then the more distinctive the outcome of the translation is likely to be. Chapter Eight focused 

on deviation as a major motivator for distinction. Some metaphors and cultural references 

posed obstacles to translation, and the translators had to deviate from the norm, in most cases, 

or stick with the images to reproduce the TT image of the ST. In addition to deviation, other  

Bordieuan characteristics of distinction were applied to the selected five Arabic translations of 

Shakespeare’s sonnets in order to demonstrate how the translators achieved distinction. 

To conclude, although this chapter did not aim to represent translators’ agency as a norm-

breaker, it did show how norms might add to any translation, even if the translation goes against 

them.   

 

As an end note to this section, one can argue that it is preferable to encourage breaking norms 

for the sake of integrity and distinction and not necessarily for the sake of target audience 

acceptance. Furthermore, that it is onerous to deleting elements deemed to be taboo but rather 

find appropriate ways of articulating these in ways that are appropriate to TC audience whilst 

maintaining their distinction. One could further argue that it is for reasons such as these that 

translators oscillate in their choices between SC and TC norms. Regarding  translator creativity, 

it can be said that every translator has attempted to capture and engage his audience with 

something and thus it seems evident that each translator attempts to vie in demonstrating the 

strength of his competency against that of his counterpart. 
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9.3 SELF-REFLECTION AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

As with any research, limitations are unavoidable, especially in relation to the restrictions of 

time and word, etc. The corpus of the study was confined to complete Arabic translations of 

the entire sequence of Shakespeare’s sonnets, published in the format of a book. Thus, other 

Arabic translations of Shakespeare’s sonnets were excluded from the study. However, Jabra’s 

(1983) version of the sonnets was referred to briefly in this study because of its overarching 

influence on the work of Luʼluʼah’s (2012) version. Jabra’s pioneering version was excluded 

from the study because it includes only forty sonnets. Further exclusions were the scattered 

translations of the sonnets found on various websites and journals which did not comprise a 

complete translation of the entire sonnet sequence and were not published in book form.  

 

The unstable nature of both norms as a cognitive concept and Shakespeare’s sonnets as a type 

of poetry means that interpretations can vary from one researcher to another, and, therefore, a 

degree of personal subjectivity is involved in any analysis of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Besides, 

many other aspects of discussion can be applied under the investigation of norms, not only the 

translation of metaphors and cultural references. The easy identification of cultural norms in 

the translations of metaphors and cultural references (especially taboo ones) in Shakespeare’s 

sonnets was the main reason for limiting the thesis to their discussion. Additionally, an 

examination of linguistic elements was beyond the scope of this study, and, therefore, this was 

avoided in order to ensure a dedicated focus on the cultural aspect of equivalents. Nonetheless, 

even a partial coverage of the linguistic elements would have added to the academic weight of 

the thesis. However due to the word count limitation, this was not feasible. The researcher felt 

that, at the very least this would involve risk of omitting pertinent information directly relating 

to the study. Thus, when and where necessary, some explanations of examples on the linguistic 

aspects of norms were briefly provided. 
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9.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH  

As previously mentioned, the scope of this study has the potential to be diverse, However, in 

keeping with the aims and objective of the thesis, the analysis focused on the translation of 

metaphors and references that have cultural connotations: mainly, religious, mythical, and 

taboo expressions. One reason for this concentrated effort was to shed light on the socio-

cultural aspects of translation that take shape in the translation process of Shakespeare’s 

sonnets into Arabic. The potential for greater scope has been highlighted so as to inspire further 

research, for example studies to analyse Shakespearean sonnets may yield other aspects of the 

dominance of norms in translation, for example, equivalence, which would further enrich the 

topic.  

 

Shakespeare left us an extremely rich and interesting body of works that are invaluable for 

investigating translations of English into Arabic. Whether from linguistic or cultural point of 

views, Shakespeare’s sonnets provide the researcher with the potential for a great variety of 

authentic case studies for analysis. Many researchers avoid dealing with the sonnets because 

of the difficulties they present in the translation process. However, each study, at the very least, 

paves the way for a better understanding of the next.  

 

With regard to the subject of norms, the necessarily limited scope of this study, it is hoped, will 

serve as an example, or indeed a foundation, for further research on Shakespeare’s sonnets, as 

well as contribute to efforts in finding a methodology or a model for translating poetry. 

Additionally, future research is invited to analyse the sonnets in order to examine other aspects 

of the dominance of norms in translation, for example, equivalence, which would further enrich 

the topic. It is also worth noting that, whereas this thesis explored aspects of translational shifts, 

with a concentrated focus on the translation of metaphors and references that have cultural 

connotations on a generic basis, there is very interesting potential for future considerations on 
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specific genres of TC audiences (children, students, everyday readers, etc.) Areas for 

discussion could elaborate on how the theory of translation as a tool of analysis connects a 

translators' agency and to the concept of “distinction," and how this might be applied to a 

specific audience, and, thus, enable greater clarity about the role norms play in translation.  

 

This thesis contributes to research made in the field of translation regarding poetry by studying 

the works, in particular sonnets, of a prominent literary figure who remains ever popular both 

in the West and the East. In addition to all the literary values of translating Shakespeare's 

Sonnets, the researcher has attempted to emphasis the equal value in studying the translators 

who translate such works. Through choosing five translators and their respective translations 

for comparing and contrasting the researcher has demonstrated how, when rising to the 

challenges of translating Shakespeare’s sonnets from English to Arabic, each of the five 

translators discussed have demonstrated their competencies as well as their creativity, both 

collective and induvial. In particular many socio-cultural nuances are highlighted when 

translators oscillate in their choices between SC and TC norms 

 

On a final note, it is hoped that this small contribution to research in the study of norms in 

poetry translation will help to balance the perception of Shakespeare as poet, as well as 

playwright. 
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